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This thesis investigates the issues involved in supporting user interface development tool 
(UIDT) selection according to suitability within a given context of use. This thesis argues 
that current UIDT evaluation facilities do not adequately support context-sensitive UIDT 
selection. As a result, selected UIDTs reflect evaluator bias and often do not function well 
in their environment of use due to lack of acceptance or suitability. Without an explicit 
model of project-specific context of use, evaluators acting on behalf of a software 
development team or organisation cannot reasonably be expected to focus systematically 
on and consider the criteria necessary to assess suitability when rating UIDTs for selection. 
This thesis describes the findings of an industrial survey that identified the context of use 
for software development projects. This context of use is parameterised and combined 
with a categorisation of UIDT functionality to produce an extensible and tailorable 
reference model or framework for UIDT evaluation and selection. An accompanying 
methodology - which together with the framework is known as SUIT (Selection of User 
Interface Development Tools) - guides the use of the framework such that project-specific 
context of use can be modelled and thereafter systematically considered during UIDT 
selection. This thesis proposes that such focussed and documented consideration of 
context of use during UIDT selection increases the quality of a selection decision and 
therefore facilitates reuse of UIDT evaluation and selection results. 
An evaluative study is described which demonstrates the effectiveness and viability of the 
SUIT framework and methodology as a paper-based UIDT evaluation facility. The same 
study also identifies the need for a computer-based tool to support the management of 
UIDT evaluation data and to assist its comparison and analysis. Experiences with this 
study, the results of the industrial study, and the structure of the framework and 
methodology provided input into a set of requirements for a computer-based visualisation 
environment that supports the comparison and analysis of UIDT data. 
The SUIT data visualisation environment and its qualitative evaluation are described. The 
evaluation results identify the usefulness and practicability of the SUIT approach when 
supported by the visualisation environment. They also suggest a number of refinements 
and extensions to the tool. The results provide an initial corpus of knowledge regarding 
practical strategies used by evaluators to compare and analyse UIDT evaluation data. 
These strategies are modelled using a novel purpose-built graphical notation that focuses 
on sequencing, flexibility, and patterns of activity. 
i 
Lastly, the evaluation studies of SUIT reveal its potential for use in the evaluation of other 
software applications, not least CASE tools. Furthermore, they highlight the potential for 
expansion of SUIT into an open-source UIDT evaluation and selection facility. 
11 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
CHAPTER l: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Developers of interactive software are confronted by a variety of software tools to assist in 
the process of designing and implementing the interactive aspects of applications. Not 
only do these tools fall into different categories in terms of functionality, but within each 
category there is a growing number of competing tools with similar, but not identical, 
features. Choice of user interface development tool (hereafter referred to as UIDT) is 
therefore becoming increasingly complex. 
1.2 Problem Solving and Decision Making in UIDT Selection 
To select a UIDT is to solve a problem by deciding on one from among many possible 
options. To better understand the process of UIDT selection, it is therefore important to 
identify and recognise relevant issues of problem solving and decision making (Harris, 
1998a, Harris, 1998b, Simon, 1986, Loch and Conger, 1996, Jacobs and Holten, 1995, 
Sauter, 1999, Rumble, 1991, Albers, 1996). 
Sauter identifies four styles of problem solving/decision making: (1) left-brain style; (2) 
right-brain style; (3) accommodating; and (4) integrated (Sauter, 1999). The left-brain 
style stresses analytical and quantitative techniques and employs rational and logical 
methods or reasoning; problems are broken down and each sub-problem is approached 
using data and logic. Problems are explicitly defined, solution methodologies are 
determined, orderly information searches are conducted, and analysis is increasingly 
refined in an effort to achieve predictability and minimise uncertainty. This style of 
decision making works best when all relevant variables can be controlled or predicted, 
measured, quantified, and when complete information is available. Vastly different from 
left-brain style decision making, the right-brain style is based on intuitive techniques and 
typically places more importance on feelings than facts. Accommodating decision makers 
are willing to use their non-dominant style when they realise that it will work best in a 
given situation. Finally, integrated style decision makers are able to effectively combine 
the left- and right-brain styles; analytical processes are adopted to filter information and 
intuition is used to contend with uncertainty and complexity. If intuition leads the 
decision process in a different direction, integrated style decision makers reason and 
analyse again to verify and elaborate on their thought process. 
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There is evidence to suggest that industrial software developers currently rely heavily upon 
right-brain style (or intuitive) decision making when selecting UIDTs with the result that 
they often select UIDTs that are inappropriate for their development projects (see chapter 
3). This research acknowledges the existence and place for intuition or non-rational 
decision making in the overall process of UIDT evaluation and selection. However, for 
reasons outlined in the remainder of this chapter, and thereafter this dissertation, this work 
aims to facilitate integrated style UIDT selection - that is, to provide evaluators with a 
mechanism which allows them to approach UIDT selection from an analytical perspective 
but which additionally does not suppress intuitive decision making so that, where 
necessary, it can be used to handle areas of uncertainty such as trade-offs. By promoting 
an analytical approach to UIDT selection it is possible to guard against inappropriate use of 
intuition (Sauter, 1999). 
The first step when solving a problem is to identify assumptions that establish selection 
boundaries - they provide a framework that limits and simplifies the problem (by reducing 
the number of items to consider, assumptions make a problem more manageable to solve) 
and reflect values that should be maintained in the solution (Harris, 1998b). The setting in 
which UIDT selection takes place is shaped by a complex set of variably negotiable, co- 
operating, and/or competing goals and constraints. The UIDT selection decision space is 
defined by a set of high-level factors such as the budget allocation assigned to UIDT 
purchase and installation, the availability of staff training for the deployed UIDT, 
programming language restrictions, time constraints (primarily on the project duration but 
subsequently on the time available for UIDT selection), development platform restrictions, 
availability of information, cultural binding (whether the selection is limited because of 
attitudes in the culture or practice of the organisation), cost/benefit ratio, and the amount of 
energy available to complete the selection. A similar set of factors establishes the 
boundaries for other aspects of project-specific decision making (for example, decisions 
regarding hardware or other software selection). 
Once delineated, a problem must be represented in a way that facilitates its solution 
(Simon, 1986, Jacobs and Holten, 1995, Albers, 1996). The representation of a problem 
influences the quality of the solution found - major advances in human knowledge are 
frequently the result of new ways of thinking about problems (Simon, 1986). Models are 
used to present a problem in a way that allows someone to understand and solve it - by 
seeing a problem from a different perspective it is often easier to gain the insight necessary 
to find a solution (Harris, 1998b, Sauter, 1999). Models can be structural or conceptual 
visual, physical, mathematical, or metaphorical representations of a problem (Harris, 
1998b). 
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The delimited decision space for UIDT selection includes criteria that are determined by 
the design and development requirements of a specific project, and by some of the 
delimiting constraints. In particular, UIDT selection criteria are informed by the 
functional requirements demanded of the selected UIDT - for example, the user interface- 
specific components required for the end product user interface and the necessary software 
engineering administrative support - and are influenced by the remaining limiting 
assumptions (see section 1.2.1). A decision matrix (mathematical model) enables a 
problem solver to 'quantify subjectivity" and to be sure that all criteria are taken into 
account to the desired degree. A recipe model emphasises ingredients and proportions - 
giving minor consideration to items that add 'spice' or 'flavour' - and is often considered to 
be a list or formula for success (Harris, 1998b). Despite their suitability, use of these 
models is limited in existing UIDT selection techniques (see chapter 2), most of which 
make no attempt to model the problem in these ways. 
Once modelled, a problem is solved by deciding between different solutions. Making a 
decision implies that there are a number of choices to be considered - the increasing 
number of UIDTs makes for a large range of options. When deciding on one of the many 
UIDTs, the principal aim should be to choose the one that best fits with identified goals 
and values (Harris, 1998a, Jacobs and Holten, 1995, Albers, 1996). 
UIDT selection involves two essential decision types: (1) decisions whether; and (2) 
decisions which. Although the former - that is, whether a UIDT should be purchased/used 
- would typically be decided prior to choosing a UIDT, the selection process itself may be 
required to confirm or clarify the decision. Assisting the latter - that is, the selection of 
one UIDT from the range of options - is the primary focus of established UIDT evaluation 
techniques and is the focus of this thesis. 
Every decision is made within a decision environment - the collection of information, 
options, values, and preferences available at the time of the decision. Decision making is 
the process of sufficiently reducing (it would not be feasible to eliminate) uncertainty and 
doubt about the options to allow a reasonable choice to be made from among them. This 
stresses the importance of the information-gathering function of decision making (Harris, 
1998a, Sauter, 1999) and of identifying different options. 
Some of the factors limiting the UIDT decision space (in particular, budget allocation, 
programming language, and development platform) determine the set of UIDTs that are 
considered during the selection process - UIDTs can be assessed against these criteria, and 
their suitability determined, without having to evaluate the low-level detail of the tools. 
1 (Harris, 1998b). 
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Figure 1.1 -A model of the matrix of UIDT evaluation 
Consider now, the function of information-gathering. Decision makers tend to seek more 
information than required to make a good decision (Harris, 1998a). This often leads to: 
(1) delay in the decision because of the time required to collect and process the extra 
information - the effectiveness of the decision is ultimately impaired; (2) information 
overload which in turn leads to decline in decision making ability; (3) selective use of 
information to support preconceived solutions; (4) mental fatigue which returns slower and 
poorer quality work; and (5) decision fatigue which results in fast, careless decisions or 
even decision paralysis (Harris, 1998a). UIDTs are assessed or rated according to the 
degree to which they meet identified criteria, and it is these criteria that determine the 
information that needs to be collected for each candidate UIDT. Figure 1.1 illustrates the 
decision matrix in which UIDT selection occurs - showing examples of limiting constraints 
and suggesting some typical decision spaces that may occupy the same matrix. The UIDT 
selection decision space illustrates the internal criteria against which UIDTs are measured. 
There are several documented strategies for decision making - for example, optimising, 
satisficing, maximax, and maximin (Harris, 1998a, Simon, 1986). Although uncommon, 
the latter two may be used occasionally for UIDT selection. Optimising is a strategy of 
identifying as many different options as possible and choosing the best. How thoroughly 
this can be performed depends on: (1) the importance of the problem; (2) the time available 
for solving it; (3) the availability of resources and knowledge; and (4) the value or 
desirability of each outcome. Software development deadlines, together with existing 
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UIDT selection techniques, make optimised UIDT selection impracticable and therefore 
rarely performed (see chapter 3). Instead, satisficing - whereby the first satisfactory 
option is chosen rather than the best option - although not perhaps ideal, is used in reality 
(see chapter 3). When satisficing, lower level goals are substituted for maximised goals 
(Simon, 1986) in a process of goal adjustments and trade-offs. Where no UIDTs are 
found to completely meet identified criteria, a complex process of goal, constraint, and 
criteria adjustment and trade-off is initiated. Criteria within the UIDT selection decision 
space may be traded-off against each other to facilitate a selection. Where this is 
insufficient, the limiting boundaries of the decision space may also have to be adjusted; 
these activities may ultimately affect changes to the boundaries limiting the decision 
spaces occupying the same matrix (see Figure 1.1). Decision making for UIDT selection 
therefore has not only to deal with the complexity of its own criteria, but it also has to 
consider the decision stream (Harris, 1998a) of which it is part. 
The quality of a UIDT selection decision is a rating of whether the decision is good or bad. 
A good decision is logical - based on the available information - and reflects context- 
sensitive values set for the problem solution. A bad decision is based on inadequate 
information and does not reflect the identified values (Harris, 1998a). The quality of a 
decision is not reflected in its outcome -a good decision can have either a good or bad 
outcome; a bad decision can still have a good outcome. Decision quality is judged 
according to the following criteria: (1) the decision must meet the stated problem 
objectives as thoroughly and completely as possible; (2) the decision must meet the 
objectives efficiently with concern for cost, energy, and side effects; and (3) the decision 
must take into account valuable by-products or indirect advantages (Harris, 1998a). In 
particular, 
'it is better to expend a little more energy to solve a problem well the first time 
than have to redo the entire thing after a half energetic solution' (Harris, 1998a) 
1.2.1 The Importance of Context 
The importance of context is recognised in the design of software. Clarke comments that: 
'designers often neglect to take account of contextual factors due to their focus 
on the artefact itself '(Clarke, 1997, pp. 10) 
Disastrous consequences can arise when important contextual factors are ignored during 
software design and development - for example, with hindsight it was discovered that lack 
of consideration of the context in which the Patriot system (for Scud missile interception) 
would be used, contributed to loss of life in the Gulf War (Clarke, 1997). 
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That said, Cockton et al (Cockton et al., 1996) describe situations in which designers 
collected but failed to use contextual information systematically - rather than use the 
contextual information to generate context-specific requirements it was simply unused and 
general, non-context-specific requirements were generated instead. Cockton et al suggest 
that the problem with using contextual information is in using it fully and effectively due 
to the lack of effective representations of this information: 
'The problem can be reduced simply to understanding the relationships 
between human contexts and systems designs. To understand these 
relationships, we require descriptions of human contexts and systems designs 
and ways of linking between these descriptions' (Cockton et al., 1996, pp. 523). 
Clarke further suggests that making the relationships between context and design explicit 
allows accurate judgements to be made about the use of contextual information in design 
(Clarke, 1997). 
Considering context of use during UIDT selection is similarly important. In this case, it is 
evaluators who fail to consider adequately contextual information when selecting a UIDT 
due to their focus on the tools themselves. As a result, often inappropriate UIDT selection 
is made (Kemerer, 1992, McKirdy, 1998). 
Often the choice that would perhaps be obvious to an evaluator may not function in the 
context in which it is to be used due to cost, time, and most importantly, lack of acceptance 
(Harris, 1998a). Problem solving and decision making changes when an individual 
evaluator is asked to assume an organisational position to select a UIDT not for himself, 
but for the members of a group (see chapter 7). In these circumstances, evaluators are 
required to adapt their goals and values to their responsibility (Simon, 1986) - namely, the 
context of use of the selected UIDT. Without an adequate model of the UIDT's context of 
use, evaluators are prone to reverting to their individual set of preferences and goals (see 
chapter 7). It is therefore important to identify and adequately model the context of use 
for the selected UIDT so that it can be considered when rating candidate UIDTs against 
selection criteria during the decision making process. Additionally, by identifying the 
context-sensitive criteria to be considered during the decision making process it may be 
possible to focus information-gathering for UIDT selection and thereby potentially prevent 
the hazards of excess information discussed in section 1.2. 
One of the most important considerations in decision making - and therefore in UIDT 
selection - is the people factor. A selection decision must always be made in light of the 
people who will be required to use the UIDT (Harris, 1998a) - those who must use the 
selected UIDT must accept it if it is to be used effectively and efficiently. Acceptance is 
critically important in problem solving -a UIDT that is technically brilliant or that only 
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reflects the preferences of the evaluator may be 'sociologically stupid'2 with respect to the 
anticipated UIDT users, and would not therefore represent a good decision (Simon, 1986). 
To increase acceptance of a selected UIDT within a specific context of use, the project 
team members who will have to use the selected tool should be considered when making 
the selection decision. Acceptance is further increased if the drawbacks of the selected 
UIDT are outlined in addition to the projected benefits - users are more likely to accept a 
decision if they understand the risks and believe that they have been given due 
consideration (Harris, 1998a, Rumble, 1991). A good quality UIDT selection decision, 
based on identified criteria and context of use, should be adequately substantiated to make 
the presentation of these facts possible (Sauter, 1999). 
As with context in design, it is not simply enough to consider the context of use of UIDTs 
during their evaluation and selection. There needs to be a mechanism by which to record 
this context during the selection process, and to explicitly represent its influence over the 
suitability of any given UIDT. 
Chapter 2 reviews the currently available UIDT evaluation facilities and demonstrates the 
absence of a means to represent and therefore adequately consider the relationship between 
context of use and UIDT functionality within each. Whether this causes or simply 
exacerbates the lack of consideration of context of use during UIDT evaluation is unclear. 
What is clear, however, is that despite its influence and importance none of the available 
UIDT evaluation facilities either promote or support the consideration of context of use 
during UIDT evaluation and selection. They do not, therefore, facilitate good quality 
decisions according to the definition given in 1.2. 
1.3 Problem Statement 
The matrix modelled in Figure 1.1 is an illustrative model of UIDT selection. Together 
with the discussion in section 1.2.1, it demonstrates the importance or influence of context 
during UIDT selection. This thesis argues that none of the UIDT evaluation facilities 
currently available (see chapter 2) adequately support or encourage consideration of 
context. While they all contribute to de-contextualised UIDT evaluation, they all fail to 
fully consider the context in which a UIDT is to be used and thus do not adequately 
support the complexities of the decision making process described in section 1.2. 
It would therefore appear that the main problem facing UIDT evaluators is that they are 
either unaware of the importance of considering context of use during UIDT evaluation or 
2 (Simon, 1986). 
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they find it impossible to adequately incorporate contextual information in the evaluation 
process using current UIDT evaluation facilities. Since the influence of contextual 
information is not recorded in existing evaluation techniques, evaluators cannot easily 
determine the suitability of a UIDT specifically for their given project. 
1.4 Thesis Statement 
The thesis of this dissertation is: 
User interface development tool selection according to suitability in a given 
context can be supported by an explicit methodology3 and associated tools that 
are both useful and practicable. 
As such, the research represented in this dissertation has one main aim: 
To investigate the means by which to guide and support consideration of 
context of use during evaluation of user interface development tools such that 
these tools are selected according to their suitability within a given context. 
The result of this investigation will be the development of a facility that promotes and 
supports contextually-sensitive evaluation and selection of user interface development 
tools. In order to achieve this, the context in which user interface development tools are 
used will need to be investigated. Hence, this thesis also aims to investigate the issues that 
comprise the context of use for user interface development tools, particularly within 
industrial software development. 
Given the scope and complexity of the setting in which UIDT evaluation takes place, it is 
necessary to restrict the scope of the above support for the purpose of this thesis. On the 
basis of the selection model illustrated in section 1.2, this thesis will focus on the means by 
which to represent the context of use for UIDT selection in isolation - it will not support 
consideration of the means by which other decision spaces (that is, aspects of the 
associated decision stream) influence that context. In particular, it will: (1) consider the 
means by which to establish and represent the criteria for UIDT selection based on 
functional requirements and context of use (see section 1.2); and (2) will investigate a 
facility whereby the conformance of different UIDTs to these criteria can be compared and 
analysed to inform the trade-offs and context alteration discussed in section 1.2. It should 
be noted that it is not the intention of this thesis to take the decision out of the hands of 
' `Methodology' is used throughout this thesis to refer to a systematised process for carrying out some process. 
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evaluators. Instead, it aims to present UIDT data in such a manner as to make the need 
for, or instances requiring, contextually-sensitive trade-offs apparent. 
1.5 Methodological Approach 
To generate an explicit methodology and associated tools which usefully and practicably 
support context-sensitive selection of user interface development tools, an integrated series 
of investigations must be undertaken. This section briefly identifies the methodological 
approach to investigation adopted by this research, as illustrated in Figure 1.2 - in which 
arrows show the logical flow of information between the various activities. The detail of 
each investigation is outlined in the corresponding chapter hereafter. 
CHAPTER 2: 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
SURVEY 
CHAPTER 3: 
INDUSTRIAL SURVEY 
CHAPTER 4: 
SUIT - FRAMEWORK & METHODOLOGY 
FOR THE SELECTION OF USER 
INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
FORMAL EXPERIMENT 
CHAPTER 5: 
EMPIRICAL STUDY OF THE USE OF THE 
SUIT FRAMEWORK & METHODOLOGY 
CHAPTER 6: 
THE SUIT DATA VISUALISATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
CASE STUDY 
CHAPTER 7: 
QUALITATIVE STUDIES OF THE USER OF 
THE SUIT DATA VISUALISATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
Figure 1.2 - Methodological approach to investigation 
To develop an evaluation methodology that supports selection of UIDTs according to 
suitability within a given context, it is first necessary to determine what constitutes 
context-sensitivity and suitability within industrial software development projects. That 
is, it is necessary to investigate the context in which user interface development and 
therefore UIDT use takes place and from that to determine the aspects of user interfaces, 
user interface development, and UIDT use that influence UIDT suitability. To ensure the 
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general applicability of the results and thereby justify their use as the basis for further 
development of the proposed selection methodology, it is important to collect and analyse 
data from a wide variety of projects. This therefore necessitates the use of a survey 
(Kitchenham et al., 1994). It could be argued that ethnographic studies represent an 
alternative means by which to approach this investigation. Ethnographic studies of 
individual software development projects typically collect the richest data and highlight 
issues that questionnaires and interviews (the accepted instruments for conducting surveys) 
may often miss. However, ethnographic studies generally require significant dedication of 
time to the observation of each individual project and thus, given the time restrictions and 
requirement for data from a wide range of projects, it is not considered a feasible 
alternative for use in this investigation; a survey is therefore used instead. Chapter 3 
outlines in detail the structure and results of the survey. 
As demonstrated in Figure 1.2, the results of the survey (together with the findings of a 
review of existing UIDT evaluation mechanisms) are fed into the development of an 
explicit methodology for UIDT selection according to context-sensitive suitability. 
Having developed the methodology, it is necessary to test the hypothesis that the 
methodology is effective in terms of directing evaluator attention to issues of context of 
use during project-specific UIDT selection. According to Kitchenham et al a formal 
experiment is a means of testing, using the principles of experimental design, whether a 
hypothesis (that is, a statement of the expected benefit of using a method/tool compared 
with another method/tool) can be confirmed (Kitchenham et al., 1994). In order to prove 
the identified hypothesis, it is therefore necessary to employ formal experimental 
techniques using an alternative UIDT evaluation mechanism as a control. Following the 
guidelines suggested by Kitchenham et al the experiment is designed to minimise, within 
the limitations imposed upon the investigation, the effects of extraneous factors by 
ensuring representativeness, randomisation, and replication in the experimental design 
(Kitchenham et al., 1994). In accordance with the recommendation of Kitchenham et al 
(Kitchenham et al., 1994) and that of an expert statistician (Tweedie, 2000), the results of 
the experiment avoid inappropriate use of statistical analysis techniques that assume 
normal distribution. The study and its results are presented in detail in chapter S. 
On the basis of the findings of both the survey and formal experiment, a data visualisation 
environment is developed that embodies the paper-based evaluation methodology and 
allows evaluators to better visualise and then analyse UIDT evaluation data. Given the 
unique nature of the visualisation environment, it is important to investigate its usefulness 
and practicability whilst additionally identifying usability defects in its design. Since a 
formal hypothesis is inappropriate at this time, and it is not the intention of this 
investigation to conduct statistical analysis of quantitative data, a formal experiment 
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(according the Kitchenham et al definition above) is inappropriate and unnecessary. 
Instead, a series of case studies, whereby the visualisation environment is used on a full 
scale representative UIDT data comparison and analysis task, is performed. These 
observational studies return qualitative data that may be used to further enhance and 
inform future development of the SUIT data visualisation environment. Chapter 7 
describes the design of the case studies and discusses the resultant observations. 
1.6 Summary of Dissertation 
To achieve the aim of this thesis, chapter 2 reviews the current literature regarding 
available facilities for user interface development tool evaluation and selection. It also 
considers selected CASE tool evaluation to draw comparisons. The review highlights the 
notion that context of use is essential when evaluating and selecting user interface 
development tools and establishes that it is not adequately supported in current facilities. 
Chapter 3 investigates relevant issues concerning industrial user interface development. 
These issues - investigated according to application domain - include: the characteristics of 
applications; the user interface development strategies followed in practice; the processes 
adopted to select user interface development tools; the type of user interface development 
tools chosen; and the extent to which these tools are used. The results from this survey 
motivate and inform the basis of the design and development of the context-sensitive 
evaluation facility for user interface development tools described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 
outlines the structure, and describes the results, of an empirical study that demonstrates the 
viability of the paper-based evaluation facility described in chapter 4, and validates its 
effectiveness in terms of directing evaluator attention to issues of context of use. The 
chapter describes this validation process, and identifies a requirement for software support 
to assist evaluators in the use of the UIDT selection facility. In chapter 6, the design and 
development of this software support is discussed, and the resultant tool is described. 
Chapter 7 presents an evaluative study of the software tool. As well as identifying 
usability defects in the tool, the results of the study inform a model of UIDT evaluation 
data comparison and analysis strategies that further enhances the facility described in 
chapter 4. Chapter 8 revisits the aim of this thesis and, drawing the previous chapters 
together, evaluates the contribution of this thesis to that aim, including identified future 
work. 
Please note: work published by the author prior to this thesis is 
referenced under the surname McKirdy throughout 
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2.1 Introduction 
Despite increasing numbers of software systems designed to aid user interface 
development, developers have been provided with little support to assist them in 
effectively and systematically discriminating between such tools (Bass et al., 1994, 
Chikofsky et al., 1992, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, 
Mosley, 1992, Mosley, 1995, Poston and Sexton, 1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996, 
Valaer and Babb, 1997, Jorgensen et al., 1995, McKirdy, 1998). Software developers are 
not satisfied with, or adequately supported by, the currently available user interface 
development tool evaluation and selection facilities (McKirdy, 1998) 
This chapter presents a review of the literature concerning user interface development 
software and its evaluation. It begins by examining, and providing definitions of, the key 
terminology in this area. The central sections of this chapter focus on the few evaluation 
facilities that are presently available, outlining the principal components of each and 
demonstrating the developmental links between them. 
Some might argue that the relative lack of evaluation facilities for user interface 
development software is not important given their similarity to, and relationship with, the 
established genre of CASE tools, for which evaluation facilities also exist. Drawing 
comparison between user interface development software and CASE tools in terms of their 
role and available evaluation facilities, this chapter also addresses this issue. 
Concluding with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
evaluation facilities, the chapter justifies the need for and establishes a rationale for the 
development of a further user interface development software evaluation and selection 
facility. 
2.2 Terminology 
2.2.1 User Interfaces 
According to Myers, in his review of user interface software tools, the user interface of an 
application is: 
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"the component that handles output to the display and input from the 
user - the rest of the system is application semantics. "(Myers, 1994 pp. 2) 
or, as defined more fully in an earlier publication, the user interface is: 
"the software component of an application that translates a user action 
into one or more requests for application functionality, and that provides 
to the user feedback about the consequences of his or her action. " (Myers 
and Rosson, 1992 pp. 3). 
These definitions suggest that there is a theoretical boundary between the perceptual 
representation of an application and its underlying functionality. There are many 
examples of system code in which the user interface components can be clearly identified 
and separated from the components concerned with underlying system functionality. For 
example, consider a standard form-based user interface to a database system - typically, the 
text boxes and buttons on the user interface possess no system-specific functionality; they 
simply permit users to enter data for use by, and to invoke, underlying system 
functionality. There are, however, many situations where such separation is not as easily 
identifiable. For example, consider a generic drawing tool - the shapes represented on the 
user interface correspond directly to the underlying model/data. The boundary between 
the user interface and the underlying system functionality is therefore not always 
immediately obvious - it could feasibly lie at any point between physical presentation and 
system-specific data. Furthermore, there are at least three levels of abstraction at which 
this separation or distinction can be drawn: (1) at the conceptual level in describing the 
interaction; (2) at the design level in determining the allocation of functionality to either 
the user interface or underlying system code; and (3) at the implementational level - for 
example, much functionality can be hidden within user interface features (some of which is 
application-oriented). 
Myers' definition of a user interface might lead one to assume that it is easy to distinguish 
between the user interface and the underlying functionality of an application. However, 
the preceding discussion suggests that what counts as the user interface for a given 
application is a matter of design and developmental separation. Furthermore, this 
boundary can be influenced by the skill and/or programming style of an application 
developer. This therefore suggests that when software developers select a tool to assist in 
user interface development they may: (1) have potentially different expectations of the 
functionality such a tool should offer and (2) place their selected tool in different roles 
within their overall development process. Given that this issue and the potential 
dichotomy of user interface distinction are taken into consideration, this thesis adopts 
Myers' definition of a user interface. 
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2.2.2 User Interface Development Software Systems 
Consider now the software systems designed to assist with user interface development. 
For many years, the term user interface management system (UIMS) has been used to refer 
to such support (Hix and Hartson, 1993). Historically, the term was used to refer 
primarily to the run-time support for user interface software. Its definition then broadened 
to refer to an integrated set of interactive programs for the overall process of developing 
user interfaces - including their design, representation, prototyping, execution, evaluation, 
and maintenance (Hix and Hartson, 1993). A UIMS must therefore provide design time 
support and a development environment for producing a user interface, and run-time 
and/or prototyping support for executing a user interface. Thus, a UIMS needs the means 
to construct a graphic presentation, to link it to the computational code (or underlying 
functionality), run-time support mechanisms, and a generator for producing the user 
interface code from user interface definitions (Hix and Hartson, 1993). Specifically, for a 
software application to qualify as a UIMS, it must provide the following set of basic 
elements (Hix and Hartson, 1993): 
1. a direct manipulation (non-programming) environment to support display 
layout; 
2. support for linking displays and their computational component using some 
mechanism other than programming; 
3. run-time support mechanisms for sensing user actions on objects and then 
providing feedback to the display; 
4. and a generator for producing user interface code from interface 
definitions. 
An additional category of user interface development systems are known as user interface 
development environments (UIDE). Although the terms UIMS and UIDE are often used 
synonymously, UIDEs are tools developed specifically for the design and construction of a 
user interface, and therefore exclude run-time support. According to the definitions of 
UIMS and UIDE, the latter is essentially an integral part of the former - as shown in Figure 
2.1. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationships between the functional components of a UIMS4 and 
the elements of an application and selected development processes. As shown, a UIMS 
typically provides the means to design, develop, and evaluate user input and system output, 
and to link these together; it also provides run-time support to mediate interaction between 
the user, the interface, and the functional core of the application. Outlining the functional 
As listed by [lix and flartson (Ilix and Hartson, 1993). 
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components of a UIDE, Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between the two -a UIDE 
can be considered a specialised sub-component of a DIMS. 
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Assuming the above definition, the term UIDT covers the functionality provided by both 
UIDEs and UIMSs and, to avoid ambiguity or confusion, is used throughout the remainder 
of this dissertation as an umbrella term to capture the notion of any software assistance for 
(any part of) the development of a user interface. 
2.3 User Interface Development "Tools 
The stated definition of a UID"I' means that a UIDT can be anything from a complete 
development environment to a single class library. UIDTs can be categorised as follows 
Mix and Ilartson, 1993): 
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1. Interaction Style Support Tools 
These interactive systems enforce a consistent look-and-feel based upon a specific style 
and/or standard - for example, OSF/MotifrM and OpenLookTM (Myers, 2000)5. They 
normally assist a developer in determining what specific interaction objects should look 
like, where they should be placed, and even how they should behave. They do not, 
however, help determine when to use a given interaction object or how best to use it 
effectively. Although they help ensure consistency across applications, these tools do not 
guarantee a product that demonstrates good design or high usability. 
2. Toolkits 
A toolkit is a library of callable routines or classes used by developers to implement low- 
level interface features. The basic components of a toolkit - ubiquitously known as 
'widgets' - encapsulate the look-and-feel of interaction techniques or activities within 
graphical objects. Instances of widgets are used to compose a user interface (for example, 
buttons, menus, scrollbars etc. ) and they interact with underlying system functionality or 
computational code via method invocations which are defined by the programmer and 
executed by the application during run-time operation. Although their function is 
generally limited, toolkits are flexible in comparison with other UIDTs. However, to 
produce a user interface using a toolkit a developer needs to write source-code. In 
general, therefore, used in isolation, toolkits only support implementation and tend to be 
the domain of programmers rather than user interface designers. Toolkits are often 
incorporated into UIDTs such as UIMSs (see below). The JavaTM SwingTM or AWTTM 
class packages are examples of modern toolkits (Eckstein et al., 1998, Jaworski, 1998). 
3. Interface Development Tools (IDT) or Interface Builders 
In general, interface builders (or interface development tools) are drawing or graphics 
packages that support little more than the design of static screen displays. Usually based 
on a specific toolkit, they let a designer select and position widgets to construct a user 
interface. Limited to supporting the layout of the static parts of a user interface that can be 
created out of widgets, they cannot handle the parts of a user interface that involve 
graphical objects moving around (Myers and Rosson, 1992). UIMSs often incorporate 
interface builders to provide support for user interface specification and layout - for 
example, VisualCafeTM (Symantec, 1999) has a direct manipulation user interface layout 
facility which lets a designer select JavaTM SwingTM or AWTTM components and include 
5 Examples taken from Myers' catalogue of UIDTs and their reviews. 
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them in a user interface. Other examples include Display Construction Set by AT&T, 
WindowsMakerTM, and Visaj (Myers, 2000)5. 
4. DIMS 
As previously defined, a UIMS is an integrated set of interactive programs for the overall 
process of developing user interfaces - including their design, representation, prototyping, 
execution, evaluation, and maintenance (Hix and Hartson, 1993). Of the UIDT 
classifications outlined here, UIMSs represent the most comprehensive collection of 
functionality and are subsequently the most potentially powerful, and therefore potentially 
beneficial UIDTs. Aside from the facilities a tool must provide to qualify as a UIMS, 
these tools often incorporate specific toolkits and provide similar facilities to interaction 
style support tools. For example, VisualCafeTM includes JavaTM SwingTM and/or AWTTM 
and permits a designer to specify a desired 'look-and-feel' (Symantec, 1999). Modem 
UIMSs can be informally (or loosely) classified as: 
9 application development environments 
This perhaps the most common sub-category of UIMS, with greatest 
commercial alliance. In general, application development environments 
provide the most comprehensive collection of functionality6 and normally 
include: the facility to lay out a user interface using some mechanism other 
than programming or specification languages7; a strong basis on a specific 
toolkit that may or may not support different user interface 'look-and-feel'; the 
facility to generate all or part of the physical code needed to implement the 
user interface, and to link this with the underlying system (or computational) 
code; the facility to execute the generated application user interface - either as 
a finished artefact or in designiprototyping mode during which debugging and 
analysis are possible; and facilities to directly program the user interface and/or 
underlying application code - for example, code editors, compilers, project 
management etc. 
Application development environments normally support a specific 
programming language and its associated toolkit(s). Examples include: 
VisualCafeTM, VisualJ++TM, JBuilderTM - all of which are based on JavaTM and 
its user interface toolkits, SwingTM and/or AWTTM (Eckstein et al., 1998, 
Jaworski, 1998); VisualBasicTM which supports development in Basic; 
6 With respect to the accepted defining functionality of a UIMS, 
It may even be via declarative models (see below), in which case the environment could be said to include model-based UIDT functionality. 
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Borland's DelphiTM which is based on Object Pascal; and VisualC++TM, based 
on C++ (Myers, 2000)5. 
" declarative model-based development tools 
These UIDTs tend to be the result of academic research. Based on a series of 
models, designers construct a declarative specification of a user interface and 
its associations with the underlying system code. The models usually include: 
a task and/or dialog model to let a designer abstract over the end-user tasks - 
including their sequencing - supported by the application being developed; a 
presentation model that specifies the physical appearance of the user interface 8; 
a domain model that represents the structure, or functionality, of the underlying 
application code; and a user model that models attributes of the end-users of 
the generated user interface9. Using declarative model-based development 
tools the run-time behaviour of a user interface and application is normally 
specified by explicitly linking components across the different models. On 
the basis of such specifications, these tools normally generate all or part of the 
physical code required to implement the user interface. 
Despite a lack of commercial acceptance10, several model-based UIDTs have 
been developed, including: Trident, Tadeus, Humanoid, Teallach, Adept, and 
Mastermind (Bodart et al., 1995, Schlungbaum and Eiwert, 1996, Szekely et 
al., 1992, Griffiths et al., 1998, Johnson et al., 1995, Szekely et al., 1996). 
" multi-media data visualisation tools 
Multi-media data visualisation tools are sometimes little more than interface 
builders - they generally support dynamic data representation and visualisation, 
and let designers specify static displays to which they can attach animation. 
They are perhaps most beneficial for horizontal (and potentially revolutionary) 
prototyping of user interfaces. Two well known examples of these tools are 
MacroMedia DirectorTM and HypercardTM; others include LabVIEW and 
LabWindows and Vermont Views With Designer (Myers, 2000)5. 
This identified categorisation of UIMS sub-types suggests a potential nesting of 
functionality within the three categories - the potential for application development 
e This is normally an abstract specification of physical appearance. 
9 According to designer-specified user classifications. 
10 The reason for their lack of commercial acceptance (when compared to application development environments) is as yet unclear and 
requires further investigation. 
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environments to include the functionality listed under the remaining classifications was 
highlighted. Despite a relatively clear classification of user interface development 
software, allocation of individual tools to specific categories is therefore not always 
immediately obvious. 
2.3.1 Importance of UIDTs 
Consider now, the significance or potential benefit of UIDTs - both theoretically (Myers, 
1996, Hix and Hartson, 1993), and based on empirical research (Myers and Rosson, 1992). 
In independent publications, Myers, Hix, and Hartson agree that use of UIDTs is 
potentially beneficial (Myers, 1996, Hix and Hartson, 1993). They suggest that user 
interfaces developed using UIDTs are superior to those developed without the assistance of 
UIDTs. They attribute this to the following (Myers, 1996, Hix and Hartson, 1993): 
The facility for rapid prototyping readily accommodates iterative user 
interface design, which is generally considered paramount for 
successful user interface development. Modification of user interface 
designs is therefore made easier which encourages active response to 
formative evaluation results. Furthermore, the evaluative support 
provided by many UIDTs makes evaluation easier, and therefore more 
likely to be conducted; 
ii. Tools enable the active participation of a range of interaction 
development specialists - for example, psychologists - in the user interface design process. A user interface can therefore benefit from 
additional expertise beyond that of programmers; 
iii. Since the tools enable user interface component reuse and can provide 
interaction style support, user interfaces generated using such tools are 
more likely to be consistent in terms of look-and-feel; 
iv. Since more effort can be applied to developing the UIDT itself than any 
one user interface, the tools often provide assistance for the most 
complex aspects of user interface design - for example, implementing help and undo. Applications developed using such tools are therefore 
more likely to include these features, increasing their potential for 
higher usability ratings. 
Myers, Hix, and Hartson also suggest the following advantages to using UIDTs in terms of 
the code produced (Myers, 1996, Hix and Hartson, 1993): 
i. Their facilities for auto-generation of code mean that there is 
fundamentally less code to write, making it more economical to create 
and maintain; 
ii. Since UIDTs can potentially enforce issues of structuring and 
modularity, generated code is likely to be reusable. This code 
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reusability enables development effort to span several projects, making 
development more economical and efficient; 
iii. Given their provision of evaluative support, the code produced by 
UIDTs has the potential to be well tested and subsequently more 
reliable. This is further enhanced by the fact that UIDTs often 
represent the specification of user interfaces such that specifications can 
be evaluated and validated more easily; 
iv. UIDTs often generate code that is easier to port across platforms, 
making generated user interfaces more generic and therefore saving 
implementation effort; 
v. Since the level of expertise of the user interface designer and 
implementers can be lower, the costs involved in user interface 
development can be reduced (Myers, 1996). 
Although one might question some of these claims, Myers, Hix and Hartsons' perspective 
on UIDTs suggests that there is much to be gained from their use (Myers, 1996, Hix and 
Hartson, 1993). 
Despite their many advantages, UIDTs also have a number of shortcomings. Hix and 
Hartson suggest that while UIDTs provide admirable support for user interface 
development, their own user interfaces are often poorly designed and lack attention to 
detail. Many UIDTs are therefore hard to learn and use - Hix and Hartson go so far as to 
suggest that the functionality and usability of a UIDT are often inversely related (Hix and 
Hartson, 1993). They imply that many UIDTs provide only limited functionality, and that 
to logically and physically separate the user interface and non-user interface components of 
an application is often very difficult". Most importantly, Hix and Hartson indicate that 
problems associated with designing user interfaces are not necessarily solved with the 
introduction of new technology (Hix and Hartson, 1993). 
In theory, therefore - as argued strongly by Myers, and with some reservation by Hix and 
Hartson - the use of UIDTs presents many potential benefits. Is this the case in practice? 
In 1992, Myers and Rosson conducted a questionnaire-based survey of user interface 
programming to provide a 'snapshot' of practical user interface design and implementation 
and thus, in part, attempt to answer this question (Myers and Rosson, 1992). In particular, 
their goal was to determine the proportion of system code and development time that is 
typically dedicated to the user interface. 
Myers and Rosson published their survey questionnaire in the SIGCHI Bulletin and 
SIGPLAN Notices' 2, distributed it on several electronic bulletin boards, and sent it 
" Despite being required in many UIDTs. 
12 After acting upon invited feedback regarding a draft version of their questionnaire which they circulated via the SIGCHI e-mailing list. 
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explicitly to select people. Their responses'3 therefore included some which were 
recruited directly, but the majority were self-selected. Given that the majority of subjects 
were self-selected, it is possible that some of the more unusual or less structured 
development strategies have been omitted from the survey due to factors such as fear of 
reprisals from the software community or confidentiality restrictions. This should 
therefore be taken into consideration during the following discussion of their results. 
Although the majority of responses came from the USA, proportionally small numbers 
were received from Europe, Canada, and other countries. The organisations - most of 
which belonged to the software industry - were asked to complete the questionnaire for a 
single recently-developed application. When the responses were analysed, Myers and 
Rosson found that the majority of applications were commercial, military or internal to an 
organisation, and most were designed to be used by people outside the development team. 
Applications covered varied domains, were written for a variety of hosts, and had been 
developed using a selection of programming languages - although C was most common. 
In general, the respondents were experienced programmers working in teams of between 2 
and 10 people - the respondent was normally the project manager. 
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Figure 2.2 -percentage breakdown 0J project duration 
Myers and Rosson asked respondents to indicate the percentage of project time that was 
spent on each of the principal stages of development. Of the 74 respondents, 40 provided 
complete data for this question. 20 projects did not have sufficient data to answer the 
question fully, and 14 did not give any response. The results - see Figure 2.2 - illustrate 
that at least 20% of project duration is typically devoted to system design and 50°o to 
implementation. Therefore, of the overall design and development time of a system, 70% 
is attributable to tasks in which there is potential for substantial UIDT use. 
Given that the survey was primarily directed at the user interface-specific aspects of 
application development, respondents were asked to estimate the percentage of code that 
" Numbering 74 which were gathered over an eight month period in 1991. 
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was dedicated to the user interface, the percentage of time spent designing the user 
interface, the percentage of time spent on its implementation, and finally the time spent on 
maintaining user interface-specific components of an application. The results for the latter 
three are shown in Figure 2.3. Myers and Rosson explicitly stated that, when answering 
these questions, respondents were to exclude user interface components concerned with 
producing hard-copy output. Although this is insignificant for some application domains, 
report generation is a substantial component of many database applications. Its exclusion 
from the reported results may have significantly altered the true figures, and this should 
therefore be taken into consideration during the following discussion. 
An estimate for the percentage of code dedicated to the user interface was provided by 71 
respondents. These varied from 1% to 100% and averaged at 47.60o. The extreme 
variation in the estimated percentages is likely to have been heavily influenced by the 
difficulty of isolating user interface-specific components (see section 2.2.1) - it may have 
significantly affected different developers' perspective on component separation and their 
resultant software architecture, and their ability to identify separation in a consistent 
manner. 
Alternatively, it could be argued that the extremes in estimated percentages were the result 
of project-specific differences in user interface styles. However, using a checklist of user 
interface characteristics, Myers and Rosson asked respondents to indicate the components 
that were included in their user interfaces. The results suggested that the majority of user 
interfaces were graphical and did not make excessive use of multi-media. Although user 
interface variation is likely to have contributed to the differences in reported percentages - 
and most probably to the extremes therein - it is therefore not likely to be the sole 
influence. Ignoring influence, the average estimated percentage suggests that user 
interface-specific code accounts for a substantial part of overall system code. It is 
therefore a significant factor in application development - one that can be affected by 
UIDT use. 
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Figure 2.3 shows that the user interface typically commands a substantial proportion of 
design and implementation effort. Relative to the project as a whole, there is therefore 
considerable potential scope for the introduction of dedicated software to assist in the 
design and/or implementation of the user interface. 
When they correlated the breakdown of core project stages with reported UIDT use, Myers 
and Rosson found that projects that only used a toolkit devoted more time and code to the 
user interface (64.9% and 57% respectively) than projects that used no tools (44.0% and 
45.2% respectively). They attribute this to the fact that the systems developed using 
toolkits had more sophisticated user interfaces. 
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Figure 2.4 shows that the projects that used UIMSs or interface builders spent the least 
time and code on the user interface (41.2% and 40.6% respectively). If, as Myers and 
Rosson suggest, projects which employed a UIDT were attempting more in terms of their 
user interfaces than projects which used no tools, the difference in the figures for toolkits 
and UIMSs/interface builders could be a consequence of toolkits' reduced facility for rapid 
prototyping impacting on both the time and the amount of code required. 
Ignoring extraneous factors, these results suggest that the use of UIDTs can potentially 
influence not only the time and amount of code required to create a user interface, but also 
the ambitious element of the user interfaces themselves. Furthermore, they indicate that 
the type of UIDT used has a substantial impact on user interface development. It can 
therefore be argued that the choice of tool is important in terms of its benefit and/or 
influence on the developmental progress of an application. 
It is interesting to consider the extent to which UIDTs are used, and in particular the 
specific UIDT sub-types that are chosen. On the basis that their survey showed that 74% 
of companies used a UIDT of some description, Myers and Rosson claimed that LIIDTs 
were in extensive commercial use. Figure 2.5 shows that approximately one third of all 
projects used a toolkit. A similar proportion used a DIMS although often in conjunction 
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with a supporting toolkit and/or interface builder. Given the types of tools listed, 
it would 
appear that they were being used more for implementation purposes - for example, the 
high 
use of toolkits - than for design'4. 
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Figure 2.5 - breakdown of tool use 
Myers and Rosson investigated respondents' developmental processes. The results are 
shown in Figure 2.6. 
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These results were not correlated with UIDT use and so no relationship between user 
interface development strategies and too] use can be identified. They do, however, 
highlight the potential scope for UIDT use and illustrate the facilities a UIDT must provide 
to adequately support the way in which developers work. In particular, a UIDT would 
complement the identified development strategies if it supported evolutionary iterative 
design and development, including the facility to prototype designs and to gather usability 
or evaluation data. 
" Since Myers and Rosson make no mention of the manner in which the tools were actually being used, this ohser ation cannot he 
substantiated.. 
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When asked about code reuse and modularity, 51 % of respondents reported that they had 
been able to reuse code developed using a UIDT, and 76% claimed that the systems they 
developed were sufficiently modularised to allow user interface modification without 
altering the underlying system functionality. However, code produced using a toolkit was 
reported to be so tightly coupled to the toolkit that it lacked modularisation. This suggests 
that, in terms of the quality of resultant code, developers may have had to trade the power 
and flexibility of toolkits against the prototyping-empowered, but somewhat more 
restrictive, UIMSs. Alternatively, these results may illustrate the influence of tool type in 
terms of the style in which developers were able to program - toolkits allowing developers 
relatively free rein in terms of software architecture, in contrast to the more (often 
enforced) structured style of UIMS programming. 
Myers and Rosson asked respondents to comment on advantages and disadvantages of 
UIDT use. In general, they included speed of development and improved productivity as 
advantages of using UIDTs. Disadvantages were listed as: performance problems and 
bugs in the UIDTs themselves; difficulty learning to use the tools; and the fact that the 
tools themselves were often slow. While confirming Hix and Hartsons' observation that 
UIDTs often have user interfaces that are poorly designed and lack attention to detail (see 
section 2.3.1), the listed disadvantages illustrate issues that could potentially be avoided 
given comprehensive, and contextually sensitive, UIDT selection. 
On the basis of the age of Myers and Rossons' survey, together with the speed at which the 
UIDT sector is progressing, the results discussed in this section have been included as 
indicative material rather than as data that is central and strongly evidentiary to this 
researches. There are, however, a number of conclusions that may be drawn from the 
results of their survey. The critical role played by an application's user interface - in terms 
of its successful acceptance - and the large percentage of effort and code dedicated to its 
development suggests that user interface development must be supported as far as is 
effectively technologically possible. Further, Myers and Rossons' results suggest that 
increased user interface development support is linked to increased ambition in terms of 
the user interface design' 6. Several software developers have identified the potential 
scope for UIDT use within software development projects and have responded accordingly 
by producing a multitude of UIDTs - see section 2.3 - to establish a distinct software 
market sector. Together, these factors confirm the demand, if not the inherent need, for 
UIDTs in software development. 
"A similar survey has been conducted as part of this thesis, and is discussed in detail in chapter 3. 
16 Although it is not clear which was the source of the link - they may, in fact, be mutually dependent or supportive. 
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Myers and Rossons' results demonstrate the impact of tool type on a project. Their 
identified practical user interface development activities highlight the facilities that UIDTs 
need to provide to be sympathetic to the manner in which developers work. Together with 
the opinions expressed by the respondents, these observations illustrate some of the 
important aspects of UIDTs that should be evaluated when selecting a tool for use with a 
project. Furthermore, they indicate that UIDTs need to be evaluated within the context in 
which they are to be used - especially given the potential number of UIDTs from which to 
choose. 
2.4 Selection Techniques for UIDTs 
Given the established role, demand for, supply, and uptake of UIDTs, the lack of effective 
and systematic support for UIDT selection is surprising. This section considers the 
available means - prior to the work in this thesis - by which designers were supported when 
attempting an informed UIDT selection. 
2.4.1 Selection of UIDTs According to Hix et al 
The work of Hix et al pioneered UIDT evaluation, highlighting the need for methodologies 
designed specifically for evaluation or selection of UIDTs (Hix, 1986, Hix et al., 1989, Hix 
and Schulman, 1991, Hix, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 1992). 
More than a decade ago, Hix, Tan and Schulman recognised the absence of a systematic 
procedure for evaluating UIDTs. Based on evaluation techniques for applications such as 
text editors, they developed and empirically tested an evaluation procedure for UIDTs that 
aims to produce quantifiable criteria for the comparison of such tools (Hix et al., 1989). 
Their mechanism relies on 'hands-on' learning of each of the tools being evaluated. When 
familiar with a tool, an evaluator completes a 28 page form to record specific information 
about the functionality and usability of the tool. The first of these dimensions - 
functionality - refers to the capabilities of the system, and is divided into three subsections: 
types of interface supported; types of support for interface development; and general 
characteristics. Each of these is further subdivided into lists of appropriate items. For 
example, the list for types of interface support includes menus of which there are 14 types 
listed (Hix et al., 1989, Hix, 1991, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 1992). 
The second dimension - usability - refers to how satisfactorily a tool performs identified 
functions. Hix, Tan and Schulman suggest that this is assessed: subjectively - how 
difficult or easy the functions are to perform; and objectively - how efficiently the tool can 
be used to perform a series of benchmark tests. An evaluator also records the primary 
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specification, or implementation, technique adopted by the tool to access each individual 
function. To reduce ambiguity and individual interpretation across evaluators, they 
include a glossary of terms with their evaluation forms (Hix et al., 1989, Hix, 1991). 
After completing a form for each of the tools being considered, an evaluator enters the data 
into a purpose-built spreadsheet - which is then used to calculate three evaluation ratings. 
A functionality rating represents the percentage of the possible interface functions that are 
actually provided by a tool. A usability rating is a percentage representation of the actual 
usability score against the highest possible usability score". Finally, a 
specification/implementation rating reflects the extent to which a particular interaction 
technique is adopted by a tool for accessing provided functions. 
Hix, Tan and Schulman conducted empirical studies of the use of their checklists. Each 
subject spent between 6 and 10 hours learning to use a tool before completing the 
evaluation forms as outlined above. Hix, Tan and Schulman then calculated Cronbach's 
alpha to assess consistency across evaluators. They found that high alpha ratings18 were 
clustered around certain types of functionality - in particular, those relating to input and 
output devices. In contrast, they discovered lowest alpha ratings corresponded to aspects 
of usability, which therefore had the greatest scope for cross-evaluator variance. They 
found that, in some cases, one evaluator marked a feature impossible where another 
marked it possible. Hix, Tan and Schulman suggested two potential reasons for this 
inconsistency: differences in the way in which evaluators interpreted the glossary terms; 
and variation in evaluator experience of a particular tool (Hix et al., 1989). In response to 
their study, Hix, Tan and Schulman conceded the probability that their procedure can only 
be used effectively by expert evaluators who are conversant with their checklists, and who 
thoroughly learn the systems they are evaluating (Hix et at., 1989). However, they also 
record that their procedure has been used successfully in several commercial environments. 
In 1992, Hix and Ryan revised the original procedure. New interaction components were 
included, the procedure was enhanced to reflect the needs of multi-media interfaces, and 
interface implementation issues were taken into consideration. Following these 
extensions, a complete tool evaluation comprises: a general description of the tool; 
information about the materials used to prepare the evaluation; an executive summary of 
the functionality and usability ratings for the tool; and a glossary containing definitions for 
each term on the form -a physical extension of 30 pages (Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix, 1991). 
It is calculated only against functions that are provided. 
1e Equating to high evaluator reliability. 
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Hix and Ryan conducted a further series of empirical studies on their modified checklists. 
Subjects spent approximately 20 hours learning and exploring each tool, before taking 5 to 
6 hours to complete each evaluation form. Each subject then spent a further 2 to 3 hours 
generating the ratings using the electronic spreadsheet. After analysing their findings, Hix 
and Ryan acknowledged that, despite the considerable length of time devoted to learning 
each tool, subjects may not have been able to determine every available function (Hix and 
Ryan, 1992). They therefore conceded that evaluators will often be unable to complete 
every line in their checklists with total confidence -a potential drawback to their method. 
They suggested that developers should not select a tool solely on the basis of an evaluation 
completed using their procedure. Instead, the results should be viewed as quantitative 
data to inform and assist the decision making process (Hix and Ryan, 1992). 
Stressing that their approach aims to evaluate UIDTs and not the user interfaces produced 
using the tools, Hix and Hartson justified the choice of factors included in the checklists 
(Hix and Hartson, 1993). Their evaluation procedure is based on the following high-level 
discriminators (Hix and Hartson, 1993): 
1. functionality of the tool; 
2. usability of the tool; 
3. easy-to-use graphical interface of the tool itself; 
4. ability to produce direct manipulation user interfaces via direct 
manipulation; 
5. styles supported by the tool; 
6. customisation (addition/modification) of widgets; 
7. creation of dynamic interaction objects; 
8. support for formative evaluation and iterative refinement; 
9. type of control structures and callbacks; 
10. portability of the user interface produced by the tool; 
11. changes to the user interface design independent of code generation; 
12. run-time performance of the interface produced by the tool; 
13. cost, documentation and customer support. 
From this list, centred around the three dimensions already discussed, they developed their 
58 page form-based checklist. With the introduction of their checklist-based evaluation 
procedure, Hix et al had broken new ground in terms of UIDT evaluation and selection 
(Hix, 1986, Hix et al., 1989, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 1992). 
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2.4.2 An Extension to the Hix et a[ UIDT Evaluation Procedure 
In 1996, Sundaram and Ramamurthy extended the work of Hix et al (Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy, 1996). They added two dimensions - run-time efficiency and learning curve 
- and, while they acknowledged that the original dimensions of functionality and usability 
are comprehensively dealt with by Hix et al, suggested that a five point scale for usability 
be introduced to increase discrimination (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
Sundaram and Ramamurthy stated that it is important that an application's user interface is 
not detrimental to the run-time efficiency of the software. To test this, they suggested that 
run-time benchmark tests be introduced. Although such benchmarks are usually 
characterised along the dimensions of space, time, and control, they were concerned with 
the execution speed of the object code and its related overheads and latency. They also 
included other run-time parameters, such as space utilisation and capacity (assessed by 
measuring memory areas such as the stack and heap). They therefore measure run-time 
efficiency as shown in Figure 2.7 (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
Run-time Efficiency of UIDT = Tu MTh 
where: Tu = time taken by the application to execute with the user interacting 
through the interface developed with the UIDT 
Th = time taken by the application to execute if all data was hard-coded 
(no user interface) 
(Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996) 
Figure 2.7 - run-time efficiency 
They suggested that the quality of a UIDT is also indicated by its associated learning curve 
(Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). This is supported by the findings of Kemerer, who 
discovered that 70% of the features and techniques in a CASE tool are never used due to 
the effect of the learning curve (Kemerer, 1992). Sundaram and Ramamurthy quoted 
studies that show most users abandon software environments before appreciating their 
advantages due to frustration and difficulties in the initial adaptation stages (Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy, 1996). On this basis, they concluded that to be accepted, a UIDT should be 
easy to learn and have a gentle-sloping learning curve (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
They assess the learning curve associated with a UIDT according to either of the following 
measures (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996): 
1. the time taken to learn to use the UIDT - this can be measured by a 
standardised test that evaluates a user's knowledge for each item in the 
functionality dimension; 
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2. the time taken to develop a benchmark application. 
Sundaram and Ramamurthy acknowledged the indirect influence of cost on UIDT 
selection, but claimed that because it does not directly affect the quality of a user interface 
it would not be included in their methodology. They do not reference the intended use for 
which the original method was developed, but suggest that their extended method could be 
used by UIDT developers, prior to releasing their software, to improve their products. It is 
therefore unclear whether their intention was to restrict the use of their augmented 
methodology to this new scope, or whether they anticipated that it also be used according 
to its original remit. Nevertheless, by introducing additional and wider perspectives on 
UIDT evaluation, they have made a valuable contribution to the work of Hix et al 
(Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
2.4.3 An Alternative UIDT Evaluation Facility 
In 1994, Bass, Abowd and Kazman introduced an alternative perspective on UIDT 
evaluation (Bass et al., 1994). Focusing on user interface builders, they proposed an 
evaluation framework based on selected quality attributes of both the tool, and the systems 
constructed using the tool - the target systems. They suggest that the preceding work of 
Hix et al only evaluates one quality attribute - functionality (Hix, 1991, Bass et al., 1994). 
Acting on a hypothesis that interface builders should be evaluated according to a set of 
quality attributes, Bass, Abowd and Kazman considered a number of software 
taxonomies19. These taxonomies specify different relationships between quality attributes 
- which are often split into primary and secondary attributes - of a software system. The 
overall quality of software is evaluated by rating the system with respect to individual 
quality attributes, and then weighting these ratings to achieve an overall rating. Bass, 
Abowd and Kazman focus on what they consider to be the primary quality attributes with 
respect to the evaluation of interface builders, and abdicate responsibility for generating the 
overall rating to the organisation (Bass et al., 1994). 
Not only do they suggest that evaluation of interface builders needs to consider the tool 
and target systems, they also require that the person(s) most concerned with the quality 
being evaluated - the tool user (the developer) or the target system user (the end-user) - are 
also considered. Their evaluation framework focuses on the six quality attributes the 
authors consider most important on the bases of their personal experience. These are: 
19 For example, ISO 9126 which has become accepted as an international standard. 
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1. Modifiability of the target system. 
Drawing on Oskarsson's characterisation of classes of modifications 
(Oskarsson, 1982), Bass, Abowd and Kazman consider the following to be the 
most relevant to the user interface domain: (1) extension of capabilities - 
adding new functionality and enhancing existing functionality; and (2) 
adaptation to new operating environments. They suggest that, despite the 
above classifications, modification is an abstract concept. For example, the 
ease of modification can vary across systems depending on the manner in 
which the collection of functionality has been implemented. They therefore 
suggest that an evaluator needs to define a set of likely modifications and then 
conduct the evaluation with respect to samples from that set. 
2. Construction efficiency (or time taken to develop the target system); 
Bass, Abowd and Kazman identify two aspects of construction efficiency: (1) 
the efficiency of constructing the target system components; and (2) the 
efficiency of integrating the components. 
3. Usability of the target system (as indicated by the style of interaction 
provided to the end-user); 
Bass, Abowd and Kazman state that to evaluate interface builders it is 
necessary to consider the types and styles of user interfaces that can be 
constructed. They refer to the Hix et al checklists as the means by which to 
perform this aspect of evaluation (Hix and Schulman, 1991). 
4. Compatibility, both of the tool within the development environment, and of 
the user interface generated by the tool within the rest of the target system; 
Acknowledging that an interface builder is only one part of a development 
environment, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman state that the compatibility of an 
interface builder is dependent on its ability to operate in an integrated fashion 
with other elements in the environment. Further, they observe that the user 
interface developed using the tool is only one part of the final target system and 
so must integrate and operate with the other parts. Language and platform 
compatibility therefore become significant. 
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5. Reusability of previously existing components within the target system; 
According to Bass, Abowd and Kazman there are three types of reuse: (1) 
reuse of components within the current development environment; (2) reuse of 
components from previously developed applications; and (3) reuse of 
components for the benefit of future development environments. On the basis 
that there are several standard user interface widget sets available, their 
evaluation framework focuses on the second of these. They claim that reuse 
of components is dependent on their compatibility with the target system in 
terms of their functionality and the internal types from which they are 
constructed. Since these cannot be considered in the abstract sense, reusability 
must be evaluated on the basis of an evaluator-selected toolkit. 
6. Response time of the target system. 
The structural types used for computation and co-ordination must be inspected 
to evaluate response times. 
Table 2.1 shows Bass, Abowd and Kazmans' categorisation of quality attributes (Bass et 
al., 1994). Significantly, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman make a clear distinction between the 
framework of the evaluation - the process - and techniques used to perform the evaluation - 
the mechanism(s). They highlight four evaluation techniques - feature inspections, 
architectural inspections, direct developer input, and benchmarking - and suggest which 
technique is most appropriate for the evaluation of each of their identified quality 
attributes. The primary role of the listed mechanisms is to support data gathering. 
Although these mechanisms are not therefore the immediate focus of this thesis, they 
highlight an interesting research issue as to which technique(s) would most effectively 
support data-collection for the central evaluation methodology proposed by this thesis. 
They are therefore discussed as further work in chapter 8. By focusing on quality 
attributes, Bass, Abowd and Kazman introduced a radically different approach to 
evaluation of interface builders. 
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2.4.4 A Less Structured Selection Technique Introduced by Myers 
By identifying a list of important functions that UIDTs should provide, Myers suggested an 
informal checklist technique for evaluating UIDTs (Myers, 1996). The functions include: 
1. help to design the user interface given a specification of the end-users' 
tasks; 
2. help to implement the user interface given a specification of the design; 
3. help to evaluate the user interface and propose improvements; 
4. ability to create 'easy-to-use' user interfaces; 
5. facility for a designer to rapidly investigate different designs; 
6. facility for a non-programmer to design and implement user interfaces; 
7. facility to enable the end-users to customise the user interfaces; 
8. portability; 
9. and ease-of-use. 
Myers further suggests that these functions can be achieved by having the tool do the 
following (Myers, 1996): 
1. automatically choose which styles/widgets to use; 
2. help with screen layout and design; 
3. validate user inputs; 
4. handle user errors; 
5. handle aborting and undoing of operations; 
6. provide appropriate feedback to show inputs received; 
7. provide help and prompts; 
8. update the screen display when application data changes; 
9. notify the application when a user modifies graphical objects; 
10. handle field scrolling and editing; 
11. help with sequencing of operations; 
12. insulate the application from device dependencies and underlying software 
and hardware systems; 
13. provide customisation facilities to end-users; 
14. and evaluate the graphic design and layout, usability, and learnability of the 
user interface. 
The second list can be used to augment the first such that a richer high-level checklist may 
be constructed and used to evaluate UIDTs. 
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2.4.5 User Interface Development Tool Evaluation According to Valaer and Babb 
The most recent addition to UIDT selection was introduced in 1997 by Valaer and Babb 
(Valaer and Babb, 1997). Although they do not cite it, their research appears to be in 
accordance with much of the work previously discussed in this chapter. Basing their work 
on the assumption that UIDTs can have drawbacks as well as advantages, they suggest that 
a tool which is hard to use retards the learning curve, and subsequently reduces the 
efficiency of development (Valaer and Babb, 1997). They therefore state that the 
fundamental decision a developer must make is whether or not to use a UIDT at all, and 
that this decision should be based on whether: 
" the inclusion of a tool would help simplify the development process; 
" the inclusion of a tool would help create a better product. 
They suggest that if the introduction of a tool would not help achieve these goals, it may 
not be a worthwhile investment (Valaer and Babb, 1997). 
Valaer and Babb have designed a checklist-based, two-step evaluation process to inform 
UIDT selection. Using their method, a developer first selects a category of tools and then 
evaluates the tools within that category. Consider first, their categorisation of tools. 
2.4.5.1 UIDT Categorisation Proposed by Valaer and Babb 
Asserting that UIDTs can be divided into categories according to their advertised 
functionality, Valaer and Babb categorised such tools20 as shown in Table 2.2 (Valaer and 
Babb, 1997). 
They appreciate that tools for HTML web page construction, development of virtual reality 
environments, and JavaTM programming continue to emerge and that each warrants 
independent investigation. Recognising their potential for future research, Valaer and 
Babb suggest that these genres are outside the immediate scope of their work. 
Valaer and Babb state that, when selecting a UIDT, developers must first decide which of 
the tool classifications (see Table 2.2) best describes the type of tool they require for their 
specific projects. Having focused on the most appropriate category (or categories) of 
tools, they must identify a set of tools to evaluate and from these make an informed 
selection based on their evaluation results. The following section describes the evaluation 
process Valaer and Babb developed to assist comparison of candidate tools. 
20 Valaer and Babb focus on UIDTs for the development of graphical user interfaces. 
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GUI TOOL CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
GUI Builder provides a simple interface development environment 
or in which a developer can create and manipulate user 
Interface Development Tool interfaces using a WYSIWYG interaction mechanism 
User Interface Management System provides the functionality of a GUI builder as well as 
(UMIS) the ability to define and execute the functionality of the 
interface - either from within the tool or by generating 
code to allow independent execution of the interface 
Graphical User Environment provides dynamic data representation and visualisation 
Or which allows the developer to define static displays 
Data Visualisation Tool and then attach animation to the objects 
Specialised Widgets provide functionality beyond the basic capabilities of a ical wid et set 
Plotting & Analysis Tool provides the designer with the ability to display 
technical data via a variety of generic and/or custom 
graphs or plots - some tools also provide the facility to 
perform technical analysis on such data 
3-Dimensional Visualisation Tool provides specialised support for creation and 
manipulation of 3D graphics - most practical on 
hardware platforms which support the calculations 
re uired in 3D graphics 
Cross Platform Development Tool provides the ability to generate a common look-and- 
feel across different platforms via the use of a layered 
application program interface (API) which adds a layer 
of software between the application and the native 
windowing system 
GUI Porting Tool provides automatic porting of user interface code to different platforms 
Application Development Tool provides miscellaneous capabilities beyond user 
interface design and development - the additional 
functionality (e. g. database access) may be useful in 
developing the rest of the application 
Table 2.2 - GUI development tool categorisation 
2.4.5.2 Valaer and Babbs' Evaluation Criteria 
Valaer and Babb identified a number of criteria which they claim assist tool comparison. 
They suggest it is important to evaluate actual copies of the candidate tools against these 
criteria, which are as follows (Valaer and Babb, 1997): 
" Usability -a tool should be easy to install and use, should 
provide appropriate levels of help, and should be 
suited to the skills mix of the team; 
" Functionality - the basic functionality of the tool should match the 
requirements of the interface; 
" Flexibility -a tool should be responsive to changing requirements 
in the application; 
" Portability - the platforms which are supported by the tool and the 
ease with which the interface can be ported between 
them; 
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" Support - the inclusion of documentation, training, online help, 
and other materials; 
Cost - the costs related to obtaining and using a tool. 
To guide tool comparison according to their identified criteria, Valaer and Babb generated 
a checklist that includes a set of questions under each criterion (Valaer and Babb, 1997). 
They do not claim that the list of questions is exhaustive, and state that the questions are 
not intended as the basis for numerical UIDT ratings. Their purpose was to provide a list 
of the critical issues they suggest a developer should consider when evaluating candidate 
UIDTs. Furthermore, they claim that their questions should trigger the generation of more 
application-specific questions (Valaer and Babb, 1997). 
Valaer and Babb recognise that a developer's choice of UIDT is rarely black and white, 
and that it will be affected by project-specific requirements. They suggest that a developer 
should choose the tool which is not only the most efficient with respect to its intended use, 
but also makes the biggest contribution to creating an effective user interface for the given 
application (Valaer and Babb, 1997). 
2.5 Related Concepts - CASE Tools and Their Evaluation 
Although this research focuses on UIDT evaluation or selection, it is worth considering 
(for comparison) evaluation of other software development tools - namely, computer 
assisted software engineering (CASE) tools. 
CASE tools, like UIDTs, are relatively generic - they are applicable across a wide range of 
software development and can be put to many uses. Furthermore, CASE tools can be used 
in all situations where UIDTs can be employed. This therefore makes their evaluation 
facilities an ideal choice for comparison with those for UIDTs. 
2.5.1 What Constitutes a CASE Tool ? 
Brown et al define a CASE tool as: 
"a computer-based produce aimed at supporting one or more software 
engineering activities within a software development process" (Brown et 
at, 1994) 
A CASE tool is therefore a software tool designed to aid software engineering activities 
which include (but are not limited to) requirements analysis/capture, software design, code 
production, testing, document generation, quality assurance, configuration management, 
and project management (Jorgensen et al., 1995). 
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2.5.2 CASE Tool Evaluation 
In 1992, around the same time as UIDT evaluation facilities were emerging, Chikofsky, 
Martin, and Chang investigated the state of software tool assessment (Chikofsky et al., 
1992). They concluded that software development techniques, and the technology used to 
apply them, were very under-researched. They found no widely accepted, systematic 
approaches to evaluating a tool's utility. Although they acknowledged the existence of 
credible and thorough tool reviews, they warned that such reviews are based on subjective 
information, the criteria upon which they are based alters with each report, they are not 
repeatable, and they lack an evaluation framework (Chikofsky et al., 1992). 
Chikofsky, Martin, and Chang claim that many organisations make decisions about tools 
based purely on highly visible criteria, and that assessment of a tool's usefulness is often 
closely tied to the success or failure of a project (Chikofsky et al., 1992). They state that: 
"Good articles that disseminate sound work on tools assessment require a lot 
of effort - they are a rarer commodity than you might think " (Chikofsky et al., 
1992, pp. 20). 
They proposed that tool evaluation must at least include the following five aspects, which 
they suggested should be accommodated by any future evaluation method (Chikofsky et 
al., 1992): 
1. evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of tools; 
2. comparison of tools; 
3. selection of tools; 
4. tailoring or customisation of tools; 
5. and reviewing of tools in use to determine what users did with them and 
why. 
Consider now, the various attempts which have been made to develop evaluation facilities 
for CASE tools. 
2.5.3 CASE Tool Evaluation According to Vessey et al 
In 1989, Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky investigated the type and extent of support that 
commercially available CASE tools provide for structured systems analysis and design 
(Vessey et al., 1992). They categorised the philosophies adopted by analysis and design 
CASE tools for controlling and/or checking the validity of the various artefacts produced 
using these tools. The categories include: (1) restrictive - CASE tools which encourage 
normative use; (2) guided - CASE tools which encourage but do not enforce normative 
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use; and (3) flexible - CASE tools which allow their users complete freedom. Having 
theoretically identified differences in the manner in which CASE tools validated their 
products, Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky investigated the type and extent of product 
control/validity checking that is adopted by commercially available structured systems 
analysis and design CASE tools (Vessey et al., 1992). To conduct their investigation, 
Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky developed an evaluation tool which they based on 
generally accepted rules for structured analysis and design techniques (Vessey et al., 
1992). These techniques included: 
" structured analysis - the products of which include a set of data flow 
diagrams and supporting data dictionary; 
" entity-relationship modelling - which produces entity-relationship diagrams 
and entries in a data dictionary; 
" structural design - the products of which are structure charts; 
" logical data design - which produces data structure diagrams. 
The result was: (1) a restricted set of questions focussing on the control and checking 
mechanisms in place within a CASE tool during the generation of the artefact associated 
with each technique; and (2) the control and checking mechanisms in place when linking 
the various artefacts produced using each technique (Vessey et al., 1992). Using their 
question-based evaluation mechanism, an evaluator must determine the answer to 
questions such as 'must parent processes be specified before their child processes? ' and 
'must entities be specified before their relationships? '. Guided by their evaluation 
mechanism, Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky were able to generically compare CASE 
tools in terms of the number and type of checks adopted during the generation of their 
associated artefacts (Vessey et al., 1992). 
Several years later, Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky identified the significance of the use 
of CASE tools in collaborative software design (Vessey and Sravanapudi, 1995). They 
developed a model of collaborative support in which they identified taskware, teamware, 
and groupware levels. Suggesting that current CASE tools only support systems design at 
the taskware level (that is, support for tasks performed by an individual), they modelled the 
hierarchy of support that a CASE tool would need to provide for it to fully accommodate 
teamware and groupware use (Vessey and Sravanapudi, 1995). These components include 
elements for: (1) collaborative support; (2) co-ordination support; and (3) co-operation 
support. For each component in each model, Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky identified 
a list of high-level questions that constitute a checklist of the requirements a tool must 
satisfy to support the associated collaborative element - in essence, a model of 
collaborative support requirements coupled with an evaluation instrument by which to 
organise the assessment of the extent to which CASE tools provide collaborative support. 
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Using the Vessey et al evaluation mechanism, evaluators must answer questions such as 'is 
it possible to simultaneously display the same diagram on different workstations? ' and 'is 
it possible to access the data dictionary concurrently? ' to generically compare CASE tools 
in terms of their ability to support collaborative systems design. 
2.5.4 CASE Tool Evaluation According to Mosley 
As a member of the Software-Tools Evaluation Committee (STEC)21, Mosley made 
significant contributions to CASE tool evaluation. In particular, she helped create a six 
page template that later evolved into the standard by which many engineers reviewed and 
classified tools (Mosley, 1992, Mosley, 1995). In 1986, Mosley became involved in the 
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and Westinghouse joint initiative to further develop 
the set of standards and generate a related tool assessment guide. The resulting 
SEI/Westinghouse Guide to tool assessment includes (Mosley, 1992): 
"a tool taxonomy that captures information like the tool name and vendor, 
release date, what life cycle phases and methods it supports, and the objects 
(for example, diagrams and code) it produces; 
" and questions designed to determine how well a tool does what it was 
intended to do. 
The set of questions includes 140 generic questions which are divided into the following 
categories (Mosley, 1992): 
1. ease-of-use - the ease with which the developer can interact with the user 
interface of the tool (including the developer's ability to tailor the user 
interface); 
2. power - the performance of the tool (for example, how fast does it run); 
3. robustness - issues such as compatibility between versions of the tool; 
4. functionality - the aspects of developmental methodology that are 
followed, and the actual facilities that are provided; 
5. ease of insertion - the ease with which the tool can be introduced into a 
working environment (for example, the ease of installation and range of 
platform compliance); 
6. and quality of support - the extent to which support such as maintenance 
assistance, hotlines, online tutorials etc. are provided. 
When she tried to use the questionnaire, Mosley found that it was of little use in its raw 
form (Mosley, 1992). In particular, she found that there was no way to record responses 
consistently, comprehensively, and completely. In practice, more weight was being given 
21 Formed in 1985. 
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to questions which dealt with a tool's functionality and its ease-of-use, than to other 
components in the evaluation. Mosley therefore decided to apply a0- 10 scoring 
criterion and assign a weight to each question (to four or five decimal point accuracy). It 
took 500 man-hours and over four months to introduce these facilities into the evaluation 
questionnaire. Unfortunately, the revised weighted list was found to be too time- 
consuming, and it was found to be difficult to distinguish differences in scoring. The 
assignment of four or five digit weights to each question was found to be overkill (Mosley, 
1992). Mosley modified the approach by minimising the scoring to three figures and 
adhering to the STEC's recommended weights for each category. The method was further 
altered to include a set of between 30 and 100 questions, tailored on the basis of tool type. 
An evaluation template can therefore include between 170 and 240 questions. 
Mosley recognised the fact that, all too often, tool evaluations are completed by the tool's 
vendor, whom she claimed was someone who (Mosley, 1992): 
" just scans the brochures and manuals; 
" is unfamiliar with the tool; 
0 lacks understanding of the user's requirements; 
" and performs useless examples which fall short of assessing the tool's 
functionality; 
To avoid such circumstances, the STEC acquired evaluation copies of all the tools being 
used in a trial evaluation of the method and only used senior practitioners as evaluators - 
engineers who understood the methods the tools supported, how each tool could be 
applied to the project, and how each tool would meet the needs of the customer 
requirements. This established a 'try-before-you-buy' lab at which demonstrations, 
training, and evaluations could be obtained -a third-party evaluation facility. 
By 1990, the STEC had devised a five step process for the use of the evaluation method 
(Mosley, 1992): 
1. classification (of the tool); 
2. brief evaluation (how well the tool performed); 
3. quantitative assessment (generic set of 140 questions with a tailored set of 
functional questions to suit the type of tool being evaluated); 
4. tailored summary; 
5. and a consultation service. 
Using this method, a developer evaluates a CASE tool using a template tailored on the 
basis of the tool's type. This evaluation method should be recognised for considering the 
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way in which a tool fits in with, or supports, the life cycle and associated development 
methods within an organisation. 
2.5.5 Evaluation and Selection of Testing Tools According to Poston and Sexton 
Poston and Sexton focussed on evaluation and selection of testing-tools (Poston and 
Sexton, 1992). They observed that some organisations managed to consistently buy 
testing-tools which served their software testers and developers well. They attributed this, 
in part, to the fact that these companies used systematic data-collection methods - many of 
which were based on forms or checklists - to evaluate tools. They did, however, also 
acknowledge that data-collection systems which could assist successful tool selection had 
to be very carefully devised (Poston and Sexton, 1992). 
In 1987, a group of experienced tool users and software developers (including Poston and 
Sexton) came together to develop (by self-confessed unorthodox means) a Reference 
Model for Computing System-Tool Interconnections - IEEE Standard 1175. Although 
this was a standard devised to enable tools to communicate, the group realised that it was 
important to consider tool communication during evaluation. Interconnections affect, and 
are effected by, how a tool works within an organisation, the platforms it runs on, and how 
it shares information with other tools. If ignored, aspects of interconnections can thwart 
successful tool implementation. Subsequently, when the group completed the definition 
of the standard it produced a spin-off from its work -a testing-tool evaluation system. 
Poston and Sexton suggest that forms prevent data repetition and ensure that only relevant 
information is recorded. They therefore adopted a variety of forms as the basis for data- 
collection when using their evaluation system, including: forms from the IEEE Standard 
1175; a needs analysis form; forms for organising evaluation criteria; and forms for 
recording data about criteria weightings and ratings. Together, these allow the evaluator 
to (Poston and Sexton, 1992): 
" identify and quantify the needs of the company; 
" establish tool selection criteria; 
0 find available tools; 
0 and select tools and estimate investment costs. 
Poston and Sexton sub-divide selection criteria into (Poston and Sexton, 1992): 
" general criteria - for example, productivity gain and quality gain; 
" environment-dependent criteria - the maximum allowed cost for issues 
such as: organisational changes for new or revised policies, techniques, 
training courses etc; platform changes in terms of hardware, operating 
systems, database systems etc; and tool-interconnection changes; 
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" tool-dependent functional criteria - the minimum acceptable function in 
relation to an evaluator-itemised list of tool functions; 
" and tool-dependent non-functional (characteristic) criteria - minimum 
acceptance in terms of performance (response time), human factors such as 
time to learn to use and time to use, and reliability (mean time between 
failures). 
To best identify these criteria, Poston and Sexton stress the importance of user-needs 
analysis - they claim that by determining whether perceived needs are actual needs it 
prevents a variety of mistakes. Each of the above groups of criteria acts as a filter for the 
subsequent group; only the tools most likely to succeed are considered further (Poston and 
Sexton, 1992). Each item in each category is given a criteria value (a tolerance threshold) 
and a weighting factor, and is subsequently awarded an evaluator-assigned rating and a 
score. The assigned weights are the result of consensus reached among the testers who 
will be using the selected tool. Weights are assigned according to the rule that each 
criterion must have a weight, and no two criteria may have the same weight. Poston and 
Sexton highlight the significance of the process of assigning weights to criteria - it brings 
tool users to an agreement on the relative importance of requirements. In contrast to 
Mosley - and the developers of other evaluation facilities - Poston and Sexton claim that 
assigning weights is easy (Poston and Sexton, 1992). 
Of Poston and Sextons' many observations, perhaps the most significant (with respect to 
tool evaluation) are: (1) that, in terms of data-collection mechanisms, forms or checklists 
were used by those organisations that returned the most effective testing-tool selection 
results; (2) that a tool cannot be effectively evaluated without considering the context in 
which it must operate - in their case, considering testing-tool operation within an 
environmental context defined by maximum cost allowance for operational/structural 
changes; and (3), that evaluation criteria are not static and uniform across all organisations 
and situations and so it is necessary to observe the requirements of an organisation. 
2.5.6 Evaluation Method for CASE Tools Proposed by Jorgensen, Bygdas, & Lunde 
Jorgensen, Bygdas and Lunde examined the use of typical analytical reports, product 
demonstrations, and opinions as the basis for CASE tool evaluation (Jorgensen et al., 
1995). Their investigation identified the following problems (Jorgensen et al., 1995): 
1. typical analytical CASE tool evaluations are based on a 'tick-it' philosophy 
where 'more-is-better' - this is not necessarily the case; 
2. tool demonstrations were not designed to give balanced information, but to 
hide weaknesses and highlight advantages; 
3. and subjective assessments are opinions not facts. 
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These observations led Jorgensen, Bygdas and Lunde to produce a method for evaluating 
CASE tool efficiency. They claim it can be used in three ways (Jorgensen et al., 1995): 
1. use the method when evaluating new CASE tools; 
2. use the evaluation results when selecting between CASE tools for the next 
development project; 
3. and use the evaluation results in effort estimation of new projects supported 
by one of the evaluated CASE tools. 
Based on a framework described in 'IEEE Recommended Practice for the Evaluation and 
Selection of CASE Tools', their method breaks down into five steps (Jorgensen et al., 
1995): 
1. preparation of an evaluation task definition statement which includes: 
" the purpose of the evaluation; 
" the scope of the evaluation; 
" any critical assumptions and limiting constraints of the evaluation; 
" and data-collection and analysis steps; 
2. selection and definition of the evaluation criteria, which should be reviewed 
to ensure consistency with the task definition statement; 
3. selection of the CASE tools to be evaluated; 
4. evaluation of the CASE tools relative to the criteria; 
5. and reporting of the results. 
Jorgensen, Bygdas and Lunde claim that use of their method provides important 
information for cost/benefit analysis of eventual investment in new CASE tools (Jorgensen 
et al., 1995). By applying their method, they found that the variance between projects 
supported by the same CASE tool was much lower than that between projects22 supported 
by different CASE tools. They claimed this was evidence that CASE tools had significant 
systematic impact on the development and maintenance efficiency of projects (Jorgensen et 
al., 1995). 
Jorgensen, Bygdas and Lunde warned that the following limitations should be taken into 
consideration with respect to their method (Jorgensen et al., 1995): 
1. it is an evaluation of the impact of the CASE tools, and not of the skill of 
the software engineer; 
2. they only studied medium to large development projects, and as such, 
recognised the possibility that the results could be very different if very 
large projects were examined; 
22 Unfortunately, they do not describe the exact nature of the projects examined - for example, whether they were in the same 
application domain, or spanned several different domains. 
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3. and only the efficiency impact of the tools has been examined - not quality, 
performance, or portability impact for example. 
Despite the noted limitations, their systematic method of CASE tool evaluation represents 
significant progress with respect to accurate CASE tool evaluation. Other than the fact 
that the measure of efficiency is based upon selection of typical benchmark tasks, little 
information is available as to how the evaluation is actually performed. It does, however, 
appear to be flexible such that it can be moulded to meet the needs of a company. 
2.6 Grounds for a New UIDT Evaluation Facility ? 
Given the UIDT and CASE tool evaluation facilities outlined thus far, what - if any - are 
the grounds for a new UIDT evaluation and selection methodology? The following 
sections present a critical discussion of these facilities to address this question. 
2.6.1 Examining UIDT Evaluation Facilities 
Existing UIDT evaluation facilities fall into three distinct categories: 
" checklist-based evaluation (Hix, 1986, Hix et al., 1989, Hix and Schulman, 
1991, Hix, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996, 
Valaer and Babb, 1997); 
quality attribute-based; (Bass et al., 1994); 
'wish-list'-based or abstract evaluation (Myers, 1996). 
2.6.1.1 Checklist-Based UIDT Evaluation 
Hix et al were the founders of checklist-based UIDT evaluation (Hix, 1986, Hix et al., 
1989, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 1992). When Hix, Tan, and 
Schulman introduced their checklist-based UIDT evaluation method it broke new ground 
both conceptually and physically - previously, there was no systematic and structured 
means of UIDT evaluation. Up to that point researchers had categorised interaction 
techniques and activities, but made only minimal reference to 'components'23 that could be 
used to support the different activities (Foley et al., 1984). More recently, work has been 
done to categorise user interface components (Myers, 1990a, Ahlberg and Truve, 1995, 
Card et al., 1990) but it has generally focussed on subsets of these (Myers, 1990b, Myers, 
1990a, Ahlberg and Truve, 1995, Card et al., 1990). The Hix et al checklists therefore 
23 The term 'component' (or widget) did not really exist until 1987 when object-orientation came to the fore, and so they were not using it in the modern sense. 
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established a comprehensive categorisation of components relative to user interfaces and 
their development. 
A decade after their inception, these component lists are now dated and incomplete. 
Lacking the extensibility which would have been necessary to let them to remain 
contemporary, their value as a means of evaluating current UIDT functionality has been 
compromised. They have, however, influenced the development of successive UIDT 
evaluation facilities. Not only do other facilities promote the Hix checklists (Bass et al., 
1994), but checklist systems in general have been observed to be the most effective means 
of data-collection for tool evaluation (Poston and Sexton, 1992). The Hix et al checklists 
are therefore a solid starting point for future checklist-based UIDT evaluation facilities. 
The strength of the Hix et al approach lies in generic tool comparison - that is, tool 
comparisons uninfluenced by specific projects or organisations. By advocating a 'more-is- 
better' perspective of tool evaluation24, their method is unsympathetic to consideration of 
project-specific requirements during UIDT tool evaluation. By suggesting that a higher 
cumulative rating equates to a better tool, the 'more-is-better' philosophy hides the detail of 
the differences between UIDTs. Since these detailed differences potentially determine the 
suitability of a UIDT for a given task, this supports Jorgensen, Bygdas, and Lundes' 
observation that such methods are oftentimes misguided (Jorgensen et al., 1995). 
Hix, Tan, and Schulman stipulate that their checklists should only be used by someone 
who is conversant with their method and is expert in the use of the tools being evaluated. 
Given the fast pace of modern software development and the relative infrequency with 
which organisations evaluate tools (see chapter 3), these conditions are impractical. The 
length and complexity of their checklists and method (see section 2.4.1) place considerable 
demands on evaluators' time, further exacerbating the impracticability. Hix, Tan and 
Schulmans' stated criteria for the use of their method effectively establishes it as a third 
party UIDT evaluation facility - an evaluation process that can only be efficiently 
performed by commissioned specialist (external) evaluators. The concept of third-party 
evaluations raises several complex issues. To increase UIDT acceptance it is important to 
include the anticipated UIDT users in the decision making process (see chapter 1). 
Although team members may potentially feel marginalised when UIDT evaluation is the 
responsibility of a delegated project member, this potential may be increased when UIDT 
evaluation is performed by an external organisation. Yet to be investigated, there are 
interesting issues relating to trust in the result of a third-party recommendation - this is 
discussed further in chapter 8. 
2' Highlighted by their various ratings. 
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The Hix et al checklists' focus on issues of functionality and usability was criticised by the 
developers of other UIDT evaluation facilities. However, Mosley's observation that 
evaluators concentrate on these issues supports the content of the Hix et al checklists. 
The checklists measure functionality in terms of which of the listed components a tool 
provides; the implementation/specification technique used to access each provided 
component is recorded. Usability is measured according to whether a function was easy, 
moderately hard, or hard to perform. Although conceptually the notion of usability 
deserves its place in the evaluation method, the manner in which it is measured has been 
shown to lead to ratings that demonstrate evaluator bias. Although inconsequential when 
the evaluator is the anticipated tool user, it is potentially more serious when the evaluator 
and tool user are not the same person. Given that the Hix et al checklists can only be used 
by an expert, there is scope for this evaluator bias to be further accentuated25. Hix et al 
briefly mention that usability is measured via a series of benchmark tests. However, this 
is not explained in detail and receives no mention in the actual evaluation methodology. 
Assuming benchmarks do feature in the evaluation process, they are liable to increase the 
time required to complete an evaluation and so further worsen its practicability. If not 
associated with objective measures, benchmarks may heighten evaluator bias due to cross- 
evaluator differences in experience and ability to perform the tasks and/or to dissimilarities 
between the evaluator and the anticipated UIDT user. Finally, if the benchmarks are not 
representative of the project-specific tasks to be performed by the anticipated tool users, 
they are inappropriate as a measure of quality. 
Aside from the categorisation of factors relevant to user interface development, the Hix et 
al UIDT evaluation method gains credibility and strength on the basis that it assesses 
qualities and attributes of the UIDTs rather than the target-user interfaces developed using 
the UIDTs. Often idealistic, the pro-UIDT arguments presented in section 2.3.1 fail to 
acknowledge that the quality of a user interface is heavily influenced by the experience and 
skill of its developer - the quality can merely be enhanced using a UIDT. Hix and Hartson 
suggest that the problematic and complex nature of user interface development will not be 
resolved simply by introducing additional technology (Hix and Hartson, 1993). This is 
especially true of poorly designed UIDTs which are difficult to use by even experienced 
user interface developers (see section 2.3.1). By highlighting the hazards of introducing 
UIDTs into user interface development practice, Hix and Hartson identified the need to 
consider qualities of a UIDT independently from those of the user interfaces it is used to 
develop. The quality of the latter - either good or bad - is at least partially dependent on 
the skill and experience of the developer, and therefore cannot be entirely attributable to 
25 An expert's subjective rating of usability is likely to be considerably higher than a novice. 
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the UIDT. On this basis, Hix et al decided that their evaluation methodology should focus 
solely on attributes of the UIDT. 
When they extended the original Hix et al evaluation methodology, Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy both improved and degraded it (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). By 
considering the run-time efficiency of the code produced by the UIDT they removed the 
UIDT-oriented focus of the original method. Their measurement of run-time efficiency 
uses factors of user interface and application design that are dependent - at least in part - on 
developers. By introducing evaluator bias, their measurement does not solely reflect the 
quality of the UIDT. They have therefore compromised the underlying principle of the 
original methodology (see above). 
Given the influence of learning curve on tool acceptance (Kemerer, 1992), and the fact that 
it is a direct measure of the design of a UIDT26, Sundaram and Ramamurthy enhanced the 
original Hix et al evaluation procedure when they extended it to include consideration of 
learning curve (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). Although this extension does not 
compromise the UIDT-oriented focus of evaluation, the means by which they measure 
learning curve suffers from the same potential evaluator bias as usability - they suggest it 
can be measured using standardised tests to assess the evaluator's knowledge of each item 
on the functionality dimension, or by the time required to develop a benchmark 
application. Learning curve is only one aspect of learnability which, given its situated 
nature, is only truly meaningful within a given context - see discussion in section 4.2.2.4. 
Therefore, rather than focus on and measure learning curve in a generic sense, it would be 
more beneficial to consider the learnability of a UIDT relative to the specific users and task 
the UIDT is to support. If unrepresentative of the project-specific tasks and if not 
performed by the anticipated tool users, standardised tests and benchmarks are susceptible 
to evaluator bias and do not reflect a meaningful measure of UIDT learnability. Although 
it could be argued that measuring learnability during UIDT evaluation represents an 
unacceptable additional cost - as well as further reducing the practicability of the method - 
the significance of learnability in terms of UIDT acceptance justifies its consideration. 
Sundaram and Ramamurthy attempted to increase the accuracy with which evaluators 
could record usability by extending the Hix et al three-point usability scale to five points. 
Not only would this further increase the time required to complete their already lengthy 
evaluation process, but also - as illustrated by Mosley - such scales are very hard to use and 
so potentially retard rather than assist an evaluation (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
26 Although characteristics of tool users will vary the speed and ease with which they learn to use a UIDT, learning curve is a direct 
measure of the UIDT rather than a measure of a developer dependent product of the UIDT. 
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Finally, the most recent proponents of checklist-based UIDT evaluation are Valaer and 
Babb (Valaer and Babb, 1997). Although their method does not extend the Hix et al 
checklists, the influence of the latter is reflected in: (1) the hierarchical nature of their 
criterion-based questions; (2) their inclusion of usability and functionality dimensions; and 
(3) their method's UIDT-oriented focus. Additionally, their method places greater 
emphasis on some of the lesser components in the Hix et al checklists - for example, 
portability and flexibility. Valaer and Babb based their method on empirical studies of 
UIDT selection processes adopted by personnel at Hughes Information Technology 
Systems. Although the potential unrepresentativeness and lack of random selection of 
their study population may restrict the applicability of their approach, the similarities 
between the Hix et al checklists and Valaer and Babbs' method strengthens support for the 
general approach and content of each. 
Valaer and Babb deal with functionality in a more abstract and informal manner than Hix 
et al. Although beneficial given that detailed knowledge of each UIDT is not required, 
important aspects of the UIDTs may be overlooked. For example, by simply asking 
whether or not a UIDT provides a standard widget library, Valaer and Babb do not 
specifically determine whether the UIDT supports the subset of widgets required for a 
specific user interface. 
Some of Valaer and Babbs' questions lack specificity with the result that they are open to 
interpretation. This is aggravated by the lack of structure in which to ask and answer 
questions. For example, consider their question 'does the tool provide a method to 
customise widgets? ': are they referring to customisation of appearance or behaviour?; what 
do they mean by 'method' - rewriting widget code or using a graphical editor? - and what is 
considered an acceptable method? Similarly, consider the question 'can the user create 
prototypes quickly? ': what kind of prototypes are they referring to?; what counts as 
'quickly'? 
By abandoning the numerical ratings advocated by Hix et al they have limited the `more- 
is-better' approach to UIDT evaluation. In so doing, they have introduced a degree of 
project-specificity to the evaluation process, which is further supported by their stated 
intention that the method should highlight critical issues to the evaluator and trigger the 
generation of more application-specific questions. The fundamental aim of their method 
is to support the selection of the UIDT that contributes most to creating an effective user 
interface for a specific project. However, since tailorability in their method centres on tool 
type, the strength of their method is in generic comparison of UIDTs according to type. 
They mention UIDT selection in relation to a specific application but do not specify which 
aspects of a tool are most important in this respect. Furthermore, they do not provide the 
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means to model project requirements or the facility to compare these requirements with 
actual tool data. 
Valaer and Babb suggest that if the introduction of a UIDT would not assist in the 
achievement of specific project goals, then it lacks worth in that context. They suggest 
that the first step in any UIDT selection process should be to determine this. Although 
introducing UIDT technology does not always improve development (Hix and Hartson, 
1993) it can be argued that it is potentially hard - if not impossible - to make this decision 
without having first evaluated candidate tools. It is therefore perhaps more appropriate to 
consider Valaer and Babbs' suggestion as a caveat rather than as the first step in project- 
specific selection of a UIDT. 
In addition to re-assessing UIDT evaluation, Valaer and Babb present a clear and concise 
categorisation of UIDTs. Their categorisation has broad coverage - broader than other 
approaches (see section 2.3) and in fact broader than they themselves claim. Although 
they suggest that tools for HTML web page construction, JavaTM programming, and 
development of virtual reality environments are beyond the scope of their categorisation 
this is not necessarily the case. Their definition of 'Application Development 
Environment' - software that provides capabilities beyond user interface design and 
development where the additional functionality may be useful in developing the rest of an 
application - describes each of the tool types they suggest are excluded. Since web pages 
and virtual reality environments are essentially specialised user interface styles that are 
developed using specialised implementation techniques and/or toolkits, Valaer and Babbs' 
UIDT categorisation does in fact cover each of the highlighted tool types. 
The use of'jargon' often makes it difficult to determine the role of individual UIDTs. This 
emphasises the need to provide developers with a clear and concise UIDT classification 
scheme - not only for choosing tools, but also for determining the applicability of UIDT 
evaluation methodologies 27. Although the Valaer and Babb classification has been 
presented as a means to determine categories of UIDT for evaluation, it could also be used 
to determine the applicability of UIDT evaluation facilities - given the need to select a 
particular UIDT type an evaluator could use the classification definitions to determine 
which of the available UIDT evaluation facilities is most applicable to his evaluation 
needs. 
It could be argued that some UIDTs may not sit comfortably in any single category. In 
terms of Valaer and Babbs' evaluation process this is insignificant - simply an initial means 
to restrict the decision space, category choice can be changed and/or tools from other 
Z' As discussed in section 2.4, some evaluation methodologies focus on particular UIDT sub-types. 
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categories included. However, the overlapping nature of their categories may complicate 
the use of the classification to determine the applicability of evaluation facilities. For 
example, specialised widget sets - toolkits - are likely to be integrated into 3D visualisation 
tools; a UIMS may support the development of cross-platform user interfaces. This 
suggests that rather than being mutually exclusive, Valaer and Babbs' categories have a 
complex relationship structure (similar to that discussed in sections 2.2.2 and 2.3). 
Assuming their definitions, the complexity of Valaer and Babbs' categories can be 
exploited. First consider the categories: graphical user environments; specialised widgets; 
plotting and analysis tools; 3D visualisation tools; and GUI porting tools. As defined by 
Valaer and Babb (see Table 2.2), these tool types would not be able to independently 
support the complete design and development of a user interface. Accordingly, they are 
typically subsumed by more comprehensive UIDTs (for example, specialised widgets are 
often included in UIMSs - see section 2.3). Available UIDT evaluation facilities focus on 
the more comprehensive UIDTs28 (see section 2.4). To fully exploit the tool classification 
as a measure of UIDT applicability, the subset of categories listed above should therefore 
be considered fundamental component parts of the remaining categories (see Table 2.2). 
Now consider the remaining, more comprehensive, categories: application development 
environments; GUI builders; UIMSs; and cross-platform development tools. In principle, 
Valaer and Babbs' definitions of application development environments, GUI builders, and 
UIMSs agree with those discussed in section 2.3. GUI builders (or Interface Development 
Tools) enable a developer to compose a user interface out of a set of predefined 
components, to define new components, and to generate code from the design. UIMS 
defines a category of tools that, at a minimum, expand on GUI builders to additionally 
support definition and execution of the functionality of the interface - often via prototypes. 
Although application development environments are generally considered to be a 
specialisation of UIMS (see section 2.3), they extend the minimal functionality of UIMSs 
to include support for development of the remainder of an application, and may or may not 
include facility for cross-platform development. Valaer and Babb have isolated 
Application Development Environment on account of the extensive functionality of these 
tools. On the basis of these generally accepted definitions, one category can be considered 
an extension of another. They can therefore be hierarchically structured as shown in 
Figure 2.8. UIDTs for which there are available evaluation facilities fall into one of these 
four categories. Given the hierarchically inclusive nature of the categories, UIDT 
2 Although U[DT evaluation facilities are targeted at more comprehensive tools, subsections of them could be used to evaluate the 
components outlined here. 
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evaluation methods can therefore be said to apply to tools in their target category, and to 
tools in the sub-categories illustrated in Figure 2.8 
Application Development Environment 
""""""-...... Cross-Platform Development Tool 
User Interface Management System 
'"""""""""""""" GUI Builder 
is included in 
Figure 2.8 - hierarchical relationships between GUI development tool categories 
2.6.1.2 UIDT Evaluation Based on Attributes of Quality 
Differing from the others, Bass, Abowd, and Kazmans' evaluation facility considers 
quality attributes of the UIDT and of the target system (Bass et al., 1994). They heavily 
criticised the Hix et al checklists for focusing on functionality. Although it is important to 
measure more than just the functionality of UIDTs, Mosley's observation of its importance 
(Mosley, 1992) suggests that this focus is not as disadvantageous as Bass, Abowd, and 
Kazman imply. This highlights a potential conflict between the larger body of UIDT 
evaluation research and the method proposed by Bass, Abowd, and Kazman. Although, in 
this section much is argued against the approach taken by Bass, Abowd, and Kazman, later 
discussion in this chapter, and in chapter 4, suggests that it might be possible to resolve this 
conflict by adopting some of their principles but applying and/or measuring them in a 
different way. 
The quality attributes listed by Bass, Abowd, and Kazman are biased towards the target 
system - they are essentially suggesting that good output equates to a good tool (and vice 
versa). Although it can be argued that the provision of certain functionality in UIDTs is 
more likely to result in better quality user interfaces29, designer differences may lead to 
potentially very different output in terms of its quality. Their putative correlation will 
therefore only work if there was some investigation to rule out the effect of designer 
differences. They do not suggest that such investigation has been carried out, but do make 
some effort to compensate for evaluator differences when evaluating these tools and their 
output. 
2' For example, the use of certain user interface styles is often held to correspond to more usable user interfaces - if a UIDT supports 
such a style, there is greater potential that its use will lead to the construction of usable user interfaces. 
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Bass, Abowd, and Kazman identify four different evaluation techniques to be used 
according to the quality attribute being measured. These are: feature inspection; 
architectural inspection; direct developer input; and benchmarking. They claim that the 
first two are objective measures, and that the latter two are subjective. Relying most 
heavily on feature inspection and architectural inspection, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman have 
attempted to remove evaluator bias as far as possible. Nevertheless, the results obtained 
using these techniques are subject to issues of trust based on an evaluator's ability to 
identify features in unfamiliar tools. This issue of trust and the manner in which it can be 
tackled is discussed further in chapter 8. Furthermore, feature inspections do not directly 
reflect poor design of the UIDTs' user interfaces. Bass, Abowd, and Kazman use 
benchmarks to assess construction efficiency of the tool and modifiability of the target 
code. Acknowledging evaluator differences, they suggest that several representative 
evaluators perform the same series of tasks to allow the results to be generalised. Unlike 
other methods using benchmarks, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman suggest that the benchmarks 
be devised such that they are representative of the actual tasks that will be demanded of the 
UIDT, and that they be performed by a subset of the developers who will be using the 
selected UIDT. In so doing, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman have introduced a degree of 
context sensitivity to their evaluation process which is absent from the use of benchmarks 
in the others. However, requiring that several developers all perform several tasks 
increases the impracticality of UIDT evaluation. 
Bass, Abowd and Kazman include a rating system for each of their listed quality attributes, 
in which individual ratings are weighted to achieve an overall rating. Although this 
demonstrates an attempt to allow consideration of the relative importance of quality 
attributes within a given context, it promotes the `more-is-better' approach to UIDT 
evaluation and can be subject to the prohibitive costs associated with ratings as discovered 
by Mosley (Mosley, 1992, Mosley, 1995). 
Bass, Abowd, and Kazman correlate the usability of the target system with the interaction 
styles provided by the UIDT, which they then inspect. Despite the identified importance 
of the usability of a UIDT (Mosley, 1992) and its influence on UIDT acceptance (Kemerer, 
1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996), they do not measure the usability or learnability 
of the UIDT itself. They therefore run the risk that up to 70% of a tool's actual 
functionality may not be realised (Kemerer, 1992), including the interaction styles required 
to produce good target-user interfaces. 
Bass, Abowd and Kazman suggest that compatibility should be measured in terms of the 
compatibility of the target-user interface within the complete target application, and with 
respect to the UIDT within the development environment. Both are assessed using feature 
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inspection: the first according to language and platform compatibility; the second 
according to the other software support in the development environment. In the case of 
environmental compatibility, Bass, Abowd, and Kazman overlook the influence of 
working practice, development life cycle, and the actual project team members who will 
ultimately determine the UIDTs acceptance. 
Bass, Abowd, and Kazmans' method supports the evaluation of interface builders, and 
focuses on quality attributes of the software architecture of the tool and of the user 
interfaces produced using the tool. Although it initially seems that their method is 
therefore restricted, they indirectly consider functionality that would be provided in more 
comprehensive UIDTs . For example, when measuring UIDT compatibility, they consider 
how it might integrate with the likes of compilers. In essence, therefore, they treat more 
comprehensive UIDT functionality as aspects of external software. 
Bass, Abowd and Kazman make a number of fundamental assumptions in support of their 
method (Bass et al., 1994). They claim that the set of attributes is universal and fixed. 
The attributes are indeed common in software engineering, but it can be argued that they 
are neither universal, nor is their importance universal. Although all six attributes can be 
applied universally, their applicability may not be the same in every scenario - for 
example, when faced with tight schedules, construction efficiency may be more important 
than reusability; when prototyping, modifiability may be more important than response 
time. Bass, Abowd and Kazman assign their quality attributes to either the UIDT or the 
target-user interface. They appear to have done this somewhat arbitrarily; in particular, it 
can be argued that attributes assigned to the target-user interface are also relevant to the 
UIDT. For example, Bass, Abowd and Kazman focus on modifiability of the target-user 
interface - its extension and adaptation. Issues of modifiability are equally important with 
respect to the UIDT itself - for example, can a developer modify its user interface or 
functionality? If their quality attributes were applied to both the UIDT and target-user 
interface, the restrictive nature of their method (see above) would be lessened, making their 
method more compatible with existing UIDT evaluation facilities. 
2.6.1.3 Wish-List Based or Abstract UIDT Evaluation 
Informally, Myers suggests goals that might be expected of a UIDT -a 'wish-list' - and 
how tools might satisfy these goals (Myers, 1996). Although its lack of structure avoids 
the 'more-is-better' perspective (and associated numerical ratings), it nevertheless has a 
number of potential drawbacks. Several of the suggested goals are so abstract that 
individual evaluators could potentially interpret how they might be met in different ways. 
For example, the listed goal facility for a designer to rapidly investigate different designs' 
leaves open to question what constitutes 'rapid'?, what is meant by 'investigate' - is it just 
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the designer visualising different ideas or is it a more structured end-user-based evaluation 
of design solutions?, and at what level are the 'designs' - just interface mock ups or more 
comprehensive prototypes? A further example - 'ability to create easy-to-use interfaces' - 
is not only open to intra-evaluator interpretation (what constitutes 'easy-to-use'? ) but also 
illustrates potential for evaluator bias 30 which will be reflected in their opinions of different 
tools. 
Lacking structure, appearing ad hoc, and being incomplete, Myers' component list is 
perhaps appropriate for initial discussion of UIDTs. It is, however, inadequate to support 
and inform systematic comparison of detailed UIDT data with respect to a project-specific 
context. Myers' goals are therefore best regarded as triggers or guides for the use of 
alternative, structured UIDT evaluation facilities. 
2.6.2 Examining CASE Tool Evaluation Methods 
Although the preceding discussion has outlined the shortcomings of existing UIDT 
evaluation facilities and thereby highlighted scope for the development of a new facility, 
one issue remains to be clarified: why could evaluators not just use a CASE tool evaluation 
facility to evaluate UIDTs? By closer examination of available CASE tool evaluation 
facilities, this section addresses this question. 
Defined as software tools which aid software engineering activities - including 
requirements analysis/capture, software design, code production, testing, document 
generation, quality assurance, configuration management, and project management 
(Jorgensen et al., 1995) - CASE tools can be considered to include UIDTs. To support the 
inherent complexity of user interface development (see chapter 3) UIDTs are themselves 
very complex and varied (see section 2.3). To accurately evaluate UIDTs - especially for 
use in a specific project - it is therefore essential to consider the detail of the tools. 
Existing CASE tool evaluation facilities (see section 2.5.2) - some of which focus on 
specific CASE tool types (see section 2.5.5) - do not support examination of UIDTs at the 
necessary level of detail31. Therefore, although UIDTs could in principle be evaluated 
using the appropriate parts of a CASE tool evaluation facility, an evaluation of this nature 
would be an insufficient basis for a detailed and meaningful UIDT comparison. 
Alternatively, this argument can be approached from a different perspective: if UIDTs are 
considered a specialised CASE tool, UIDT evaluation techniques could be considered 
specialised CASE tool evaluation facilities - similar to Poston and Sextons' specialised 
'0 The skill level and measure of learnability will differ for each evaluator, thus influencing their ability to use each tool to produce 'easy- 
to-use' user interfaces. 
3 As listed in the Fiix et al checklists for example. 
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testing-tool evaluation method (see section 2.5.5). In either case, the need to use 
dedicated UIDT evaluation facilities for UIDT-specific evaluation is clear. Even ignoring 
the suggested extrapolation of UIDTs, the principles embedded in existing CASE tool 
evaluation facilities do not meet the needs of UIDT evaluation, as discussed in the 
remainder of this section. 
Using the models and associated question-based checklists developed by Vessey, 
Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky, an evaluator can assess CASE tools in terms of their adopted 
product control and/or validity procedures and their support for collaborative systems 
analysis and design activities (see section 2.5.3). However, even in combination, their 
evaluation facilities fail to provide adequate support for accurate and effective CASE tool 
selection. As mechanisms by which to conduct generic analyses of the product 
control/checking and collaborative facilities in CASE tools, their models and checklists 
represent significant progress. However, given that Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky 
appear to have intended that their checklists be used to compare CASE tools for the 
purpose of categorisation as opposed to selection, it is possible to identify a number of 
shortcomings regarding their applicability as selection mechanisms for CASE tools. The 
questions listed by Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky focus on the functionality of CASE 
tools as far as that which is embedded in the control/checking mechanisms and 
collaborative facilities the tools support. In so doing, their checklists adopt an 
intentionally narrow perspective of CASE tool functionality which precludes them from 
supporting comprehensive evaluation of CASE tool functionality. 
The checklists do not explicitly support tailorability, nor do Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and 
Tractinsky promote contextualisation of the evaluation process. As a result, their 
checklists do not support project-specific CASE tool evaluation and are remote from 
consideration of the environmental context in which a CASE tool is to be deployed; the 
strength of their checklists is therefore restricted to generic CASE tool comparison. The 
questions listed by Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky are abstract to the extent that they 
consider functionality at the level of whether it is possible rather than how it is achieved. 
The resulting perspective of a CASE tool evaluated using their checklists is therefore 
lacking this level of detail which, as is discussed in detail in chapter 4, is relevant to 
context-sensitive tool evaluation. Given the high-level or abstract nature of the checklists, 
their questions are open to interpretation. For example, consider the question 'can the tool 
automatically generate a first cut structure chart from the data flow diagrams? ': what 
constitutes automatic generation?; what is acceptable as a 'first cut' structure chart? The 
models and checklists defined by Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky are specifically aimed 
at CASE tools which support structured systems analysis and design; they are therefore 
inappropriate for other specialised CASE tools such as testing tools. Finally, with respect 
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to their evaluation of collaborative support in systems analysis and design CASE tools, 
Vessey, Jarvenpaa, and Tractinsky suggest that, given absent functionality, it is often 
necessary for developers to integrate use of third party software (for example, email tools) 
with their use of these CASE tools. Despite this observation, however, their evaluation 
mechanism makes no provision for capturing this element of successful CASE tool use. 
Using Mosley's five step CASE tool evaluation methodology an evaluator assesses tools on 
the basis of a template tailored to the appropriate CASE tool type (see section 2.5.4). This 
method was the first of its kind to emphasise tailorability and to seriously consider the way 
in which a tool must support the software life cycle and development strategies within an 
organisation. In spite of this, however, it presents a number of drawbacks for both CASE 
tool and UIDT evaluation. Consider the six categories of questions: ease-of-use; power; 
robustness; functionality; ease of insertion; and quality of support. Although they permit 
increased scope and flexibility in tool evaluation, their associated questions are potentially 
open to differences in interpretation. The effects of evaluator variance are further 
exacerbated by the lack of a consistent structure for recording evaluation data. 
Despite considering the project-specific development life cycle into which the selected tool 
is to be integrated, Mosley does not consider two of the fundamental factors that contribute 
to, and influence, its integration - learnability and project-specific requirements32 
(Kemerer, 1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). 
Highlighting the need to allow evaluators control over the priority of evaluated 
components, Mosley implemented a very detailed scoring criteria and weighting facility 
which evaluators could apply to each question. Too time consuming and complex, these 
were considered impractical. They did, however, illustrate that evaluators assign greatest 
priority to issues of functionality and usability when comparing CASE tools. Although 
other tool evaluation facilities include functionality and usability, Mosley's study provided 
the evidence necessary to justify their inclusion. 
Designed to support the evaluation of a wide range of CASE tool types, Mosley's questions 
are necessarily abstract. Despite having identified the significance of functionality data, 
the questions do not permit an evaluator to compare the low-level functional differences 
between tools. Fundamental points upon which a selection decision is likely to be based 
may therefore potentially be overlooked. However, if the goal of an evaluation is to 
complete an initial generic comparison of tools - according to type - on the basis of a series 
of high-level responses, Mosleys' abstract questions are more than adequate. 
32 For fuller discussion see chapters 1 and 4. 
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Essentially a third-party evaluation facility, the STEC CASE tool evaluation methodology 
is accessed via their 'try-before-you-buy' lab. Until investigated, unresolved issues 
regarding trust in third-party evaluation leave the general effectiveness of such methods 
open to question (see section 2.6.1.1 and discussion chapter 8). 
By studying organisations' selection procedures for testing-tools, Poston and Sexton 
determined that some were more effective than others. After noticing that the 
organisations with better success rates used checklists to structure their selection 
procedures, Poston and Sexton concluded that CASE tool evaluation needed to be 
structured. Having spent time observing and assessing CASE tool evaluation, Poston and 
Sexton were in a better position than most to determine what would be needed in a new 
CASE tool evaluation methodology. However, they based their method on some overly 
simplified assumptions. Based on their observed correlation between the success of tool 
selection and the use of checklists, they assumed that the success of an evaluation - in 
terms of the degree to which the selected tool met identified requirements - was due to the 
evaluation mechanism. Although their observation strengthens support for checklist- 
based evaluation techniques, their assumption overlooks the possibility that companies 
seen to be successful in terms of tool selection may have reviewed candidate tools relative 
to the context in which the selected tool was to be used. It is therefore possible that it is 
this facet of their process - irrespective of the use of checklists - that is the deciding factor 
in terms of their success. However, given that evaluators have been shown to focus on 
functionality and usability and that checklist-based systems permit greater and more 
structured attention to detail, the true cause of the observed success is likely to be a 
complex combination of both the means of, and underlying approach to, tool evaluation. 
Poston and Sexton sub-divide selection criteria into four groups; each group acts as a filter 
to the subsequent group and each criterion is assigned a tolerance or bounding value33 and 
a weight. One of these groups is concerned with Tool Dependent Non-Functional issues - 
for example, the time taken to learn to use a tool. Although potentially relevant, the 
usefulness of the factors in this group may be restricted if their values are set without 
reference to the expected context of use. By failing to promote or support such context- 
sensitive consideration, Poston and Sexton consign the strength of their method to generic 
tool comparison. Using this method, each examined criterion is rated and awarded a 
score -a product of the evaluator-assigned rating and the weight. The scores are then 
totalled - the tool with the highest total score is ultimately recommended. Poston and 
Sexton therefore promote the 'more-is-better' approach, arguments against which have 
already been presented. 
" For example, the maximum cost that can be outlayed for hardware. 
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Placing strong emphasis on cost, the majority of the features in this method are oriented 
towards the financial implications of the evaluated tools. Although it is important, cost is 
not the principal consideration when evaluating tools - it is an assumption which limits the 
decision space (see chapter 1). If financial concerns are allowed to dominate tool 
evaluation there is a significant risk that a tool may be selected that is perhaps least costly, 
but is also least appropriate with respect to its intended use. 
Poston and Sextons' use of checklists is somewhat inconsistent: they support detailed 
examination of some features whereas they treat others more abstractly, bordering on 
'wish-lists'. Although there are advantages to being able to view data at different levels of 
abstraction, the evaluator should be allowed to make that choice to reflect the context of 
his evaluation. 
By forcing evaluators to rely heavily on vendor-supplied information about tools, this 
method introduces considerable scope for evaluator bias: evaluators will be better able to 
validate vendor-supplied data for tools with which they are familiar than for tools they 
have not experienced. That said, the variable ability of evaluators to validate tool data is a 
factor that is likely to influence all tool evaluation facilities. Given individuality of 
evaluators, it may not be possible to eliminate this issue of bias - evaluators are always 
going to be able to validate data for tools they know better than for tools they don't know. 
However, if the tool data used during evaluations was to represent a consensus of expert 
opinion, it may be possible to increase evaluators' trust in data for tools with which they 
are unfamiliar. Similarly, by improving the quality and supporting documentation of 
selection decisions, it may be possible to increase the trustworthiness of decisions 
themselves. This thesis develops an evaluation method that establishes the potential to 
tackle the issue of trust - chapter 8 discusses the way in which this potential can be 
exploited to implement the solutions suggested here. 
Devised specifically for the evaluation of testing-tools, the component lists in the Poston 
and Sexton checklists can be extended to include additional factors relevant to testing-tool 
evaluation. Although certain of their criteria are applicable to other CASE tool types, 
their method would, in general, appear to be restricted to evaluation of testing-tools. 
On the basis of identified problems with CASE tool evaluation which relied on analytical 
reports, product demonstrations, and the opinions of tool users, Jorgensen, Bygdas and 
Lunde developed the first CASE tool evaluation method to focus on the actual situation for 
which a tool is being selected - see section 2.5.6 (Jorgensen et al., 1995). Suggesting that 
their method evaluates the impact of the CASE tools and not the skill of the evaluator - 
noted to be a serious drawback of other evaluation methods - they claim that using their 
method provides important information for cost/benefit analysis regarding CASE tool 
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investment. A significant advancement in CASE tool evaluation, the validity of their 
method is supported by the fact that it is based on observation of the failings in other 
methods34. However, by focussing on the efficiency impact of CASE tools to the 
exclusion of other important issues involved in the adoption of a CASE tool, their method 
is somewhat restricted. 
2.7 Conclusions 
Exploring the nature and importance of UIDTs, the initial sections of this chapter 
emphasised the number and variety of such tools and highlighted the importance of 
effective, structured evaluation when choosing between them. All the existing evaluation 
facilities for UIDTs, and some which exist for CASE tools - were then presented and 
analysed. The strengths and weaknesses of the various evaluation facilities were 
highlighted to emphasise the grounds for the development of a further UIDT evaluation 
methodology - and hence the work in this thesis. Drawing together the main points that 
have arisen during the central discussions, this chapter will conclude by identifying an 
informal specification of the requirements of a new UIDT evaluation methodology. 
2.7.1 The Mechanism 
Many of the evaluation facilities outlined in this chapter made a clear distinction between 
the mechanism for data-collection and the evaluation methodology (for example, Bass et 
al., 1994). The importance of structured data gathering was identified by Poston and 
Sexton (Poston and Sexton, 1992), and was stressed by Valaer and Babb when they found 
the absence of structure hindered their ability to record evaluation data and therefore 
effectively evaluate tools (Valaer and Babb, 1997). Observation of testing-tool evaluation 
led Poston and Sexton to suggest checklists as the most effective means by which to gather 
evaluation data (Poston and Sexton, 1992); in varying forms, checklists were the 
mechanisms most widely adopted by the evaluation methods discussed in this chapter 
(Bass et al., 1994, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Mosley, 
1992, Poston and Sexton, 1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996, Valaer and Babb, 
1997). 
Of the checklists mentioned, those devised by Hix et al establish the most comprehensive 
categorisation of components relative to user interfaces and their development (Hix and 
Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989). Due to the speed of progress in 
the software industry, the lack of extensibility within the Hix et al checklists rendered them 
" They do, however, use benchmark tests - arguments against which have already been presented in earlier sections of this chapter. 
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dated soon after their completion. Despite this, the composition of the Hix et al 
checklists and the published support for checklist-based data gathering techniques suggest 
that (at least initially) checklists are the most appropriate data gathering mechanism for use 
in a future UIDT evaluation methodology - assuming that their extensibility is assured as a 
matter of priority. Since the issue of data gathering is not the principal concern of this 
research, checklists are not however being advocated as the most effective means of data- 
collection. Checklists are used in this research on the grounds of observation and because 
the evaluation facility developed in this thesis uses the structure of the Hix et al component 
categorisation as a starting point (see chapter 4). The issue of effective data-collection 
techniques is discussed in chapter 8. 
2.7.2 The Criteria and Measures 
The evaluation facilities outlined in this chapter represent different subsets of criteria for 
consideration during tool selection (Bass et al., 1994, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and 
Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Mosley, 1992, Poston and Sexton, 1992, Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy, 1996, Valaer and Babb, 1997). These range from basic functionality and 
usability, to concerns about attributes of quality. They concern the developer and the end- 
user of the target-user interface, and relate to both the UIDT itself and the target-user 
interfaces produced using the UIDT. Where different facilities agree on the criteria, they 
often disagree on the means by which the criteria should be measured (for example, Bass et 
al., 1994 and Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). Given this diversity, it could be argued 
that it is difficult to determine which criteria and dimensions of measurement should be 
included in a future UIDT evaluation methodology. However, highlighting the problems 
associated with each facility in terms of their selected criteria and approaches to 
measurement, the discussion in section 2.6 provides a basis for deciding which criteria and 
dimensions of measurement to adopt in the UIDT evaluation facility central to this thesis. 
Considered most important (Mosley, 1992), criteria relating to functionality and usability 
were common to most evaluation facilities. Access to functionality is the principal reason 
for selecting UIDTs, and is consistently measured according to whether a tool supports 
listed features. The proposed UIDT evaluation methodology must therefore list criteria 
concerning the functionality provided by a UIDT; to accommodate advances in user 
interface technology this list must be sufficiently extensible. To have broad applicability 
and to remain viable, the new UIDT evaluation methodology should include functionality 
which spans the hierarchy of UIDT sub-types (see section 2.6.1.1). Although they at 
times differed, the listed features for UIDTs normally originated in the Hix et al checklists, 
or indeed made direct reference to them (for example, Bass et al., 1994). Given their 
comprehensiveness (see section 2.6.1.1) the Hix et al checklists represent a valid starting 
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point for the development of component lists within the proposed UIDT evaluation 
methodology. 
Although ubiquitous, usability was used inconsistently in terms of its scope and means of 
measurement. For example, Bass et al consider usability as a measure of the target-user 
interface and measure it in terms of the interaction styles provided by the UIDT; Hix et al 
focus on the usability of the UIDT itself and measure it according to the ease with which 
individual components can be accessed (Bass et al., 1992, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and 
Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989). This difference highlights a number of important 
related issues which need clarification for the new UIDT evaluation methodology. Firstly, 
there is the issue of which system should be investigated. Much of section 2.6 was 
concerned with the question of whether the target-user interface should be measured during 
evaluation of UIDTs. Due to the potential impact of developer bias, it was concluded that 
only issues concerned directly with the UIDTs themselves should be evaluated. Secondly, 
there is the issue of what constitutes usability. As discussed in detail in chapter 4, 
usability is a complex measure of many constituent factors including learnability -a 
measure of (amongst other factors) the familiarity and generalisability of a user interface. 
Since user interface styles contribute to individual users' assessments of familiarity and 
generalisability, a measure of interface style - focussing on the UIDT itself - should 
perhaps be considered in the new evaluation methodology. Finally, there is the issue of 
how usability should be measured. Several methods use an evaluator-assigned ease-of-use 
rating to measure usability. Section 2.6.1.1 argued against this approach on the grounds of 
evaluator bias. 
As indicated above usability is closely linked to learnability. Dependent on the person, 
task, and environment, if it is to be meaningful the learnability of a UIDT must be 
measured with respect to the context in which the tool is to be used (see chapter 4). 
Focussing on the learning curve35, assessment of learnability in existing evaluation 
methodologies relies heavily on the skills of the evaluator to perform potentially 
unrepresentative benchmark tasks (Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). Such measures 
therefore have little meaning. The importance of learnability with respect to UIDT 
acceptance (Kemerer, 1992) suggests that it is essential that leamability be included in 
future evaluation methods. Given their associations, learnability and usability are perhaps 
best measured together. The new evaluation methodology must therefore consider joint 
measures of usability and learnability which focus on their situated nature and their 
relationship with UIDT acceptance (see chapter 4). 
's Only one aspect of learnability - see section 2.6.1.1. 
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The remaining UIDT evaluation criteria are - perhaps undeservedly - restricted to the 
target-user interface produced with the UIDT (see section 2.6.1.2). It has been suggested 
that if these attributes were also focussed on the UIDT it would be possible to 
comprehensively consider any UIDT type during evaluation. How best to introduce their 
strengths into the new UIDT evaluation methodology is therefore tackled in chapter 4. 
In the majority of evaluation methods, the evaluator is confined to recording only data 
which is prescribed by the method - important data is therefore often omitted (see chapter 
5). The variety of circumstances of independent evaluations highlights a very complex 
problem regarding the creation of a fully adequate descriptive model. Consider briefly, 
the options. Although unlikely, it might be possible to develop an exhaustive framework 
of all components and criteria that might ever be relevant to future UIDT evaluation. If 
feasible, the potential size of such a framework would inevitably be so impracticable as to 
render it useless36. Somewhere between this and the existing restricted evaluation 
structures is the notion of a flexible framework for UIDT evaluation. Encompassing an 
initial defined set of components and criteria, such frameworks might support flexibility 
and tailorability of component lists, or they might provide the facility to record 
'miscellaneous' or un-categorised data - they might even support both. Given the 
suggested versatility of flexible frameworks, they should be able to cater to unusual 
circumstances and therefore provide the structure for a more adequate descriptive model. 
Flexibility should therefore be considered for the new UIDT evaluation methodology. 
2.7.3 Assigning Importance to Criteria 
The discussion in this chapter suggests that the key to successful, meaningful, UIDT 
evaluation is tailorability. In terms of both learnability and functionality, the ability to 
tailor the associated criteria to factors of concern within a given context is paramount if the 
results are to be useful during the selection process. This therefore raises the question of 
how should tailorability be achieved. 
Several evaluation methods use weightings to prioritise evaluation criteria (Bass et al., 
1994, Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Mosley, 1992, 
Poston and Sexton, 1992, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996). Although their intention is 
to introduce tailorability, weightings usually evoke a `more-is-better' approach which is 
exacerbated when the methods promote the generation of numerical ratings (for example, 
Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989). Although they have 
value in the case of generic tool evaluations, numerical ratings are of little value when it is 
36 Keeping it up to date would also be potentially impracticable. 
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necessary to consider project-specific requirements - in such cases it is the set of relevant 
components and their associated learnability that determine how well a specific UIDT 
meets project-specific needs. Project-specific issues aside, several of the evaluation 
methods identified problems with using weights - thus reducing their usefulness as 
tailoring mechanisms. For any given project, tailorability must therefore focus on 
identifying the set of relevant functional components and observing contextual issues 
regarding the anticipated tool users. On this basis it is more likely that a UIDT will be 
selected that meets the users' needs and is therefore accepted. 
UIDT selection is a complex process governed by numerous, often unpredictable factors. 
It is therefore not possible to pre judge precisely how evaluators want, or need, to compare 
their evaluation results. A UIDT evaluation methodology should therefore enable an 
evaluator to identify those issues which are of importance, and to compare them with 
reference to the context from which they acquired their importance. Rather than generate 
a recommendation (or numerical rating) which cannot cater for all potential circumstances 
and which hides much useful information, UIDT evaluation facilities should simply record 
and present evaluation data. If possible, they should also support data comparison and 
analysis so that an evaluator may make an informed, and contextually aware, tool 
selection. 
Existing evaluation methods adopt different levels of abstraction when considering 
evaluation criteria - for example, the Hix et al checklists consider low-level details 
whereas Valaer and Babb adopted a higher level perspective (Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and 
Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Valaer and Babb, 1997). Given that the level of 
abstraction at which the evaluator can, or wants, to work is not pre-determinable, the new 
UIDT evaluation methodology should not prescribe the level at which evaluation criteria 
must be considered; it should leave the decision of abstraction to the developer, and thus 
must be structured accordingly. 
2.7.4 Resourcing an Evaluation 
When deciding to perform a UIDT evaluation, two resource-related elements should be 
considered. The first of these is time and effort. Given the complexity of UIDTs and the 
development processes they are designed to support, accurate and effective UIDT 
evaluation cannot be made a 'quick' procedure per se37. This is reflected in the existing 
evaluation facilities which, by their own admission, are time consuming and often 
complex. To rush an evaluation would inevitably lessen its validity, increase the chance 
" This thesis does, however, present mechanisms for streamlining evaluations and reusing evaluation results in order to reduce the time 
taken to complete UIDT evaluation whilst maintaining evaluation quality. 
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of selecting a UIDT ill suited to the needs of a given project, and subsequently waste time 
and money. The decision to formally evaluate UIDTs should not be taken lightly; it needs 
to address the balance between the cost of performing the evaluation against its potential 
benefit. Although the quality and effectiveness of the UIDT selection decision contributes 
to cost-benefit analysis, this research is not concerned with this aspect of UIDT evaluation. 
The second resource-related element of UIDT evaluation concerns the source of evaluation 
information. There are two aspects to information source: who will be performing the 
evaluation; and where will the data about the tools come from. First consider the person 
performing the evaluation. An evaluator can be an independent third-party, a designated 
member of the project team who may or may not be using the selected tool, or an 
individual selecting a tool for his own use. In the first two instances - especially where the 
evaluator is an independent body - there are unresolved issues regarding the relationship 
between trust in the UIDT recommendation and confidence in the evaluator's ability. 
Briefly discussed in this chapter, mechanisms to increase this issue of trust are discussed in 
detail in chapter 8. The basis of these mechanisms is already in place in the UIDT 
evaluation methodology presented in this thesis (see chapters 4 onwards). 
The second aspect of information source concerns the actual tool data. It can be obtained 
from a number of sources including vendor information, and 'hands-on' use of the UIDTs 
themselves. Obviously, there is cost/benefit analysis38 involved when deciding whether to 
trust third-party data or to invest the time and effort in direct examination of the actual 
tools. Despite potential mistrust of vendor-supplied data (Mosley, 1992), the time taken to 
learn to use a tool sufficiently to record associated data with confidence (Hix and Ryan, 
1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989) may force evaluators using existing 
evaluation facilities to consider this option. As with third-party evaluations, there are 
issues of trust in the quality of UIDT evaluation data based on its origin (see section 2.6.2). 
Chapter 8 discusses proposals for collaborative UIDT data sources based on the structure 
and software support for the evaluation methodology presented in this thesis. By adopting 
models of peer-review used successfully in other fields, it is hoped that this will increase 
the trustworthiness of UIDT evaluation data. 
2.8 Chapter Summary 
After introducing the concept and categorisation of user interface development tools, this 
chapter discussed their potential significance, or impact, within the software development 
process. The various existing user UIDT evaluation methodologies were presented, and 
" Again, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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their strengths and weaknesses were analysed. This analysis highlighted the need for 
another UIDT evaluation methodology and, together with the discussion in the concluding 
sections, identified the requirements which must be met by a new UIDT evaluation 
methodology if it is to combat the failings of the existing methods, and provide software 
developers with an effective and useful evaluation facility. The remainder of this research 
presents a new, contextually sensitive, UIDT evaluation methodology and associated 
software support, designed to tackle the issues identified in this chapter. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Before developing a new UIDT evaluation methodology, it is important to examine how 
and why software developers currently choose their UIDTs. By observing (in context) 
current evaluative processes and the criteria and restraints imposed upon UIDT selection, it 
is possible to develop a picture of the context and manner in which UIDTs are selected and 
used. This data can then be used to inform the development of a new UIDT evaluation 
facility that permits the description of project-specific context of use including the 
functional requirements demanded of a UIDT. 
This chapter presents the findings of an industrial survey which was performed primarily 
to investigate the selection and subsequent use of UIDTs. In order to provide insight into 
the developmental context of use into which selected UIDTs were placed - and hence, the 
criteria to which a UIDT must be sympathetic to better achieve acceptance - the survey 
also examined the user interface development processes adopted by the organisations using 
such tools. 
This chapter begins by outlining the manner in which the survey was conducted. After 
presenting the detailed findings of the survey with respect to application characteristics 
and software engineering administration, it looks at the practical user interface 
development processes followed within industrial contexts. This is followed by a 
discussion of the findings regarding the selection and use of user interface development 
software. The chapter closes with a discussion of the apparent relationships between the 
observed factors, and conclusions which can be drawn from the findings with respect to the 
development of a new UIDT evaluation methodology. 
3.2 Conducting the Survey 
The principal objective of this survey was to investigate within an industrial context: how 
and why user interface developers currently choose their UIDTs; whether they are 
subsequently satisfied with their chosen software; and, having made real use of their 
development tools, the extent to which available functionality is used. An additional aim 
of the survey was to examine the user interface development processes adopted by the 
software developers in order to consider the developmental context into which developers 
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expect to integrate their selected tools. It was hypothesised that the software engineering 
methodology employed within an organisation would influence the company's choice of 
tools - that factors such as team structures and practical design/engineering processes, 
together with the particular needs of the application domain for which software was being 
developed, would form the requirements base for the selection of UIDTs. It was further 
hypothesised that the absence of appropriate tools that could synthesise with its existing 
development process may lead an organisation to alter its developmental strategy in order 
to accommodate effective UIDT integration and use. However, this final question was 
considered beyond the scope of this survey, and more appropriate as an issue for future 
investigation. This section will explain how the survey was performed. 
3.2.1 The Mechanism 
There are two generally accepted mechanisms by which to perform a survey: use of 
interviews or questionnaires (Lindgaard, 1994, Faulkner, 2000, Dix et al., 1993, Hix and 
Hartson, 1993, Newman and Lamming, 1995, Preece et al., 1994). On the basis of their 
applicability and suitability relative to this survey, and despite the disadvantage that their 
results have to be taken at face value since the researcher cannot (beyond the use of pilot 
studies and question validation) usually confirm that individual respondents interpreted the 
questions as they were intended, questionnaires were selected as the most appropriate 
mechanism for this survey (Lindgaard, 1994, Faulkner, 2000, Dix et al., 1993, Hix and 
Hartson, 1993, Newman and Lamming, 1995, Preece et al., 1994). Given the outlined 
research agenda, the structure, style, and number of questions had to be determined so that 
the questionnaire was best suited to systematically collect the required data. 
The format and content of the questions 
The questions were designed to be as brief, clear, and relevant as possible (Lindgaard, 
1994, Preece et al., 1994). Although experts suggest that the wording of questions be 
kept relatively simple (Lindgaard, 1994, Preece et al., 1994), the technical nature of this 
survey, together with the fact that the subjects were experts in the associated field, meant 
that the language was not a major concern. Where possible, the questions were phrased in 
a positive manner and in the present tense to most effectively avoid misinterpretations 
(Lindgaard, 1994). Although it is generally considered preferable to adhere to one out of 
the many styles of question throughout a questionnaire (Lindgaard, 1994), this was not 
possible given the complexity and varying nature of the data being investigated. To 
compensate, the different question formats were given a different visual appearance, and 
instructions clearly indicating the manner in which the questions should be answered were 
provided in each instance (Lindgaard, 1994). Where magnitude estimates were required, a 
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five point scale was adopted wherever possible to increase flexibility of response and 
reduce the number of opt-out-based selections of mid- or neutral- points (Lindgaard, 1994, 
Dix et al., 1993). 
The layout and structure of the questionnaire 
The questionnaire dealt with several issues and so was sub-divided accordingly (see 
Appendix A). Each section or subsection included a brief introduction to make the 
respondent aware of the nature of, and reason for, the associated questions (Lindgaard, 
1994). The questionnaire began by asking the respondents to give general contact details, 
and briefly describe their qualifications and position within their organisation (Dix et al., 
1993). In accordance with Lindgaard's advice that the more delicate or tricky questions 
should be located approximately one third of the way through a questionnaire -a point at 
which the respondent will be `warmed-up' but will not yet be tired or bored - the more 
complex, and perhaps sensitive, questions regarding work practice were included after the 
general examination of project details (Lindgaard, 1994). 
The number of questions was restricted to a maximum of 60 (Lindgaard, 1994), and based 
on the discussed structure, the included questions were designed to uncover (for each 
individual organisation): 
1. the manner in which UIDTs had been chosen; 
2. the nature of the tools used and the subsequent levels of satisfaction 
expressed by the people using the various tools; 
3. and the software engineering methodology employed. 
Questionnaires can only elicit the respondent's account of the topic under investigation, 
and so to reduce respondents' generalisation (or idealisation) of their work situation, they 
were asked to focus on a single application domain when answering the questions 
regarding project structure and work practice. 
3.2.2 The Process 
One of the most significant drawbacks to the use of questionnaires is the fact that 
respondents do not always interpret, and therefore answer, questions as they were intended. 
To reduce interpretative discrepancies trial completions of the questionnaires were 
conducted. The respondents (some of whom were academically acknowledged HCI 
experts) gave critiques which were fed back into the development of the final 
questionnaire. In addition, two interviews - structured according to the questionnaire - 
were conducted to gauge whether the correct questions were being asked and/or whether 
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their phrasing led to misinterpretation or ambiguity. The interviewees were software 
developers working on relatively large-scale applications for other university departments. 
The results of the interviews were used to inform the completion of the final questionnaire, 
a copy of which is included in Appendix A. 
Thirty copies of the questionnaire went sent by standard post to a selection of software 
development companies within the Glasgow area39. The companies were identified by 
means of the Scottish Software Association: Directory of Member Companies 1995 and 
targeted according to size and area of specialisation to obtain a cross-section of both - it 
being hypothesised that these attributes might play an important role in the choice of 
UIDTs (Scottish Software Federation, 1995). An encouraging 50% response rate was 
obtained - 14 questionnaires out of the 30 issued were returned completed, and one 
questionnaire was returned uncompleted40. The latter is excluded from the results 
discussed in the remainder of this chapter. A number of the returned questionnaires were 
accompanied by additional documentation pertaining to the working practice employed 
within the organisation. 
Since the companies were all Glasgow-based, it is possible that geographical bias may 
have influenced the results of this survey. Little is yet known regarding the influence of 
geography on approaches to software development, and it is considered beyond the scope 
of this thesis to investigate the matter further. Such investigation would, however, be an 
interesting avenue for future work, and is therefore discussed in chapter 8. 
The remainder of this chapter details the findings of the survey. Unless otherwise 
indicated, the figures in each table/chart show the absolute number of companies within 
each of the identified domains. Where incomplete data was returned (usually due to the 
failure of a respondent to answer part or all of a question) figures often do not reach the 
expected total (14 in the case of general results; and the domain-specific subtotals 
elsewhere). In such circumstances, the results are flagged with a t. 
3.3 Structure of Presentation of Survey Results 
Respondents were asked to identify an application domain for which they would answer 
questions regarding the nature of projects and work practice (see question 2.541). The 
39 This geographical location was selected for ease of accessibility should further interviews etc. be considered useful or necessary (the questionnaires were not anonymous). 
With a covering letter to explain that the respondent did not feel he was in a position to assist in the research. 
'' This, and all subsequent question numbers refer to the questionnaire included in Appendix A. 
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domains identified by the respondents fell into six different categories, as follows (the 
letters in brackets indicating the abbreviations to be used throughout this chapter): 
I. Database Applications (D) -5 companies; 
2. Manufacturing Control (M) -I company; 
3. Software Tool Development (S) -2 companies; 
4. Educational Systems (E) -3 companies; 
5. Information Systems (I) -2 companies; 
6. Real-Time Systems (R) -1 company. 
The results are presented collectively - in the general (G) sense - and then, where 
appropriate, for each domain. Per domain trends are discussed and conclusions drawn 
where possible. 
It was hypothesised that the size of an organisation might influence its choice of UIDT. 
Although the results obtained did not noticeably support this hypothesis, there were a few 
instances where the size of the organisation appeared to have had some impact on UIDT 
selection, beyond determining the available budget for UIDT purchasing. In the following 
presentation of the results, attention will only be drawn to company size where it is 
considered to be of potential influence or importance. 
3.4 The Survey Results 
This section presents the observed results. The data is interspersed with comments and 
some initial discussion for the purpose of explanation. A more cohesive discussion of the 
results as a whole is included in section 3.5. The small number of responses mean that 
these results cannot be generalised beyond the scope of the survey and therefore no 
statistical significance will be attributed to them. However, given the use to which the 
results will be put, what is important is that associations have been observed. The results 
should therefore be considered a qualitative observation of the important issues informing 
the development of a new UIDT evaluation methodology. 
3.4.1 Application Characteristics 
Section 2B of the questionnaire focused on application characteristics (relative to the 
identified domains - see section 3.3). The questions covered: the typical size of the 
applications; their safety-criticality; the locus of control associated with the applications; 
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and the data types manipulated by the applications. The responses to each of the observed 
issues of application characteristics are presented below. 
3.4.1.1 Application Sizes 
Figure 3.1 shows the size of typical applications (measured in number of lines of code) 
across each identified domain. For the companies questioned, the mode is middle-sized 
applications of between 10,000 and 100,000 lines of code. Given that few of the 
respondent organisations comprise more than 50 software developers, it could be surmised 
that the organisations are more suited to coping with this scale of development. 
Alternatively, there may be greater (or more frequent) demand for applications of this size 
than for larger applications. 
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Figure 3.1 - Domain application sizes 
The domains of D, M, and R42 reflect this modal application size whereas E tends towards 
smaller scale applications. Given the size and complexity of most commercial software 
development tools, it was anticipated that S would reflect large-scale application 
development. It too, however, is dominated by medium sized application - the reason for 
this being unclear. 
3.4.1.2 Safety Criticality o/'Si'sterns 
Table 3.1 shows that 4 out of 14 respondents claim that they produce safety-critical 
applications and that these are concentrated in three of the domains - D, I and R. 
Unsurprisingly, all applications in R are considered safety-critical. It was interesting. 
however, that half of the applications in I, and 2 out of 5 in D, were deemed to be such. 
" For full identification of the domains denoted by these letters - in this and all tüllowing discussion - reicr to section 3.3. 
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Domain N° of domain-specific responses for which 
applications were rated `safety-critical' 
G4 
D 
MU 
S0 
E0 
R 
Table 3.1 - Safety-criticality of systems 
Applications within these domains may be considered safety-critical on the grounds that 
they provide information which is used in a safety-critical field (for example, database 
systems which record sensitive safety-critical medical research results/data). It is not, 
however, anticipated that the applications themselves are safety-critical in the same sense 
as R, but this cannot be confirmed on the basis of this survey. 
3.4.1.3 Locus of Control 
`Locus of control' was introduced by Rasmussen, and refers to the freedom of action 
available to the application user (Rasmussen, 1992). He identifies three categories of 
locus of control, namely: 
1. autonomous user served by system - users use the software to achieve their 
own pre-determined goals and are not constrained in the manner in which 
they use the system; 
2. autonomous user with constraints - the user is still in charge of the system, 
but has to use the application in accordance with some pre-determined rules 
or policies - e. g. administrative case handling systems; 
3. and operator serving the system - the user is paced and constrained by the 
laws of physics - e. g. process plants. 
Respondents were asked to indicate the locus of control for typical applications within 
their identified domain (see question 2.8). The responses are shown in Figure 3.2. 
For the observed domains, the modal locus of control is autonomous users served by the 
system and is reflected in the domains M, S, and E. Despite being expected in the case of 
S and E, it is perhaps more unusual in the case of M. Although it is anticipated that this is 
due to the particular manufacturing process for which the observed application was being 
developed, further investigation would be required to clarify the situation. 
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With the majority (4 out of 5) of its applications considered to impose constraints on 
autonomous use, D differed from the mode. As above, this is likely to be due to the 
specific purpose for which these applications were being developed - for example, 
applications such as GPass (a G. P. patient record management application) that manipulate 
medical records normally impose data entry/access constraints on their users. Contrary to 
the mode, the application in R was developed to establish its user as an operator controlled 
by the system. 
3.4.1.4 PlutfJ)rm 
Some UIDTs are platform-specific and so it was hypothesised that the platform for which 
applications were being developed may (quite heavily) influence UIDT selection. 
Respondents were therefore asked to specify whether their applications were developed for 
single or multiple platforms. The results can be seen in Table 3.2. 
Domain Cross 
Platform 
Single 
Platform 
Comments 
Gt 6 6 NT, Unix, Windows95 
D 2 3 Windows95 
M 1 0 PCs 
S I I WindowsNT/95 
Et 1 1 NT, Unix 
It I No data Unix, NT 
R 0 1 PCs 
Table 3.2 -- Pfat/imn 
In general, approximately half of the companies studied develop applications for single 
platforms, and half develop for multiple platforms (see D, S, and E). At opposite poles, M 
applications are cross-platform, and R applications are designed for single platforms. 
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Given the potential complexity of single-platform real-time safety-critical system 
development, it is perhaps unsurprising that this organisation does not produce generic 
multiple platforms designs and, furthermore, focuses on a single platform type. 
3.4.1.5 Domain Data Tipes 
Relative to their identified domains, respondents were asked to highlight the data type(s) 
manipulated within typical applications. This information allows for identification of 
typical project-specific functional requirements that might realistically determine the 
suitability of a selected UIDT - for example, an application's need to handle complex 
graphics contributes to project-specific requirements that should ideally be supported in a 
selected UIDT. Such data also highlights the general complexity of the observed 
applications. The identified data types are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 - Domain data types 
Within the scope of this survey the predominant underlying data type for which 
applications are being developed was text (including numeric data) - as is evident in the 
domains of D, M, E, I, and R. 
E applications make greater use of alternative data types. Proportionately, I applications 
made the most use of diagrams, which could be accounted for by the fact their efficiency 
and effectiveness as a means of data representation are widely recognised (Ahlberg and 
Shneiderman, 1994, Shneiderman, 1998, Rao and Card, 1994). It is unclear why 
applications in category S make no use of textual data although it is probably due to an 
error or misunderstanding during completion of the questionnaire. 
3.4.1.6 Data Intensity 
Question 2.11 (a) of the questionnaire asked respondents to indicate whether or not they 
considered their applications to be data intensive. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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There is a general trend towards data intensity in applications. Given that computer 
applications are often developed for the management of data (especially in large 
quantities), this is perhaps unsurprising. The main counterexample for this trend is E, a 
third of which were not considered data intensive. 
3.4.1.7 Interaction Intensity 
C. 
m 
Mnot interaction intensive 
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60, 
Figure 3.5 - Interaction intensity 
As with data intensity, respondents were asked to consider the interaction intensity of their 
applications - their responses are shown in Figure 3.5. In general, two thirds of 
applications were considered to be interaction intensive -a trend which is matched almost 
exactly by domain E. Domains D and M rate an even higher proportion of applications as 
interaction intensive in contrast to applications in R which are not considered interaction 
intensive. I shows a more even distribution which would seem to be influenced by the 
specifics of the type of information the system is supporting. 
3.4.1.8 Output Media Used 
To obtain an overview of the nature and complexity of the user interfaces to their 
applications, question 3.14(a) asked respondents to indicate the output media used for 
typical applications within their identified domain. Figure 3.6 shows the number of 
companies (per domain) which make use of the various media types. 
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Text remains the most commonly used output media although use of 2D images is also 
popular. Applications in E and I cover the widest range of output media. More than half 
of respondents reported the use of sound, and the use of speech sounds was higher than 
might be expected. Overall, the results point to increasingly multi-media interfaces. 
3.4.1.9 Input Devices Used 
Sharing motivation with the previous question, question 3.14(b) asked respondents to 
comment on the input devices required for interaction with typical applications within their 
identified domains - the results are shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 - Input devices used 
Unsurprisingly, the keyboard and mouse are the most widely used of the standard input 
devices. E was the only domain in which speech input was used. Although touch screens 
were used by almost 1 in 4 of respondents, their absence from I is noticeable. 
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To determine whether their user interface design was influenced by the expertise of their 
end-users (novice, expert or combination thereof), companies were asked to indicate the 
characteristic expertise of the user base for typical applications in their identified domain. 
Figure 3.8 shows the reported user base characteristics. 
In general, applications typically cater for both novice and expert users. Only domain I 
stresses support for novice users - although the information returned was incomplete 
for 
this domain. 
3.4.1. /1 Average Response Times 
Domain <0.5 secs 0.5 - 2.0 secs >2.0 secs Range (secs) 
Gt 1 45 0.01 -20.00 
D I 13 0.01 -20.00 
M 0 10 1.00 
St 
Et I 
It 1 
R 0 10 2.00 
Table 3.3 - Average response limes 
Question 2.1 1(c) asked respondents to specify the average required response times for 
typical applications within their identified domains. The times given are shown in Table 
3.3, in which the range of times per domain is given only where all respondents within that 
domain indicated response times. 
Required response times are generally in the region of 0.5 seconds or more. Domain D 
represents the greatest range in response times, and thereby introduces the minimum and 
maximum outliers in the data set. 
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Cognitive load refers to the mental effort required of users during interaction with a 
system. On a scale of 'low', 'medium', 'high', and 'don't know', respondents were asked to 
indicate their assessment of the cognitive load that was characteristic of typical 
applications in their identified domain. The results, which serve as an indicator of the 
complexity of their typical user interfaces, are shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Although these results suggest that cognitive load is generally low across typical 
applications in the identified domains, the respondents' assessments should be considered 
with caution since it is likely they would be reticent to admit to placing high demands on 
their users 4. In general, domains D, E, and I comply with the trend for low cognitive 
demand, whereas M and R reflect medium demand levels. Since applications in domain I 
are often used infrequently or irregularly by any given user, high cognitive demands would 
be detrimental to their acceptance and use. It is therefore unsurprising that typical 
applications in this domain receive a low cognitive demand rating. One third of 
respondents in domain E rated the cognitive demand for their typical applications as high. 
lt is possible that these higher than (perhaps) expected cognitive demands are a 
consequence of increased visual processing demands placed on the users by the wide range 
of data types incorporated in such applications (see sections 3.4.1.5 - 3.4.1.9). 
Alternatively, they could be a factor of the nature of the educational topic. Further 
investigation would be necessary for clarification of the actual cause. 
3.4.1.13 Average Critical Load 
The average critical load of an application is the average number of users who could 
conceivably be using the system simultaneously. Table 3.4 shows the average critical load 
To assess whether the applications do in fact place high or low cognitive demands on their users would require extensive further 
investigation. 
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for typical applications within the identified domains. Ranges are only given for 
individual domains where all associated respondents indicated a critical load. 
Table 3.4 - Average critical load 
No general statement can be made regarding the number of simultaneous users. The 
domains of R and D cater for a load of between 2 and 20 users, in contrast to domain E in 
which applications are often used by one person. Systems developed for domains M and I 
are often used by more than 20 people - examples of applications in domain I are often in 
public places and are remotely accessible from multiple sites at the same time. 
3.4.1.14 Summary of Identified Application Characteristics 
Relative to the scope of this survey, domain-specific application characteristics have been 
identified. Application sizes are similar across all domains, and less than one third of 
applications are considered safety-critical. In general the applications considered to be 
non-safety-critical serve autonomous users. Database applications which are considered 
safety-critical allow autonomous use within certain constraints. In contrast, the role of 
users in safety-critical real-time systems is that of operator. 
With the exception of real-time safety-critical systems, the applications are being 
developed for multiple platforms. Text is the most common domain data type and most 
applications are considered to be data intensive. In general, interaction intensity is directly 
proportional to the level of user autonomy - the more interaction intensive the applications 
the greater the autonomy of the user, or in contrast, the lesser the autonomy of the user the 
lesser the intensity of the interaction (for example, real-time systems). 
The range of reported output media points to increasingly multi-media user interfaces. 
Once again, interaction intensity is directly proportional to the range of output media 
employed - the greater the range of output media, the greater the intensity of interaction, or 
conversely, where the range of output media is more restricted the interaction intensity is 
reduced as, in turn, is the autonomy of the user. 
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The keyboard and mouse are the most commonly employed input devices. Second to 
these is the touch screen which is used in both interaction intensive non-safety-critical 
applications (for example, educational systems), and non-interaction intensive safety- 
critical applications (for example, real-time systems). In general, applications are 
developed for both novice and expert users. Only some systems within the domains of 
database applications and educational software are designed solely for expert users -a 
consequence of the role of the specific applications. The majority of applications report a 
low cognitive demand44. Where cognitive load is reported as medium (for example, real- 
time and manufacturing control systems) or high (for example, an educational system) it is 
likely to be a consequence of the specific nature of the individual applications. 
Where response times are most restricted or specifically defined (for example, 0.5 - 2.0 
seconds) applications are either safety-critical or novice-centric (for example, some 
information systems). Applications within the database and educational software domains 
have the longest acceptable response times - the average, however, is 0.5 seconds. Critical 
load varies considerably across the different domains. 
These observations illustrate the complex connectivity between the output media, 
interaction intensity, user autonomy, safety-criticality, and required response times of 
applications. Thus, the functional requirements placed upon a UIDT will potentially be a 
complex, application-specific combination of issues driven by one more of the above 
application characteristics. A new UIDT evaluation methodology must therefore provide 
the facility to include and tailor functional requirements associated with the above 
application characteristics on a per-proj ect basis. 
3.4.2 Software Engineering Administration 
The survey aimed to investigate the nature of the software engineering processes adopted 
within the respondents' organisations. The questionnaire was therefore designed to 
examine issues such as the size of individual project teams and the allocation of 
responsibilities among project team members. The principal intention of this observation 
was to identify the likely environmental context into which chosen UIDTs are placed in 
order that a new UIDT evaluation methodology could potentially tackle relevant 
environmental issues, and therefore be more contextually aware and hence effective. The 
results of this investigation are outlined in the following sections of this chapter. 
10 As mentioned in section 3.4.1.12, it is recognised that the credibility of the respondents' assessments of cognitive load is perhaps 
questionable and as such this particular finding should be treated with caution. 
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3.4.2.1 Size of Project Team 
It was hypothesised that the size of a project team will influence not only the internal 
structure of the team, but also the demands placed on the software support required to 
assist the team. Respondents were therefore asked to state the average size of typical 
project teams within their identified domain (see question 3.1(a)). Team sizes are shown 
in Table 3.5, in which the range of team size per domain is given only where all 
respondents within that domain indicated team sizes. 
Teams are predominantly of five or fewer people. Although this raises the question of 
whether this team size is predominant due to optimum manageability this was 
unfortunately indeterminable from within the structure of the survey. Domain S has the 
greatest range of application characteristics or complexity, and this is mirrored by the split 
in identified team sizes between the two extremes shown in Table 3.5. That said, the 
results for this particular domain are slightly skewed by the fact that it included the largest 
of the surveyed companies. This therefore suggests that the size of the organisation exerts 
influence on the size of project teams therein. 
Domain <5 (people) 6-9 (people) ? 10 (people} Range (people) 
Gt 10 2 I I 50 
D 4 1 0 3-6 
M 1 0 0 5 
S 1 
---- 
0 1 5-50 
Et I 1 
1 2 0 0 1-5 
R 1 0 0 4 
Table 3.5 -- Size of project team 
3.4.2.2 Size of the HCI Team 
To determine the breakdown of project teams into specialised sub-teams, respondents were 
asked to state the number of people within a typical project team who are involved with 
human-computer interaction (HCI). The answers given are shown in Table 3.6, and 
ranges are again given only for identified domains in which all respondents indicated HCI 
4s team size 
's Domain S has no entries since respondents either failed to answer the question or, in the case of the largest company discussed earlier, the entire team is devoted to IiCI.. 
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Approximately one third of identified HCI sub-teams comprise 2 to 3 people. 
Applications in domain D that have project teams of less than or equal to 5 people allocate 
HCI responsibility to between 2 and 3 of them. In contrast, all of the team members in M 
are involved with aspects of HCI. Applications in domain I are split between involving 
all, and only a proportion, of team members in HCI. Similar splits in other domains are 
far less pronounced. 
Table 3.6 - Size of the HC/ sub-team 
3.4.2.3 Team Members' Training 
in Doma 
No 
Computing 
Science 
Training 
Computing 
Science 'Frain ing 
with No HCl 
Training 
Graphic 
Design 
Computing 
Science Based 
HCI Training 
Non-Computing 
Science Based 
HCI Training 
G 6 I1 4 7 
D 2 5 1 I 0 
M 0 0 0 1 0 
S 1 2 1 2 1 
E 2 1 2 2 0 
1 2 0 0 0 
R 0 1 0 1 0 
Table 3.7 - Team members ' training 
Placing emphasis on HCI, respondents were asked to categorise the training of team 
members within typical project teams for their identified domains (see question 3.2). Table 
3.7 shows the number of companies for which typical project team members' training falls 
within the identified categories. 
Predominantly, team members have no computing science training or have either 
computing science training with no HCI training, or computing science-based HCI 
training. Teams in the domains D, S, and E all include graphic designers; for E this is 
consistent with their noted high use of graphics and multi-media (see sections 3.4.1.8 and 
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3.4.1.9). A small number of people have non-computing science based HCl training (e. g. 
cognitive psychologists). 
3.4.2.4 Team Involvement Throughout the Development Process 
To gauge team member allocation of responsibilities, respondents were asked to indicate 
whether all project team members are typically involved at all stages during development. 
They were also asked, where appropriate, to describe any sub-teams operating within a 
single typical project team. Although a number of respondents did indicate sub-teams, 
with the exception of domain S, there are little or no similarities between the sub-team 
allocation either within one domain or across several domains. The specified sub-teams 
are therefore not listed here. Table 3.8 shows the number of cases where all team 
members are typically involved throughout the entire project - the domains for which sub- 
teams were specified have been marked (*). 
Domain Everyone involved 
throughout project 
G 7 
D 3* 
M I 
S 0* 
E 1* 
I 1* 
R 1 
Table 3.8 - Team inrulrrnunn throughout the development process 
3.4.2.5 User Interface Designers' Responsibility Regarding Underlying Functionality 
It was anticipated that if user interface developers were also required to develop the 
underlying application functionality this would influence the selection of software support. 
Respondents were therefore asked to indicate whether user interface designers typically 
develop the underlying functionality for applications within their identified domain. Figure 
3.10 shows the number of companies in each identified domain for which the user interface 
designers also develop the underlying functionality. 
In the majority of cases, the people developing the user interface also develop the 
underlying functionality. No explanation for this is given, but it may be due in part to the 
size of the companies - or more particularly the project teams - involved. 
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3.4.2.6 Rating of'Importance of User Intorfiice Construction 
It was felt that the respondents' opinions regarding HCI would influence the manner in 
which they answered certain questions. Given a scale of I ('UI construction more 
important than that of the underlying functionality') to 5 ('UI construction less important 
than that of the underlying functionality'), respondents were therefore asked to rate the 
importance of user interface construction relative to that of underlying functionality 
development. Their reactions are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 - Subjective rating of importance of UI construction 
The majority of respondents rate UI importance equal to that of the underlying 
functionality. Since respondents faced with rating a statement regarding which they have 
no strong opinion normally settle for the mid-point on the given scale (Dix et al., 1993), 
these results could represent a balanced view held by half of the respondents or could 
equally represent their ambivalence - further investigation would be necessary to determine 
which. 
Approximately one third of respondents rated the importance of UI construction higher 
than that of the underlying functionality. These respondents represent companies for 
which HCI teams are typically larger and comprise the most HCI training amongst team 
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members, and all team members are typically involved throughout the entire project. That 
said, these results should be treated with due caution given the potential influence of the 
Hawthorne Effect. 
3.4.2.7 Separation of User Interface Design from Design of the Rest of the System 
Section 3C of the questionnaire investigated the separation of design and implementation 
tasks within the practical software development processes adopted by the respondent 
organisations. Respondents were first asked to indicate whether the design of the user 
interface is typically separated from the design of the rest of the application and, where 
separation exists, to indicate whether there is additional separation of graphic design. The 
results are shown in Table 3.9 in which the first column indicates the number of companies 
which separate the design of the two aspects, and the second column shows the number of 
those (i. e. the companies separating design) which further separate graphic design. 
Domain UI Design Separated from 
Design of Rest of System 
(Of which) Further 
Separation of Graphic Design 
1) 1 (20%) ] 
M 0 n/a 
S 2 (1 oo%a) 0 
E 2(66%) 1 
1 (50%) 1 
R 1 (100%) 0 
Table 3.9 - Separation of UI design from design of the rest of the system 
Design separation varies considerably within the scope of the survey - for example, all user 
interface design in domain R is separated from underlying functionality design, whereas 
there is no such separation in domain M. Approximately half of the companies that 
separate UI and underlying functionality design make an additional separation of graphic 
design. This is especially noted in the domains of D and I which had graphic design 
expertise and made high use of graphics respectively. These results suggest that design 
separation is dependent on, and determined by, the nature of the application together with 
the expertise available within a project team. 
3.4.2.8 Separation of User Interface Implementation from Implementation of the Rest of 
the System 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether the implementation of the user interface is 
typically separated from implementation of the rest of the system. Figure 3.12 shows the 
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number of companies which typically separate the implementation of the two aspects of a 
software application. 
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Very few of the companies separate the implementation of the user interface from that of 
the rest of the application. At the level of conjecture, the lack of separation may be due to 
the fact that achieving true separation of user interface code from the code for the 
underlying functionality can be very difficult (as discussed in Chapter 2). 
3.4.2.9 Responsibilities /irr Design and Implementation 
To investigate the allocation and administration of responsibility for design versus 
implementation, respondents were asked to indicate whether the same person is typically 
responsible for user interface design and implementation (columns I and 2 in Table 3.10) 
and, where responsibility is split, to indicate the typical method of communication of the 
user interface design from the designer to the implementor (columns 3,4 and 5 in Table 
3.10). Within Table 3.10, communication mechanisms are only specified where design 
and implementation responsibility is split. In some instances, more than one method of 
communication is used. 
Domain 
Same person 
responsible for 
both design & 
implementation 
Different person 
responsible for 
design & for 
implementation 
Oral 
communication 
of design 
Written 
communication 
of design 
Communication 
of design via 
prototype 
G 10 4 3 i ; 
D 3 2 1 0 1 
M 1 0 n/a n/a n/a 
S 1 1 1 I I 
E 2 1 1 0 1 
1 2 0 n/a n/a n/a 
R 1 0 n/a n/a n/a 
Table 3.10 Re. spon. cihilitie. c %ur user interface design (it id imp/emenfill inn & us. cuc iuled rnnununit ution mechanisms 
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The majority of companies typically allocate responsibility for both design and 
implementation of the user interface to the same person(s). Where this is not the case 
(domains D, S. and E) working prototypes and oral communication are the most popular 
means by which the design is communicated. To achieve a working prototype usually 
involves some kind of implementation/programming and so - depending on their style of 
prototyping - these cases may just be handing over the design at a later/different stage of 
implementation. Written communication of designs is the least employed means of 
information transferral. 
3.4.2.10 Stages Where HCI Was Thought Appropriate During Project Do, elopment 
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Figure 3.13 - Stages where HC/ was thought to he appropriate during project development 
Given a choice of 5 options - (1) After the underlying functionality has been specified, (2) 
After the underlying functionality has been implemented, (3) At all stages throughout the 
software development process, (4) Not at all, and (5) Other - respondents were asked to 
indicate the point during a project life cycle at which they thought HCI concerns were 
appropriate. This question was included to gauge respondents' opinions regarding HCI, 
and so consideration of the results should take into account the potential influence of the 
Hawthorne Effect. In addition to observing opinion, the question also aimed to ascertain 
at what (abstract) stages during design, factors of HCI are typically given consideration. 
The responses are shown in Figure 3.13 
The majority of respondents consider HCI to be relevant at all stages during the 
development process. The only obvious exception is the respondent representing a 
lu 
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company developing applications in domain I who considers HCI appropriate only after 
4 the underlying functionality has been specified`'. 
3.4.2.11 Percentage of Development Time Devoted to the User Interface 
To determine the relative significance - in terms of development costs - of the user 
interface in relation to the rest of the system, respondents were asked to estimate the 
approximate percentage of development time (for a typical project) that is devoted to the 
user interface. This, in turn, indicates the proportion of time for which any UIDT could 
potentially be used during the course of a project. Table 3.11 shows the number of 
companies within each domain which devote x% of development time to the user interface. 
Domain 5 10% > 10 %&5 50% >50% Range of time (%) 
G 4 6 4 10 80 
D 1 2 2 10-70 
M 0 1 0 40 
S 1 0 1 10-75 
E 1 2 0 10-50 
1 0 1 1 40 - 80 
R 1 0 0 10 
"fable 3.11 - Percentage of development time devoted to the U/ 
The proportional allocation of development time is diverse. Development in domain I 
devoted the most time proportionally to the user interface, whereas R afforded it the 
smallest proportion of development time. The latter may be due, in part, to the safety- 
critical requirement on real-time applications to focus on, and get right, the functionality. 
Although this apparent lack of significance attributed to the user interface is perhaps 
unexpected given the potential for a poor user interface to prompt user error, section 
3.4.1.3 reported that these applications place the locus of control with the system for which 
the user is merely an operator. It is therefore possible that either the user is not given 
scope to take autonomous action and subsequently make errors, or the user interface is not 
of a nature that requires substantial design effort47. The most common percentage of 
development time to be allocated to the user interface is between 10% and 50%. Agreeing 
with the general findings of Myers and Rosson (Myers and Rosson, 1992) - as discussed in 
chapter 2- this illustrates the variation of scope for potential UIDT involvement. 
"' In light of the potential influence of the Hawthorne Effect, this is perhaps a more 'honest' answer. 
" Further investigation would be necessary in order to clarify this. 
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3.4.2.12 Use o/'Step-Completion Method,; 
Industrial Survey 
The survey investigated general administrative protocols that are followed during software 
development within the respondent organisations. To determine whether step-completion 
methods are used in industrial practice and, where adopted, whether they are determinative 
in the decision to purchase UIDTs, respondents were asked to describe their method of 
step-completion. In this survey 'step-completion' was taken to be the completion of a 
small part of a bigger component in the overall software engineering process -- for 
example, the completion of one part of the overall design. 
Figure 3.14 shows the number of companies that make use of some kind of structured step- 
completion method. 
ur 
i 
1 
ii _anw Iii 
Figure 3.14 - Uve of skep-completion mcthodc 
Step-completion methods are used extensively. Furthermore, the more safety-critical the 
system the greater the use that is made of such methods. The extensive use of step- 
completion methods48 suggests that provision of this type of support may factor in the 
decision to purchase a software support system. 
3.4.2.13 Use oJ' Versioning Mechanisms 
Respondents were asked to state whether they made use of any form of versioning 
mechanisms during software development (see question 3.21). The responses are shown 
in Figure 3.15. 
More than half of the companies within any given domain use versioning mechanisms. 
Once again, the more safety-critical the application domain, the greater the use that is made 
of versioning techniques. These figures suggest that the ability to support version control 
is a potentially important facet of a tool when being evaluated for purchase. 
" Within the scope of this surwy. 
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Figure 3.15 - Uce o/'i'ersioning mec'/uInisms 
3.4.2.14 Use ofSigning-Off Procechires 
Respondents were asked to state whether they made use of a signing-off procedure at the 
conclusion of particular stages in their overall development processes. The response to 
this question - as shown in Figure 3.16 - closely follows that of the use of versioning 
mechanisms and as such, similar conclusions can be drawn. 
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Figure 3.16 - Use ofsigning-off procechn"e's 
3.4.2.15 Summary of Software Engineering Administration 
The above discussion illustrates the manner in which software engineering projects are 
administered and structured within the scope of the companies surveyed. Project teams 
are generally in the region of up to five people, but are influenced by the size of the 
organisation. Although in some instances all team members are involved with HCI issues, 
in general HCI sub-teams comprising 2 or 3 people are established. 
The majority of project team members fall into one of three training categories: they either 
received no formal computing science training, received computing science training 
without HCI training, or received computing science training including HCI training. The 
projects which had the broadest training base among their team members also included the 
widest range of output media within their developed user interfaces. Graphic designers 
are used for applications which make considerable use of graphics and animation and 
which are interaction intensive. Approximately half of the respondents reported that 
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members of their project teams are not involved throughout the development process - 
such projects also reported the broadest training base. This suggests that the selection of a 
UIDT for use within any given project team needs to carefully consider who will be using 
the UIDT and for which developmental activities. 
In general, the team members responsible for the user interface to an application are also 
responsible for the development of the underlying functionality. As such, a selected UIDT 
is likely to need to support a broader range of contextual, and potentially functional, 
requirements. The one exception to this general rule is educational software development 
in which the responsibility is split - such applications reported the greatest range in output 
media and underlying data types and were interaction intensive. 
Respondents generally consider user interface construction to be equally important to the 
construction of the underlying functionality. Those who rate its importance slightly higher 
than that of the underlying functionality report the largest number of graphic designers or 
HCI specialists amongst their project teams, have larger HCI teams, and involve most 
personnel at all stages throughout the design and development process. In general, the 
same respondents also considered issues of HCI as important at all stages throughout the 
49 development process 
User interface design is typically separated from the design of the rest of the application 
within half of the surveyed companies - of these, approximately half further separate 
graphic design. Correspondingly, graphic design separation is established in project teams 
that include a graphic designer. Separation of user interface design from that of the rest of 
the application reflects the interaction intensity and range of output media and input 
devices - the more complex the user interface, the greater the likelihood that the user 
interface and underlying application design will be separated. Unlike design, the 
implementation of the user interface and that of the underlying application functionality is 
not typically split. 
The same personnel are typically responsible for the design and implementation of the user 
interface. Where these activities are separated, the applications are interaction intensive 
with the greatest range of output media and input devices, and the design is generally 
communicated via means of working prototypes or verbal discourse (consistent with the 
more complex user interface development methods reported in the following sections). 
'9 As mentioned in section 3.4.2.6 and 3.4.2.10, these results should be treated with caution given the potential for ambivalence and the Hawthorne Effect. 
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There is diversity in the reported estimates of the proportion of development time allocated 
to the user interface. Real-time systems devote the smallest proportion of development 
time to the user interface; information systems devote the largest - corresponding to the 
range in output media within the respective user interfaces. Commonly, between 10% and 
50% of development time is allocated to the user interface. 
Prototypes are used by development teams across all application domains, with 
evolutionary prototypes being the most popular (this is reflected in the development 
processes discussed in the following sections). Database application development 
typically makes use of the widest variety of prototypes - an observation which is mirrored 
in the percentage of development time devoted to the user interface. 
Project development within each of the identified domains makes similar use of step- 
completion methods, versioning mechanisms, and signing-off procedures. Such 
mechanisms are especially popular for the development of safety-critical applications. 
The use of these mechanisms corresponds to projects within which the user interface 
developers are also responsible for the underlying functionality. 
The above observations illustrate the manner in which software engineering projects are 
organised, and thus the typical environments into which a selected UIDT might be placed. 
They show the range of responsibilities and skills which typically exist within software 
development project teams, to which a selected UIDT might need to be sympathetic. 
Similarly, they identify some of the administrative-centric functionality that might be 
sought in a UIDT. 
3.4.3 UI Design and Development Life Cycles 
The relative merits of various software development processes are well documented 
(Boehm, 1988, Sommerville, 2000). Unfortunately, it is rare for these development 
processes to spare adequate thought for the complexities of designing and developing the 
user interface to an application. There is an implicit assumption that the development of 
the user interface follows the same lines as that of the rest of the application. 
Aside from observing the characteristics of user interfaces and the UIDTs used to assist 
their development, this industrial survey aimed to identify the design and development 
processes actually adopted for user interface development. This section will outline the 
observed processes and compare them with the well documented development process of 
Hix and Hartson (Hix and Hartson, 1993). 
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3.4.3.1 The Model Development Process 
The process outlined by Hix and Hartson was selected not only because it is well 
documented and concise in its coverage of the process of user interface development, but 
also because it is non-prescriptive (Hix and Hartson, 1993). The remainder of discussion 
in this section focuses on development processes specific to the user interface, and does 
not attempt to compare them with, or link them to, the development of the underlying 
functionality. 
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-00 Problem - 100 Application Application 
Domain Software Software 
Design Design Implementation User-based 
Testing 
Systems I---------------1- Analysis -------- 
------------------------------------- 
& 
Evaluation 
of Interface 
User User and Non- 
Interface Interface User Interface Interface 
Interaction Software Software Software 
Design Design Implementation 
L---------_-'j--------------------------------- 
L 
--------- ----------------------------------------------------- 
Formative Key: ----ý indirect information flow/feedback 
User-based Rapid 
Evaluation prototyping --- º direct information flow/feedback 
Figure 3.17 -The Hix & Hartson software development process (Hix and Hartson, 1993) 
Figure 3.17 shows the complete software development process proposed by Hix and 
Hartson (Hix and Hartson, 1993). The boxes highlight the main steps involved in the 
development process and the arrows, the various links or communications between the 
steps. Hix and Hanson suggest that the development of the user interface and that of the 
underlying application exist as two parallel sub-components within the overall 
development process, linked by the systems analysis and the user-based testing phases. 
They make no claim as to who performs each of the steps, or indeed the relative timing of 
the sub-processes and their absolute sequencing. Instead they propose the process as a 
possible collection of steps to be performed in order to achieve the development of a 
software application. 
Of the sub-processes listed, perhaps the least familiar is the one termed 'problem domain 
design'. This is the process of letting the designer(s) know what the software is supposed 
to do. It is abstract and independent of the software design and implementation, and 
allows the user interface designer(s) and developer(s) to work in tandem (but relative 
isolation if required) with the developers of the underlying functionality. The diagram 
highlights the need for integration at both the systems analysis step and the testing stages. 
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Hix and Hartson state that in reality, there is a distinct need for vertical channels of 
communication between the parallel processes of user interface and underlying 
functionality design/development (Hix and Hartson, 1993). However, they suggest that 
such channels of communication will most likely be ad hoc, and will develop as and when 
they are required during the course of application development. As such, the above 
process should not be considered to be lacking due to the absence of explicit vertical 
communication channels. 
Hix and Hartson recognise that the 'clean' software distinction between the user interface 
software and that of the rest of the system may in reality not be as clean (see discussion in 
chapter 2), but stress that their model is not an attempt at a software engineering method 
prescription. 
3.4.3.2 The Data Gathered 
Isolating the user interface-specific components of the Hix and Hartson software 
development process generates the sub-process diagram as shown in Figure 3.18 below. 
User-based 
User User User Interface -00 
Testing 
Systems Interface Interface & Evaluation of 
Analysis Interaction Software Software 
40- Implementation `.., Interface and Non- Design Design Interface Software 
------------- --------------------------------- 
--------- --ý 
Formative Rapid Key: ----p. indirect information flow/feedback User-based Prototyping Evaluation direct information flow/feedback 
Figure 3.18 - The user interface sub process of the Hix & Hartson software development process 
(Hix & Hartson, 1993) 
Each of the development steps shown above was itemised within a non-ordered list of user 
interface life cycle stages in section 3F of the questionnaire (see Appendix A). The 
respondents were asked to highlight which of the steps are typically employed during user 
interface development within their own organisation, and to indicate (where appropriate) a 
sequence number for each step. The steps were listed in a random order to prevent 
indirectly influencing the responses to this question, and explanation was provided where it 
was considered necessary - as shown in the following list: 
User User User Interface Testing Systems Interface Interface & Evaluation of Software Analysis Interaction Software 
Implementation `.., Interface and Non- Design Design Interface Software 
L__-_ 
ýI 
- ___________ ______ 
_-__-_-J________ 
________________ 
________________________J 
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" rapid prototyping, 
" user-based evaluation of the interface: 
- (assessment of the user interface is the responsibility of the user who 
is free to provide whatever feedback he/she deems appropriate - i. e. a 
loosely structured process); 
" formative user-based evaluation: 
- (evaluation of the user interface as it is being developed - the results 
of the evaluation being fed back into the design at early stages); 
" systems analysis; 
" user interface software design: 
- (similar to design of any other software - system-centred); 
" user-based testing of the interface software: 
- (the user is given specific structured tasks to do which are monitored 
by the developer to assess specific aspects of the interface design); 
" user interface software implementation; 
" user interface interaction design: 
- (design of the user actions, feedback, screen appearance, user tasks, 
functionality sequencing, content, information access, design of 
interface objects, screen layout and interaction styles - user-centred). 
Respondents were free to annotate the listed steps and to introduce additional (non-listed) 
steps to suit the individual practice within their organisation. It was hypothesised that the 
characteristics of the application domain would influence the development process, and so 
the following results are discussed on a per domain basis. Unfortunately, a number of 
respondents failed to indicate sequence numbers for the steps they performed. These 
results will be discussed but no attempt will be made to model their overall development 
process. In general, the respondents did not indicate the nature of communication between 
the various components and therefore some assumptions had to be made in order to 
represent this aspect of the development process in the following models. It was not the 
aim of this investigation to conclusively identify the sequential ordering of, and 
communication mechanisms between, the sub-components of practical user interface 
development. Instead, the principal concern was to illustrate the sub-components that 
make up typical practical development processes in order to determine functional provision 
that may be demanded of a UIDT. Hence, issues of sub-component sequencing and 
communication mechanisms have not been scrutinised. 
After the domain-based discussions, this section will conclude by highlighting similarities 
between the real use of development processes and that proposed by Hix and Hartson. 
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3.4.3.3 Database Application Domains 
Within this domain, five respondents highlighted their development process. However, 
only two indicated the order in which the particular steps were carried out. These are 
modelled in Figure 3.19(a) and (b). 
Both processes adopt the same development components, differing only with respect to the 
order in which the steps are performed. The first model suggests that iterative prototyping 
is used to evaluate the design while continuously moving towards a more 'concrete' final 
version. The second model indicates that prototyping has a more extensive role in the user 
interface development process - it is used to assist at every stage of design and 
development. Respondents indicated the use of all types of prototypes (see section 
3.4.3.9) which is consistent with the pivotal role prototyping plays within these models 
(especially the second one). 
Although neither of these models match the Hix and Hartson model, with the exception of 
the separate user interface software design stage, they both comprise the stages suggested 
by Hix and Hartson (Hix and Hartson, 1993). The absent stage could indicate that: either 
companies do not explicitly design the software architecture for the user interface (as they 
would for the underlying functionality) and instead evolve the software structure from the 
prototypes; or they do not consider this as a separate task, instead including it in the 
implementation stage. Further investigation would be required to clarify the situation. 
Although the sequencing of stages in both models differs from the Hix and Hartson model, 
the latter was not intended as a sequence model and so this is of little significance (Hix and 
Hartson, 1993). The modelled processes do, however, loosely follow the same sequence - 
systems analysis followed by design and implementation and then testing. They indicate 
extra or alternative communication links between the various stages that are not present in 
the Hix and Hartson model - for example, links between the prototyping stage and all other 
stages rather than links just to formative evaluation and interaction design as modelled by 
Hix and Hartson (Hix and Hartson, 1993). 
Systems UI interaction Rapid Formative user-based 
analysis design 
14ý 
prototyping 
14ý 
evaluation of the UI 
User-based testing of UI software 
the UI software implementation 
Figure 3.19(a) -A development process for database application development 
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UI UI 
Formative User-based 
Systems interaction software user-based testing of the 
analysis design implementation evaluation UI software of the UI 
Rapid prototyping 
Figure 3.19(b) - Another development process for database application development 
Although respondents for the remaining companies in this domain indicated that they 
perform all of the suggested stages, there is a possibility that the respondents answered 
according to what they thought they should be doing rather than what they actually do. 
This caveat applies to all further discussion regarding development processes. 
3.4.3.4 Manufacturing Application Domains 
UI interface User-based Systems Rapid UI software 
14ý 1.0ý 
prototyping software 
testing of the implementation analysis design 
jqqý 
UI software 
144ý 
Figure 3.20 -A process for manufacturing application development 
The user interface development process adopted by the respondent within the 
manufacturing control domain is shown in Figure 3.20. It demonstrates an unusual or 
unintuitive component sequencing that may be due to misinterpretation on the part of the 
respondent (regarding the meaning of the component tasks), or may be intentional. If, for 
example, the respondent typically centres user-based testing of the user interface software 
around the prototypes, then it is conceivable that the final version of the software may only 
be completely implemented after all testing is done and design decisions made. In 
essence, this model is geared towards postponing the most inflexible (or costly to change) 
aspects of the development to the end of the process. Prototypes are pivotal to this 
development process - as suggested by fact that they are used to facilitate the design of the 
user interface following systems analysis, and as confirmed by the fact that this 
organisation makes extensive use of evolutionary prototypes during application 
development (see section 3.4.3.9). 
This model confirms the use of five of the steps identified by Hix and Hartson (Hix and 
Hartson, 1993) and illustrates that the nature of the prototypes used can influence step 
sequencing. 
3.4.3.5 Software Tool Application Domains 
Two respondents representing companies in this domain identified their development 
processes, as modelled in Figure 3.21(a) and (b). 
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Systems interaction 
analysis design 
I UI I 
software 
design 
UI software 
implementation 
User-based 
I......... testing of the 
1 
UI 
loop stops here when 
satisfied with the results 
of the testing 
Figure 3.21(a) -A process for software tool development 
Systems UI software I Rapid 
analysis design n, prototyping 
UI interaction 
design 
UI software 
implementation 
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User-based 
testing of the Ul 
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Figure 3.21(b) - Another process for software tool application development 
With the exception of 'user-based evaluation of the user interface' in the second model, 
both use all the development steps proposed by Hix and Hartson. Although they are not 
identical to the Hix and Hartson model, tracing through the development paths in these 
models highlights the fact that, despite it not being the intention of Hix and Hartson to 
suggest a definitive sequence, the implicit sequence within the Hix and Hartson model is 
very close to the actual development sequence used by these respondents. Within the 
scope of this survey, the companies developing applications within this domain follow 
similar working practices that reflect the use of evolutionary prototypes, and are well 
suited to their stated use of global and local prototyping (see section 3.4.3.9). 
3.4.3.6 Educational Application Domains 
Consider now the development processes adopted for educational software. Of the 
respondents in this category, two explicitly indicated their working practice and a third just 
commented on his practice. Figure 3.22(a) and (b) shows the identified development 
processes. 
Although both processes make use of all of the Hix and Hartson steps, they 'link' them 
differently (Hix and Hartson, 1993). The first of the models, which has a bi-directional 
Rapid Formative user- 
User-based 
prototyping 
based evaluation evaluation of 
of the UI the UI 
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linear (or sequential) structure, places emphasis on the prototype for the user interface 
design and its subsequent evaluation and testing. In this model, like a number of the 
previous models, implementation of the user interface comes after all the evaluation and 
testing has been done on the prototype. Although not mentioned in the response of the 
company, it is reasonable to assume that further iterations of the development process (in 
whole or part) are performed until the user interface is completely implemented and tested. 
Systems Rapid Formative user- 
UI User-based 
analysis 
14ý 
prototyping 
based evaluation interaction 
14ý 
evaluation of 
of the UI 
14ý 
design the UI 
User-based UI software UI software 
implementation testing[ of the design 
Figure 3.22(a) -A process for educational software development 
......................................................................: 
UI software 
design 
Systems Rapid 
analysis prototyping 
UI interaction 
design 
User-based 
evaluation of the 
UI 
UI software 
implementation 
Formative user- User-based testing based evaluation of the UI software of the UI 
Figure 3.22(b) -Another process for educational software development 
The second model shows a more complex communication mechanism and sequencing - the 
user interface interaction design and the user interface software design take place as 
parallel sub-components of the overall model. The two sub-processes feed into the 
development of a prototype, and thereafter both the prototype and the current level of 
implementation are tested and evaluated using a variety of evaluative techniques. The 
results of the evaluation efforts are then fed back into the development loop, hence 
suggesting that this user interface development process is iterative. 
The third respondent did not identify a process based on the steps indicated. Instead, he 
explained that the organisation did a lot of repetitive work, where a new system was 
essentially a slight variation on one of their previous systems. The company therefore 
simply produce a prototype based on a previous system and subsequently employ it for 
user-based testing. The results of the testing are then fed back into the prototype, which is 
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iteratively evolved (with further testing) into the final system. This illustrates that 
companies can mould (or truncate) their development process to account for the context in 
which they are working. In this example, the company had already completed the full 
development cycle for previous educational applications and so was able to bypass a 
number of development steps such that they only had to alter pre-existing systems and test 
the altered versions in order to produce new systems. 
3.4.3.7 Information Systems Application Domains 
Within this domain, one respondent identified his development process and another 
indicated some of the steps performed but gave no sequencing information - the responses 
were essentially incomplete. The (partial) model for the former can be seen in Figure 
3.23. 
lUI 
software Rapid 
UI 
design prototyping 
10 interaction 
design 
Figure 3.23 -A process for information system development 
It is unlikely that the above process constitutes an entire typical information system 
development cycle. Furthermore, the suggested ordering of the constituent steps does not 
reflect a developmentally practicable or logical sequence of action - for example, within 
most processes discussed previously prototypes are the outcome of interaction design 
(where interaction design is an independent component). 
Although the sequencing of the steps cannot immediately be explained, one possible (albeit 
tentative) explanation for the lack of completeness is that the remaining steps may be 
performed by independent sections within the organisation and the results fed into the 
central development steps shown here. For example, the development team may be given 
the results of the systems analysis, which they use to design and thereafter implement a 
user interface. They might then pass this onto a user testing department, which in turn 
may feed the results back to the design and implementation team. If this is the case, then 
the design and development team may know nothing about the mechanisms of the steps 
performed before or after them and as such, can only indicate their own components. 
Although hypothetical, this suggests that development of applications within some 
organisations may be compartmentalised, with development being physically or 
organisationally separated. A general overview of the entire company would be required 
in order to ascertain whether a more extensive process is followed. 
The respondents that merely indicated the steps performed used five of the steps listed by 
Hix and Hartson with strong emphasis on testing. 
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3.4.3.8 Real-Time Application Domains 
One development process for real-time systems was identified, and is shown in Figure 
3.24. Failure to explicitly represent user interface interaction design suggests that this 
activity is incorporated within the step entitled 'rapid prototyping'. Similarly the absence 
of explicit representation of a user interface software design activity suggests that this is 
incorporated within the user interface software implementation component. 
Systems Rapid User-based 
UI 
analysis prototyping 
evaluation of software 
the UI implementation 
Formative user- User-based 
based evaluation testing of the 
of the UI UI software 
Figure 3.24 -A process for real-time application development 
3.4.3.9 Use of Prototypes 
Respondents were asked to provide information, where applicable, regarding the nature of 
the prototypes used in their development processes. Prototype styles range from paper- 
based prototypes to revolutionary prototypes (for example, Hix and Hartson, 1993) and 
include: 
1. Horizontal - wide range of features are incorporated, but none are 
implemented in detail; 
2. Vertical - only a small number of features are prototyped but they are 
implemented in detail; 
3. Global - covers much of the system giving the user a good idea of the final 
product. These can be both horizontal or vertical; 
4. Local - prototype of a single specific detail (often used to evaluate design 
alternatives). These are similar to vertical prototypes but can never be 
horizontal; 
5. Evolutionary -a single prototype which becomes increasingly 
sophisticated during design iterations until it constitutes the final artefact; 
6. Revolutionary - prototypes which are 'thrown away' after they have served 
their evaluative, demonstrational, or testing purposes, and from which 
lessons are learned and fed into the next (new) prototype; 
7. Paper-based - paper-based sketches of parts of the artefact under design. 
Figure 3.25 shows the number of companies which use each of the various forms of 
prototype. 
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The most popular style of prototype is evolutionary. Companies that use local prototypes 
also make use of horizontal prototypes. Since, according to the listed definitions, the two 
are mutually exclusive this suggests that these companies make particular use of prototypes 
for specific elements of design/development. The extensive use of prototypes reflects the 
adoption of iterative prototype-based design and development and is consistent with the 
developmental strategies outlined previously. 
3.4.3.10 Use of'HCI Specialist in the Design of the Development Process 
Domain 
HCI expert involved 
in design of 
development process 
G 0 
D 0 
M 0 
S 0 
E 0 
I 0 
R 0 
Table 3.12 (Ice o/ H('/ v/ e iuli. r! iii dcýciýýn of the deý elopntcnt proce. ý. c 
To determine the influence of (or consideration given to) HCI during the establishment of 
software development life cycles, respondents were asked to indicate whether HCI experts 
were involved in the design of their development processes. Table 3.12 shows that, within 
the scope of this study, HCI specialists were uniformly absent from the design of the 
software development processes. Despite this, some of the practical development 
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processes are not that far removed from documented processes that were devised by 
experts in the field of HCI (Hix and Hartson, 1993). One explanation given for the 
structure of the development process within a particular company was that it was 'common 
sense'. 
3.4.3.11 Conclusions About User Interface Development Processes 
It is anticipated that user interface development activities will potentially inform one part 
of the complete set of functional requirements that comprise the criteria upon which 
UIDTs will be compared for selection given an appropriate evaluation methodology. This 
investigation was conducted to identify the actual (as opposed to textbook) activities used 
in practical user interface development such that they could be included in the framework 
of a new UIDT evaluation methodology and thus make the evaluation methodology and 
framework more amenable to the current needs of industrial software developers. 
There are a number of conclusions that may be drawn from the investigation50. There is 
no immediately obvious re-occurrence of development process structure across the 
different domains. Indeed, it is only for database applications and software tool 
development domains that some similarity exists between the processes typically adopted 
by different companies developing within the same domain. These same processes most 
closely resemble the Hix and Hartson model (Hix and Hartson, 1993). The more complex 
the interface to an application, the greater the degree of iteration present within the 
development process. 
All of the constituent steps suggested by Hix and Hartson (Hix and Hartson, 1993) were 
used by one or more of the processes modelled. Least practised of the activities was user- 
based evaluation of the user interface - the companies surveyed tended to practice more 
user-based testing. This may represent a bias on the grounds of the relative costs involved 
to perform each, or it may represent differences in interpretation of the meaning of 
'evaluation' as opposed to 'testing'. 
The most commonly performed activity was rapid prototyping. This suggests that 
industrial user interface design and development is predominantly prototype-centric and 
that a UIDT will therefore need to provide sufficient prototyping facilities for it to rank 
highly during evaluation of such tools. The point at which rapid prototyping was used 
differed between processes. It ranged from use at the beginning for design purposes to 
50 Given the relatively small scale (albeit detailed nature) of this survey no attempt is made to assign statistical significance to the 
reported observations and conclusions. 
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being pivotal throughout the entire development process. This suggests that there may be 
some degree of variation between the specific prototyping facilities required in UIDTs. 
None of the respondents included additional development activities in their overall 
processes. This suggests, within the scope of this survey, that the user interface 
development tasks outlined by Hix and Hartson capture the essential activities performed 
in industrial user interface development (Hix and Hartson, 1993). Hix and Hartson stated 
that they were making no attempt to impose a sequencing on the steps in their process and 
that they were unsure as to the role and placing of both rapid prototyping and formative 
user-based evaluation within the development cycle (Hix and Hartson, 1993). Together 
with the observations reported in this survey, this suggests that the development process of 
Hix and Hartson can be considered a template user interface development process, 
outlining potential activities and suggesting a possible sequencing strategy. Based on this 
template developers re-order, combine, remove, and link the components to tailor the 
process to meet the needs of their organisation and application domain. Aside from the 
practical guidance it affords to the development of user interfaces, the contents of the 
template have been shown to be consistent with, or sympathetic to, industrial practice. 
They may therefore be used to inform the developmental process-related criteria within a 
new UIDT evaluation framework. 
3.4.4 Software Support Used 
Section 3E of the questionnaire investigated the use of software support for application 
development within the identified domains. The questions were divided into four 
categories relating to: (1) no use of software support (i. e. unassisted programming in any 
given programming language); (2) use of pre-provided libraries of routines/components; 
(3) interface builders; and (4) application software development environments. On the 
basis of the findings of the Myers and Rosson survey (discussed in chapter 2) it was 
hypothesised that individual projects would make use of tools within more than one of the 
given categories. The investigation therefore aimed to illustrate the role played by each 
type of support within the overall development of an application. To inform the 
development of a new UIDT evaluation method, the questions were also designed to 
determine the reasons behind the choice of each of the tools - what kind of evaluation was 
done prior to purchase, the level of satisfaction with the tools etc. 
3.4.4.1 No Software Support Used 
Table 3.13 shows the number of respondents who claimed to make no use of software 
support for some or all aspects of user interface development. Where applicable, 
respondents were asked to approximate the percentage of the total application code which 
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was developed without the use of software development support. Where available, these 
figures are shown in the second column of Table 3.13. 
Domains M and S are the least reliant on software support - the respondent in domain M 
did not rely on software support for a large proportion (90%) of the application code. 
No software 
Domain support used °' of total code 
Ci x 60 90 
D3 60 - 90 
M1 90 
S2 
J. " 2 
10 
R0 
Table 3.13 - No software support used 
The development of applications that include the most varied input and output media rely 
most heavily on software support (for example, domain I) - although they do generate 
some application code without software assistance. Applications in domain R are not 
programmed directly in any given programming language - instead, their user interface 
development makes substantial use of the remaining categories of software support. 
3.4.4.2 Use of Pre provided Libraries of Routines/Components 
Pre-provided libraries 
Domain of routines/components % of total code 
G9 10 35 
D3 15-35 
M0 
S2 
E?. 3 
0 
R11 771 
Table 3.14 - Use ofpre-provided libraries of routines 
Table 3.14 shows the number of respondents who reported making use of pre-provided 
libraries of routines or components - ranges of total code percentages are given where 
available. Reasons given for selection of the various libraries ranged from their ease-of- 
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use and flexibility, to the existing knowledge base of the personnel within the organisation. 
No respondent cited the nature of the application as the primary reason for selecting the 
library. 
Pre-provided libraries are used across all reported applications within several domains (for 
example, S, E, and R). In domain D they are used by approximately two thirds of the 
respondents but account for little of the overall application code. This suggests that 
libraries are used to access specialised components rather than for general application 
development. 
3.4.4.3 Use of Interface Builders 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they used interface builders during user 
interface development. Where applicable, they were asked to further specify: whether 
demos of the tools were received prior to purchase; whether any tool evaluation had been 
performed; an estimate of their perception of the percentage of the overall interface builder 
functionality that was actually used; whether they could identify missing functionality (that 
is, functionality that they required but that was absent from the tool); to state whether they 
were considering changing the software; and to indicate whether they reviewed the 
software support on a frequent basis (see question 3.15(c)). Table 3.15 shows their 
responses - figures for percentage of total code and percentage of functionality use are 
given where available. 
I- 
Domain 
a 
v 
c Z7 
w C U v 
- ti 
G 7 20 2 60 90 3 2 1 
D 2 20 0 1 60 1 I 2 
M 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
S 2 1 0 90 1 0 0 
E 2 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
R I 1 0 90 0 0 1 
Table 3.15 - Use of interface builders 
Indicative costs relating to the use of these tools were in the region of £10,000. Interface 
builders are adopted across four out of the six domains and are used by approximately half 
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of the organisations, but account for little of the total code in each case. On average, less 
than half of the companies which reported use of interface builders had been given a demo 
of their selected tool prior to purchase. Little or no evaluation was performed by the 
respondents prior to purchase. In general, and within each domain, half of the users of the 
interface builders were able to identify missing functionality. A slightly higher proportion 
claimed to review the software frequently, and approximately one third of the respondents 
using interface builders were considering changing their software support. 
3.4.4.4 Use of Application Development Environments 
Respondents were asked the same series of questions for application development 
environments as listed for interface builders. The results are shown in Table 3.16. 
C" c r" 
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G 12 20 - 100 4 3 60 - 100 6 4 5 
D 4 30- 100 1 1 60 -100 3 1 2 
M 1 90 0 0 100 0 1 0 
S 1 20 0 0 70 0 0 0 
E 3 1 1 100 2 1 1 
1 2 40 - 100 1 1 70 1 1 1 
R 1 1 0 80 0 0 1 
Table 3.16 - Use of application software development environments 
Reasons given for the choice of tool included being customer driven, the industry standard 
nature of the tool, and their prototyping ability. Installation costs for these tools ranged 
from £3000 to £500,000 (the size and profitability of the organisations played a major role 
in the expense which they could apportion for the purchase and installation of any one 
given tool). A number of respondents provided additional commentary regarding their use 
of this type of software support. Such comments included that the organisations had to 
write add-ins to the tools to compensate for lacking functionality and that, where 
performed, evaluation was not systematic - it was just an ad hoc comparison of various 
tools. 
Application development in every domain uses development environments, often for a 
large percentage of the overall application code. Despite this, only a small proportion 
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(approximately one third) of the organisations who use these tools had been given a demo 
of the tool prior to purchase and only a quarter had done any evaluation. The percentage 
of tool functionality that was actually used was high across all domains, suggesting that the 
tools are being used close to their perceived functional limit. For a number of domains 
over half of the respondents could identify missing functionality or hindrances in the tools. 
A number of respondents across most of the domains are considering changing their 
software tools. Most review such tools at least every two years, with many indicating that 
their process of software review was continuous, especially regarding recently acquired 
application development environments. 
3.4.4.5 Satisfiüction With Current Tool Evaluation Methods 
(V - 
U ®2 
M 
s 
FII 
II 
R 
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Figure 3.26 - Respondents sahst led with current tool evaluation methods 
Respondents were asked to express their satisfaction with current evaluation methods for 
software support tools. Figure 3.26 shows the number of respondents, across each 
application domain, who are happy with current available evaluation methods. 
With the exception of domain R (in which there was only one respondent), the majority of 
respondents in each domain are not satisfied with current available evaluation methods. 
The respondent in domain R performs no evaluation and therefore his response can be 
interpreted in two ways: (1) it could be that he does not uphold the need for UIDT 
evaluation in principle; or (2) since he does not perform evaluations he may not have had 
cause to give due consideration to the available mechanisms, and therefore may not have 
been in an appropriate position from which to pass judgement. Further investigation 
would be required to clarify this situation. Less than half of the respondents were happy 
with the evaluation methods available to them at present and respondents who performed 
no evaluation (that is, domains M and S) seemed to be the least enamoured with the current 
methods. This raises the question of whether the methods were not used because they are: 
inadequate; disliked; inaccessible to the respondents; or because the respondents did not 
know about them in the first place due to their lack of widespread international industrial 
adoption. Comments from the respondents to this questionnaire, the interviewees in the 
original pilot interviews, and responses from subsequent discussions with industrial 
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software developers (see chapter 7) suggest it is a combination of all tour; many are 
emphatic that their needs are not currently being met by what is presently available. 
3.4.4.0 Rcque. st f»' Better Evaluation Afethc)clti 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they would like to see the development of a 
new UIDT evaluation method. Figure 3.27 shows the number of positive responses. 
I 1' 
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Figure 3.27 - Request for heiter evaluation methods 
With the exception of domain R (in which the developer stated that no evaluation was 
done) no less than half of the respondents in each domain requested a better evaluation 
method especially those who stressed least satisfaction with current methods. Assuming 
that their desire for a new evaluation method is indicative of their intention to use one 
(which therefore suggests attempts to find or develop such a method in the past) this 
implies that the respondents were in fact aware of existing evaluation methods and/or had 
failed to develop a suitable strategy themselves. This suggests that there is a definite need 
for an alternative means to evaluate UIDTs that enables software developers to select the 
correct tool according to their needs. 
3.5 Relationships Among the Results Obtained 
This chapter has thus far presented the collected survey data with commentary on 
application or administration level relationships. This section will discuss: (1) the 
relationships among the characteristics of application domain and the software support 
tools used; and (2) the relationships between the software engineering methodologies and 
the software support tools used, taking into consideration the nature of the application 
domain51 
. 
" No attempt will be made to generalise the observed relationships beyond the scope of the survey. 
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3.5.1 Relationships Among Application Characteristics & the Use of Software 
Support Tools 
If the characteristics of the specified applications are considered in conjunction with the 
information related to the use of software development tools, it is possible to make a 
number of observations regarding the relationships between these elements. 
The size of the application being developed does not influence the type of software support 
tool purchased, although it remains to be seen if the size of an application influences the 
choice of specific tool from within any one tool category. 
Safety-critical systems rely more completely on software support than other application 
domains. They make considerable use of pre-provided libraries of components (or 
routines) and the more advanced tools - especially where the locus of control is classified 
as 'operator serving the system'. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the safety- 
criticality of the system being developed influences the choice of software support tool 
type. 
Large proportions of some of the applications that promote user autonomy are programmed 
directly in a given programming language without the support of third-party software. 
This does not mean that the project teams make no use of software support tools for the 
development of the entire application, but rather that they choose to program some aspects 
directly without the assistance of a higher level support tool. Developers building 
applications that constrain user autonomy use tools in all categories as well as coding 
directly in a given programming language. These observations suggest that the locus of 
control within a particular application can strongly influence the choice of type and extent 
of use of software support. 
The development of applications designed to run on multiple platforms relies more heavily 
on advanced tools than does the development of single platform applications. Whether 
this is a consequence of the complexities involved with trying to make applications 
platform independent or is dictated by some other factor, it suggests that the intended 
portability of an application will influence the choice of software support tool type. 
Although the data intensity of an application does not influence the choice of software 
support, it is likely that the intended means of storing that data will determine certain 
functional requirements of the selected software support. In contrast, the interaction 
intensity of applications corresponds to considerable use of application development 
environments, and is therefore potentially influential when choosing software support. 
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Development of applications which include a wide range of input devices and output 
media makes use of software support across the range of identified categories (including 
direct coding). The one notable exception to this being real-time systems development 
which does not include direct programming in the underlying programming language. 
This indicates that the nature of the input devices and output media for a given application 
will determine a number of the functional requirements driving the selection of appropriate 
software support. 
There is no obvious connection between the cognitive load of applications and the tools 
used to develop them. It would therefore be interesting to investigate whether (all other 
factors being equal) changing the type of software support used would affect a significant 
enough change on the resultant user interface such that it, in turn, would return a different 
cognitive load estimation. Development of applications that were designed to cope with 
the highest critical loads either makes most extensive use of application development 
environments and/or makes no use of software support at all. In contrast, development of 
applications with the lowest critical loads makes use of the range of types of support. This 
suggests that the anticipated critical load of an application is influential in determining 
appropriate software support. 
The observations outlined above highlight the fact that many application characteristics 
strongly influence the choice and subsequent use of available software support tools and 
must therefore be catered for in a new UIDT evaluation framework. 
3.5.2 Relationships Between Software Engineering Administration & the Use of 
Software Support Tools (Accounting for Application Characteristics) 
Examination of the identified software engineering processes in connection with the use of 
software support tools reveals a number of relationships. Where project teams exceed the 
average number of members (that is, 5), applications are developed using the full range of 
software support. In general, such applications are not safety-critical but they incorporate 
the widest range of input devices and output media. Three possible conclusions may be 
drawn from these observations: firstly, user interface complexity is directly proportional to 
the size of the overall project team; secondly, as mentioned earlier, the range of input 
devices and output media is directly proportional to the range of software support that is 
used on any one application; and thirdly, the size of the project team is directly 
proportional to the range of software support that is used by the team. This suggests that 
there is a loose cyclic dependency between these components - that is, the overall size of a 
project team is influenced by the nature of the application and in turn influences the range 
of software support used to develop the application. 
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In contrast, there is no immediately obvious relationship between the size of the HCI sub- 
team and the range of software development tool types used. However, the fact that the 
more safety-critical applications tend to demand larger HCI sub-teams suggests that there 
is a connection between the size of the HCI sub-team and the characteristics of the 
application. 
The range of training within a team is directly proportional to the range of types of 
software support tool used - organisations which include graphic designers in their HCI 
teams use all tool types. In general, the most extensive use of no tools or the less 
advanced tools coincides with teams in which there are members with no computing 
science training. The data collected in this respect is, unfortunately, insufficient to 
determine which members of the teams are using which tools and therefore no conclusion 
can be drawn in this regard at this stage. 
The majority of companies that do not involve everyone throughout the entire project make 
use of tools across the whole range of software support, and tend to be non-safety-critical. 
Furthermore, these companies include a wider range of experience within their HCI teams. 
It would be interesting to further investigate whether specific team members are not 
involved throughout the duration of a project on account of their specialisation - that is, to 
determine whether they serve a consultant role within the organisation and their time is 
therefore divided across multiple projects at once. However, the observations suggest that 
the HCI experience of the team members and the manner in which they are deployed 
during the course of a project can potentially influence the type of software support 
adopted. 
There was only one domain for which the projects did not allocate responsibility for the 
underlying functionality development to the user interface developers. Such applications, 
which were non-safety-critical and made use of the greatest range of input devices and 
output media, also made use of all the available categories of software support. Two 
conclusions may be drawn from this observation: firstly, the nature of safety-critical 
applications is such that it is more effective for the same developer to work on the user 
interface and the underlying functionality; secondly, increased user interface complexity in 
terms of the input devices and output media used dictates that it is less appropriate to 
allocate responsibility for development of the entire application to the same person(s). 
The latter may be due a need for specialist training to process the various media which is 
reflected in the use of a wide range of software support. This suggests that allocation of 
responsibility within a project team is reflected in their choice of software support and 
should therefore be carefully considered when selecting an appropriate tool. 
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With the exception of applications in one domain, user interface construction is allocated 
the highest importance rating where the range of software support is used. Respondents 
who consider HCI to be appropriate after the underlying functionality has been specified 
develop applications that are both safety-critical and non-safety-critical and either use all 
four kinds of software support or restrict themselves to just application development 
environments. Since the credibility of these ratings is questionable, these observations can 
only be taken at face value and no stronger surmise made in this regard. 
Applications (of which many are safety-critical) that separate user interface design from 
that of the rest of the system make use of software support tools in each of the categories. 
Despite the absence of graphic design expertise, application development in one domain 
further separates graphic design from the design of the user interface. Projects in other 
domains which do have graphic design expertise do not make this separation. Although 
the experience base within a project team influences the nature of the tools used within 
each step of the design process, it does not map intuitively onto the breakdown of the 
design effort itself. This suggests that the way in which the design of the user interface is 
related to the design of the rest of the system influences the choice of software support, and 
that the expertise of the team members should be carefully considered to ensure that the 
best tools are purchased for the people using them. 
The implementation of the user interface is rarely separated from that of the rest of the 
system. Projects that do make this separation are similar both in terms of the types of 
software support used (that is, use of all types of software support), and (although not 
identical) in terms of their use of input devices and output media. Development of safety- 
critical applications makes no such separation. It is unclear whether this observation of 
software support use is truly a reflection of implementation separation or, given that the 
extent of inclusion of different input devices and output media within a user interface is 
directly proportional to the range of software support types used, is instead an indirect 
result of the nature of the user interfaces themselves. The likely scenario is that there is a 
complex inter-relationship between all three factors; it is therefore necessary to consider 
these carefully when choosing an appropriate UIDT. 
The same personnel are typically responsible for both the design and implementation of the 
user interface. Where this is true: (1) applications are generally non-safety-critical; (2) the 
design is communicated between relevant parties via the use of prototypes; and (3) 
software support in all four of the identified categories is used. This suggests that design 
and implementation separation has the potential to influence the choice of software 
support. 
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With the exception of real-time systems, projects that dedicate the greatest percentage of 
time to development of the user interface are mainly those in the safety-critical sectors and 
have smaller numbers of people in the project teams - despite having the proportionately 
largest HCI sub-teams. There is no immediately obvious similarity between these projects 
with respect to their HCI training. Each of these projects uses application development 
environments and a range of software support from the remaining categories - 
programming directly in a given programming language is not popular. This suggests that 
the proportion of development time devoted to the user interface of a single application is 
potentially a factor of the safety-criticality of the software and is influenced by the 
proportional size of the HCI project sub-team. These issues are therefore potentially 
influential in the choice of software support. 
Projects that use prototypes extensively make use of support from all four categories. 
Where evolutionary and revolutionary prototypes are used application development 
environments tend to be used exclusively. In contrast, projects that make use of horizontal 
prototypes use all forms of software support. This is the same for vertical and global 
prototypes and, with the exception of some projects developing safety-critical systems, it is 
true for local prototypes. This suggests that the nature of the prototypes that are to be used 
in the development of a user interface will potentially influence the selection of software 
support - especially with regard to the type of software support. 
Although there is no obvious connection between the use of prototypes and the separation 
of the user interface design from that of the rest of the system, there is a slight 
correspondence between prototype use and the separation of user interface and underlying 
functionality implementation - projects that impose the implementation-centric separation 
make extensive use of prototypes. Furthermore, such projects tend to assign responsibility 
for user interface design and implementation to the same personnel. The greatest amount 
of prototyping is done in companies with the proportionally larger HCI sub-teams, 
comprising the broadest range of HCI training. 
The safety-criticality of applications is directly proportional to the use of step-completion 
mechanisms, versioning mechanisms, and signing-off procedures. Some of the projects 
that most fully employ the practice of prototyping make least use of these mechanisms. In 
particular, projects which rely heavily on revolutionary prototypes make the least use of 
signing-off procedures and are amongst those with the smallest teams but proportionately 
largest HCI sub-teams. Finally, development of smaller applications (in terms of lines of 
code) makes less use of these control mechanisms than larger application development. 
These issues pose an interesting question as to which came first - are the facilities used 
because they are there (that is, does their provision prompt uptake of these strategies ? ), or 
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are the tools selected because they provide a service which is needed ? (that is, are these 
strategies already in place within the development process of an organisation and are 
therefore instrumental in influencing the choice of software support ? ). Unfortunately, 
further study would be required to adequately investigate this issue. However, assuming 
that (at least in some cases) the strategies are in place before purchasing software support, 
these observations indicate that application characteristics and developmental strategies are 
important in terms of the administrative protocol-related functionality that might be 
demanded of new software support tools. 
The above discussions raise one particularly interesting question: Are people using a range 
of software support because that is the best solution/working process for them, or because 
they bought the wrong tool in the first place and have had to buy subsequent tools to 
patch' the gaps in functionality ? The survey results do not provide a definitive answer to 
this question. However, responses to the pilot use of the questionnaire suggest that, at 
least in some circumstances, it is the latter. If a range of software support is indeed the 
best solution, then it is important that a new UIDT evaluation methodology is able to 
support the effective selection of UIDTs in each of the categories. Alternatively, if it is 
not the optimal solution and is instead the result of misguided purchases, it is important 
that a new UIDT evaluation methodology assists developers to identify their functional and 
contextual requirements and to analyse and compare tools according to these specific 
criteria such that they are able to identify shortcomings in tools prior to purchase. The 
proposed UIDT evaluation facility should therefore be designed to deal with both 
scenanos. 
3.6 Conclusions 
No investigation had previously been conducted into the relationships between user 
interface development - in terms of development processes and application characteristics - 
and the use of UIDTs. The qualitative results of this survey illustrate the complexities of 
these relationships and thereby highlight the important issues that must be considered 
during the development of a new UIDT evaluation methodology designed to be practicable 
and relevant to current industrial practice. 
It is possible to draw abstract conclusions from the detailed data presented in this chapter. 
Firstly, a domain-specific development identity is not present in any of the specified 
domains - that is, there is no strong cohesion between the results for projects in any given 
domain (there are, in fact, as many if not more similarities between application 
development across the different domains). It is therefore neither appropriate nor 
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necessary for a new UIDT evaluation methodology to restrict its applicability, or focus, on 
the basis of a single application domain. 
The majority of the respondents indicated that their typical applications are of medium size 
and so the conclusions drawn from this research are only truly applicable within this scope 
of application size. A new UIDT evaluation methodology based on this research cannot 
therefore make claims to its applicability beyond such dimensions. Although it is likely 
that the same principles will apply for both larger and smaller applications, this hypothesis 
would have to be empirically tested. Considered beyond the scope of this thesis, further 
discussion of this issue is restricted to chapter 8. 
Amid the complexities of the relationships outlined in this chapter it is possible to identify 
three principal areas upon which a new UIDT evaluation methodology need focus. These 
are: (1) the environment in which the UIDT will be used; (2) the media - both input and 
output - which comprise the user interface; and (3) the issues regarding the developmental 
processes that are followed by the user interface development team. 
3.6.1 The Environment in Which the UIDT Will Be Used 
This refers to the human and administrative factors that contribute to the environment in 
which the user interface development will take place. The results show application 
development teams typically comprise five people and that these five people can have 
different training backgrounds. Furthermore, all project members are not necessarily 
involved in all aspects of user interface design and development and this is influenced by 
the training of the members. Since the survey identified the extensive use of prototypes 
for design and testing of user interfaces, it is likely that project team members' design roles 
will often be prototype-centric. Additionally the range of training among the team 
members was shown to be potentially influential in the choice of software support types. 
These observations suggest that a new UIDT evaluation method must consider the role of 
each team member in terms of the overall application development. Specifically, it must 
allow for consideration, on an individual level, of whether each team member will be 
involved with the design and/or the development. Furthermore, given the potential 
diversity in training and therefore experience of the team members, the evaluation 
methodology must take into account their specific capabilities in terms of software 
interaction. This may be particularly important for team members allocated to design if 
the design is to be based on the development of non paper-based prototypes. 
The safety-criticality of applications was shown to be an important factor in various issues 
of interface development. The facility to implement aspects of safety - especially for real- 
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time applications - normally lies in the power of the underlying programming language. 
The necessary programming language is therefore likely to be fundamental in that it will 
effectively short-list candidate UIDTs for selection. Characteristics of the software 
development companies themselves did not demonstrate influence over the use of software 
support - other than, perhaps, their ability to meet the cost of deploying the selected 
software support. Factors such as cost and programming language may prove important 
influences on UIDT selection and should therefore be catered for in a new UIDT 
evaluation methodology. 
3.6.2 The Media Comprising the User Interface 
The results of this survey clearly show the influence of the range of input devices and 
output media on the selection of UIDTs. When considering UIDTs, these components 
constitute the low-level functional requirements. In other words, the input and output 
devices and media that are included in a user interface represent the fundamental criteria 
on which UIDTs are judged. If, for example, a user interface needs to include speech then 
this will be an important factor in the decision to select any given tool - if a tool fails to 
provide the facility to manipulate speech it is unlikely to be rated as highly as another tool 
that does support speech manipulation. A new UIDT evaluation methodology must 
therefore cater to the needs of examining user interface media. 
However this is essentially common sense - when evaluating UIDTs, a developer will 
consider the user interface-specific functionality they provide. Of greater importance is 
the fact that the survey demonstrates the variation in the use of media types across different 
applications. This therefore suggests that, to be practicable, a new UIDT evaluation 
methodology must allow the evaluator to tailor this list of functionality such that he need 
only consider those components of immediate interest within the scope of his current 
project. 
3.6.3 Issues Pertaining to the Developmental Processes 
The results of this survey illustrate the software engineering mechanisms employed in 
industrial user interface development. The survey highlights specific user interface 
development activities that are typically undertaken, including those relating to testing and 
evaluation. Furthermore, it highlights the significance of prototypes within the 
development processes and illustrates the range of prototypes used. It reports on the use 
of facilities such as version control, step-completion methods, and signing-off procedures, 
the nature of the underlying data and the implications of its storage, and comments on 
issues such as user interface response times. Given the extent to which they are each 
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represented within the responses to the survey and the influence they exert over the choice 
of UIDT, it is important that a new UIDT evaluation methodology accommodates them. 
Furthermore, the variation in the use of these facilities, and the individuality of the 
development processes, dictates that a new UIDT evaluation methodology is sympathetic 
to the need to tailor the representation of such issues during UIDT comparison. 
3.6.4 Summary 
This survey illustrates the nature of the components which must be included in a new 
UIDT evaluation methodology. Furthermore, it highlights the extent of the individuality 
across software applications in terms of their characteristics, the structure of their 
development process, and the environment in which they are developed. In so doing, it 
illustrates that inclusion of the components within a new UIDT evaluation methodology is 
not sufficient - they must be included in such a way as to allow the realisation of that 
individuality in terms of selecting a UIDT which best meets the needs of an individual 
project. The following list summarises the key points to be addressed or observed by a 
new UIDT evaluation methodology based on the results of this survey: 
" the new methodology cannot sensibly be restricted according to application 
domain; 
" the new methodology will only be applicable for middle-sized applications; 
" the new methodology must individually consider the nature of the 
involvement of each team member and the interaction capabilities of each - 
it should accommodate no less than 5 records by default; 
" the new methodology must consider high-level issues (for example, 
programming language and cost) that shortlist candidate UIDTs but that 
are non-deterministic at a detailed level; 
" the new methodology must consider all user interface media (including 
interaction objects) and allow their inclusion in any evaluation to be 
tailored according to the individual requirements of a given user interface; 
" and the new methodology must consider all aspects of the software 
engineering process - for example, version control - and allow their 
inclusion in any evaluation to be tailored according to the individual 
requirements of a given development project. 
Finally, the need for a new UIDT evaluation methodology is highlighted not only by the 
fact that less than one third of the respondents were satisfied with the current means by 
which to evaluate and select a UIDT, but also by the observation that more than half of the 
respondents wanted access to improved evaluation and selection facilities. 
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CHAPTER 4: SUIT -A FRAMEWORK AND 
METHODOLOGY FOR THE SELECTION 
OF USER INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 
TOOLS 
4.1 Introduction 
The industrial survey highlighted the complexity of the relationships between practical 
industrial software development processes and the means by which UIDTs are selected to 
support these processes. It was concluded that there is a need and demand for an 
improved UIDT evaluation methodology; the basic approach and key points that need to be 
addressed by a new methodology were determined. On the basis of these conclusions and 
existing work in the field of UIDT evaluation, SUIT -a new methodology for the Selection 
of User Interface Development Tools - was developed. This chapter describes SUIT and 
should be read in conjunction with Appendix B which outlines the complete framework 
and methodology. 
4.2 SUIT 
SUIT comprises a framework and methodology for the selection of user interface 
development tools. It provides a context-sensitive, extensible, and systematic means by 
which developers can determine the UIDT that best fits their needs. Motivated by the 
identified degree of project-specificity in terms of development process and application 
characteristics - and the influence of these factors on the selection of UIDTs - the principal 
aim of SUIT is to facilitate the selection of a UIDT relative to the specific needs of an 
individual software development project. The following sections present the structure of 
the SUIT framework and the methodology to guide its use. 
4.2.1 Developing the SUIT Approach to UIDT Selection: Project-Specific UIDT 
Selection Related to Software Requirements Analysis and Specification 
The SUIT approach applies to UIDT selection a concern for context sensitivity similar to 
that which has developed requirements engineering over the last twenty years (Holtzblatt 
and Jones, 1993, Kyng, 1994, Kyng, 1995). As requirements capture has matured, it has 
become increasingly concerned with the impact of context on software requirements; 
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developers realised that requirements cannot adequately be identified and accessed without 
consideration of the context in which their proposed application is to be deployed and that, 
without such contextualised requirements capture, customers were often dissatisfied with 
the software they received. Considerable work has therefore been done to contextualise 
requirements capture - for example, the introduction of stakeholder and viewpoints 
(Holtzblatt and Jones, 1993, Kyng, 1994, Kyng, 1995, Sommerville, 2000) - and tools have 
been developed to allow software engineers to describe context and associate it with the 
functional requirements of the software applications they are designing. 
Project-specific UIDT selection is similar to software requirements engineering. 
Requirements analysis generates a statement of a problem and the requirements that define 
a successful solution to the problem. A requirements specification identifies the technical 
requirements of the system including precisely what the system is supposed to do and any 
operational constraints. Requirements analysis is critical to the development of successful 
software; if analysts do not correctly understand and communicate the contextualised 
requirements, then designers cannot be expected to develop the right system (Mynatt, 
1990). When selecting a UIDT for a specific project it is equally important to identify 
contextualised project-specific requirements so that an evaluator can successfully choose a 
UIDT that meets the identified needs of the project. Thus, where software development 
builds the software defined during requirements analysis, UIDT selection chooses a 
software system on the basis of identified requirements; a requirements specification 
embodies software development requirements - using SUIT, requirements for UIDT 
selection are specified in an ideal tool profile (see section 4.2.5.2). 
Systems analysts typically ask a series of investigative questions to identify their 
requirements (Mynatt, 1990). Modified slightly for UIDT selection, they are: 
" Who is involved in the use of the new UIDT? What role is played by each 
of these people? Who will be using the selected software? Will the users 
be highly trained individuals? 
What functions are to be performed by the selected UIDT? 
" When or how quickly must the new UIDT system be in place? 
" Where will the new UIDT fit into the old environment? Where will the 
personnel fit into the new system? 
" How will the new UIDT function? Are there constraints on how the new 
UIDT can operate? Are there constraints, for example, on the hardware, 
the cost of the UIDT, or the programming language to be used? 
Just as an analyst must understand a customers' problem to define an acceptable solution, 
so too must an evaluator understand the situation or context in which a new UIDT is to be 
used in order to select the most appropriate solution; to select the UIDT that is a best-fit for 
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a given project, an evaluator must determine (a) the contextualised requirements that the 
UIDT must satisfy, and (b) goals and constraints delimiting the selection. 
UIDT selection prior to SUIT reflects requirements engineering prior to the introduction of 
contextualisation; in both domains, procedure concentrated on required functionality - the 
what?. Stakeholder views in UIDT selection and deployment are overlooked given the 
absence of means to capture and represent them during the selection process (see chapter 
2). 
On the basis of its identified similarity with the process of requirements capture, UIDT 
selection needs: (1) a documented methodology; (2) a means to describe context of use; 
and (3) tools to enable UIDT evaluators to associate the context in which the selected 
UIDT is to be used with the functional requirements demanded of it, and to analyse 
candidate UIDTs with respect to this association. Taking as its model the process of 
requirements capture, the SUIT framework and methodology support this considered 
context-sensitive approach to UIDT selection. The provision of tool support is discussed 
in chapter 6. 
4.2.2 The SUIT Framework 
Based on observation of industrial practice, chapter 3 identified high-level categories of 
components that should be included within the framework of a new UIDT evaluation 
methodology. These categories are: 
1. the environment in which the UIDT will be used; 
2. the media, both input and output, which comprise the user interface; 
3. the issues related to the developmental processes followed within the user 
interface development team. 
The SUIT framework assumes, and elaborates, this high-level organisational structure. 
The framework is an extensible reference model of the functionality and support features 
that might be found in a typical UIDT. Additionally, it includes the facility to consider 
and record the environment into which a selected UIDT is to be integrated. The criteria 
included in each of the high-level sectors are discussed below. 
4.2.2.1 Environmental Context of Use 
A software development project takes place within the context of an environment - that is, 
a set of conditions determined by the characteristics and experience of the organisation 
and/or project, the personnel, and management issues. In its conclusions, chapter 3 
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demonstrated that not only is the environment potentially unique for every project, but it 
influences UIDT adoption. SUIT models this environment in terms of: 
1. human resources; 
2. institutional/project goals and/or constraints. 
Project characteristics, characteristics of project personnel, and management issues are 
often quoted as factors that contribute to the difficulty of developing software (Mynatt, 
1990, Sommerville, 2000). In general, the first and third of these amount to institutional 
and/or project-specific goals and constraints that delimit software development, and 
consequently the selection of a UIDT to fit in with that development. Characteristics of 
project personnel determine available human resources, and therefore identify the 
capabilities of the anticipated UIDT users. 
Analogous with requirements analysis, these factors resemble issues typically included in 
the specification of non-functional requirements for a software development project 
(Mynatt, 1990, Sommerville, 2000). Failure to use these aspects to inform and guide 
UIDT selection means that decisions regarding the suitability of tools are made without 
reference to the context in which the tools are to be used. This can potentially result in 
UIDT choices that may be appropriate in terms of their functional provision, but are 
inappropriate in terms of the environmental resources and constraints that affect the 
success of tool use/adoption. 
Human Resources 
"Computer systems are used by people. If the limitations and abilities of these 
people are not taken into account when designing the system, they will not use 
it in the best possible way" (Sommerville, 2000) 
This comment highlights the importance of considering the capabilities of software users 
not only when designing software, but also when selecting a software tool. The industrial 
survey illustrated that software is typically developed by teams of people who as 
individuals, have varied and often specific skills, different UIDT experience, and work on 
varying amounts of the project. As a group they provide a complex set of related 
resources and constraints that need to be considered carefully when selecting the most 
suitable UIDT for a project. 
SUIT provides the means to explicitly include consideration of the interactive capabilities 
of project team members in the UIDT selection process. To accommodate the potentially 
different roles of individuals in the team (see chapter 3), their experience of rapid 
prototyping and end-product implementation is recorded separately. The survey suggested 
that teams typically comprise five people, and so by default the framework includes the 
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facility to record data for that number. Given its extensibility, however, it is possible to 
increase or decrease this number as needed for a specific project. For each, the following 
information is recorded: 
" the interaction mechanism(s) with which the team member is familiar 
(including specific programming languages where appropriate); 
" the level of semantic knowledge the team member possesses regarding the 
domain for which the application is being developed; 
" the level of stress under which the team member is placed whilst working 
on the project; 
" the degree to which the team member's role in the project is routine; 
" and the workload of the team member. 
Sommerville claims that it is easy for programmers who know one programming language 
to learn a new one of the same type - for example, programming languages belonging to 
the Von Neumann model (Sommerville, 2000). Loosely applying this principle to 
developers learning to use a new UIDT suggests that, to ease the learning process, it is 
important to consider the interaction mechanisms or styles that are familiar to the 
developers. Mynatt suggests that the prior experience or training of software developers is 
one of the primary characteristics of personnel that contributes to successful software 
development (Mynatt, 1990). Supported by the findings of the industrial survey, SUIT 
records the interaction mechanism(s) with which team members are familiar. 
In terms of the efficiency and effectiveness of development, it is an advantage if 
developers have semantic knowledge of the application area for which the software is 
being developed (Mynatt, 1990). This can therefore be noted for each team member. 
Developers' ability to withstand stress is an important personality trait that contributes to 
the overall success of a software development project - as stress builds up, performance 
suffers, which in turn delays product development (Sommerville, 2000). SUIT allows the 
level of stress under which team members are working to be acknowledged so that, if 
necessary and where possible, a UIDT can be selected to reduce (or at least not add to) 
stress levels by matching a new UIDT with the users' known environments. 
To build software, developers need to understand the problem, work out a solution 
strategy, and then translate it into a paradigm. Understanding the problem involves it 
entering working memory from short-term memory, at which point it is integrated with 
existing data in working memory and analysed to work out a solution (Sommerville, 2000). 
By enabling evaluators to record users' workload and the degree to which each user's role 
in the project is routine, SUIT makes it possible to acknowledge the existing demand on 
the working memory of individual team members, and thereby their potential capacity to 
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effectively learn a new UIDT. Where considerable demands on team members' working 
memory already exist, it is important, if possible, to avoid introducing a new UIDT that 
further increases it. 
Interaction mechanism information is used directly to generate project-specific ideal tool 
profiles ( see section 4.2.5.2). The remaining ancillary information can be used to assist in 
the comparison process if, after examining the UIDT data, it is not immediately obvious 
which tool is most suited to the project. 
Institutional/Project Goals or Constraints 
A software development company may have specific long-term goals that factor in the 
acquisition or use of a UIDT. Additionally, individual projects may have to work within 
certain operational or implementational constraints - for example, programming language 
restrictions (identified in chapter 3). These delimiting issues must therefore be considered 
when selecting a UIDT. SUIT captures the following constraining information: 
" the available funding for purchase and installation of the UIDT; 
" the speed with which the development must take place; 
" the staff training which is possible upon purchase of the UIDT; 
the universe of UIDTs from which the selection can take place; 
" the programming language which needs to be supported by the UIDT; 
" and the development platform(s) on which the UIDT must operate. 
Management issues such as project goals, funding and scheduling are widely 
acknowledged bounding constraints or determinants in software development projects 
(Mynatt, 1990, Sommerville, 2000, Brown et al., 1992) - hence their representation in 
SUIT. A team member is an asset to a project/organisation if trained in the use of a tool; 
without formal training a team member may take a certain amount of time before 
becoming an asset with respect to a tool. Availability of staff training may therefore either 
constrain or expand UIDT selection choices. Similar project goals or constraints include 
the platform on which the selected UIDT is to operate and the set of UIDTs from which the 
selection can take place. SUIT therefore allows each to be recorded as part of the 
selection process. 
The principal role of these factors is to constrain the set of potential tools from which the 
evaluator can choose. If a tool cannot be found that conforms to these constraints, they 
may have to be negotiated to make a selection possible. Initially though, they set the high- 
level boundaries within which the evaluator must operate - although not directly involved 
with the actual evaluations, these environmental aspects influence the process at the 
highest level (see chapter 1). 
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4.2.2.2 User Interface-Specific Requirements 
Like requirements analysis, the functional requirements of a UIDT must be specified so 
that prospective tools can be compared against the facilities they are required to support. 
SUIT partitions functional requirements into: (1) user interface-specific requirements; and 
(2) developmental context of use. This section discusses the former and the latter is 
considered in section 4.2.2.3. 
The survey illustrated the varied use of input devices and output media within different 
user interfaces. The purpose for which an application is being developed and the design 
of its user interface generates a set of project-specific user interface-related functional 
requirements that focus UIDT selection. If a UIDT is to be complete in its support of the 
features that are to be included in a specific user interface, each of these requirements must 
be catalogued and checked against the functionality provided by each potential UIDT. It 
is unlikely that user interface-specific requirements will always be clearly defined from the 
point at which UIDTs are considered. It is therefore important that the framework and 
methodology accommodate iterative refinement of the selection process - the ability to 
estimate requirements where they are ill-defined. The process of requirements estimation 
is similar to that of software development cost estimation - for example, using expert 
judgement or estimation by analogy (Sommerville, 2000). 
User interface-specific features incorporate those components that could appear in a user 
interface (including its associated peripherals). In chapter 2 it was suggested that the 
components itemised within the Hix et al checklists constitute the most comprehensive 
categorisation of user interface features currently available. Due to lack of extensibility, 
however, over a decade after their inception the checklists have become incomplete and 
will continue to do so. Exploiting the basic user interface-specific component listings in 
the Hix et al checklists, the SUIT framework extends and re-organises them (Hix and 
Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989). Whilst updating the lists, the 
SUIT framework is structured so that new technological advances can be included to 
handle future developments; observing the data record structure, new records can simply 
be added to the various categories to extend them. 
The SUIT framework adopts a hierarchical organisation for the user interface-specific 
features. The list below describes the two highest levels of classification. Reference 
should be made to the actual framework (see Appendix B) for details of the lower levels of 
classification (that is, the actual concrete components or features). 
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General Properties of the User Interface 
" Screen Navigation 
Dialogue 
Active Devices 
Miscellaneous 
Input/Output Devices 
" Input Devices 
" Output Devices 
" Target Monitor 
" Other Hardware Devices 
Output Presentation Types 
Text 
" Graphics 
" Animation 
Audio 
Video 
Data Driven/Dynamic Objects 
Combinations of Output Presentation Types 
" One Screen/Different Windows 
" One Screen/Same Window 
" User Interface Features 
Boxes 
" Menus 
Forms 
Windows 
Text Area 
The hierarchy of these lists: (1) makes navigation around the lists of features potentially 
easier; and (2) enables an evaluator to select and operate on an entire category rather than 
having to consider each individual component - thereby facilitating requirements 
estimation where requirements are ill-defined. 
The SUIT framework extends the manner in which each individual component is 
considered. Where applicable, individual components are sub-divided to allow 
independent examination of the manner in which they are instantiated, configured, and laid 
out within a user interface. This component sub-division has been implemented on the 
basis of observed variation between the techniques used to achieve these three fundamental 
aspects of feature inclusion. For example, using tools like Visual CafeTM or DelphiTM: 
developers instantiate a component by dragging-and-dropping it from a component palette 
onto their workspace; they configure it by filling-in fields in the component's property 
sheet; and locate it either by further drag-and-drop operations or by entering co-ordinates 
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in the property sheet52. To enable accurate illustrations of individual tools to be recorded, 
this sub-division is therefore provided, as appropriate, for each user interface-specific 
feature. 
Chapter 3 concluded that simply including the appropriate features in a UIDT evaluation 
framework was not sufficient - the list of features must be tailorable to project-specific 
needs. Using the SUIT framework, listed components can be included or excluded from 
consideration according to project-specific requirements during UIDT selection. 
Conversely, if using SUIT to generically compare UIDTs, all components are used. The 
methodological processes of which these activities are part are discussed in sections 
4.2.5.2 and 4.2.5.1 respectively, and the mechanism is explained in detail in Appendix B. 
4.2.2.3 Developmental Context of Use 
Chapter 3 illustrated the variation in individual software development processes, the nature 
of the prototypes used, and the use of administrative procedures such as version control. 
Given the influence such issues were shown to have upon the use of UIDTs, it was 
essential to include them in SUIT. As with the user interface-specific features, these 
components are tailorable to accommodate project-specific requirements and change. 
The developmental context of use is primarily concerned with the integration of the UIDT 
into existing working practice and the ways in which the UIDT can enhance or support 
these practices. Features include the design and development methodology adopted by the 
organisation for the completion of the project, and associated technological support that 
must be provided by the UIDT. It is important for a requirements definition to establish 
and document a systems context - that is, the relationships between the systems being 
specified and other human and computer systems. More leverage is obtained from a tool 
if it appears (from the users' perspective) to be integrated with the context in which it is to 
be used (Sommerville, 2000). Assuming that a tool will be most easily adopted if it is 
compatible with, or enhances, the developmental needs and working practice of a project, 
SUIT allows the evaluator to assess the degree to which tools provide: 
" user interface design and development steps; 
" evaluation assistance; 
" development aids; 
" project management facilities; 
" tool characteristics; 
" and quality attributes of the target system. 
sZ These tools also enable a developer to program the instantiation, configuration, and layout of a component directly in their supported 
programming language. 
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The Hix et al listings were again exploited as the basis for these categories, and were 
expanded and radically re-organised (Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et 
al., 1989). A category for 'user interface design and development steps' was included. It 
lists all the identified user interface development activities (see chapter 3) and itemises 
types of prototype to let evaluators examine the extent to which a given UIDT will support 
project-specific development strategies. The category of 'evaluation assistance' was 
included given the extent to which evaluation activities were identified by respondents of 
the survey. It lists automated evaluation assistance that might be provided by a UIDT. 
Having observed that UIDTs can be used to generate up to 90% of user interface code (see 
chapter 3), the category 'development aids' considers practical coding aspects of user 
interface development and lists the facilities that might be provided by a UIDT to support 
this level of user interface development - for example, file comparison facilities and 
hierarchy editors. 
The 'project management' category was included to reflect the identified use of project 
administration aids such as version control in UIDT selection. To account for the more 
software engineering-centric activities associated with user interface development, the 'tool 
characteristics' category was introduced. Listed components deal with some of the issues 
identified by both Bass et al and Valaer and Babb - for example, the compatibility of the 
UIDT with other software (in particular, its ability to integrate with storage mechanisms 
for application data types), the modifiability of UIDT features, and the reusability and 
portability of the code produced by the UIDT (Bass et al., 1994, Valaer and Babb, 1997). 
Finally, the 'quality attributes of the target system' category lists intended attributes of 
quality of the user interface produced using a UIDT. Although based on the issues of 
quality itemised by Bass et al (Bass et al., 1994), they are not considered in the same way. 
It did not seem appropriate to apply the instantiation, configuration, and layout component 
sub-division to all issues of developmental context of use. With the exception of 
components in the 'design and development steps' and 'quality attributes of the target 
system' categories, developmental context of use components are therefore assessed 
according the mechanisms by which they are launched (instantiated) and configured. For 
example, version control can be considered according to how it is activated and configured 
to the needs of the user. 
No sub-division has been applied to 'design and development steps' components given no 
obvious need, or means, for such. 'Quality attributes of the target system' components 
have been treated differently. Although based on the quality attributes identified by Bass 
et al, they are quantified from a different perspective to remove evaluator bias and increase 
the practicability of UIDT evaluation (see chapter 2). Rather than consider these attributes 
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in terms of the target system, SUIT examines UIDT support for monitoring these 
attributes. For each tool SUIT records whether there is support to observe established 
standards/guidelines that lead to measurements of quality and whether the tool supports 
testing of quality attributes in the target code. Examples of such facilities include the User 
Interface Design Assistant (UIDA) which critiques window layouts for compliance with 
Motif style guidelines (Boker, 1995) and Wave (Kasday, 1999) which checks web page 
accessibility against the W3C Web Accessibility Guidelines (Chrisholm et al., 1999). By 
advocating that UIDTs are evaluated in terms of their facility to assist the achievement, 
and to test the presence of, quality in developed code - as opposed to evaluating the target 
code itself - evaluator bias should be greatly reduced, if not eliminated, from this aspect of 
UIDT selection. 
Developmental context of use components are tailored according to project-specific needs 
when performing a project-specific UIDT selection, and are used en masse when 
generically comparing UIDTs. 
4.2.2.4 Dimensions of Measurement 
Chapter 2 outlined the dimensions against which UIDTs are measured according to the 
different evaluation methods. These included: the functionality and usability of the tools 
(Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy, 1996, Valaer and Babb, 1997); the learning curve associated with the tool; 
and the run-time efficiency of the software produced by the tool (Sundaram and 
Ramamurthy, 1996). Although a number of the issues raised by Bass et al and Valaer and 
Babb have been included as constituent components in the SUIT framework, certain of 
their criteria amount to dimensions against which tools can be measured (Bass et al., 1994, 
Valaer and Babb, 1997). The dimensions for consideration are therefore: 
" functionality; 
" usability; 
" learnability; 
" run-time efficiency of the software produced by the tool; 
" and user support provided within the tool. 
Only one of the five dimensions was completely rejected for use in the SUIT framework - 
that of the run-time efficiency of software produced using a UIDT. It was abandoned on 
the grounds that: (a) it prevents an evaluation focussing exclusively on the UIDT and 
essentially measures a developer's ability to design efficient software; and (b) it introduces 
considerable potential evaluator bias to UIDT evaluation. Albeit modified, the remaining 
four dimensions were accepted. Each is discussed in turn below. 
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Functionality 
The (potentially tailored) list of UIDT components asserts the functional criteria that need 
to be examined. SUIT, like the Hix et al checklists, measures the provision of 
functionality in terms of the interaction mechanism(s) used to achieve the functionality. 
For example, if a List Box is listed as a functional requirement an evaluator would 
determine the interaction mechanism(s) used by each UIDT to instantiate, configure, and 
layout a List Box. The SUIT framework itemises the five most common interaction 
mechanisms - graphical manipulation, graphical programming language, programming 
language, scripting language, and form-filling. These mechanisms were chosen on 
account of their wide acceptance both in literature (Shneiderman, 1998, Hix and Ryan, 
1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Sundaram and Ramamurthy, 1996, Hix 
and Hartson, 1993, Newman and Lamming, 1995, Preece et al., 1994) and in existing 
UIDTs (Visual CafeTM, DelphiTM, Macromedia DirectorTM, Microsoft® Access97). 
Perhaps noticeable by its absence from this list is command line interaction - it was 
omitted on the grounds that contemporary UIDTs are typically graphical in style and so do 
not adopt a command line paradigm. By virtue of its extensibility, the framework does, 
however, allow any other interaction mechanism(s) to be recorded if necessary. 
Usability/Learnability 
'The situated nature of usability means that a system may be usable by a 
particular user for a particular task in a particular environment but unusable 
or poorly usable with another combination of user, task, and environment. ' 
(O'Neill, 1998). 
Chapter 2 discussed the inappropriateness of measuring usability in terms of the ease with 
which an evaluator is able to interact with the UIDT to achieve a specified goal, and 
questioned the suggested measurement of learnability. 
SUIT recognises the importance of assessing both usability and learnability when selecting 
a UIDT. However, to increase project-orientation in the measurement of these factors, 
avoid evaluator bias, and increase the practicability of UIDT selection, SUIT adopts a 
different stance towards their measurement. 
Hix and Hartson define usability to be a combination of: ease of learning; high speed of 
user task performance; low user error rate; subjective user satisfaction; and user retention 
over time (Hix and Hartson, 1993). It would not be feasible to perform empirical studies 
of the usability of a tool for each particular context of use - that is, empirical studies of the 
usability for a given set of project-specific functionality and user group; an alternative 
analytic method is therefore required. Hix et als' method - that is, asking evaluators to 
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judge usability - is unacceptable because it is has been shown to return low inter-evaluator 
reliability (Hix, 1986, Hix et al., 1989, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix, 1991, Hix and Ryan, 
1992). In the case of SUIT, evaluators have access to information about the interaction 
capabilities and experience of the project team members. SUIT therefore focuses on a 
prima facie measure of learnability as its measure of usability (see below). 
Dix et al define learnability to be: 
'the ease with which new users can begin effective interaction and achieve 
maximal performance' (Dix et al., 1993). 
and suggest that it is a measure of the system's: 
" predictability - the deterministic behaviour of the system from the user's 
perspective; 
" synthesisability - user's ability to determine the effect of future interactions 
depends on the user having a mental model of how the system behaves; 
" familiarity/guessibility - the extent to which a user's knowledge and 
experience in other real world or computer-based domains can be applied 
when interacting with a new system. For a new user the familiarity of an 
interactive system measures the correlation between the user's existing 
knowledge and the knowledge required for effective interaction; 
" generalisability - users try to extend their knowledge of specific interaction 
behaviour to situations that are similar but previously un-encountered. 
Generalisability can apply across a single application or across a variety of 
applications and leads to a more complete predictive model of the system 
for the user; 
and consistency - likeness in behaviour arising from similar situations or 
task objectives (Dix et al., 1993). 
Of the above, predictability and consistency are the least attributable across applications. 
The remaining factors reflect users' knowledge of other systems and the manner in which 
that knowledge can assist/deter their ability to effectively use a new UIDT. Since users 
are considered an asset - with respect to a UIDT - when they can effectively and efficiently 
use the tool (see section 4.2.2.1) it is assumed that reducing the time taken for users to 
achieve this status is desirable. Prima facie learnability must therefore be assessed from 
the perspective of the anticipated end-users. To do this the capabilities of the people who 
will be using the tool - the human resources (see section 4.2.2.1) - must be considered. 
Although the usability of each potential UIDT could be formally assessed with each 
53 anticipated user, this would render UIDT selection impracticable and not cost-effective. 
Using accepted usability evaluation methods such as protocol analysis, heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthroughs etc. (Lindgaard, 1994). 
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With practicability in mind, SUIT assesses the prima facie learnability of a new UIDT 
from the perspective of the anticipated end-users according to the lowest common 
denominator across users and applications alike - that is, the interaction mechanisms with 
which the users are familiar, or prefer, on the basis of previous experience with other 
applications. It is hypothesised that selecting a UIDT that lessens disparities between the 
interaction mechanisms used by the tools and those which are appropriate for the project- 
specific team members will increase the familiarity/guessibility and generalisability of the 
selected UIDT and therefore increase the degree to which the UIDT is accepted (see 
discussion of tool acceptance in section 2.4.2). SUIT therefore considers prima facie 
learnability to be a correlation between: (1) a combination of the interaction mechanisms 
familiar to, or preferred by, team members and the mechanisms most suited to the software 
being designed; and (2) the concrete interaction mechanisms employed by a UIDT. 
Besides considering the preferred or familiar interaction mechanisms of the users, it is 
necessary to consider the interaction mechanisms that are most appropriate for a given 
task. Although these may coincide, there may be cases where specific interaction styles 
are more suited to (or indeed better support) a particular development task, and so SUIT 
allows them to be included in the correlation. 
Using SUIT, an evaluator does not explicitly measure usability/learnability when 
collecting UIDT data. Instead, the predictive assessment of usability/learnability is based 
on the measurement of functionality - the record of interaction mechanisms used - and is 
deferred until the interaction mechanism data recorded for each tool is compared to the 
human resource information in the project-specific ideal tool profile, and matches/mis- 
matches identified. The remaining dimensions in SUIT can be called upon to determine 
the quality of match across tools where necessary. 
Interaction Assistance (Provided by UIDT) 
Interaction assistance (or user support) provided by a UIDT is mentioned in both the Hix et 
al checklists and the Valaer and Babb evaluation methodology (Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix 
and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Valaer and Babb, 1997). It is hypothesised that the 
presence or otherwise of interaction assistance can potentially influence not only the 
leamability of a UIDT, but also the extent to which the functional mass of the UIDT is 
used (Dix et al., 1993, Shneiderman, 1998). Rather than simply record the provision of 
interaction assistance relative to the UIDT as a whole (see Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and 
Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989), SUIT adopts a more pervasive approach to measuring 
interaction assistance; it records the interaction assistance types provided to assist the use 
of each UIDT component. SUIT identifies four of the more common types of interaction 
assistance - adoption of default values, use of wizards, availability of context-sensitive 
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help, and provision of online tutorials - and, again by virtue of its extensibility, provides 
the facility to record any other forms of interaction assistance if necessary. For each 
active component in the SUIT framework, an evaluator measures user support in terms of 
which of the listed interaction assistance types are provided. 
Additional Dimensions 
The SUIT framework measures UIDTs according to three additional dimensions: 
9 cognitive demands placed the on the user; 
quality of feedback returned to the user; 
" and any miscellaneous issues not covered elsewhere. 
Allocated secondary status on the grounds that they can introduce evaluator bias, each is 
measured via the use of a modifier - '+', '0', or '-' - and an accompanying explanatory 
comment. These dimensions let an evaluator record ancillary information about 
individual components in the SUIT framework such that, if a UIDT cannot be selected on 
the basis of the primary dimensions (for example, if evaluated tools are so similar that it is 
not possible to select one on the basis of functionality, prima facie usability/learnability, 
and user support) this additional information can be used to assist the final selection. The 
alternative means by which these dimensions are measured highlights that they are 
essentially a rating of opinion and therefore potentially more subject to bias. 
4.2.3 General Layout of the SUIT Framework 
The SUIT framework is organised around tables - an example of which is shown in Figure 
4.1. There is a separate table for each of the categories discussed in sections 4.2.2.1 to 
4.2.2.3. The rows in the tables correspond to individual components (and their sub- 
division), and the columns to the measurement dimensions discussed in section 4.2.2.4. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the label for each component is preceded by a small checkbox. 
Selection of a checkbox includes the associated component within an evaluation process - 
that is, the component is considered active. When choosing a tool for a specific project, 
only those components that are relevant to the project are activated (see sections 4.2.2.2 
and 4.2.2.3). In contrast, when generically comparing tools, all checkboxes are selected. 
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Figure 4.1 -A section of a typical SUIT framework table 
Project-specific functional requirements usually vary in significance. Some UIDT 
evaluation methods allow components to be ranked or weighted according to their 
importance (Hix and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989, Mosley, 1992, 
Mosley, 1995). However, such mechanisms are time consuming and complex, impeding 
practical UIDT evaluation (Mosley, 1992, Mosley, 1995). The SUIT framework replaces 
weighting factors with tailorability - in essence, project-specific framework tailoring is the 
same as weighting factors of relevance to the project more heavily than factors that are of 
little interest (a two valued ranking system)sa 
The style(s) of interaction supported by the UIDT for the achievement of a goal: 
Graphical Manipulation: the development goal is achieved by direct 
manipulation of & recognisable representation of the related object (textual or 
graphical) -eg. dragging & dropping a button onto a frame and then resizing it 
by manipulating handles attached to the button 
Graphical Programming Language: iconic/symbolic tokens arc used instead 
of textual programming tokens -e. g state transition diagrams. 
Programming Language: a conventional programming language auch as Java 
or C is used within the scope of the UIDT 
Scripting Language: a non-standard programming language specially written 
for the UIDT 
Form Filling: forms are used to collate definitional information. 
ö ITI mE IRE M 
ox The type of assistance afforded by the UIDT dur In. unwýun 
Configuration 
Defaulte the attributes of the feature are autos 
default values -eg the colour of text or the men entry Box - Single Line standard menu In. nnll. lwn r1.... rW:..... i---..... A..... e: er. wr\.. w...... 
Figure 4.2 -A section of a typical SUIT framework glossarypage 
s` Additional means of achieving basic component prioritisation are available in the SUIT visualisation environment, and are discussed 
in chapters 6 and 7. 
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4.2.4 Integrated Help in the SUIT Framework 
Each page in the SUIT framework has a corresponding glossary page. These are 
annotated versions of the framework tables that define every term in each table. The 
glossary pages are located opposite their corresponding framework page for ease of 
reference when using the framework. An example of part of a glossary page is shown in 
Figure 4.2. 
4.2.5 The SUIT Methodology 
The illustrated diversity among software development projects and its identified influence 
over UIDT selection and use (see chapter 3) suggests that, for project-specific UIDT 
selection, it is not a UIDT's gross functionality that is important but rather it is the match of 
tool functionality against project-specific functional requirements that determines UIDT 
suitability. 
Preceding work in the field of UIDT evaluation concentrated on generic UIDT 
comparisons (see chapter 2). Given that their strength generally lies in the 'more-is-better' 
approach to UIDT evaluation, they afford little support for capturing the project-specificity 
of practical software application development. Although SUIT can be used to generically 
compare UIDTs, it is also designed to facilitate the context-sensitive selection of a UIDT 
which best meets the needs of a given project - not just in terms of the user interface- 
specific functional requirements, but also taking into account the environmental and 
developmental contexts of UIDT use. Hence, SUIT can be used in three ways: 
1. to select a UIDT based on a generic comparison of tools; 
2. to select the 'best-fit' UIDT for a project based on the specific context and 
requirements of that project where the project has no precedent within the 
organisation and hence there is no access to existing comparative data (see 
below); 
3. and to identify an appropriate UIDT for a specific project based on 
comparisons with previous projects. 
The applicability of each approach is based on: (1) the stage of design and/or development 
of the project; (2) the novelty of the project within the context of the organisation; and (3) 
the intended specificity of the outcome of the use of SUIT. Each approach dictates the 
appropriate route through the SUIT methodology (see Figure 4.3) and the manner in which 
the framework is manipulated - the tailorability alluded to in sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3 - 
and used. 
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The SUIT framework is essentially an extensible reference model of all functionality and 
support features that might be found in a UIDT (as described in section 4.2.2). Based on 
the appropriate form of use, the SUIT framework is tailored - that is, framework 
components are included or excluded from consideration - to provide a structure or pilot 
for data-collection and thereafter a context for the interpretation of that data. The degree 
to which the framework can be tailored is determined by the amount of information 
available to the evaluator at the time of using SUIT. The degree to which the framework 
is tailored also depends on the intended use - for example, generic comparison may require 
no tailoring. 
In terms of what is possible and appropriate, the three different routes through the SUIT 
methodology reflect the natural progression of UIDT selection as an organisation matures. 
Initially an organisation may not have any well-defined projects upon which to base a 
selection and so might generically compare UIDTs. As it matures, the organisation may 
need to select UIDTs for specific projects - either from an existing library of UIDTs or for 
direct purchase. Once well established, and having used SUIT for several project-specific 
UIDT selections, the organisation will have a body of SUIT-specific selection data upon 
which they can base new selections. 
This pattern or process of maturation of use of the SUIT framework and methodology is 
analogous with the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) of software development 
(Humphrey, 1989, Paulk et al., 1993). Just as the CMM was designed to guide software 
organisations when improving their software development strategies by identifying their 
current level of process maturity and those issues most critical to software quality and 
process improvement (Paulk et al., 1993), SUIT is designed to guide evaluators when 
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trying to improve their process of UIDT selection by identifying their evaluation 
capabilities and critical selection requirements and enabling them to perform increasingly 
sophisticated and/or efficient UIDT selection. UIDT evaluation and selection prior to 
SUIT can be likened to the activities of an `immature software organisation' (Humphrey, 
1989, Paulk et al., 1993) - without SUIT, UIDTs are selected in an unstructured or ad hoc 
fashion with little or no consideration of the context in which they are to be used (see 
chapters 2 and 3). Like the intermediate levels of process maturity identified in the CMM 
(Humphrey, 1989, Paulk et al., 1993), the use of SUIT - first for generic UIDT 
comparisons and then project-specific UIDT selections - demonstrates increasingly 
structured, systematised, specialised, and rationalised UIDT evaluation and selection. 
Once an organisation has consistently and effectively used SUIT to perform well 
documented project-specific UIDT selection, it will reach the level of maturity whereby it 
is able to reuse the results of UIDT evaluation and selection with confidence and accuracy. 
This is analogous with the activities of a `mature software organisation' (Humphrey, 1989, 
Paulk et al., 1993). With time and extended use of SUIT, organisations may achieve an 
equivalent of the `Optimising Level' of the CMM (Humphrey, 1989, Paulk et al., 1993) 
whereby they monitor their SUIT-based UIDT evaluation and selection procedure and the 
impact of their selection results in order to optimise their activities. This is, however, 
beyond the immediate scope of this research. The following sections illustrate the various 
uses to which SUIT can be put. 
4.2.5.1 UIDT Selection Based on a Generic Comparison of Tools 
SUIT can be used to perform generic - that is, non project-specific - comparisons of tools. 
Independent of a project context, a generic comparison requires no knowledge of the 
project or the context in which the project is to take place. 
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Figure 4.4 highlights the path that would be taken through the SUIT methodology to 
perform a generic comparison of UIDTs. The SUIT framework is used as a complete 
reference model - every component is an active criterion for the comparison of the tools. 
At step 1 in Figure 4.4, each tool is examined in turn to determine which of the 
components listed in the SUIT framework are/are not present - those present are measured 
according to the dimensions discussed in section 4.2.2.4. For each tool, the information 
recorded during this process forms a generic profile of the individual tool - that is, a 
profile of the tool in relation to the entire SUIT framework (or reference model) 
uninfluenced by the specifics of a project. Generic profiles can be collated (step 2a) for 
use in the final stages of generic tool comparison. 
Given the complexity of the decision space in which UIDT selections take place, together 
with the lack of knowledge about the manner in which UIDT-specific trade-offs and 
goal/constraint negotiation occurs (see chapter 1), SUIT provides the information, 
structure, and a means of data visualisation (see chapter 6) for data comparison but does 
not stipulate the process by which the final comparison should be performed. The detailed 
instructions for the use of SUIT (see Appendix B) do, however, indicate what data 
comparisons are valid. This is the case for all uses of SUIT. 
4.2.5.2 Project-Specific UIDT Comparison 
Generic comparisons highlight differences between tools, but it is in the context of a 
specific project that the significance of the differences becomes apparent. For example, if 
a project requires a specific subset of UIDT functionality, a generic comparison does not 
easily highlight which of the tools examined best meets these requirements -a project- 
specific comparison does. Furthermore, with respect to project team members, a project- 
specific comparison can highlight the suitability of the interaction mechanisms and 
assistance provided by the tools. To select the tool which best fits a specific project, the 
project's functional requirements and context of use have to be considered during the 
selection process. This is facilitated by the project-specific path of UIDT selection within 
the SUIT methodology. 
Figure 4.5 highlights the path designed to determine the best-fit tool for an unprecedented 
project - that is, a project for which there have been, within an organisation, no similar 
preceding projects which have themselves used SUIT to select a UIDT. 
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The SUIT framework is tailored according to project requirements - that is, components 
are added to and/or excluded from the framework - to produce a project-specific tailored 
framework that only considers data relevant to that project. Information about the 
environmental context of use for the project is recorded in one copy of the tailored 
framework, which is then further augmented by correlating the most appropriate 
interaction mechanisms (see section 4.2.2.4) with the active components, creating a profile 
of the ideal tool for that project - step 3 in Figure 4.5. It is against this profile (similar to a 
requirements specification - see section 4.2.2.4) that the data about real tools is compared 
to determine which tool best matches the ideal. 
The stage of project development at the time of using SUIT determines the level of detail 
at which an evaluator can tailor the framework and subsequently generate the ideal tool 
profile. To enable framework tailoring to be specific and decisive, it is recommended that 
SUIT be used for project-specific UIDT selection at the point when the project team has 
been finalised and when user interface requirements are relatively well defined. SUIT 
can, however, also be used iteratively as information becomes available. If, for example, 
requirements are not well defined when first considering UIDT selection, an evaluator can 
choose to include all/most components to err on the side of caution. As requirements are 
defined the active component list can be tailored to exclude components that are definitely 
not required, and the UIDT data compared again in light of the increased level of detail. 
A project-specific tailored SUIT framework is essentially a project-specific reference 
model which is used to pilot the collection of (only relevant) data for the real tools. Step 4 
in Figure 4.5 shows that this data can be sourced in one of two ways: it can either be 
extracted (or filtered) from existing generic tool profiles or it can be collected via direct 
examination and measurement of the actual tools (as with generic comparison data- 
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collection). In either case, the result is a series of project-specific tool profiles - that is, 
profiles of tools with respect to only those features of interest or relevance to the specific 
project. These project-specific tool profiles are then collated with the ideal tool profile 
(see step 2b) for use in the final stages of the comparison process. 
4.2.5.3 Project Specific UIDT Selection Based on Comparison with Previous Projects 
Project-specific ideal tool profiles, tailored frameworks, and associated tool information, 
together with final justified selection decisions, form records of past SUIT-based UIDT 
selections. When asked to identify his user interface development process, one survey 
respondent explained that his organisation did a lot of repetitive work where one system 
was essentially a variation on a previous system (see section 3.4.3.6). In these 
circumstances if SUIT has been used to inform UIDT selections for previous projects, 
identification of the 'best-fit' tool for a new project can exploit the results of the tool 
selection from previous, closely matching, projects. 
Figure 4.6 highlights the path through the SUIT methodology which would be followed if 
a tool selection is to be performed for a project with similar predecessors, which have 
themselves used the SUIT evaluation framework and methodology to select their UIDTs. 
This therefore has the potential to facilitate context-sensitive reuse of evaluation results 
and effort - not just across projects, but also across different organisations. This is further 
discussed in chapter 8. 
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Figure 4.6 - Performing a project-specific comparison of UIDTs using SUIT where selection information is available for 
similar preceding projects 
When drawing on information from tool selections for similar preceding projects, the new 
project context and requirements are examined to determine whether or not they would 
generate a project-specific ideal tool profile that matches a previous ideal tool profile (see 
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step 5 in Figure 4.6). If this is found to be the case, the tool recommendation as made for 
the preceding project would also be the best-fit for the new project. 
If there are only slight differences between the ideal tool profile for a new project and an 
existing project, the project-specific tailored framework and ideal tool profile for the 
preceding project can be copied and tweaked (that is, minor changes made) and the altered 
versions used to complete the selection process as described in section 4.2.5.2, steps 4 and 
2b. 
Given either of the above scenarios, the time and effort expended on previous tool 
evaluations reduces the cost of tool selection for new projects. 
4.3 Summary 
This chapter has outlined SUIT -a framework and methodology designed to support 
contextualised UIDT selection. 
Based on the survey results, SUIT asserts that 'context of use, is the result of complex 
project-specific interaction between the development environment, the user interface- 
specific features of the application under construction, and the developmental processes by 
which the user interface is generated, and claims that this is influential in the selection of a 
UIDT. Reflecting these contributory factors, the SUIT framework provides an extensible 
reference-model of a UIDT in which criteria are typically sub-divided by instantiation, 
configuration and, where appropriate, layout. To accommodate project-specific 
requirements the constituent components within the framework can be included or 
excluded from active participation in the selection process. 
Adopting the stance that the prima facie usability/learnability of a UIDT is the result of a 
match between: (1) a combination of interactive capabilities of the project team members 
and task-specific suitable mechanisms; and (2) the interaction mechanisms promoted by 
the UIDT, SUIT does not independently or explicitly measure this dimension. Instead, for 
each tool, it is assessed by comparison of the recorded interaction mechanisms (which 
constitute a record of functionality) against a project-specific ideal tool profile detailing the 
most appropriate interaction mechanisms. Impracticable empirical evaluation of 
usability/learnability has been avoided using an analytic technique which, by explicitly 
representing and considering the actual team members (that is, context-sensitivity), reduces 
evaluator bias. SUIT additionally allows modifying comments to be recorded in order to 
enrich the comparison. 
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The SUIT methodology supports three modes of use: (1) it facilitates generic UIDT 
comparison in that a potentially tailored framework can be used to collect and compare 
context-independent UIDT data; (2) it supports the selection of a UIDT for a specific 
project whereby a project-specific ideal tool profile embodies the context of use - the 
functional requirements correlated with the interactive mechanism(s) best suited to the 
capabilities of the identified team members and/or development activities; and (3) it 
supports the selection of a UIDT for a specific project on the basis of its similarity with 
previous projects. 
It is not the role of the SUIT framework and methodology to make a UIDT 
recommendation. Rather, it facilitates the collection and organisation of UIDT data such 
that it can be compared in light of the context of use. SUIT avoids the generation of 
cumulative measures on the grounds that they hide much useful evaluative information and 
detract from the context-centric approach. 
In conclusion therefore, the combination of an extensible, tailorable, reference model- 
based framework and a flexible methodology which strongly advocates context-sensitivity 
is the result of an identified need and demand for improved UIDT selection procedures and 
a qualitative illustration of the criteria on which this support should be based. 
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5.1 Introduction 
SUIT is based on the key principle that the context in which a UIDT is to be used should 
be considered the core factor motivating and directing UIDT evaluation and selection. 
This chapter describes an empirical study designed to investigate the degree to which SUIT 
directs evaluator attention to issues of context of use during UIDT evaluation and 
selection. The study, which also examined the use of the Hix et al checklists to draw 
comparison between the different methods, additionally aimed to assess the viability or 
practicability of SUIT as a paper-based facility for UIDT selection (Hix and Ryan, 1992, 
Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et al., 1989). 
This chapter starts by outlining the manner in which the study was conducted. Following 
analysis of the results, it discusses the experimental validity of the study. The chapter 
closes with a summary of the conclusions that may be drawn as a result of the 
investigation. 
5.2 The Study 
A class of twenty seven final year undergraduate computing science students55 was divided 
into two groups - one comprising fourteen students and the other, thirteen students. The 
students in each group were then divided into pairs56 and, according to their assigned 
group, were allocated an evaluation method - either SUIT or the Hix et al checklists (Hix 
and Ryan, 1992, Hix and Schulman, 1991, Hix et at., 1989). The subjects in each group 
were taught how to use their means of evaluation. During the tutorial session for the SUIT 
group, the subjects in the other group (hereafter known as the Hix group) were asked to 
vacate the room (and vice versa) to ensure that only the subjects to whom the method had 
been allocated were given method-specific tuition57. 
These students had all opted to study HCI and over the course of their undergraduate degree (which was drawing to a close at the point 
at which the study was conducted) had established expertise in the principles and practice of HCI. 
The odd number of students necessitated one group of 3 subjects. 
57 Ethically, it could be argued that at the end of the study all subjects should have been tutored in the use of their non-allocated 
evaluation mechanism in order to avoid disadvantaging any student. However, the students were not being examined on UIDT 
evaluation and so it was not considered necessary to provide additional tuition in this instance. 
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The subjects were each given the same problem scenario - see Appendix C- outlining the 
context and requirements for a project. Each pair was then given 30 hours to complete an 
evaluation of two web page authoring tools and make a written recommendation for the 
selection of one. The same set of web authoring tools was made available to all subjects, 
who were also at liberty to investigate, obtain, and evaluate alternative web authoring 
tools. 
The problem scenario focussed on the evaluation of web page authoring tools for two 
principal reasons: (1) web page development was familiar to all subjects and as such 
provided a common basis on which to structure the study; and (2) web page authoring tools 
are readily available as freeware/shareware, can typically be installed without 
administrative privileges58 and, as a genre of UIDT, were familiar to all subjects. 
Each pair56 of subjects within the SUIT group was given three copies of the SUIT 
framework - one on which to produce the project-specific ideal tool profile, and the 
remaining two for recording the information about two web authoring tools. They were 
also given an abridged copy of the SUIT methodology that described only those sections 
relevant to project-specific UIDT selection for an unprecedented project (see section 
4.2.5.2) and that had been edited to remove any mention of comparison validity. Each 
pair of subjects in the other group was given two copies of the Hix et al checklists - one for 
each web authoring tool. 
The subjects in both groups were asked to submit: (1) an individual written report 
recommending and justifying the selection of one web authoring tool; (2) a log of their 
time allocation during the evaluation - see Appendix C- which was to remain anonymous; 
and (3) their collective evaluation sheets. 
With the support of the students' class co-ordinator, the study was incorporated into the 
teaching syllabus. The subjects were accordingly assessed on their submitted 
recommendation reports and as such were given relevant motivation to complete the study 
task to the best of their ability. 
Upon submission of their required information, subjects were asked to complete a 
questionnaire based on the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) to gauge their perceived 
experience of workload as a result of performing the evaluation (see Appendix C) (Hart 
and Staveland, 1988, Hart and Wickens, 1990). 
58 It was not possible to assign administrative privileges to the subjects for the purpose of the study. 
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The principal hypotheses of this study were that: (1) SUIT is effective in terms of directing 
evaluator attention to issues of context of use during project-specific UIDT selection; and 
(2) SUIT is viable as a paper-based UIDT evaluation and selection facility. Given the 
variety of formats in which the data was returned (see above), the methodology used to 
analyse each in order to prove the above hypotheses is described in association with the 
presentation of the corresponding results. 
5.3 The Results 
According to type, with the exception of the collective evaluation sheets, all the submitted 
data (as described above) was analysed - the results are discussed in detail in the following 
sections of this chapter. 
Before discussing the detailed analysis, briefly consider the evaluation sheets. The SUIT 
subjects were syntactically correct in their use of the sheets. They were (at least 
superficially) thorough and extensive in their use of the SUIT tables, and there was an 
observed consistency in the tailoring of the tables across the subjects in this group. The 
majority of the subjects used the Hix et al checklists as directed. However, a number of 
the subjects in this group made mistakes (often substantial) in their calculation of the 
various ratings specified by Hix et al. 
5.3.1 Analysis of the Evaluation Reports 
The handout given to each subject stated that the written report should include: (1) a brief 
outline of the evaluation method used; (2) a short summary of each evaluated web 
authoring tool; and (3) a justified recommendation for the selection of one of the evaluated 
tools. The brief method outline was included to indicate the subjects' understanding of 
their allocated methods. The short tool summaries provided an illustration of the level of 
detail at which the subjects had considered each tool and a check that they had no serious 
misunderstandings about either tool. However, the component of the report dedicated to 
the recommendation for the selection of one web authoring tool was of greatest interest, 
and its analysis is discussed in detail below. Whilst completing the following analysis, 
quotes were extracted from the reports in order to qualitatively demonstrate the subjects' 
opinion of their allocated evaluation methods - these are discussed in section 5.3.4. 
5.3.1.1 Analysis of Terminological References 
Given the principal aim of this study, the reports were analysed to provide evidence that 
SUIT is effective in terms of directing evaluator attention to issues of context of use during 
UIDT selection. 
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It is hypothesised that the language used by the subjects when justifying their 
recommendation is an indicator of their primary focus of attention and thus reflects the 
effectiveness of their allocated evaluation method in terms of directing their consideration 
to issues of context of use. The language of interest to this study is that which refers to the 
core issues promoted by the project-specific route through the SUIT methodology - that is, 
terminology that reflects the ideal tool profile concepts (the project-specific context of use) 
and associated dimensions of measurement included in the SUIT approach. The reports 
were therefore analysed to quantify the use of such language in each report, and thus the 
subjects' focus of attention. 
Since the English language permits the synonymous use of terminology, rather than 
analyse the use of terms on a term-specific basis, the following list of terminological 
categories was generated: 
required attributes - any reference to the functional requirements of a project; 
in other words, references made to the actual components a tool would have to 
support in order to meet the needs of the project - typical terms in this category 
include (non-exhaustively): required attributes; required features; necessary 
features; necessary attributes; and project needs; 
specific unsupported attributes - any reference to a specific component or set 
of components which was not supported by the tool under evaluation; an 
example of such a reference would be mentioning that a tool lacked support 
for including animation in a web page - in other words, any reference to the 
inability of a tool to support particular named features; 
general unsupported attributes - any non-feature-specific reference to 
unsupported components within the tool under evaluation; for example, if the 
evaluators mention that the tool lacked 'many of the features' required for the 
web pages but did not specify which - analysing such references illustrates the 
level of detail at which the evaluators were considering and then comparing 
data; 
" specific supported attributes - any reference to a specific component or set of 
components which was supported by the tool under evaluation; an example of 
such a reference would be mentioning that a tool supported the inclusion of 
animation in a web page - in other words, any reference to the ability of a tool 
to support particular named features; 
general supported attributes - any non-feature-specific reference to supported 
components within the tool under evaluation; for example, if the evaluators 
mention that the tool supported the 'majority (or all) of the required features' 
but did not elaborate further - as with the general unsupported attributes, 
analysis of terms in this category illustrates the level of detail at which the 
evaluators were working; 
" ideal tool - any reference to the kind of tool which would be ideal or best 
suited to the given project; terms included in this category are (non- 
exhaustively): ideal; perfect; most suitable; best-fit; and best; 
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ease-of-use/feedback - any reference to the 'user-friendliness' or quality of 
feedback inherent in the tool under evaluation; this category includes (non- 
exhaustively): user friendly; easy-to-use; good/poor feedback; hard; difficult; 
and frustrating; 
interaction mechanism - any reference to one or more interaction mechanisms 
listed in either evaluation method; in other words, references made to any of 
the mechanisms of interaction adopted by the tools (for example graphical 
manipulation); terms include (non-exhaustively): graphical manipulation; 
direct programming; scripting language; form-filling; and text editing; 
tool help - any mention of assistance provided by the tool under evaluation; 
terms considered within this category include (non-exhaustively): online help; 
context-sensitive help; assistance; and wizards; 
team member - any reference to the team members as described in the project 
profile; within this category the term 'user' was also considered when used in 
the context of the project rather than in the general sense - similarly, the term 
'developers' was considered synonymous for the purpose of this analysis; 
" learning time - any reference to the learnability or time taken to learn or 
become familiar with a tool; this includes mention of the lack of time available 
for the team members to learn to use the tool; 
" cognitive demand - any reference to the mental demands placed upon the users 
of the tool being evaluated; such references include mention of the difficulty 
or ease of understanding associated with the tool; 
" constraints - any reference to the constraints placed upon the selection of use 
of the tool within the context of the project described in the problem scenario - for example, the time constraints under which the team members were 
expected to work; 
" usability rating - any direct reference to the usability ratings calculated for the 
tool under evaluation; obviously, unlike all the preceding terms, the use of this 
term is only relevant within the reports of the Hix group - it is therefore not 
applicable when considering the reports submitted by subjects in the SUIT 
group; this category is included to illustrate the extent to which the usability 
rating is actually referred when making a UIDT recommendation based on an 
evaluation performed using the Hix et al checklists; 
" functionality rating - any direct reference to the functionality ratings 
calculated for the tool under evaluation; as with the usability rating category, 
the use of this term is only relevant within reports from the Hix group and is 
illustrative of the extent to which it is referred during recommendations based 
on this method of evaluation and selection. 
The meaning attributed to each term listed above is generally derived from the context in 
which they are used, and so they were considered relative to the context in which they 
were referred. In turn, individual reports were examined and an independent tally was 
generated for the use of terminology within each of the above categories. To verify the 
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analysis, the examination process was documented and, for a random selection of 
evaluation reports- , was repeated 
by an independent assessor. 
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Figure 5.1 presents the average number of references to each of the terms made by the 
subjects in each group 
ýi°. At this level, there are a number of apparent differences between 
the results returned from each group - for example, subjects in the SUIT group made an 
average of 5.6 references to terms related to the 'ideal tool' in contrast to an average of only 
0.2 amongst subjects in the Hix group. Although the majority of the above results suggest 
that SUIT is effective in terms of directing evaluators' attention to issues of context of use, 
it is only with closer statistical analysis that the significance of the illustrated differences 
becomes apparent. The remainder of this section therefore discusses the results more 
fully. 
Before considering the category-specific differences between the two, it is interesting to 
illustrate the general difference between the groups in terms of the extent to which (Inv of 
the specific references were made. That is, to look at the differences between the average 
total use of any of the specified terms for the SUIT subjects and those in the Hix group. 
For the purpose of this comparison the use of terms referring to usability and functionality 
ratings have been omitted on the grounds that they are specific to the calculations in one 
method and, as such, would not represent a meaningful comparison. Since the subjects 
who took part in the study are unlikely to constitute a representative population sample 
(see section 5.4) it is not reasonable to assume a normal distribution across the results in 
`4 Approximately 10`7 of the total number of reports. 
60 It should be noted that the average use of the terms is being quoted in preference to the raw totals since the two groups were not of 
identical size. 
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each group. Furthermore, given the relatively small size of each group, it is unlikely that a 
particularly reliable measure of distribution would be obtained. Hence, it is not possible 
to attribute statistical significance to the difference in the average total use of terms 
between each group on the basis of a t-Test - an observation which is confirmed by the 
calculated variance for each group. Since it makes no assumption as to the distribution of 
results across the subject groups, the Mann-Whitney test was applied (see Appendix D for 
this and all other statistical formulae used in this chapter). The result of U= 14.0 (critical 
value = 50.0) clearly illustrates that, at the 5% level, the difference in the median use of 
terms across the two subject groups is statistically significant. Given that the median use 
of terms for the SUIT group as a whole equalled 61.5 compared to a median of 27.0 for the 
Hix group, it can be concluded that SUIT is effective in terms of directing the subjects' 
attention to the general aspects of context of use that have been identified previously. 
'11101 CATEGORY 
M: tr r -WnrnNI. Y 
VALUE 
UR\1 CATEGORY 
MANN-WIIITNH: \ 
VALUE 
Required Attributes 32.0 Ease of Use/Feedback 77.0 
Specific Unsupported Attributes 87.0 Learning Time 86.0 
General Unsupported Attributes 69.5 Tool Help 36.5 
Specific Supported Attributes 50.0 Team Member 28.5 
General Supported Attributes 79.5 Cognitive Demand 26.0 
Ideal Tool 0.5 Constraints 29.5 
Interaction Mechanism 52.0 Critical value = 50.0 (at p=0.05) 
Table 5.1 - Lower Ci values from Mann- Whitney test applied to terminological use (bold = significant) 
The difference in the use of each term category was analysed to determine which received 
significantly different focus between the two groups. Since it is not possible to assume 
normal distribution across the results for each group, the Mann-Whitney test was applied in 
preference to the t-Test. The Mann-Whitney value for each test is shown in Table 5.1, in 
which the statistically significant values are highlighted. 
Among the SUIT subjects, the median use of terms concerning project-specific functional 
requirements (Required Attributes) is four times that of the subjects in the Hix group. 
Statistically significant at the 5% level, this observed difference shows that SUIT is 
particularly effective at directing evaluators' attention to the functional aspects relevant to a 
specific project - that is, SUIT increases evaluator awareness of the project-specificity of 
requirements such that they are considered more extensively when making UIDT 
recommendations. 
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Consider now the cluster of terms concerned with both general and specific support and 
lack of support for functional attributes. Of these four categories Specific Supported 
Attributes is the only one for which the difference in use is significant at the 5% level (see 
Table 5.1) - the median use across SUIT subjects is 8 references compared to a median of 5 
for the Hix group. This demonstrates that, although SUIT effects little change in terms of 
evaluators' general perspective of UIDTs' functionality, it is effective at assisting an 
evaluator to assess which of the individual attributes required by a specific project (see 
above) are supported by a UIDT. There is no correspondingly significant difference 
between the median use of terms relating to specific unsupported attributes - although, in 
terms of average use, SUIT is higher. 
Based on the hypothesis that a UIDT should be selected on the grounds that it best meets 
the identified needs of a given project, SUIT has therefore been developed to encourage 
systematic consideration of those needs - in terms of functionality and context of use - 
during UIDT selection. SUIT has been shown to be effective in terms of directing 
evaluator attention to the functional aspects of project-specificity. It is now important to 
consider the effectiveness of SUIT in terms of directing evaluator attention to the context 
(essentially environmental) in which that functionality is to be used. The remaining 
categories of terms focus on this issue. 
SUIT embodies what constitutes a project-specific 'best-fit' in a profile of an ideal tool - 
essentially a correlation between the required functionality and the most appropriate 
interaction mechanisms. In this respect SUIT is unique, and so it would be unreasonable 
to assess the ability of different evaluation methods to focus evaluator attention on the 
match between a given UIDT and the contextual needs of a project purely on the grounds 
that the evaluators specifically mention the term 'ideal tool' (when documenting their 
evaluation findings). For this reason the 'ideal tool' category encompasses any mention of 
what would be best or ideal for a given project (see above). Applying the Mann-Whitney 
test to the results for this category (see Table 5.1) clearly highlights the significance (at the 
5% level) of the difference between the median use of these terms in the SUIT and Hix 
groups - the median number of references are 5.5 and 0 respectively. It can therefore be 
comprehensively concluded that SUIT is effective at encouraging an evaluator to consider, 
and thus recommend, UIDTs on the basis of their fit with the context of use for which a 
tool is being selected. 
Table 5.1 highlights that no significance is attributable to the difference in use of terms 
relating to either Interaction Mechanisms or Ease-of-Use/Feedback. As the two primary 
dimensions of measurement within the Hix et al checklists, it is not unsurprising that these 
score highly in the reports submitted by the subjects in the Hix group. Since SUIT 
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measures both functionality and prima facie learnability in terms of employed interaction 
mechanisms, it is to be expected that terms related to the interaction mechanisms used by a 
UIDT will also feature strongly in SUIT reports. SUIT assesses prima facie UIDT 
learnability/usability in terms of the match between the interaction mechanisms used and 
those that are familiar to the project team member(s) and/or most suitable for the project- 
specific activities - it does not explicitly measure ease-of-use in the same sense, and to the 
same extent, as the Hix et al checklists. Therefore, although it was expected that SUIT 
reports would include use of terms relating directly to quality of feedback and discussion 
about interaction mechanism suitability, it was not anticipated that they would necessarily 
include terminology such as 'user friendly' or 'easy-to-use'. Further examination of the 
reports led to the observation that, on the whole, reference to ease-of-use or feedback was 
done within the context of reference to project team members and environment of use 
within the SUIT reports, and outwith this same context within the Hix group's reports. 
Hence, although the SUIT reports included terminology that could be construed to reflect 
evaluator bias, such terminology was actually being used contextually with respect to the 
project. Albeit qualitatively, this suggests that SUIT encourages consideration of ease-of- 
use with respect to the project-specific team members. Although it would be interesting to 
investigate whether the unprompted use of terminology such as 'user friendly' and 'easy-to- 
use' is inherent in the culture of either the subject population or the task of software tool 
evaluation, this is beyond the immediate scope of this research and so is relegated to 
discussion in chapter 8. 
Of the remaining terminological categories, only 'Learning Time' lacks significance with 
respect to the difference in its use between the two groups. Since the SUIT methodology 
promotes consideration of learnability, it was hypothesised that SUIT reports would 
contain significantly more references to such terms than reports based on use of the Hix et 
al checklists which make no mention of learnability. This was not found to hold, and so 
the evaluation reports were again further examined. It was discovered that, in general, 
within the SUIT reports issues of learnability were referenced in conjunction with 
references to project team members and time constraints placed upon the project - an 
observation that was not mirrored within the Hix group's reports. Although this is again a 
qualitative observation of the strength of SUIT in terms of contextually focusing an 
evaluator's attention, it is substantiated in part by the fact that there are considerably more 
references made to team members and constraints within the SUIT reports (see following 
discussion). The fact that the subjects using the Hix et al checklists also considered 
learning time suggests that, even unsupported, evaluators may consider this aspect of 
UIDTs. As with the issue of terminological use discussed above, further investigation of 
this hypothesis is beyond the immediate scope of this research and so is considered in 
chapter 8. 
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The use of each of the final four terminological categories - that is: Tool Help; Team 
Member; Cognitive Demand; and Constraints - is significantly different (at the 5% level) 
between the two groups (as shown in Table 5.1). In each case, the median use of terms is 
considerably higher for the subjects within the SUIT group than for those in the Hix group. 
First consider 'Tool Help'. SUIT promotes interaction assistance as a core dimension of 
UIDT assessment. In contrast, only a small proportion of one page in the Hix et al 
checklists is devoted to consideration of tool help. On this basis, it was hoped that SUIT 
reports would include significantly more references to tool help than those from the Hix 
group. Proven to be the case, this provides evidence that SUIT is effective in terms of 
directing evaluators' attention to this aspect of UIDT suitability. The apparent lack of 
importance attributed to tool help within the Hix et al checklists is contradictory to the 
relative importance it receives within the associated recommendation reports (the median 
number of references to tool help is close to that for general references to supported 
functionality). Like the issue of learnability, this observed anomaly suggests that even 
without support evaluators may consider tool help during a comparison of UIDTs. Once 
again, this is further discussed in chapter 8. 
Consideration of project-specific team members is central to the SUIT methodology. The 
significantly greater reference to project team members within the SUIT reports (at the 5% 
level) is evidence of its effectiveness at encouraging evaluators to evaluate, and therefore 
recommend, a UIDT from the perspective of the anticipated end-users (as opposed to their 
own perspective). This observation is further enhanced by their significantly higher 
associated use of reference to the cognitive demands imposed upon the team members by 
the UIDTs. The notable absence of any mention of cognitive demands within the Hix 
group's reports suggests that - unlike learning time and tool help - unless supported, 
evaluators may not explicitly consider cognitive demands. This too requires further 
investigation that is beyond the scope of this research (see chapter 8). 
Although the Hix et al checklists make no direct provision for recording constraints placed 
upon a UIDT selection, constraints are likely to be heeded implicitly during evaluation - 
for example, if constraints are placed on the programming language a UIDT must support, 
only UIDTs which support that programming language are likely to be considered. Since 
the problem scenario for this study outlines a number of constraints that should have been 
observed by the subjects, it was hoped that they would be mentioned in the written 
evaluation reports from the Hix group as well as the SUIT group. Although this was the 
case, the significantly more extensive mention of constraints in the SUIT reports (at the 5% 
level) indicates that SUIT is effective at reminding evaluators to consider this aspect of the 
context in which a selected UIDT is to be placed and used. 
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Although the two methods cannot be compared with respect to reference to usability and 
functionality ratings, it is interesting to consider the extent to which these were referred by 
the subjects using the Hix et al checklists. Despite their priority within the Hix et al 
evaluation procedure and the relative amount of time allocated to their calculation (see 
section 5.3.2), they were referred to less, on average, than some of the other listed terms - 
in particular, Interaction Mechanisms and Specific Supported Attributes for which tallies 
were highest in this group. Although the latter constitutes the foundation on which the 
functionality rating is based, this finding suggests that subjects preferred to consider 
provided functionality on a component-by-component basis rather than cumulatively as a 
numerical rating. As will be discussed in section 5.3.4, the ratings were not considered 
wholly reliable, appropriate, or relevant by the subjects using the Hix et al checklists. 
As a final analysis of the recommendation reports, the Chit test was applied to the total 
tallies for all terms (excluding those for usability and functionality ratings) to assess the 
degree to which the proportional use of the various terms differed between the two subject 
groups. The calculated value of Chi2 = 79.80 far exceeded the critical value of 26.22 at 
the 1% level (assuming 12 degrees of freedom), and therefore provides evidence that as 
groups, the subjects using SUIT and the subjects using the Hix et al checklists differed 
significantly with respect to their proportional use of the identified terminology. In 
particular, proportional use of terms relating to required attributes, general supported 
attributes, ideal tool, ease-of-use, and cognitive demand were most noticeably different 
between the two groups. This suggests that not only does the median use of the 
investigated terminology differ as a result of the influence of the SUIT methodology, but 
the manner in which it is used is also significantly different for each of the two groups. 
Collectively, the above observations provide evidence that, in general, SUIT encourages 
UIDT evaluators to consider context-sensitive aspects when selecting a UIDT for a given 
project. Furthermore, it has been shown that SUIT significantly increases the extent to 
which these issues are considered than would otherwise be the case, given either the 
support provided in the Hix et al checklists or what can only be called evaluator intuition 
in the absence of further research (see discussion regarding Learning Time and Tool Help). 
5.3.2 Analysis of the Log Sheets 
The subjects were asked to use the log sheets to record the breakdown of their evaluation 
task and their allocation of time to each sub-task in order to quantitatively assess the 
manner in which they structured their tasks and the time taken to complete each sub-task, 
and therefore to complete an evaluation. 
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Unfortunately the return rate and quality of the log sheets was poor (only 22 were returned, 
of which only 14 were complete). Despite the anonymity of the logs, subjects may have 
been suspicious of the intended use of the results (see section 5.4) and therefore chose not 
to submit them. Alternatively, the apparently incomplete nature of those that were 
returned suggests that the logs were generally generated after-the-fact, and so in some 
cases may have been forgotten about altogether. The data contained within the logs is 
therefore not as reliable as would have been hoped and could not be validated (see section 
5.4). The results and associated analysis discussed in this section cannot therefore be 
considered accurately quantitative. Taken at face value, however, and considered 
accordingly, the results and subsequent analysis illustrate the reported measurements of 
evaluation procedure. In the case of the SUIT framework and methodology this is 
previously untapped information, and is therefore of considerable interest. 
The log sheets were examined collectively (irrespective of their associated evaluation 
method) to determine the sub-tasks identified by the subjects. With the exception of 
calculating ratings which was particular to the Hix et al subjects, the following set of 
evaluation sub-tasks was easily identified: 
understanding the method - any log sheet entry related to gaining an 
understanding of their allocated evaluation method; only a small proportion 
of the submitted log sheets included such an entry and although the reason for 
this is unknown, it is likely to be that the subjects did not consider their 
learning process to be an integral component of their overall evaluation task; 
creating the ideal profile/identifying requirements - any log sheet entry 
relating to the identification of requirements or physical preparation for the 
data-collection; in the case of the SUIT subjects, this usually included 
reference to the generation of the ideal tool profile and tailoring of the SUIT 
frameworks - similarly subjects in the Hix et al group normally mentioned 
determining what was required and preparing the checklists; 
" using tools - any log sheet reference to the time dedicated to hands-on use of 
the tools; 
performing calculations - any log sheet reference to the calculations required 
for the Hix et al ratings; naturally this was specific to the subjects in the Hix 
group and so was absent from the SUIT subjects' log sheets; 
" comparison of the tools - any log sheet reference to the process of comparing 
the tools or data collected; 
" analysis of results and write up - any log sheet entry regarding decision 
making activities and writing up of evaluation reports. 
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Understanding 
Creating 
Profile/ Using Tools Performing Comparison 
' ' 
Analysis of 
Results & 
the Method Identifying Calculations of T ools Write Up 
Requirements 
SUIT n/a 189 297 n/a 95 173 
Hix n/a 25 365 122.5 72.5 150 
Table 5.2 - Average time in minutes for evaluation activities 
Table 5.2 illustrates the average time in minutes allocated to the identified sub-tasks. 
Average times have not been included for 'Understanding the Method' on account of the 
scarcity of data across all subjects. The remainder of the averages have been calculated 
for the number of subjects in each group who returned a completed log sheet61. Further 
averages were calculated for the total time required to complete an evaluation using each 
method. The average total time spent using SUIT was 765 minutes compared to 750 
minutes when using the Hix et al checklists. 
On the basis of the aforementioned problems with the returned log sheets, together with the 
fact that not enough data was provided to accurately measure distribution across the two 
groups, it was not considered viable to run detailed statistical analysis over the data. 
Instead, the data is considered in terms of the average time allocation to sub-tasks and the 
average time required to complete an evaluation using each method. No statistical 
significance is attributed to the associated observations. 
The averages for the total time required to complete an evaluation using each method 
illustrate that, at least superficially, there is little to separate the two methods. This 
suggests that, despite the alteration of accepted existing activities and the introduction of 
additional activities, the overall time required to complete an evaluation using SUIT is not 
appreciably greater than that required for a Hix et al checklist-based evaluation. In both 
cases, it was shown to take each subject an average of just over 12 hours to complete and 
write up an evaluation. 
On the basis of the average times allocated to sub-tasks - as was expected given the 
activities required to complete tailoring of the SUIT framework and generation of an ideal 
tool profile - the task of 'Creating Profile/Identifying Requirements' takes considerably 
longer using SUIT. However, the effort expended in preparatory tasks pays dividends in 
terms of the amount of time required to use the actual tools in order to collect the necessary 
UIDT data - SUIT subjects spent on average one hour less on this sub-task. 
61 Since the number of returned log sheets was different for each group, averages have been used in preference to total values. 
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The calculation of ratings is obviously not applicable to the SUIT subjects. However, 
it is 
interesting to note that the Hix subjects took, on average, two hours to complete these 
calculations. Despite this, as was commented previously, there were many mistakes 
apparent in the calculated ratings within the submitted evaluation sheets. Subjects using 
SUIT took, on average, approximately twenty five minutes more to compare their results 
and similarly on average approximately twenty five minutes more to analyse and write up 
their results. 
Figure 5.2 represents the figures given in Table 5.2 as relative percentages of the total time 
required to complete an evaluation. This highlights that using SUIT, approximately 25% 
of evaluation time is spent on preparatory work. In comparison, a mere 30%0 of the overall 
evaluation time is dedicated to preparation using the Hix et a! checklists. Approximately 
39% and 49% of evaluation time is consumed by 'hands-on' use of the UIDTs when using 
SUIT and the Hix et a! checklists respectively. This further highlights the earlier 
observation that the preparation necessary to perform a SUIT evaluation reduces the time 
evaluators require to extract the important information from the tools - by assisting the 
evaluators to identify and record which features should be investigated, SUIT lets them 
focus on only relevant features and so use their time with the UIDTs more efficiently. 
On average, over 16% of evaluation time is used to calculate the Hix et eil ratings. The 
relative lack of importance these ratings were shown to have within the recommendation 
reports, together with the subjects' response to their intrinsic value (see section 5.3.4), 
suggests that this is not a particularly productive (nor cost effective) use of evaluator time. 
  (rcating Profile, 
Hix Identifying Requirements 
Q Using Tools 
M Performing Calculations 
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  Comparison of Tools 
(Y%, 2(Y% 40"/0 60'% K0% 100`%, p Analysis of Results & Write Up 
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Figure 5.2 - The relative percentage o/ time allocated to evaluation . vnh-tusk. c 
fror SUIT and Hi. r 
Approximately 12% of evaluation time is spent on tool comparison using SUIT compared 
to approximately 9% using the Hix et ul checklists. Analysis and write up of evaluation 
results accounts for approximately 23% and 20% of overall evaluation time using SUIT 
and Hix respectively. Although, when combined, these two tasks in SUIT account for a 
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slightly higher percentage of the overall evaluation time (as was expected given the 
additional considerations introduced by SUIT), the preceding section has shown that the 
net result is a UIDT recommendation that considers components of the UIDT within the 
context of its intended use (see section 5.3.1.1). 
The nature of SUIT therefore dictates that effort expenditure is heaviest at the start and end 
of the complete process - that is, preparation and comparison or analysis - as opposed to 
the central activities of data-collection. Conversely, the Hix et al checklists necessitate 
greatest allocation of time to the collection of data and calculation of results. 
5.3.3 Analysis of the Workload Questionnaire Responses 
Immediately following their submission of the requested documentation at the close of the 
evaluation exercise, the subjects were each asked to complete a questionnaire designed to 
measure their perceived workload experience during the study. The questionnaire used 
the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) Version 1.0 and is included in Appendix C (Hart and 
Staveland, 1988, Hart and Wickens, 1990). 
Before analysing the results of the workload questionnaire it is worth considering the 
structure of the questionnaire and thereby briefly introducing the TLX. 
5.3.3.1 NASA Task Load Index (TLJQ 
The NASA Task Load Index (TLX) was developed by the Human Performance Group at 
the NASA Ames Research Centre (Hart and Staveland, 1988, Hart and Wickens, 1990). It 
is a multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides an overall workload score based on 
weighted average ratings according to the dimensions of. (1) mental demand; (2) physical 
demand; (3) temporal demand; (4) user performance; (5) effort; and (6) frustration - for a 
definition of each refer to Appendix C. The first three of these dimensions relate to the 
demands imposed upon the subject; the latter three, to the interaction of the subject with 
the task. 
The developers of the TLX acknowledge that definitions of workload vary amongst 
experimenters and subjects, but state that they have found that the specific sources of 
loading imposed by different tasks are a more important determinant of workload 
experiences. The TLX therefore combines ratings that subjects weight according to their 
subjective importance in the specific task (Hart and Staveland, 1988, Hart and Wickens, 
1990). 
The degree to which each of the six listed dimensions contributes to a subject's experience 
of workload for a given task is assessed according to the subject's response to an 
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exhaustive series of pair-wise comparisons of the dimensions (see Appendix Q. A 
subjective magnitude rating for each dimension is also recorded. Combining these 
responses enables the dimensions deemed most significant with respect to workload to be 
given a greater weighting with respect to the overall workload score, and thereby the 
sensitivity of the scale is increased. During evaluation of the TLX, NASA found that 
these derived workload scores led to significantly less variation between subjects than was 
found for uni-dimensional ratings (Hart and Staveland, 1988, Hart and Wickens, 1990). 
5.3.3.2 The Workload Questionnaires 
To compare the subjects' reactions to their allocated methods, it was decided that the 
subjects should be asked: (1) to rate the difficulty of understanding and using their 
allocated method; (2) to indicate the extent to which time pressure affected them during the 
course of their evaluation task; (3) to assess the effort they needed to expend in order to 
complete their evaluation task; (4) to indicate their confidence in the results of their 
evaluation; and (5) to illustrate the degree to which their allocated evaluation method 
annoyed or angered them. 
Not only did the NASA TLX neatly incorporate all of the above factors, but it provided a 
clear, comprehensive, tried-and-tested means62 by which to elicit subject responses to these 
factors and, moreover, to determine an overall impression of the subjects' perceived 
experience of workload. The NASA TLX was therefore incorporated into a questionnaire 
that was distributed to each of the subjects upon completion of their evaluation and 
submission of their requested documentation (see Appendix C). The return rate for the 
questionnaires was 93%. 
5.3.3.3 Analysis of Subject Perceived Workload 
When discussing analysis of terminological use in the recommendation reports, it was 
noted that the t-Test was not an applicable measure of statistical significance on the 
grounds that the results could not be considered to be normally distributed across the 
subjects in each group. For this reason, the Mann-Whitney test was used to assess 
statistical significance. The same rationale applies when considering the results obtained 
from the workload questionnaires - with the exception of comparison of the average 
overall workload scores. In the case of the latter, as suggested by NASA, variance 
between subjects was demonstrated to be very similar across both groups (for formula see 
Appendix D) and so it was considered justifiable to adopt the t-Test to measure the 
significance of the difference between the average overall workload for each group. The 
62 Albeit the validation of the measure was carried out in a rather different setting compared to this study. 
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mean overall workload score for the SUIT group was calculated to be x= 12.22 and for the 
Hix group it was calculated to be x= 11.89. When the t-Test was applied, the resulting 
value of t23 = 0.363 fell far short of the critical value of 2.069 at the 5% level. It can 
therefore be concluded that there is no statistical significance attributable to the difference 
in the average overall workload scores recorded for each group. 
Since the average overall workload scores represent an average measure of the subjects' 
perception of the work considered necessary to complete their tasks, the fact that there is 
no statistical significance between these average scores for the two groups illustrates that, 
despite introducing more preparatory tasks and comparison and analysis considerations 
into the evaluative process (see section 5.3.2), SUIT does not significantly increase the 
overall impression of workload experienced when completing an evaluation. 
The weighted ratings for each dimension (with the exception of physical demand) for each 
group were examined and compared to see whether there is a significant difference across 
any of the contributory dimensions. Physical demand was interesting to superficially 
observe, but since the evaluation task was not a truly physical task, it has been omitted 
from detailed analysis. Although it was generally considered to be the case that the t-Test 
was not applicable for analysis of the weighted ratings, this was confirmed by assessing the 
variance and normal distribution across the subject groups for each of the five examined 
dimensions. In general, as expected, the variance between the subjects in the two groups 
was found to differ greatly - there was not a normal distribution across the subject groups. 
The Mann-Whitney test was therefore applied to assess the significance of the difference in 
the median weighted rating for each of the dimensions registered by the subjects in each 
group. The resulting Mann-Whitney value for each test is shown in Table 5.3 in which the 
significant value(s) are highlighted. 
DIMENSION MANN-WHITNEY VALUE 
Mental Demand 37.0 
Temporal Demand 60.5 
Performance 43.0 
Effort 54.0 
Frustration 49.5 
Critical value = 4/ (at p=0.05) 
Table 5.3 - Lower U values from Mann-Whitney test applied to weighted ratings(bold = significant) 
Mental Demand is the only dimension for which the difference in the weighted ratings is 
statistically significant (at the 5% level). Across the subjects in the SUIT group, the 
median weighted rating for mental demand is 21.0 in comparison to only 7.5 for the Hix 
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group. This provides evidence that SUIT increases the thought process that is required to 
achieve an evaluation, and is consistent with the preceding findings in which SUIT was 
shown to be significantly better at directing evaluators' attention to context-sensitive issues, 
and that preparatory and comparison or analysis activities consume the greatest proportion 
of time when using SUIT. 
The fact that the median weighted ratings for Temporal Demand are not significantly 
different substantiates the observation made in section 5.3.2 - that there is nothing to 
separate the two methods in terms of the overall length of time required to complete an 
evaluation - and suggests that the constraint of time is felt similarly across all the subjects 
irrespective of their allocated evaluation method. 
Despite the significantly higher levels of mental demand required to complete a SUIT 
evaluation, the median weighted ratings for Effort are not significantly different. This 
suggests that, although the subjects using SUIT were required to consider more (potentially 
complex) factors (mental demand) this did not impact upon the overall effort considered 
necessary to complete an evaluation. At the level of conjecture this could be due to the 
difference in the amount of time required for data-collection during 'hands-on' use of the 
tools (see section 5.3.2). This therefore suggests that although the focus of effort differs 
between the two methods, the overall perception of the effort required to complete an 
evaluation is considered to be similar. There was not a significant difference between the 
two groups in terms of their perceived levels of frustration. The source of this frustration 
is discussed in section 5.3.4. 
Although the result of the Mann-Whitney test does not indicate that there is a significant 
difference between the groups' median weighted ratings for performance, since the 
returned value is very close to being statistically significant, it is interesting to consider this 
dimension further. In contrast to the other dimensions, it is desirable for subjects to return 
a high weighted rating for performance - being a subjective measure of how well subjects 
rate their performance, a high rating corresponds to confidence in their performance and 
conversely a low value to uncertainty in their performance. The median weighted ratings 
calculated for the subjects in the SUIT and Hix groups were 22.0 and 13.5 respectively 
and, although no statistical significance can be attributed to the difference in these 
medians, they suggest that the SUIT subjects were generally more confident in their own 
performance than the subjects in the Hix group. 
Since the overall workload experienced by the subjects is influenced by each of the 
dimensions measured, it was decided to determine if there is any correlation between the 
various dimensions within each group. To this end, the Pearson (r) coefficient of 
correlation was calculated (see Appendix D) using the weighted rating for each pairing of 
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dimensions (again excluding physical demand) independently within each group. The 
results obtained for the SUIT subjects are shown in Table 5.4 and the results for the Hix 
subjects are listed in Table 5.5 - for both tables, the statistically significant (at p=0.05) 
instances of correlation are highlighted. 
MENTAL 
DEMAND 
TEMPORAL 
DEMAND 
PERFORMANCE EFFORT FRUSTRA'T'ION 
MENTAL DEMAND -0.678 0.434 0.286 -0.526 
TEMPORAL DEMAND -0.678 -0.180 -0.081 0.220 
PERFORMANCE 0.434 -0.180 0.232 0.199 
F EFFORT 0.286 -0.081 0.232 -0.550 
FRUSTRATION -0.526 0.220 0.199 -0.550 
Table 5.4 - CoeJJicient of correlation (Pearson r)Jor weighted ratings of SUIT subjects (bold significant) 
There is almost no significant correlation between the weighted ratings in either group. 
For SUIT, a significant (negative) correlation is only observed between weighted ratings 
for mental and temporal demands. A possible interpretation of this is that increased 
mental demand results in reduced temporal demand, and vice versa. Although this does 
not represent a causal relationship between the two dimensions, it suggests that the more 
thought that is applied to the preparatory work when using SUIT, the less time is required 
overall to complete an evaluation - since only relevant components are considered during 
data-collection, time is used more efficiently. Similarly, when comparing and analysing 
the collected data, the initial mental effort expended to prepare for the evaluation may be 
effective in terms of reducing the time required to identify and therefore compare the most 
important data. A similar strength of correlation along these dimensions is not present for 
the weighted ratings in the Hix group. 
In the Hix group the only statistically significant correlation is between mental demand and 
performance, and is again negative. A possible interpretation of this is that increased 
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mental demand results in a drop in subjects' confidence in their performance, and vice 
versa - again, this cannot be considered a causal relationship. This could be a result of the 
complex calculations that are required to produce the various Hix et al ratings - the harder 
the subjects found the calculation, the less confident they were in their overall 
performance. The corresponding coefficient of correlation for the SUIT subjects, although 
not statistically significant, is at least positive - that is, increased mental demand 
corresponds to increased confidence in performance. Had this been statistically 
significant it might have suggested that the more thought a subject put into an evaluation, 
the more confident the subject might be that all the relevant issues had been covered and 
hence, that the resulting recommendation was reliable 63 
Finally, Chit was calculated to assess whether the distribution of workload across the 
various dimensions was significantly different for each group. The returned value of Chi' 
= 217.3 far exceeds the critical value at the 1% level and so it can be conclusively stated 
that the distribution of perceived workload is significantly different for the two groups. In 
other words, the SUIT and Hix subjects apportion workload differently across the various 
dimensions. The most noticeable difference lies within the distribution of perceived 
mental demand - an observation that is substantiated by the findings in all other aspects of 
this empirical study 
5.3.4 Reflection on Subjective Responses to the Evaluation Methods 
Although statistical significance cannot be afforded to the opinions expressed by the 
subjects in this study, their comments are valuable in that they provide a qualitative 
illustration of their reaction to their allocated evaluation methodologies. Whilst not a 
quantifiable measure of the success of the SUIT evaluation methodology, this feedback can 
be used to inform future development of SUIT. This section highlights selected quotesTM 
taken from the subjects' evaluation reports. To organise the following discussion, where 
possible the quotations have been grouped according to their associated evaluation 
methodology and therein according to topic. 
Given the circumstances of this study, there is a high probability that the Hawthorne Effect 
(and possibly other subject bias) will have influenced the subjects' comments (see section 
5.4). Each of the following quoted comments should therefore be considered with this in 
mind. 
63 It should be stressed that none of the noted instances of correlation represent a causal relationship between the dimensions. In the 
associated discussions, hypotheses are merely presented as to the possible cause of correlation. Further investigation - which is beyond the scope of this research - would be required to test these hypotheses. 
`4 Identified on the basis that they represent an expression of subjects' opinion aimed directly at their allocated evaluation method. 
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5.3.4.1 Comments Directed at SUIT 
A number of the evaluators commented positively regarding SUIT, including its perceived 
strength as a reference model and UIDT comparison guide, and its ability to focus 
evaluators' attention on specific details and to determine UIDT suitability. One subject 
commented on the manner in which he approached his task and one criticised the 
framework. 
The Strengths of SUIT as Systematic Evaluation Guide 
A number of the subjects commented on the strengths of SUIT in terms of its ability to 
guide them through a systematic evaluation procedure: 
"the SUIT method was useful in performing the comparison because it 
provided a reminder of all possible comparable aspects of the tools. Without 
the SUIT framework, the evaluation would have been much more heuristic in 
nature, and may have degraded into a vague comparison of ease-of-use" 
and 
"[SUIT] directed your considerations to specific things and ensured that you 
didn't overlook any details of user interface design. It proved to be hard to 
split the two packages we compared as they were very similar. In the end, the 
recommendation came more out of discussion and consideration of certain 
aspects of the scenario rather than from some metric derived from the 
framework" 
and 
"Time is important for the current project [referring to the problem scenario] 
so the amount of time to learn to use a new environment can be drastically 
reduced if the environment can be made similar to one that the target-user 
already knows" 
The above can be summarised as highlighting the following points: 
" SUIT provides a structure that usefully reminds and guides an evaluator in 
terms of what features to consider and what to measure for each feature; 
" SUIT records information in such a way as to enable evaluators to assess 
the degree of difference between tools and to support and inform their decision making process; 
" SUIT encourages evaluators to consider project-specific constraints. 
The first comment suggests that without a framework and methodology to inform an 
evaluation, there is a risk that evaluation will resort to a comparison of evaluator-perceived 
ease-of-use. The proposal that, as a result of this the evaluation would become vague, 
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suggests that the subject considers that an ease-of-use comparison might not be adequately 
quantitative. 
In the second comment the subject made reference to the 'aspects of the scenario' as the 
core motivation behind the recommendation, indicating that SUIT had been effective at 
directing his attention to the context of use. Despite the availability of the ideal tool 
profile - effectively a model of the correlation between the requirements and context 
specified in the problem scenario - the subject returned to the textual problem definition as 
the source of this information. General discussion with the subjects using the SUIT 
evaluation methodology highlighted that the volume of paper proved to be a hurdle with 
respect to the management and comparison of data. This unmanageability is likely to be a 
reason behind the subject's reversion to the problem scenario. Assuming this to be the 
case, it indicates a need to maintain and visualise the data electronically (see chapter 6). 
The second comment, and those in section 5.3.4.2, support the decision to avoid 
cumulative ratings in SUIT and illustrate the strength of providing the data in such a way 
as to highlight the specific differences between the tools and thereby inform discussion at 
this level. 
The final comment suggests that the decision to focus on learnability rather than ease-of- 
use, and the manner in which prima facie learnability is measured in SUIT, has been 
accepted by the subject. It provides further evidence that SUIT successfully focuses 
subjects' attention on the environmental context of use - it encourages evaluators to 
perform a context-sensitive evaluation. 
Project-Specific Data Comparison and Analysis Strategies 
One subject commented on his data comparison and analysis strategy: 
"[data was] compared page wise and conclusions drawn [as to] which tool (if 
any) fitted the ideal more accurately. This gave a more accurate picture of the 
relative strengths and weaknesses of each tool than would otherwise have been 
possible" 
and 
"[the comparison] involved individually comparing the provision of each [required] attribute and attempting to decide which tool was better in each 
case. Collectively, this then resulted in an overall conclusion as to which tool 
was better suited to our scenario" 
Each of the above comments (from the same subject) suggests that, despite the identified 
inconvenience of manipulating several lengthy paper-based frameworks, the ideal tool 
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profile is nevertheless used directly and is central to the evaluative process. Furthermore, 
only relevant components are examined on an individual basis and compared across each 
of the tools. 
These comments indicate that the subject adopted a systematic approach to data 
comparison to which project-specific requirements were continuously referred. Further 
investigation into adopted comparison and analysis strategies is documented in chapter 7. 
Justification for Using SUIT 
SUIT has not been developed to make effective UIDT evaluation less time consuming - the 
methodology alone suggests that accurate project-specific UIDT selection requires 
considerable expenditure of time and effort. Some might question the justification of 
expending this amount of time and effort on the selection of a UIDT. Although the 
counter arguments to this are clearly demonstrated in chapters 1,2 and 3, the next 
quotation - which was taken from a point in an evaluation report immediately after a 
discourse in which the subject explained that neither of the two evaluated tools matched 
the project-specific requirements or context - lends further support: 
"it would probably be worth the time investment to investigate another tool or 
two to find one that would be more suitable. The time required for this would 
be likely to be lower than the time which would be required for the team 
members to gain competency in HTML, which would be required if either of 
these two tools was to be used" 
This comment suggests that SUIT has been effective at encouraging the evaluator to 
maintain a context-sensitive focus during his evaluation to the extent that he has 
recognised that neither of the evaluated tools is particularly suitable within the given 
context and establishes the worth in further UIDT investigation. This illustrates the trade- 
off that is essential regarding the investment of time and effort in comprehensive UIDT 
evaluation - that is, that the time required to complete or extend an evaluation may 
ultimately be less costly than bypassing or restricting the evaluation, whereby 
inappropriate tool selection is made and at best resulting integration costs are increased, 
and in the worst case the tool is abandoned altogether (see section 2.4.2). 
Using the SUIT Framework 
One subject criticised the SUIT framework tables: 
"Doing the ideal profile was very confusing. The framework was of no help. 
Pages are cluttered and glossary of little help" 
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This subject's frustration is consistent with the high frustration levels recorded for both 
groups of subjects (see section 5.3.3). Informal discussion with the subjects confirms that 
their principal objection to the SUIT approach is the large quantity of paper that has to be 
organised, the tables thereon completed, and then the contained data compared. This 
strongly suggests that there is a need for automated support for the activities involved in 
SUIT evaluations (see chapter 6). 
5.3.4.2 Comments Directed at the Hix et al Checklists 
In general, the subjects using the Hix et al evaluation checklists were more critical of their 
allocated method. A selection of their comments are discussed in the following sections. 
Problems With Cumulative Ratings 
A number of the subjects commented critically with respect to the cumulative usability and 
functionality ratings promoted by the Hix et al checklists. These comments include: 
"although Tool A scored marginally higher than Tool B on the usability 
ratings, I would offer the personal opinion that this does not reflect the fact 
that, in some cases, Tool A can be unintuitive" 
and 
"this is a case which highlights a flaw in this methodology: Tool A suffered 
from the same 'importing' problem, yet because it performed other functions, 
its rating was pulled up.... cases could occur which distort results unfairly" 
and 
"we feel that the figures obtained do not convey the extent of the gap between 
the two packages. For an evaluation method which attempts to produce 
results in the form of hard figures, we feel that this is a shortcoming" 
and 
"the results are not very meaningful and it is hard to get an idea of the flavour 
of the tool only by reading the results. The results are too abstract and often 
merge a wide range of functionality, which is not of any relevance, with a few 
points, which are of high relevance" 
The above criticisms of cumulative ratings can be summarised as: 
" they hide important information; 
0 they distort the results; 
" they hide the extent of the differences between the tools; 
" they obscure the relevance of individual components. 
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Together, the four comments substantiate the hypothesis of SUIT that it can be the small 
differences between tools that determine the absolute suitability of a tool, and therefore 
tools need to be compared according to their constituent components rather than as a set of 
cumulative ratings. 
Consider the first comment in which the subject notes that the usability rating was higher 
for the first tool despite instances wherein interaction was 'urintuitive'. The subject states 
that the cumulative rating of usability hides important evaluative information. SUIT 
avoids such ratings for this very reason, and instead promotes the individual examination 
and comparison of component data by means of structured project-specific focus. 
The subject's measurement of usability is a reflection of his own experience with the tool - 
'Tool A can be unintuitive'. This illustrates one of the principal criticisms of the Hix et al 
approach - that an evaluation conducted in this manner may lead to recommendation based 
on the preferences or capabilities of the evaluator as opposed to the match between the 
UIDT and the actual end-users (see section on Evaluator Bias). 
The second and third comments focus on further problems with cumulative ratings. 
Furthermore, they suggest that it is important to consider components in the checklists on 
an individual level. Despite the fact that the Hix et al approach promotes (and only fully 
supports) generic UIDT evaluations, these subjects identified the need to treat components 
individually to assess the extent of the differences between the tools. SUIT addresses this 
need by manner of its project-specific tailorability and avoidance of cumulative ratings. 
Highlighting a difference in relevance between components in the checklists, the fourth 
comment indicates that the subject considers the context of the project to be important (his 
mention of 'relevance' with respect to listed components) and that, as such, all components 
should not be treated equally or cumulatively. Suggesting that the subject does not 
consider the cumulative ratings helpful in comparing important issues, the comment 
essentially supports tailorability of evaluation criteria as a means by which to compare the 
relevant components. This is the basis of the SUIT approach. 
Evaluator Bias 
Some of the subjects noted the influence of evaluator bias in terms of expertise - both tool 
experience that was obtained prior to the evaluation session, and that which was developed 
during the evaluation itself: 
"one of the main problems during evaluation was the rating of 'ease-of-use'. 
The longer the evaluation process went on, the more comfortable we felt by 
using a particular tool and therefore the usability ratings got higher in the end 
of the process" 
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and 
"evaluation form is very verbose and much is inapplicable. Unrealistic to 
expect good results unless evaluators are experienced with the application" 
These comments suggest that the experience gained by an evaluator: 
prior to an evaluation will influence his ability to generate accurate results 
for any given tool, which will in turn introduce variation between the 
quality of the results for different tools; 
during an evaluation will generate variation in the accuracy or response to 
usability measurements between the assessments made early in the process 
and those made nearer the end; 
and the first of the comments in the previous section adds: 
prior to an evaluation will determine his preferences and therefore response 
to usability ratings. 
These comments collectively suggest that the experience of an evaluator has the potential 
to distort the results of an evaluation. In particular, they focus on its influence on the 
measurement of usability as promoted by Hix et al, and suggest that the validity and 
reliability of the usability measurements can therefore be called into question. 
The first comment suggests that, even within the duration of a single evaluation, his 
progressing experience has been reflected in the usability ratings he afforded the UIDT. 
The effect of evaluator familiarity with UIDTs can only be more pronounced across a 
range of tools, some of which are known to the evaluator and others which are unknown. 
The exact meaning of 'good results' in the second comment is unclear. The subject may be 
referring to the unreliability of results given an evaluator's lack of experience or equally 
may be suggesting that the usability ratings recorded for a UIDT with which the evaluator 
is familiar are likely to be higher than for one with which he is unfamiliar. Irrespective of 
the actual meaning, this comment further supports the observation that when usability is 
measured in such a way as it reflects the evaluator's opinion, the results are exposed to 
evaluator bias. 
SUIT addresses this problem in two ways. Firstly, it does not measure usability directly, 
but instead promotes the notion of prima facie learnability as a measure of the match 
between recorded project-specific ideal interaction mechanisms and the actual interaction 
mechanisms employed by the UIDT. Additionally, the interaction assistance provided by 
a UIDT is recorded to supplement the interaction mechanism information. Secondly, 
SUIT promotes the idea of a library of UIDT templates that have been (potentially 
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collaboratively) generated by experts in the various UIDTs and that are then available for 
use in UIDT selection processes. This concept is further discussed in chapter 8. 
Lack of Tailorability According to Tool Type & Project Requirements 
Subjects using the Hix et al checklists were aware of the irrelevance of many of the 
components in the lists: 
"a methodology designed specifically for web authoring tools would have 
offered more rewarding feedback... a number of questions we found ourselves 
answering were of no relevance to web authoring tools" 
and 
"as the method is to be used with a variety of UIMSs, it was frequently the case 
that pages could be completely missed out. I feel that it would be better if we 
could define a set of rules for the system we wish to create and then use them 
as a basis for our evaluation" 
In summary, these comments suggest the need for tailorability of the checklists according 
to: 
" UIDT type; 
project-specific functional requirements. 
Together, these comments indicate that the subjects wanted to tailor the checklists but were 
unsupported in this respect by the Hix et al approach, and suggest that there is a genuine 
requirement to support tailorability of the checklists on the basis of tool type. Mosley 
introduced tailorability according to tool type in her CASE tool evaluation methodology 
(Mosley, 1992, Mosley, 1995). Valaer and Babb devised a categorisation of UIDT types 
which was further manipulated in chapter 2 to demonstrate the non-linear relationship 
between the various categories (Valaer and Babb, 1997). On the basis of this 
categorisation it should therefore be possible to support tailoring of the complete 
component set in both the Hix et al checklists and SUIT framework, in line with the work 
in the field of CASE tool evaluation. This is a feature of UIDT evaluation that would 
benefit from automated support (see chapters 6 and 8). 
The subjects in the SUIT group made no similar comment regarding the suitability of the 
framework for evaluation of web authoring tools. It is hypothesised that this is due to the 
facility and encouragement in SUIT to tailor the component lists to only consider 
components relevant to the current evaluation. As evidenced by their completed SUIT 
evaluation sheets, the subjects using SUIT tailored the framework for web authoring tools 
as a matter of course. That is not to say that they would not have appreciated some 
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assistance in this respect, but rather that the framework and methodology made it possible 
to achieve this (obviously necessary) tailoring. In contrast, the inability to tailor the Hix et 
al checklists made the need to tailor according to type all the more evident. 
Missing Categories and/or Dimensions 
The structure of the Hix et al checklists came under some criticism: 
"although the results do not show this, Tool X can create a page within a 
matter of minutes" 
and 
"the evaluation merely measures the presence of support for an interface style 
and does not attempt to measure the depth to which that interface class is 
supported" 
and 
"doesn't necessarily fit well into one of these [usability options] - not consistent 
categories. Could be simple steps but takes many tries to get it right" 
These criticisms can be paraphrased as: 
" there is no facility to record miscellaneous or non-standard information; 
" interface components are not assessed in sufficient detail; 
" the available usability options are incomplete and inconsistent and the 
checklists do not provide scope for flexibility of usability assessment. 
Common to the above, is subject dissatisfaction with the facility to record non-standard 
information. The first comment illustrates a situation where the subject has made an 
important non-standard observation but, since he is unable to record it, it is not reflected in 
the evaluation results. The last comment further supports the provision of flexibility in the 
framework so that the evaluator is not restricted to a pre-defined set of options in each 
measurement dimension. The second comment suggests that the subject wanted to 
consider the individual interface components rather than just assess these features on the 
basis that the UIDT supports the style, and perhaps to assess each of them against 
additional dimensions. 
SUIT addresses the first of these issues via the provision of a facility to record modifier or 
miscellaneous comments at the level of individual components. Anomalous features of 
the tools can therefore be recorded and included in the decision making process. To 
address the second issue, SUIT not only enables evaluators to consider individual interface 
components, but it further sub-divides the examination of components into their 
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instantiation, configuration, and layout in order that the contributory factors of using an 
interface feature can be independently measured. SUIT also enables an evaluator to 
record information such as the interaction assistance, cognitive demand, and quality of 
feedback for each of these sub-components in order that evaluators can record as much or 
as little information as they want. Furthermore, the measurement options provided in 
SUIT for interaction mechanisms and interaction assistance are tailorable and extensible. 
SUIT therefore provides flexibility in terms of the level of detail at which the interface 
(and indeed all other components) can be evaluated. 
Using the Checklists 
Like SUIT, there were complaints about the use of the Hix et al checklists: 
"Overall, I found the ticking part of the method tedious and repetitive and often 
found the terms misleading - even with the help of the glossary" 
This confirms the need for automated support for the use of the checklists. The Hix et al 
checklists are actually available in electronic spreadsheet (textual) format. However, for 
the purpose of this study, both methods were used as paper-based versions for 
comparability. 
5.4 The Experimental Validity of the Study 
5.4.1 Potential Limitations in the Experimental Design and Execution 
Since the intended user population for both methods is professionals involved in the field 
of user interface development - including graphic designers, cognitive scientists, and 
software engineers - the subject group cannot be considered adequately representative. By 
selecting a class of university students an elite bias was introduced to the sample - the 
subjects did not adequately reflect the differences in educational background, work ethic, 
levels of experience, mental attitude, and age that are likely to occur within the intended 
user population. However, limited resources dictated that this sample population be used; 
that said, although not wholly representative of the user population, the majority of the 
subjects can be considered usability experts given their chosen specialisation (see footnote 
55) and are likely to become part of the intended user population after graduating. 
When tutoring the subjects, researcher bias may have been introduced into the study. 
Although the subject groups were independently tutored in the use of their allocated 
method to prevent subjects acquiring detailed knowledge of the method other than that 
which was allocated to them, the methods were not kept anonymous. Subjects were thus 
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made aware of the method that was developed by the researcher and subsequently were 
able to determine what feedback would be most amenable. 65 Furthermore, it was not 
possible to prevent the subjects discussing their allocated methods during the course of the 
study. That said, the subjects in neither group knew the manner in which their submitted 
work was going to be analysed and they did not know what were considered to be the 
shortcomings of the Hix et al approach. 
Consider now, the allocation of subjects into the two groups. The subjects were divided 
into two groups by the researcher. Threatening the validity of the study, it could be 
argued that the partitioning of the subjects may have resulted in two groups neither of 
which were representative of the class as a whole. This is not, however, considered to be 
the case for two principal reasons: (1) since none of the subjects were known to the 
researcher prior to the study, the allocation of groups did not reflect researcher bias in 
terms of prior knowledge of the capabilities of individual subjects; and (2) the average 
grade for each of the subjects was obtained in order to determine whether there was an 
obvious intellectual bias between the two groups - the grades suggest that, at least in terms 
of their ability to score on academic assessment, there was no clustering or bias among the 
students in each group. 
Subject motivation is often a difficult aspect of empirical studies. In this case, the subjects 
were being assessed on the recommendation reports submitted at the end of their 
evaluation exercise. Although this provided real and relevant motivation not only to 
complete the evaluation, but also to conduct it to the best of their abilities, the motivation is 
not representative of motivation in the intended user population. The fact that they were 
being assessed on their submitted reports may have exacerbated the Hawthorne Effect; the 
subjects in the SUIT group may have worked harder and for longer to complete their 
evaluations given that they knew the results were going to be used for further research. 
However, since the primary concern of the subjects in both groups was clearly to complete 
the exercise to achieve a high academic grade, and the difference in the two groups' median 
weighted ratings for temporal demand and effort were not statistically significant, these 
concerns are minimal. 
A further potential flaw with respect to the sample population was the omission of action 
to assess the prior knowledge and attitudes of the subjects regarding evaluation 
methodologies - both prior and after using their allocated method. Hence, it is possible 
that implicit subject bias has been overlooked during the execution of this study. 
65 It is also possible that researcher bias may have been introduced subconsciously by the researcher by virtue of aspects such as the language used and body language demonstrated during the tutorial sessions; this cannot, however, be substantiated. 
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It could be argued that the subjects' choice of candidate tools for evaluation may have 
influenced the results obtained and that each pair of subjects should therefore have been 
given the same set of web page authoring tools to evaluate. However, since the 
freeware/shareware web page authoring tools available for use during the study were 
generally very similar in terms of functionality and look and feel, the potential for 
differences between subjects' choice of candidate tools for evaluation to influence the 
results was minimised. Furthermore, it was considered important to structure the problem 
scenario such that it was as realistic as possible within the limitations imposed upon the 
study; to have overly restricted the candidate tools would have lessened the realism of the 
task. 
Finally, there are a number of issues concerning the execution of the workload 
questionnaires. NASA TLX studies are usually performed immediately upon completion 
of a short-term, uninterrupted (normally manual) task. In the case of this study, the 
questionnaires were distributed upon completion of an extended task during which work 
was intermittent and interrupted. At the point at which the TLX questionnaires were 
distributed, the subjects would potentially have been experiencing relief at completing a 
substantial task and may perhaps already be under pressure from additional tasks and 
workloads outside the scope of this study. Given the extended nature of the evaluation 
task - it spanned approximately seven weeks - the workload results obtained are likely to 
demonstrate a tail-end bias - that is, they will reflect the latter sub-tasks of the overall 
evaluation exercise. This may have been further exacerbated by the fact that the subjects 
are unlikely to have distributed the completion of the task evenly across the study duration. 
However, these factors will similarly have affected both groups and are therefore unlikely 
to be reflected in the differences observed and analysed between the two groups. 
5.4.2 Impact of the Potential Execution Limitations on the Data Analysis 
It is to be expected that limitations on, or flaws in, the process of data-collection will have 
an impact on the reliability of the data analysis and therefore the claims that can be made in 
light of a study. This section outlines the measures that were taken to accommodate the 
identified flaws in this study. 
5.4.2.1 Impact on Recommendation Reports and their Analysis 
As mentioned, to reduce researcher bias during the analysis of terminological use, the 
procedure was documented and repeated by an independent assessor for a random selection 
of reports, and the results verified. 
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Given the potential problems discussed above, advice was obtained from an expert 
statistician to validate the use of statistical measures over this - and the other data - in this 
study (Tweedie, 2000). On the advice of the statistician, statistical analysis techniques 
were restricted to those which made no assumption or claims about the distribution of the 
subjects and their associated results (Lindley and Scott, 1984, Woods et al., 1986). All 
appropriate statistical analysis techniques assume randomness in the sample population and 
so, in this sense, consideration of the statistical results presented in this chapter should 
acknowledge that their accuracy may be compromised as a result of the lack of randomness 
in the sample population. However, by applying due caution with respect to the matter of 
sample population distribution, the statistical claims made can be considered to be as 
66 accurate as possible 
The potential influence of the Hawthorne Effect may have actually reduced the 
significance of the difference between the use of specific terminology between the two 
subject groups - subjects in the Hix group may have used specific terminology on the basis 
that they anticipated it to be that which the researcher was looking for. They may 
therefore have artificially increased the tallies for some terms within the Hix group and in 
so doing affected the difference - and significance thereof - between the observed use of 
the terms across the two groups. It is therefore possible that statistically, SUIT was more 
effective at directing evaluators' attention to issues of context of use than is reflected in the 
results. 
During discussion of quoted subject comments in section 5.3.4, reference was made to the 
pervasive issue of the Hawthorne Effect and it was stressed that the comments should be 
considered with due scepticism and caution. 
5.4.2.2 Impact on Log Sheets and their Analysis 
In section 5.3.2, when discussing the results obtained from the log sheets, the unreliability 
of the results was duly acknowledged. This unreliability (and scarcity of data) is likely to 
be a consequence of the motivation behind the exercise - the students were probably wary 
of publicly declaring the amount of time they had spent on an assessment. Furthermore, 
there was no means by which to verify or validate the subjects' record of time. On the 
advice of the statistician, analysis of this data was restricted to comparing average values 
for both groups. No statistical claims were attributed to the observations; instead the 
results were treated as illustrative rather than quantitative data. 
66 Due caution should nevertheless be exercised if trying to accurately apply the claims beyond the scope of the sample population. 
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5.4.2.3 Impact on Workload Results and their Analysis 
Little could be done after the fact to reduce the tail-end bias which has potentially affected 
the subjects' perception of their overall experience of workload. Similarly, it was not 
possible to eliminate the extraneous factors that are likely to have influenced this 
perception. The results obtained from the workload questionnaires were therefore taken at 
face value and analysed as such. Statistical analysis of the workload results was generally 
restricted to techniques that make no assumptions about the distribution of the subjects and 
their associated results. For example, the identified flaws in the sample population meant 
that it was not possible to apply Factor Analysis to the weighted ratings, and so analysis 
had to be restricted to simply measuring the coefficient of correlation. Where alternative 
techniques (that is, techniques which did make some assumption about subject distribution) 
were used, the decision was explained. 
5.5 Conclusions 
Despite the potential limitations and associated caveats that must be considered in 
conjunction with the results presented in this chapter, there are a number of important 
points from which positive conclusions can be drawn. 
The primary aim of this study was to show that SUIT is effective in terms of directing 
evaluator attention to issues of context of use. It also aimed to assess the viability and 
practicability of SUIT as a paper-based UIDT selection facility. The effectiveness of 
SUIT was principally investigated by means of analysis of the terminological references 
made in the submitted recommendation reports. SUIT was shown to significantly increase 
the number of references made to the majority of the terms analysed. Given that these 
terms were selected on the basis that they reflect the project-specific considerations and 
dimensions of measurement promoted by SUIT, it can be concluded that (at least within 
the scope of the sample population) SUIT was effective at directing evaluator attention to 
issues of context of use. 
Consider now the secondary issue of the viability or practicability of SUIT as a paper- 
based UIDT selection facility. Fundamentally, only one person (other than the researcher) 
would need to be shown to complete a UIDT selection using SUIT to demonstrate that 
SUIT is viable. Given that fourteen people were shown to use SUIT to complete a UIDT 
evaluation, it can be concluded that SUIT is indeed viable as a paper-based UIDT selection 
facility. Although this claim cannot be generalised across all possible users, it does not 
detract from the fundamental observation that SUIT has been shown to be viable as a 
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paper-based evaluation facility for UIDTs. Hence, both of the fundamental aims of the 
study have been addressed and have led to positive conclusions. 
Despite significantly increasing the mental effort required to perform an evaluation, SUIT 
did not significantly increase the time taken to complete an evaluation. Furthermore, it 
was shown that using SUIT did not significantly increase the perception of workload. Just 
in terms of dedication and general effort, SUIT and the Hix et al approach are similar. 
SUIT was shown to place greatest demands on time during the preparatory and 
comparative evaluation activities, and to reduce the amount of time required to collect data 
from the UIDTs themselves. It was the manipulation and management of the SUIT 
frameworks during these tasks that generated most complaints from the SUIT subjects 
(section 5.3.4). From these observations, it can be concluded that there is scope to 
improve the overall time and effort requirements when using SUIT if these elements of a 
SUIT evaluation were to be automated. That is, the results of this study have highlighted 
the need for software support to assist, and thereby speed up, the process of tailoring 
frameworks, creating the ideal tool profile, managing the data once collected, and 
providing a means by which the data could more easily be compared once collected. 
Given the cognitively demanding nature of the SUIT approach, it is not anticipated that 
such support will lessen the mental effort inherent in SUIT evaluations. The nature of 
SUIT is such that it already assists in the reduction of the amount of time required to 
collect data from the UIDTs, and so the need for assistance for this aspect is less 
immediate. That said, chapter 8 will introduce and discuss some ideas for further assisting 
this aspect of UIDT selection. 
In summary, therefore, SUIT has been shown to be effective both in terms of directing 
evaluator attention to issues of context of use, and to be a viable means of UIDT selection 
in its paper-based form. Further results and observations from the study have identified 
the scope and need for software support to assist in the preparatory, data management, and 
data comparison elements of a SUIT evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE SUIT DATA VISUALISATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
The preceding empirical study concluded that SUIT is effective at directing evaluators' 
attention to issues of context of use and, in its paper-based format, is viable and 
practicable. That said, the study also illustrated the need for software support to assist the 
use of SUIT and thereby increase its practicability. 
Motivated by the SUIT framework, methodology, and the observations of both the 
industrial survey (chapter 3) and the empirical study (chapter 5), two constituent 
components of software support have been established to assist in the performance of 
SUIT evaluations: automated means to tailor, use, and manage the SUIT framework tables; 
and a visualisation environment designed to facilitate the comparison and analysis of 
evaluation data. 
For reasons that are discussed in later sections, this chapter primarily focuses on the SUIT 
visualisation environment. It begins by introducing the environment before outlining the 
requirements that guided its development and the development of automated support for 
the SUIT frameworks, and discussing the means by which these requirements have been 
met. Following a discussion of the visualisation environment design in terms of the data 
representation and associated means of manipulation, the chapter concludes with a 
summary of the automated support for performing SUIT evaluations. 
6.2 Overview of the SUIT Data Visualisation Environment 
The SUIT visualisation environment is, at present, a research environment that 
concentrates on the visualisation of SUIT-oriented data rather than the mechanisms of 
storing and entering that data (see section 6.3.1). The environment extracts the structure 
and data for visualisation from external databases (see section 6.3.1) and represents it using 
a novel combination of location and colour-coding to allow analysis and interrogation of 
the data (see sections 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2). Figure 6.1 shows part of a visualisation 
created for a generic comparison of two fictitious tools that has been annotated to highlight 
the main features of the visualisation and environment. 
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The data visualisation represents all of the information contained within a SUIT framework 
(see section 6.3.2.1). That is, it represents the active components for any given evaluation 
(these may or may not constitute the entire framework depending on the genericity of the 
evaluation) and for each, represents the dimensional measurements proposed by SUIT. 
Aspects of functionality, interaction mechanisms, and interaction assistance are shown 
explicitly - as demonstrated in Figure 6.1 - and the remainder of the recorded information 
is available on demand (see section 6.3.2.2). Each visualisation has a dedicated electronic 
notepad to allow evaluators to record comparison and analysis comments and observations. 
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The SUIT data set is spatially organised via a two-dimensional table in which a row 
represents a UIDT, and each of the SUIT component categories, sub-categories and 
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individual components is represented via a column (sec section 6.3.2.1 ). Each component 
sub-division is also represented by a column. Columns can be examined by expanding 
their parent level column. Category-based data expansion and contraction facilities are 
applied in relation to a selected column (see section 6.3.2.2). 
Ellin   
milli   
Figure 6.2 - Rcsu/t 00/ Jillrrif /luu Iu uucllitt. 11141 hrs hi it col tilt, L /I)/w I IhcY hlrul lool /)r0/ilr 
Columns are re-ordered simply by dragging-and-dropping them into position (see section 
6.3.2.2). Furthermore, columns can be stretched horizontally in order to enlarge or reduce 
their allocated proportion of the visualisation area. Data analysis facilities (see section 
6.3.2.2) are applied universally via the selection of an option on a permanent menu and are 
applied relative to a specific (sub)category or component via an option on a column- 
specific pop-up menu. Filtered data components are highlighted via a bright surrounding 
border - as demonstrated in Figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.3 shows an example of the information card that is used to (textually) present all 
of the recorded information for any given component relative to any UIDT, and especially 
the non-standard/auxiliary data such as cognitive demands, quality of feedback, and other 
miscellaneous comments. 
Finally, there is a floating, re-locatable visualisation key to assist the evaluator in 
determining the colour-coding used throughout the environment. 
UIDT evaluations are not a regular activity within most software development 
organisations (see chapter 3), and so it is unlikely that the visualisation environment will 
be subject to continuous use. It is therefore hypothesised that there will be an element of 
re-education in the use of the tool every time an evaluator returns to the environment to 
complete a new UIDT evaluation. It is not feasible to advocate that new users must 
undertake formal tuition of the environment, and so it is anticipated that hands-on 
experience will contribute (and ultimately equate) to learning the environment - 'learning 
by use'. A scenario-based user manual has therefore been developed to accompany the 
SUIT visualisation environment. Assessment of the effectiveness of the user manual is 
considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis, and so is discussed as future work in 
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chapter 8. A copy of the user manual is included as Appendix E and should he referred to 
for a more detailed overview of the environment. 
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The following sections of this chapter discuss the design and development considerations, 
decisions, and activities that led to the current prototype of the SUIT visualisation 
environment. This introduction to the environment precedes the forthcoming discussion 
in order to provide a reference point for the issues covered. 
6.3 Software Requirements and Design 
The empirical study illustrates the need for automated means by which to both store and 
view SUIT-based UIDT evaluation data. SUIT evaluation activities can be categorised as: 
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1. creating, tailoring, using, and managing instances of the SUIT framework; 
2. visualising and analysing the collected data. 
On this basis, software support for the SUIT evaluation process is divided into two parts: 
(1) support for data-collection and management; and (2) support for data visualisation and 
analysis. These will both be discussed in detail in the following sections of this chapter. 
6.3.1 Data Collection and Management 
The development of data-collection and management support for SUIT evaluations takes 
as its starting point, the SUIT framework - the data-collection and management software 
needs to enable an evaluator to systematically record all of the relevant information (as 
specified in the SUIT framework) independently for each UIDT. 
SUIT is motivated and structured according to the observed need to consider the context of 
use of a UIDT as the core factor determining its suitability, and therefore selection, during 
an evaluation process. In terms of the framework, this dictates the need to tailor the list of 
components such that only relevant components are active during any given evaluation - 
that is, to include and/or exclude listed components and add new components according to 
project-specific requirements. The data-collection and management software therefore 
needs to support this level of data manipulation. 
The previous chapter discussed the potential requirement to tailor frameworks according to 
the type of UIDT being evaluated. It was mooted that this would be beneficial both in 
terms of assisting an evaluator to make a first pass at project-specific framework tailoring, 
and in reducing the time required to appropriately tailor a framework. Hence, the software 
developed to support data-collection and management should ideally assist in this 
specialised tailoring as well. 
Each completed SUIT framework has the potential to be at least thirty nine pages long. 
By handling electronic versions of the frameworks and their associated data, the supporting 
software should substantially ease framework and data management. 
To summarise, the data-collection and management software needs to provide the means to 
record all of the information detailed in the SUIT framework and provide an evaluator with 
the ability to: 
" create a new instance of a data-collection record for each UIDT; 
" tailor a data-collection record on the basis of UIDT type (if required); 
" tailor a data-collection record to activate/deactivate existing and add new 
components; 
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systematically record appropriate data according to the tailored data- 
collection record; 
and to maintain and manage completed data-collection records. 
In essence, this list of requirements mirrors the facilities provided within most database 
packages (for example, Microsoftik Access97). In light of the significant research 
challenge involved in developing the visualisation environment alone (see section 6.3.2) it 
was considered prudent to simply exploit pre-existing facilities for basic data-collection 
and management at this time. On the assumption that Microsoft' Access97 is a widely 
available database package, it is used to support basic data-collection, storage, and 
management for SUIT. 
A database schema has been developed that mirrors the SUIT framework tables. A form- 
based user interface has been designed for the database that furthers that parallel and a 
blank template version of this database has been generated. To create a new instance of, 
what will now be referred to as an 'electronic fiumcti, ork', an evaluator need only copy the 
blank template. 
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Figure 6.4 shows a section of one of the electronic framework pages. Each listed 
component is preceded by a small checkbox that represents the evaluation-specific 
activation/deactivation of the component. By default, all components are active - to 
deactivate any listed component, the evaluator need only deselect its corresponding 
checkbox. By default, Microsoft® Access97 database tables include the facility to add a 
new component and so additional components can be easily added to those which are listed 
in the SUIT framework. 
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The electronic framework is structured to prevent invalid data entry, and so encourages and 
enables systematic data entry for active framework components. To maintain and manage 
copies of the electronic framework the evaluator need only apply standard file management 
techniques. 
By exploiting the standard Microsoft® Access97 facilities it is possible to implement the 
base identified data-collection and management requirements. However, the requirement 
for a facility to guide electronic framework tailoring according to UIDT type cannot be met 
solely by the functionality available in Microsoft® Access97. It will therefore be 
necessary to design and develop additional software that guides the manipulation of 
standard electronic frameworks. The appropriate means by which to affect this guidance 
requires further investigation and so it is considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis. 
An interesting element of future work, it is discussed further in chapter 8. 
With the exception of guided means to tailor electronic frameworks according to UIDT 
type, the basic identified data-collection and management requirements are therefore 
provided. There is, however, more to supporting the generation, management, and use of 
completed SUIT frameworks than is implied by this basic list. The above facilities 
supported by Microsoft® Access97 are limited to the physical means by which data is 
recorded. Associated with such activity are issues concerning the manner in which the 
data is obtained, the reuse of the electronic templates, and the potential for collaborative 
construction and use of UIDT templates and evaluation results. Together these suggest a 
rich set of activities which, adequately supported, could be made even richer. Since the 
SUIT visualisation environment is primarily concerned with the visualisation and assisted 
comparison and analysis of the data once collected, to investigate support for activities of 
this complexity would not only be more than is required to implement the visualisation 
environment, but would also be beyond the scope of what is feasible within this thesis. 
The design and development of the SUIT visualisation environment requires only the base 
data recording facilities, and so to allow effort to be concentrated on the visualisation 
environment, the remaining data-collection and management issues are considered 
important aspects of further work and are discussed in detail in chapter 8. 
6.3.2 Data Visualisation and Analysis 
When designing the software support for data visualisation and analysis, there were two 
constituent components to consider: (1) the visual representation of the data; and (2) the 
facilities required to manipulate that data representation. 
No tool currently exists that is designed specifically to support non-textual comparison and 
analysis of UIDT (or indeed CASE tool) data. As such, other than that gleaned from the 
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empirical study of the paper-based version of SUIT (see chapter 5) there is, at present, no 
corpus of knowledge specifically about the manner in which evaluators compare and 
analyse UIDT evaluation data given the support of such a tool. There is, however, generic 
information available regarding the manner in which people compare and analyse data to 
which the design of the SUIT visualisation environment turned for guidance in order to 
address the above points. 
There is evidence that users' performance and subjective satisfaction is higher when they 
can view and control their search (Shneiderman, 1998). On this basis, Shneiderman 
suggests a four-phase framework for search strategies that places the user in control: 
1. formulation - expressing the search in terms of appropriate parameters etc.; 
2. initiation of action - either implicitly or explicitly launching the search; 
3. review of results - observing and manipulating the results; 
4. refinement - formulating the next step (Shneiderman, 1998). 
He suggests that by applying this four-phase framework, designers can make a search 
process more visible, comprehensible, and controllable by users (Shneiderman, 1998). 
Shneiderman proposes a visual information seeking 'mantra' that describes the order of 
scale at which users like to explore a data set (Shneiderman, 1998): 
Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand 
This rule relates to a series of tasks - overview, zoom, filter, and details on demand - to 
which he later added relate, history and extract tasks (Shneiderman, 1998). The overview 
task allows the user to gain an overview of the entire collection. The zoom task allows 
users to focus on particular areas of interest (Shneiderman claims the most satisfying way 
to zoom is to point to a location and issue a zooming command). Filter tasks allow users 
to filter out uninteresting items and quickly focus on those items that are of interest. 
Details on demand enables a user to obtain specific details about selected items as 
required. The relate task lets users view the relationships among items. The history task 
allows users to refine and retrace their actions - especially important given that a single 
user action rarely produces the desired result. Finally the extract task allows the user to 
extract items of interest once found. Shneiderman claims that very few prototypes support 
either the history or extract tasks (Shneiderman, 1998). There are examples of 
visualisation environments that reflect Shneiderman's principles - for example, Table Lens 
and FOCUS (Rao and Card, 1994, Spenke et al., 1996) - and closely resemble the facilities 
required for SUIT. Although these do not adequately support the SUIT data set, they 
provide inspiration and guidance for the development of the SUIT-specific UIDT 
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evaluation data visualisation environment. These examples are discussed in greater detail 
in the following sections. 
Applying Shneiderman's principles, drawing on appropriate existing generic examples of 
visualisation environments, and observing the findings of the empirical study (see chapter 
5) it will still only be possible to approach the optimal solution for SUIT via a process of 
iterative design and user testing. The lack of specific knowledge to inform its 
development and the likely complexity of the visualisation environment is potentially such 
that the time scale necessary to affect this process will far exceed that available to this 
research. It was therefore decided to develop the visualisation environment as an initial - 
albeit fairly comprehensive - prototype. Following evaluation, it can be used to inform 
and guide further development (see chapters 7 and 8). The design of the visual data 
representation and data manipulation facilities, guided by the above, are discussed below. 
6.3.2.1 Visual Representation of the Data 
To determine how best to visually represent SUIT data it was important to first consider 
the manner in which the data will be used. Although little is yet known about the specific 
comparison and analysis tasks evaluators are likely to perform using the environment, 
guided by the generic information that is available, it is possible to identify a core set of 
potential abstract tasks on the basis of both the methodology and framework structure. 
The anticipated goal when using the visualisation environment is to identify aspects of the 
UIDTs upon which to base a selection decision, and so it is assumed that evaluators will 
want (or indeed have) to look at matches and mis-matches between the tools. Evaluators 
may want to identify matches and mis-matches according to low-level detail - for example, 
the interaction mechanisms used. Alternatively, they may want to identify the matches 
and mis-matches at an abstract level and then focus on specific highlighted elements, or 
groups of elements, for closer consideration. Adding data abstractions to the already 
complex collection of components and dimensions of measurement in a SUIT framework 
will result in a potentially extensive data set for each UIDT. The extent of the visualised 
data set will therefore increase substantially for each additional UIDT being compared. 
Given meaning and trade-offs that may be derived from the inter-relationships between the 
contributory measurement criteria, it is anticipated that evaluators will want to consider the 
criteria simultaneously. Until more information is available concerning the comparison 
and analysis strategies adopted by evaluators using the visualisation environment (see 
chapter 7), it would not be prudent to design separate visual representations of the data on 
the basis of individual criteria. The visual representation should therefore accommodate 
the simultaneous presentation of data for all measurement criteria per UIDT component. 
Furthermore, it should facilitate ease of identification of matches and mis-matches therein. 
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By presenting information visually and allowing dynamic user control over the 
organisation of that data, it is possible to enable users to traverse large information spaces 
with increased comprehension and reduced anxiety (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994). 
Such is the enormous capacity for human visual information processing, within a few 
tenths of a second humans can recognise features in mega-pixel displays and can identify 
anomalies (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994). Given the use, size and complexity of the 
data set to be visualised, a graphical representation was therefore the most appropriate. To 
design a graphical representation of the SUIT data, the following needed consideration: (1) 
the organisation of the data; and (2) the visual representation of each data component. 
The implications and resolution of each of these aspects with respect to the visual 
representation used in SUIT are discussed below. 
Spatial Organisation of the Data 
There were two principal concerns regarding the organisation of the data: the collective 
layout of the data components, and the manner in which an evaluator can manipulate that 
organisation. First consider the layout. A number of different spatial layouts were 
potential candidates for the SUIT visualisation environment - including graphs, parallel-co- 
ordinates, and scatterplots (Dawkes et al., 1996, Slhneiderman, 1998). Each was 
considered during initial attempts at designing the environment but they were found to be 
unsympathetic to the particular complexities of the SUIT data and/or the manner in which 
it was likely to be manipulated. Two-dimensional point-based layouts (for example, 
graphs and parallel-co-ordinates) were found to be ill-suited to representing multiple 
complex SUIT data items at each of their points, where each point also had multiple 
relationships to other points in the representation. In particular, parallel co-ordinates 
became so overly complex that they could no longer be interpreted. Histograms and 
scatterplots, both 2-dimensional and n-dimensional, were also considered. Two- 
dimensional versions were inappropriate in terms of the complexity of data that could 
effectively be visualised at each point. The n-dimensional versions required so many 
dimensions to systematically visualise all the data that they not only became too complex, 
but they did not permit easy simultaneous comparison of all the data attributes and 
therefore pattern identification. The alternative, on the basis of the SUIT framework and 
the complexity of the data, was a table (Bertin, 1981, Spenke et al., 1996, Rao and Card, 
1994, Shneiderman, 1998) and so this layout was further investigated. 
Much has been written about the advantages of using tables as the basis for data 
organisation (Bertin, 1981, Gilmore, 1991, Spenke et al., 1996, Rao and Card, 1994), and 
their power and flexibility as a visual means of data layout or organisation is widely 
recognised (Bertin, 1981, Spenke et al., 1996, Rao and Card, 1994, Microsoft, 1997). In 
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particular, the regularity of the content of a table means the interrelated information along 
its rows and columns can be interpreted as a coherent set (Rao and Card, 1994), and their 
structure permits a clear and concise simultaneous representation of multiple attributes of 
data objects. Comparing tables to graphs, Joachim et al observed that tables proved best 
for user recollection of specific values, led to faster response times, and were shown to be 
at least as good, if not better, than graphs in terms of accuracy (Joachim et al., 1997). 
Shipman et al discovered that the most commonly used spatial structure during human 
problem solving was lists - both vertically and horizontally - and that such structures were 
primarily used to represent categorisation of features (Shipman et al., 1995). Lists are 
clearly embodied within the spatial layout of tables. To determine the benefit of using 
tables as opposed to standard lists for data comparison, Gilmore compared the use of each 
structure (Gilmore, 1991). For the same data set displayed in both list and table format, he 
found that for complex multi-dimensional data comparisons tables demonstrated greater 
accessibility and therefore speed of task completion. He also found that relationships 
between the data structures were more easily identified in the table structure than in the 
lists (Gilmore, 1991). 
The above arguments, the characteristics of the SUIT data set - the categorisation of the 
data components and the complexity of attributes against which the components are 
measured - and the need to compare the data across UIDTs, establish the suitability of a 
table as the spatial layout for the visualisation. 
Aside from standard spreadsheet packages, a number of tools have been developed that 
exploit the power of tables - in particular, Table Lens and FOCUS (Rao and Card, 1994, 
Spenke et al., 1996). Based on Shneiderman's principles, Table Lens presents a powerful 
style of direct manipulation exploratory data analysis. It combines symbolic and graphical 
representations into a single manipulable focus+context (or fisheye) display and provides a 
small set of interactive operations for data investigation (for example, sorting). 
Focus+context enables the user to interact with large information structures by 
dynamically distorting the spatial layout and thus varying the interest levels of the parts. 
This technique enables a user to view the entire data set at once whilst simultaneously 
focusing on specific items of interest. In so doing, it allows the user to search for patterns 
in the wider scope at the same time as investigating interesting details without losing the 
framing context (Rao and Card, 1994). Table Lens provides manipulation operations to 
zoom, adjust, and slide the focal area with the result that cells can be moved between three 
levels of focus - hidden, non-focal, and focal. Furthermore, it provides the facility to 
'spotlight' specific cells on the basis of chosen criteria across either a specific column or 
globally -a feature that parallels the semantics of Magic Lens (Fishkin and Stone, 1995). 
Based on Table Lens, FOCUS is a generic interactive table for the manipulable display of 
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common object-attribute data. Unlike Table Lens, FOCUS presents mainly textual data 
and, via its dynamic query mechanism, enables 'output-is-input' progressive query 
refinement (Spenke et al., 1996). 
Although either of these systems could be used to represent and query SUIT data, neither 
was considered wholly adequate in terms of their chosen data representations (within the 
table cells) and/or the way in which the data is manipulated. Since the SUIT tables are not 
identically structured, they would not have fitted the two-dimensional uniformity of these 
systems - in particular, FOCUS requires that the underlying data structure is flat. FOCUS 
concentrates on the manipulation and organisation of the data as opposed to its 
representation to the extent that it is not clear how matches and mis-matches could easily 
be identified in the data set. It also makes a number of inappropriate assumptions about 
the manner in which the users want to work. The genericity of manipulation within these 
systems means that it would not be possible to support the complex semantics of the SUIT 
data67. 
That said, much was learned from these systems - especially Table Lens - and was 
subsequently applied to the development of the SUIT visualisation environment (as 
discussed below). The main points for consideration in the design of the SUIT 
visualisation environment include: 
0 selective re-ordering of the table structure; 
" the principles of focus+context (or fisheye) techniques and in particular 
- the facility to search an entire data set while investigating specific 
areas of interest; 
- the facility to zoom, adjust and slide the focal area; 
" the facility to spotlight cells on the basis of a chosen criterion - either at the level of a single column or the entire data set. 
In deciding to adopt a tabular layout, consideration had to be given to the manner in which 
the data - or more specifically, the table - could be manipulated to allow a user to 
effectively browse and query the contents. This manipulation can be considered at two 
levels: at an abstract level independent of the semantics of the data and task, and at a 
concrete domain-specific level. The former is discussed here, and the latter in section 
6.3.2.2. 
Bertin states that tables promote two types of question: questions introduced by the objects, 
and questions introduced by the characteristics of the objects. Furthermore, he suggests 
b' There are several differences between these tools and the requirements of SUIT but to prevent this discussion diverting into a 
visualisation environment evaluation, only a selection of the more significant ones are given here. 
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that any graphic construction which does not enable a user to find a visual reply to both 
types of question provides only one part of the information (Bertin, 1981). Bertin also 
suggests that useful information does not necessarily correspond to the general categories 
within a table, but to new groupings that are defined by the set of relationships constructed 
by the interplay of the data; as such, a visual construction that does not enable a user to 
define these groupings does not reach the overall information level of the entire data set. 
He therefore advocates the ability to re-order columns and rows in a table (Bertin, 1981). 
Table Lens and FOCUS adopt Bertin's suggestion of selective relocation of their rows and 
columns. Their exploratory focus+context techniques, when joined with a graphical 
mapping scheme and small set of manipulation operations, enables users to perform 
exploratory data analysis in a highly interactive and direct manner (Spenke et al., 1996, 
Rao and Card, 1994). The focus+context paradigm reflects the need to compare data at 
both the general and feature-specific levels within SUIT (see chapter 5), and column 
relocation continues the promotion of tailorability in the SUIT evaluation system. 
The most significant claim made by Rao and Card, with respect to the development of the 
SUIT visualisation environment, regards the ability of Table Lens to enable the user to 
explore patterns in large data sets - they claim that most of the patterns that are easily 
found using Table Lens would be much harder or very unlikely to be detected using a 
traditional spreadsheet (Rao and Card, 1994). SUIT bases a project-specific UIDT 
evaluation on a process of matching the facilities of real UIDTs against the profile of a 
project-specific ideal tool. Furthermore, data matches and mis-matches were identified as 
core tasks likely to be performed using the environment. Since these activities amount to 
a process of pattern matching, it seemed essential that the SUIT visualisation environment 
supports users in terms of being able to match patterns among the tool data sources and 
ideal tool profile so that they may identify the UIDT best suited to a project. The structure 
and manipulation facilities in the likes of Table Lens embody the kind of activity it was 
anticipated that SUIT data comparison would require, making Table Lens a sensible source 
of guidance when developing a new table-based visualisation. For reasons previously 
outlined, it would have required considerable alteration to Table Lens to adapt it to the 
particular needs of SUIT. Informed by the design of Table Lens, FOCUS, and 
Shneiderman's design principles, a table-based data visualisation for SUIT was therefore 
independently investigated and implemented. 
To summarise, in order to best cater to the complex requirements of the SUIT data and best 
support pattern-matching and browsing over that data, the visualisation should: 
" adopt a table-based spatial layout to embody the categorisation within the 
SUIT framework; 
0 enable the user to overview the entire data set; 
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enable the user to alter the focus across different components in the data 
set; 
enable the user to define groupings within the data - principally by 
reorganisation of the data categories - within the semantic restrictions 
imposed by SUIT; 
and enable the user to spotlight or filter data according to selected criteria at 
the level of a single category or the entire data set. 
Centred around a table layout, the SUIT visualisation environment was therefore 
developed to include the listed manipulation facilities - albeit specific to the needs of SUIT 
and not identical to the likes of Table Lens. 
When examining the use of tables, Gilmore identified some interesting issues of salience 
(Gilmore, 1991). In particular he noted that, where table rows were used to represent the 
salient information structure (that is, the principal focus of the comparison task), there was 
a natural strategy for comparison of the data set. In contrast, he found that when the 
salient structure does not match the macroscopic focus (the goal focus) subjects were at a 
loss as to how to perform the task unless they received instruction regarding the mapping 
between the macroscopic and microscopic (action) foci. Since SUIT will not be provided 
with tuition (other than the user manual) it is important to ensure that a natural comparison 
strategy is inherent in the visualisation. Therefore, according to Gilmore's findings, the 
rows in the SUIT table should represent the salient information structures - the tools - and 
the columns should represent the microscopic foci - the component and measurement 
information. 
It was anticipated that the number of evaluated components would always out-number (by 
as much as one thousand times) the total number of UIDTs being evaluated, and as such, 
there would be greater demand for component relocation as opposed to tool relocation. 
Investigation of implementational issues regarding the table layout highlighted that column 
relocation was better supported than row relocation. Together, these factors determined 
that the SUIT visualisation environment should use rows to represent the salient tool 
structure and columns to represent the components, each of which should be labelled 
according to the associated label within the SUIT framework. Thus, a single cell within 
the table represents the data for either a single component or a component hierarchy (see 
later) for a single UIDT. 
Visual Representation of the Data Components 
Having determined the spatial layout of the visualisation, attention was focussed on the 
visual representation of the table data. Each component sub-division (instantiation, 
configuration and layout) requires representation of six interaction mechanisms, five 
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interaction assistance types, and a modifier and comment for each of: cognitive demands; 
quality of feedback; and miscellaneous comments. A means of condensing and 
collectively representing the data in each cell had therefore to be developed. 
Since graphical representations demonstrate a natural economy in terms of showing values 
(Rao and Card, 1994), occupy a higher bandwidth of information presentation than any 
other media reaching any of the other senses (Shneiderman, 1998), and have been shown to 
be effective in terms of enabling the identification of patterns and features in table data 
(Rao and Card, 1994, Shneiderman, 1998), a graphical representation was adopted for the 
data in each table cell. The amount of data that is recorded for each cell would inevitably 
lead to clutter and therefore lack of clarity if it was all represented graphically. The 
ancillary data (see chapter 4) was therefore excluded from the graphical representation and 
was instead included on an information card for each cell. Available on demand, these 
information cards exploit the principle of 'details-on-demand' (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 
1994. The remaining primary data - that is interaction mechanisms and interaction 
assistance - then became the focus of attention when designing the visual representation of 
cell data. 
Initial designs of the graphical data representation tried to exploit the work done by Bertin 
in the use of circles to represent data components, sized according to some associated 
attribute (Bertin, 1981). Due to the complexity of the data that each circle was required to 
represent in SUIT, it proved to be an inappropriate representation - most significantly 
because it was very difficult to pattern match data across the table. The Bertin-inspired 
circles where therefore abandoned. Experience with the circles highlighted the need to 
focus on the development of a visual representation of the data that would most effectively 
facilitate pattern matching across the table cells. Most importantly, since SUIT measures 
learnability according to the match between ideal profile interaction mechanisms and 
UIDT interaction mechanisms, the graphical representation had to be developed to assist 
interaction mechanism pattern matching as far as possible. Chambers et al claim that the 
human eye is better able to perceive simple patterns than complex ones and, in particular, 
is most able to determine straight line configurations (Chambers et al., 1983). Based on 
this, and the experience with the circles, it was decided to base the visual rendering on 
linear representations of each of the interaction mechanisms. Since each listed mechanism 
needed to be independently identifiable, a colour-coding was mapped onto each. Further, 
on the basis of Bertin's observation that varying the position of components in a nominal 
data set imposes an order that is immediately perceptible, the colour-coded lines were also 
given a positional or proximity code (relative to the bounds of the data cell). The resulting 
graphical representation of the interaction mechanisms for each data component was a 
fixed-position, colour-coded, vertical bar arrangement such that vertical linear patterns 
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could be determined for each component across the rows (that is, across the UIDTs) in the 
table68. Interaction assistance data was similarly represented but was given a horizontal 
orientation to differentiate interaction assistance swatches from those representing 
interaction mechanisms in each cell. On the basis of the SUIT methodology, it was 
anticipated that interaction mechanisms would be the primary or initial focus of user 
attention. Therefore, although interaction assistance data is explicitly graphically 
represented within each appropriate table cell, to avoid clutter and thus simplify the initial 
visualisation, it is only made visible on demand. 
Discussion of the anticipated core activities identified the potential requirement for 
evaluators to consider data abstractly - that is, at the level of component categories. It was 
therefore decided that each level in the SUIT hierarchy would be represented in the table 
via a dedicated column, and that the principles of focus+context would be used to navigate 
between these levels. Barring the lowest level of detail which corresponds to component 
sub-division, applying focus to a given column or level replaces it with the columns 
representing the components at the level immediately below it in the SUIT hierarchy. 
Thus, in contrast to using a distortion mechanism as in Table Lens and FOCUS, SUIT uses 
a parent-child replacement mechanism to apply or remove focus from any given 
component. Each level of the hierarchy therefore represents an abstraction over the data 
in the sub-tree of which it is root - for the purposes of the initial prototype the abstraction 
was restricted to functionality. Therefore, each abstract cell represents the percentage of 
required functionality - with respect to the component hierarchy of which the cell is root - 
that is actually provided by the corresponding UIDT. According to Tufte, varying shades 
of grey have a natural visual hierarchy and so represent varying quantities better than 
colour (Tufte, 1983). Functionality percentages from 0% to 100% were therefore mapped 
onto greyscale values which were then used to represent the abstraction over functionality 
in the SUIT visualisation environment - 0% is represented by white regions, and 100% by 
black regions. When focus is applied to a white (0%) region such that it is replaced by the 
most detailed level components - that is, the level at which interaction mechanisms are 
shown - the zero data is represented by a 'blank' cell which simply shows the background 
colour of the table. 
The remaining aspect of the visual representation that required design consideration was 
the means by which to 'spotlight' or highlight cells on the basis of a user selected criteria. 
This was implemented via colour highlighting of the cell boundaries. 
68 This is similar to the coloured, positioned, swatch representations used successfully within Table Lens to represent category values. 
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As the most effective visual display property (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994, Rao and 
Card, 1994, Bertin, 1981, Shneiderman, 1998), colour was used extensively in the SUIT 
visualisation environment. However, designing the characteristics of the graphical data 
representation highlighted the large number of colours that were required. In 
consideration of the proportion of the potential user population who are colour-blind, 
colour choice was guided and informed by Kelly's set of twenty-two colours of maximum 
contrast (Kelly, 1966). 
6.3.2.2 Facilities for Manipulation or Analysis of the Data 
Having decided upon the abstract data manipulation and the data representation, it was 
important to consider the way in which the evaluator might want to analyse that data, and 
therefore, concretely manipulate the representation. Given the improbability that the first 
visualisation environment prototype would capture all necessary data analysis facilities 
(see section 6.3.2), the approach adopted was to design a set of data manipulation facilities 
informed by the abstract table manipulation principles, the results of the empirical study 
(see chapter 5), and the specific concepts of SUIT - that is, data manipulation facilities that 
enhance the SUIT perspective on UIDT evaluation. 
The design of the data representation concluded that data central to the SUIT methodology 
- that is, active components measured according to their interaction mechanisms and 
interaction assistance - would be explicitly graphically represented within each low-level 
table cell. This immediately facilitates the visual investigation of functionality and, given 
the visual representation of a project-specific ideal tool profile, the assessment of prima 
facie learnability promoted by SUIT (see chapter 4). 
The results of the empirical study illustrate the following requirements for data 
manipulation and analysis: 
1. the ability to automatically generate a project-specific ideal tool profile; 
2. the ability to compare a project-specific ideal tool profile with the data 
collected for the various UIDTs under evaluation; 
3. the ability to examine and compare the data at the level of individual active 
components; 
4. and the ability to view the data for the non-standard aspects of UIDT 
evaluation - for example, the quality of feedback. 
On the basis of the generic principles discussed in the preceding section, and the 
requirements listed above, the following data manipulation and analysis facilities were 
included in the SUIT visualisation environment. 
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SUIT automatically generates the project-specific ideal tool profile 
Context of use is embodied in the project-specific ideal tool profile. For the first 
visualisation environment prototype, it was decided to completely automate ideal tool 
profile generation but, for simplicity, to restrict it to the human factors information 
recorded in a tailored template. Therefore, unlike the paper-based frameworks in which 
an evaluator manually correlates suitable interaction mechanisms derived from the human 
factors and task characteristics with the tailored list of functional requirements, the initial 
prototype restricts this correlation to just mechanisms on the basis of the human resources. 
Using the visualisation environment the evaluator need only record the human resource 
information in the appropriate table in one electronic framework which is allocated as the 
template for the visualisation. The visualisation environment tallies the interaction 
mechanisms listed in this table and calculates the most appropriate interaction 
mechanism(s) on the basis of the mechanism(s) with the highest tally. It then generates an 
ideal tool profile in which the interaction mechanism(s) are correlated with the functional 
requirements. Thus, albeit with some restrictions, the requirement identified in the 
empirical study to automate the process of ideal tool profile generation has been met. 
SUIT assists pattern matching between the tools and the ideal tool profile 
For project-specific evaluations the ideal tool profile is visualised as if it were another 
UIDT so that it can be compared to the real tools represented. To assist this comparison - 
or pattern matching - the visualisation environment includes facilities to highlight matches 
and mis-matches between the project-specific ideal tool profile and the UIDTs according to 
the provision of functionality and to the use of interaction mechanisms. Thus, not only 
can the degree to which the UIDTs provide the required functionality be compared, but 
also the leamability of each UIDT can be assessed. 
Since the project-specific ideal tool profile only includes information about the required 
functionality correlated with interaction mechanisms, there was no further requirement for 
data manipulation or analysis facilities that were particular to project-specific UIDT 
evaluation. The remainder of the implemented data manipulation and analysis facilities 
are therefore applicable for both generic and project-specific evaluations. 
" SUIT presents information at abstract and component-specific levels 
SUIT data can be visualised abstractly on a category by category basis, and at the level of 
individual component sub-division in terms of the interaction mechanisms used and 
assistance provided. Assuming that an evaluator would not necessarily want to 
universally view all data at the same level of abstraction or detail (see section 6.3.2), the 
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visualisation environment has been developed to allow an evaluator to expand or contract 
the level of detail both universally, or relative to a single component or category of 
components (at any level in the categorisation hierarchy). The evaluator therefore has 
absolute control over exposure to detail, and the principles of focus+context are observed. 
SUIT supports the re-ordering of data components 
The visualisation environment supports the relocation of components and categories of 
components. It does, however, place restrictions on the movement of certain columns to 
observe the internal semantics of the component hierarchy. Like Table Lens, SUIT 
provides the facility to hide any given component or category of components. An 
evaluator therefore has complete control over the left-to-right spatial ordering of the entire 
active data set. Thus, the facilities not only enable an evaluator to group components for 
comparative purposes, but they also enable an evaluator to instigate prioritisation among 
the active data components if necessary. 
SUIT allows the evaluator to determine visibility of interaction assistance data 
Interaction assistance data is visualised and hidden on demand by the evaluator. Since 
interaction assistance information is recorded at the level of individual component sub- 
division, the facility to hide/show interaction assistance data has been implemented so that 
it can be applied universally - that is, across all components at once - or at the level of a 
single selected component sub-division. 
" SUIT supports selection of components on the basis of their match/mismatch across 
all tools 
Assuming the analysis of tool matches and mis-matches to be a core activity, the 
visualisation environment allows an evaluator to select to view only those components for 
which all visualised UIDTs match, or conversely mismatch. It was not sensible to 
suppose the criteria upon which such matches or mis-matches would be based, and so for 
the purpose of the initial visualisation environment prototype it was decided to facilitate 
only the most gross match or mismatch - the combination of functionality, interaction 
mechanisms, and interaction assistance. These selection options have been implemented 
such that an evaluator can apply them universally or at the level of an entire category of 
components. The initial prototype will subsequently allow these decisions to be 
investigated (see chapter 7). 
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SUIT supports selection of components on the basis of 0% or 100% functionality 
provision across all tools 
On the hypothesis that evaluators would appreciate assistance to identify functionality that 
was missing from all evaluated tools, the visualisation environment provides the facility to 
select all components for which no visualised UIDT has registered the functionality. For 
consistency, and to allow an evaluator to equally eliminate components that are 
unsupported across all visualised UIDTs, the facility to select only those components for 
which at least one UIDT provides the required functionality has also been implemented. 
The evaluator is again given the option to apply these selections both universally or at the 
level of category or sub-category. 
SUIT includes the ability to view non-standard data per component 
Information cards can be opened on demand and present all the information for a selected 
UIDT-specific data component - including the data for cognitive demands, quality of 
feedback, and other modification issues. 
SUIT supports 'spotlighting' of data components on basis of selected criteria 
Although an information card can be opened for any given cell in the data visualisation, it 
was assumed that means of quickly locating cells for which a specific modifier had been 
recorded for any of the non-standard information would be helpful. A series of highlight 
(or 'spotlight') options was therefore implemented for cognitive demands, quality of 
feedback, and other noted modifiers. For each, the evaluator can determine whether the 
highlight is to apply to comments with a positive, neutral, or negative modifier. 
In implementing the above highlight options for non-standard data, it was realised that a 
similar facility for the standard data might be potentially useful. Highlight options were 
therefore included for interaction mechanisms and interaction assistance so that an 
evaluator can identify which interaction mechanism(s) or interaction assistance types are of 
interest, and highlight their location within the data visualisation. 
0 SUIT supports query generation based on combined spotlight and selection results 
It was recognised that the above spotlights - known as filters in the SUIT environment - 
could be combined to enable an evaluator to establish and build up a query over the data 
set. Obviously there are a number of boolean operators that can be used to combine the 
constituent parts of a query - for example, AND, OR, NOT. However, the first 
visualisation environment prototype restricts query combination to AND on the basis of its 
simplicity and the fact that it is likely to narrow a selection as opposed to the ability for OR 
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to continually expand it. A filter history is maintained in order to remind the evaluator of 
the query criteria at any given time (see section 6.3.2). 
SUIT allows evaluators to record the results of data manipulation 
Dawkes et al suggest that the facility to store a query allows a historical record of users' 
investigation to be maintained and also allows the users' to return to and continue an old 
query (Dawkes et al., 1996). A facility is therefore provided to allow evaluators to 
snapshot the result of applied analysis or manipulation and thereby maintain a record of 
their investigation. As manipulable visualisations in their own right, snapshots allow an 
evaluator to either return to and extend a previous investigation, or to effectively run 
several investigations simultaneously (see Shneiderman's history and extract tasks). Both 
the original visualisation and each subsequent snapshot are supported by an electronic 
notepad that lets an evaluator record notes or comments regarding the associated data 
visualisation. Finally, facilities to clear applied highlights and to restore the visualisation 
back to its initial state are provided to enable an evaluator to clear the results of an 
investigation in preparation for further analysis. 
Dawkes et al observe that curiosity is the driving force behind users' interactions during the 
initial steps of data exploration - users play with data in an instinctive manner to satisfy 
their appetites for 'what if type questions (Dawkes et al., 1996). Although it is anticipated 
that evaluators using SUIT will be more directed than the users of the general browsing 
facilities referred to by Dawkes et al, it is hoped that the data representation and general 
functionality provided within SUIT will enable evaluators to satisfy exploratory curiosity. 
Conversely, it is also hoped that the design of the visualisation environment will assist 
evaluators to perform specific directed investigation of important issues when comparing 
UIDTs. 
Combined with the facilities to tailor, use, and manage electronic frameworks (as discussed 
in section 6.3.1), the visualisation environment contributes significantly to the automated 
support for the activities performed during a SUIT evaluation. 
6.4 Summary 
Based on observations of the use of the paper-based version of SUIT, together with 
intrinsic characteristics of the SUIT methodology itself, this chapter started by outlining a 
series of requirements for a new SUIT data visualisation environment. In abstract terms, 
those requirements were to provide the ability to: (1) create, tailor, use, and manage 
instances of the SUIT framework; and (2) visualise and analyse the collected data. 
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Given the research challenge presented by the latter, the basic set of the former 
requirements was met via exploitation of the facilities in Microsoft® Access97. Support 
for the more complex requirements regarding the use of the frameworks was not 
considered feasible within the scope of this research, but is discussed in chapter 8. 
A tabular spatial layout was adopted for the visualisation environment given the structure 
and complexity of SUIT data. Existing tabular visualisation environments were 
considered for use with SUIT but were found to be inadequate - although they could have 
been used they would have required significant adaptation, and so it was decided to 
implement a unique visualisation environment catering specifically to the needs of SUIT 
data. Abstract interaction principles that informed the manipulation facilities within the 
environment were inspired by Shneiderman's principles and existing environments - for 
example, focus+context. The concrete manipulation and analysis facilities included in the 
environment are based on the abstract techniques and those that are hypothesised to be 
required to support the specific analytical activities according to the SUIT methodology. 
A graphical representation of SUIT data was designed to exploit, and thereby assist, the 
human capacity for pattern matching. Graphical representation is restricted to the primary 
data - that is, interaction mechanisms and assistance - with the remaining data available on 
demand to reduce clutter. A combination of colour-coding, positional coding, orientation, 
and straight line configurations has been used to graphically represent the interaction 
mechanism and assistance data. A greyscale has been used to encode abstractions over 
functional provision. Furthermore, colour highlighting has been used to spotlight 
individual cells on the basis of selected criteria. Given the number of colours required 
within the graphical data representations used in SUIT, colour choice was guided and 
informed by the set of twenty-two colours of maximum contrast. 
The SUIT data visualisation environment has been implemented as an initial - albeit 
comprehensive - prototype, given that the optimal solution will only ever be achieved via a 
process of iterative design and user testing. The following chapter describes and presents 
the findings of a qualitative study that constitutes the first step towards iterative refinement 
of the SUIT visualisation environment. Future iterations are discussed in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 7: QUALITATIVE STUDIES OF THE USE OF 
THE SUIT DATA VISUALISATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes a study of the use of the SUIT data visualisation environment, the 
principal aim of which was to investigate the manner in which evaluators used the 
environment to compare and analyse UIDT evaluation data. The study also identified 
usability issues related to the user interface to the visualisation environment. 
This chapter begins by discussing the motivation behind the study, its design, and the 
manner in which it was performed. Following a summary discussion of observed usability 
issues and defects, the chapter considers the strategies adopted by the subjects to perform a 
project-specific data comparison and analysis task. After a brief examination of the 
experimental validity of the study, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the 
implications of the observed usability issues, and considers the manner in which the 
observed data comparison and analysis strategies can be used to develop a strategy map to 
guide future UIDT evaluators through these aspects of SUIT-specific UIDT evaluation. 
7.2 Motivation 
As discussed in chapter 6, there is generic information available regarding the manner in 
which people explore and compare data. For example, Shneiderman's visual information 
seeking 'mantra' - 
Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand 
- suggests the order of scale at which people like to explore information (Shneiderman, 
1998). Similarly, his four-phase framework for search strategies - (1) formulation; (2) 
initiation of action; (3) review of results; and (4) refinement - defines the manner in which 
people organise a search over a data set (Shneiderman, 1998). There are examples of 
tabular visualisation environments that are based on the principles of Shneiderman's 
mantra and framework (Rao and Card, 1994, Spenke et al., 1996) from which the SUIT 
visualisation environment drew inspiration and guidance (see chapter 6). 
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However, given that there is no alternative tool currently available that is designed to 
support the non-textual comparison and analysis of UIDT evaluation data, there is at 
present no corpus of knowledge specifically about the manner in which evaluators perform 
the task of comparing and analysing UIDT evaluation data when supported by such a tool. 
In particular, there is no knowledge about the strategies adopted by evaluators when 
supported during the comparison and analysis of UIDT data according to the project- 
specific evaluation concepts promoted by SUIT. 
The motivation behind this study is therefore to establish an initial corpus of information 
regarding the strategies for comparison and analysis adopted by evaluators when using the 
SUIT visualisation environment to complete project-specific UIDT selections according to 
the SUIT methodology. Not only will this knowledge inform future development of the 
SUIT visualisation environment, but it will also contribute to the creation of a data 
comparison and analysis strategy model for use with the environment by future evaluators 
- that is, an optional guide to possible data comparison and analysis strategies. More 
generally it will contribute to an improved understanding of the way in which UIDT data 
might be compared and analysed in any future UIDT or CASE tool visualisation 
environments. 
7.3 Designing the Study 
Given the above motivation, the study was regarded as an investigative process designed to 
provide qualitative data about the strategies of UIDT data comparison and analysis adopted 
by the subjects. This section discusses the primary concerns that had to be addressed 
when designing the study - including the structure of the evaluated task and the means of 
data elicitation and recording - and outlines the manner in which the study was performed. 
7.3.1 Knowledge Elicitation and Observation Methods 
The investigative nature of the study determined that appropriate and effective techniques 
for knowledge elicitation and observation had to be selected. To fully investigate their 
adopted data comparison and analysis strategies, it was important to record both the 
physical actions taken by the subjects and the subjects' accounts of their actions. Before 
discussing the techniques for knowledge elicitation selected to record the subjects' 
accounts of their actions, consider first the observation technique chosen to record their 
physical actions. 
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7.3.1.1 A Method and Technique of Observation 
Real-time observation is the most powerful investigative tool for describing, 
understanding, and asking questions about what users are doing. It helps elucidate the 
sequence in which users perform different tasks, and how tasks can be divided into sub- 
tasks in a suitable manner (Lindgaard, 1994). Placing emphasis on capturing the goals of 
activities rather than the precise methods of performance, passive observation enables 
researchers to identify user activities in situations where the specific nature of the user 
tasks is not entirely known prior to the study (Newman and Lamming, 1995). 
The strengths of direct observation made it ideal for elicitation of the physical activities 
performed by the subjects during their UIDT data comparison and analysis tasks - not only 
does it promote the facility to record the actual tasks and their decomposition, but also the 
sequencing between tasks and their sub-tasks. The activities of each of the subjects were 
therefore videotaped during their evaluation session. 
As a mechanical audio-visual fixation of an event, video records produce data that is much 
closer to the event itself than other means of data recording. They provide a more 
accurate account of what actually happened than is permitted by users' and observers' often 
flawed recollections - they overcome the gaps between what users say they did and what 
they actually did. The permanency of video records also means that researchers can return 
to them time and time again and, in the course of repeated viewing, previously invisible 
phenomena often become apparent and increasingly deeper orders of regularity in users' 
behaviour are revealed (ONeill, 1998). Although subjects may be conscious of, or 
anxious about, the video camera to start with, within minutes they normally focus on their 
task and ignore the videotaping (Shneiderman, 1998). Video records are criticised for the 
fact that they only record events from a particular camera viewpoint and miss what is not 
in shot. Furthermore, no matter the extent to which the immediate situation is recorded, 
prior events outside that situation are not recorded (O'Neill, 1998). For the purpose of this 
study, however, these disadvantages are limited by the fact that the observation is only 
concerned with the immediate computer task upon which the camera can exclusively focus 
(see section 7.4). Events over a long period prior to the session are likely to have 
influenced each subject's experience and attitude toward UIDT evaluation and data 
visualisation environments - for each subject this was determined during their post-session 
interview (see section 7.4). 
7.3.1.2 Knowledge Elicitation 
Preece et al warn that using direct observation, evaluators tend to see only what they want 
to see and are given only one pass at data-collection (Preece et al., 1994). However, when 
combined with verbal protocols, it is possible to develop a picture of the users' physical 
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activity supported by insight into their underlying cognitive activity - that is, is it possible 
to obtain a wide range of information (for example, the way a user has planned to perform 
a task and reactions when things go wrong) including clues as to the users' subjective 
feelings about the activities (Lindgaard, 1994, Preece et al., 1994). 
Simply observing the subjects' actions would not, therefore, be sufficient to determine a 
detailed picture of their adopted UIDT data comparison and analysis strategies - and in 
particular their underlying rationale. Direct observation was therefore supplemented with 
protocol analysis/think alouds and question asking protocols (see below) during each 
interactive session. An interview was held with each subject at the end of their interactive 
period with the visualisation environment to clarify actions taken by the subjects and 
obtain some further idea of their reaction to the environment. In order to ensure that 
subjects were asked the same subset of questions during the course of their individual 
interviews, and that the questions were phrased in the same manner for each, a minimal set 
of core questions was drawn up for use in semi-structured interviews with each subject 
(Lindgaard, 1994, Preece et al., 1994). The nature of these questions is outlined in section 
7.4. 
Protocol Analysis/Think Alouds 
A protocol is a verbal account given by the people who perform the tasks (Lindgaard, 
1994). To conduct concurrent protocol analysis69/think alouds, subjects need to be 
convinced to verbalise their thoughts, ideas, known facts, plans, beliefs, expectations, and 
doubts while performing their task (Lindgaard, 1994). The technique of protocol 
analysis/think aloud allows a researcher to gain an appreciation of the task and system 
from the users' perspective. It does, however, place added strain on the user who is then 
required to do two things at once. This often results in silences from the user when 
required to concentrate intently on the immediate task. However, when combined with the 
use of question asking protocols (see below) such silences can be avoided - as well as 
prompting the users to maintain their verbal commentary, the researcher can ask 
investigative questions as necessary. In combination with question asking protocols, think 
alouds were adopted as an appropriate technique to elicit users' response and rationale 
during the course of their tasks, and thus elucidate the reasoning behind their adopted data 
comparison and analysis strategies. 
69 On the basis of a video record, it is possible to conduct retrospective protocols whereby subjects review and comment on the video- taped record of their actions. Although this places less strain on the subjects than concurrent analysis, the resulting protocols are normally less accurate - they tend to demonstrate the benefit of hindsight and rely on the users' ability to accurately reconstruct the past. 
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Question Asking Protocols 
This participatory evaluation technique is normally based on contextual inquiry whereby 
the researcher 'interviews' the subject as the subject is working. By asking typical 
questions such as 'what are you doing? ', 'why are you doing that? ', and 'is that system 
response what you expected? ', the researcher's understanding of the situation is shared with 
the subject so as to identify misunderstandings and misinterpretations. The questions 
asked using this technique are unconstrained and are relevant to the situation as it occurs - 
context is preserved, and much can be clarified as it is happening (Lindgaard, 1994). 
However, it is recommended that question asking protocols should be supplemented by 
other methods since the knowledge elicited using this technique is likely to become 
distorted (see section 7.6) (Lindgaard, 1994). The strength of question asking protocols - 
in terms of determining what the user is doing - and their compatibility with direct 
observation and protocol analysis (described above) made it suitable for use during the 
investigative study. 
7.3.2 Defining and Piloting the Study Task 
During the course of the development of the SUIT visualisation environment, discussion 
took place with a senior software engineering representative from a software development 
company based in Glasgow, Buchanan International Ltd. The organisation was selected 
on account of accessibility and the expertise of its software developers with respect to 
widely accepted UIDTs (the company train other developers in the use of tools such as 
Borland's DelphiTM as well as making extensive use of the tools themselves for in-house 
software development). The senior representative was initially asked to complete a 
generic tool profile for as many of their UIDTs as possible. He subsequently completed a 
template for each of Borland's DelphiTM and Visual Basic TM and expressed keen interest in 
being further involved in the evaluation of the SUIT system, especially the visualisation 
environment. It was therefore arranged that an initial pilot for the observational study 
would be performed by a selected software engineer from Buchanan International Ltd. 
Given the representative nature of the pilot subject, it was decided that the characteristics 
of the task to be performed by the subject should be equally representative and, in order to 
provide realistic motivation, the outcome of the task should ultimately be of benefit to 
Buchanan International Ltd. After discussion with the company's senior representative it 
was decided that the selected software engineer would be asked to use SUIT to make a 
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justified recommendation for either DelphiTM or Visual BasicTM on the basis of the needs 
of a project team within one of their client organisations 
70. 
The pilot study was structured as follows. Three weeks prior to the study, the SUIT 
visualisation environment was installed on a PC within Buchanan International Ltd. and 
the subject was given a brief tutorial on, and user manual for, the environment. The 
subject was encouraged to familiarise himself with the environment in the intervening 
period between the tutorial session and the study session and, to that end, was provided 
with journal pages so that he could record comments or problems as necessary. 
Unfortunately pressures of work did not permit the subject to familiarise himself with the 
environment before the start of the session and so no data was returned via the journal 
pages 
The study session began with a brief recap of the SUIT visualisation environment at the 
end of which the subject was asked to use the environment to answer a series of questions 
regarding a small sample data set. These questions were designed to ensure that the 
subject had achieved a basic level of understanding of the concepts and environment he 
was going to be asked to manage during the main study task. A video camera was placed 
behind and slightly to the side of the subject and was focussed on the monitor and 
surrounding area such that it could record screen activity and his actions whilst remaining 
unobtrusive to the subject. The session, which was video- (and therefore audio-) taped, 
lasted approximately 20 minutes. 
Following the introductory session, the evaluation task was discussed with the subject who 
had previously been briefed by the senior representative. The subject was then advised 
that the session was going to be videotaped and was asked to think aloud as he performed 
his data comparison and analysis task. Throughout the duration of the task the researcher 
prompted the subject to maintain his verbal commentary, asked investigative questions 
where necessary, and provided assistance where required in order to allow the subject to 
continue his task. This session lasted approximately 2 V2 hours. 
Immediately following the interactive session, the subject was asked to participate in a 
brief interview session. The video camera was left in situ in order to exploit its audio 
channel to record the interview, and to capture any potential gestured reference to the SUIT 
visualisation environment made by the subject during the interview. The subject was then 
asked a series of pre-defined questions (see Appendix F) and additional questions that were 
70 These tools were selected on the basis that Buchanan International Ltd. had supplied a complete SUIT template for both tools which 
were each used and supported extensively by Buchanan International Ltd. 
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intended to expand on, or clarify, issues that had been observed during the interactive 
session. The interview session lasted approximately 45 minutes. 
7.3.3 Reacting to the Pilot Study 
The pilot study returned valuable results and feedback from the software engineer (see 
section 7.5), but it also highlighted issues that needed to be addressed prior to performing 
the evaluation with other subjects. 
The length of time required to complete the study including the interview - nearly four 
hours - was not considered a feasible demand to place on subsequent subjects. While 
determined to maintain the reality of the study task - that is, its use of real data and the 
motivation for the task - it was recognised that the total time required to complete the 
evaluation study would have to be reduced if it was to represent a feasible demand on 
subjects' time. To address this, the ideal tool profile depicting the requirements of the 
client organisation was provided for the subsequent evaluations (as opposed to asking the 
subjects themselves to define a profile prior to comparing and analysing the data). 
Furthermore, to reduce the size of the very large data set manipulated during the pilot 
study, the pre-defined ideal tool profile reduced the set of required attributes. Finally, it 
was decided that future subjects should be presented with the data visualisation in a state 
where it was ready to manipulate rather than have to enter the correct parameters to 
generate the visualisation before starting their data comparison and analysis task. 
Experience with the pilot suggested that there was no real benefit in videotaping the 
tutorial session. It was therefore decided that the tutorial session in future studies would 
not be taped but that the video camera would be in place so that subjects could become 
accustomed to its presence prior to the main evaluation session. 
Towards the end of the pilot study, the subject commented that he was beginning to find it 
harder to distinguish details in the visualisation which he attributed to visual fatigue on 
account of the intricate nature of the data representation. It was therefore decided to inject 
a minimum interval of 1'/2 hours between the tutorial session and the actual (reduced) 
evaluation session. 
The pilot study uncovered a restriction on the use of the SUIT visualisation environment. 
During the course of the study it became apparent that the functionality of the software was 
restricted to generic UIDT comparisons when installed on any PC other than the 
development PC71. Subsequent sessions had, therefore, to be run on the (under- 
" This was later attributed to an unidentified software dependency that was not a direct result of the coding. 
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resourced) development PC - removing the possibility of using screen-grabbing software - 
and observational records of each were restricted to the videotapes. 
7.4 Performing the Study 
Five subjects were selected on the basis of their abilities, interests, and availability - all 
five were software developers, one was an expert in the field of CASE tools, and one was 
an expert in the development and evaluation of a range of software tools. Four subjects 
are researchers within the Department of Computing Science at the University of Glasgow, 
and one comes from an external organisation. 
Prior to their evaluation session, each subject was given a short paper outlining the SUIT 
methodology and framework with which to familiarise themselves with the concepts 
behind the system, and the sort of task they would be given to perform (Lumsden and 
Gray, 2000). Each subject was given a short tutorial on the SUIT visualisation 
environment and, provided with a small data set, was given as long as required to 
investigate and familiarise themselves with the environment before being asked to answer 
a series of questions designed to ensure that they had acquired the same basic 
understanding of the environment prior to using it for the evaluation task (see Appendix F). 
Each subject was then asked to return in 1 V2 hours (with the exception of one subject who 
could only return after 4'/z hours). 
On their return, the subjects were each given 5 minutes to re-familiarise themselves with 
the environment. Each subject was then asked to read an outline of the evaluation 
scenario and their task whilst the researcher generated the required visualisation and started 
the video camera. After clarifying any questions about what they were being asked to do, 
the researcher asked each subject to outline their proposed strategy for tackling the data 
comparison and analysis task. After describing their anticipated strategy, each subject was 
provided with a pen and paper to allow them to take written notes should they wish, and 
asked to begin their task. They were reminded to think aloud as they performed their task 
and were advised that the researcher might ask questions to clarify their comments or 
actions if required. They were also advised that they were free to ask the researcher for 
assistance if they were unable to continue with their activity and needed guidance. 
At the end of their interactive session, each subject was asked to participate in a short 
interview session during which they were asked the series of questions outlined in 
Appendix F combined with subject-specific questions that arose as a result of observing 
their activities during the interactive session. Together, the interactive session and 
interview session lasted between 2 and 3 hours depending on the strategies adopted by 
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each subject and the extent to which they expanded on answers during the interview 
session. 
7.5 Results of the Evaluations 
The videotape of each subject (including the pilot) was analysed to: (1) generate a content 
log for the interactive session; and (2) generate a transcript of the interview session 
(O'Neill, 1998). Each content log describes the activities performed by the user and 
provides a synopsis of any discussion that took place during the session between the 
subject and the researcher. The interview transcriptions are a verbatim account of the 
discussions that took place during the interview sessions. 
In light of Preece et als' claim that, when using direct observation techniques researchers 
have a tendency to see what they want to see, each content log was verified to ensure that 
they accurately represent the videotaped record for each subject. To do this, a five minute 
clip from each video record was selected from a point fifteen minutes into each interactive 
session, and the corresponding section from each content log was identified. Given each 
content log extract, an independent assessor was asked to watch the corresponding video 
clip and determine whether the textual record in the content log accurately captured the 
activities performed (including errors resulting from usability defects) and the sequence of 
the activities, and whether it represented an accurate synopsis of any subject-researcher 
dialog. After viewing each video clip and correlating it with the associated content log 
extract, the independent assessor concluded that the content logs were representative and 
that she was convinced that they were an accurate synopsis of the course of the interactive 
session. 
Given the principal aim of this study, analysis of the content logs primarily focussed on 
examining the sequence of activities performed by each subject. The results of this 
analysis are therefore the primary consideration during discussion in this section. 
However the content logs and interview sessions identified a number of interesting 
usability defects within the environment. These will be presented briefly before 
considering the data comparison and analysis strategies in detail. 
7.5.1 Evaluation of Usability Defects 
A number of usability defects/issues were highlighted during each interactive session and 
interview. While no statistical significance can or will be attributed to these observations, 
they are worth discussion not least because it is important to address the identified issues in 
future versions of the SUIT visualisation environment prototype (see chapter 8). 
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Illustrations of usability defects are interspersed with descriptions of user activity within 
each content log and with other discussion in the interview transcripts. It was therefore 
decided to extrapolate and categorise the defects for analysis. Lindgaard suggests that 
usability defects tend to fall into the following categories: 
navigation - this refers to the ease with which a user is able to move around 
the system. It covers issues such as the layout and understandability of 
menu options; the ease with which a user can identify current, previous, 
and future positions within a sequence of dialogs; and the means by which 
a system assists a user to recover from error - for example, error messages, 
help information, and hardcopy documentation that can either assist or 
hinder smooth navigation; 
screen design and layout - this is concerned with the way the information is 
presented on the screen to the user. Problems of usability tend to surface 
in this respect when too much has been crammed into the screen space or 
when screen objects are incorrectly/badly aligned and as a result hinder 
easy scanning. Other issues within this category include the legibility of 
characters, and the identifiability of fields; 
" terminology - this refers to the use of words, sentences, and abbreviations. 
Problems in this respect can arise if the terminology ('jargon') used is either 
inappropriate for the user population or absent where required, or where the 
vocabulary used is either ambiguous or lacks meaning (for example, field 
captions, codes, prompts, commands, or the introduction of concepts); 
" feedback - this is concerned with the way the system communicates the 
results of user actions or the state of the system to the user. Examples of 
such communication include error messages, confirmation messages, 
highlighting, and regularity of response times; 
" consistency - this reflects the degree to which the system performs in a 
predictable or standard fashion; 
" modality - this refers to the various states of the system operation that the 
user must understand - how many different modes the user must learn, and 
how easily a user will be able to identify any given mode and move 
between modes; 
" redundancies - this is principally concerned with repetitious or unnecessary 
aspects of the user interface - for example, elements of the user interface 
that are never used or irrelevant messages and prompts; 
" user control - this is concerned with the users' feeling of being in control of 
the system. Usability issues that arise in this respect include situations 
where actions are initiated or controlled by the system or where the user is 
not informed about background processing. This relates to the degree of 
confidence the user has in the system; 
" match with user tasks - this category is principally concerned with the 
degree to which the system matches the users' requirements. It is a basic 
assessment of whether or not the system supports the tasks the user wants 
or needs to perform when using it (Lindgaard, 1994). 
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The nine categories comprehensively cover the types of usability issue it was anticipated 
would be identified during the study, and so this categorisation was adopted as the core 
structure for usability defect analysis. The last of the listed categories (match with user 
tasks) is the most complementary to the primary aim of the study - where the physical 
actions listed in the content logs illustrate what each subject did do, this type of usability 
defect highlights what each subject wanted to do but was not able to, given the available 
system functionality. 
Prior to each interactive session, the subjects were advised as to the technological 
constraints imposed upon the study (see section 7.3.3). Although they accepted the 
situation, they inevitably made some comments regarding the usability of the system 
directly related to response times. These are noted in the content logs and transcripts but 
are not explicitly included in the usability analysis (in particular the feedback category) to 
avoid obscuring unknown usability defects. 
Given that the visualisation environment is an initial prototype it was anticipated that bugs 
in the system, previously missed during in-house testing, would be identified during the 
studies. An additional category - bugs - was therefore added to the categorisation to 
capture identified coding defects. Although coding bugs are functionality rather than 
usability defects, the identification of a bug during an interactive session could potentially 
influence the usability of the system. This category is therefore included to record coding 
defects so that they may be corrected in future development of the environment. They 
will not, however, be discussed in detail in this chapter. 
The content logs and interview transcriptions were examined, and identified usability 
issues assigned to one or more of the above ten categories as appropriate. When analysing 
the content logs every observation of a usability issue was counted, with repetitions of the 
same issue or defect being considered as independent occurrences. Although defect 
repetitions could have been collated into a single observation which was then assigned to 
the appropriate category, it was felt that this may have obscured the severity of the issue; 
they were therefore analysed as separate occurrences to identify the frequency with which 
particular types of usability defect arose. Conversely, usability defects identified in the 
transcripts of the interview sessions were only counted as independent occurrences if the - 
did not relate to an issue that was observed directly during the associated interactiv- 
session - otherwise they were considered explanations of previously identified defects. 
This approach reflects the extent to which usability issues were identified during each 
study session without applying bias on the basis of the subject's discussion. 
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Figure 7.1 - calegorisa! ion of usability clc'fec is for euch of the 6 subjects 
Figure 7.1 shows the categorisation of usability defects for each of the six subjects. 
Although the subjects are not being compared in terns of the usability defects they 
identified, the collection of charts clearly illustrates that usability defects are generally 
concentrated in three categories: navigation, screen layout and design, and match with 
users' tasks. Barring hugs and with the exception of redundancies - for which no defects 
were identified - the following discussion considers the illustrated usability defects 
according to each of the remaining categories, placing greater emphasis on the three 
predominant categories outlined here. 
Navigation 
The primary navigational issues, identified by four out of the six subjects, centred on the 
contraction operations provided in the environment. Not only did subjects express 
confusion regarding the potential outcome of applying a contraction operation - that is, the 
extent of the contraction - in any given situation, but they were also unsure as to the 
applicability of the operations and as to the appropriate component on which to apply 
them. 
The limited width of the columns made it difficult for some subjects to achieve accurate 
mouse clicks and selections. This was especially true for activating the column-specific 
pop-up menu, and resizing columns. Two subjects had difficulty locating menu options - 
in particular, the means by which to show interaction assistance data. It was later 
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determined that these difficulties were a result of: differences in interpretation of the menu 
and menu item labels (see Terminology); and the location of the required menu item 
relative to other items in the same menu. 
A selection of navigational issues was identified in connection with the hierarchical 
representation of the data. Unsure of the number of expansions required to move from 
the top-level view to the interaction mechanism level view, one subject complained that he 
found it cumbersome to move up and down through the various intermediate levels. The 
absence of category boundaries proved a navigational hurdle for a number of subjects in 
terms of their ability to identify groupings of data for contraction purposes, and their 
ability to identify top-level categories among intermediate categories and low-level 
components. 
Additional navigational issues include: uncertainty as to the mechanism for activating the 
information card for any given cell; the erratic behaviour of scrolling in the visualisation; 
and concern regarding the potential outcome of selection and filter operations. 
Screen Design and Layout 
Identified usability defects regarding the design and layout of the screen were dominated 
by two issues: the design of the component labels, and the absence of category and 
component boundaries. Four out of the six subjects complained about the orientation and 
font size of the component labels. While attempting self-analysis as to the reason why the 
orientation of the labels encumbered his ability to read them, one subject suggested that it 
was because he was practised reading from left-to-right and top-to-bottom but was far less 
familiar with reading from bottom-to-top (the orientation of the labels). He did conclude, 
however, that it was something that users would learn to do, and as his interactive session 
progressed he became quite adept at identifying the components and his associated 
complaints diminished accordingly. This was true for all bar one of the subjects who 
indicated that he would not be willing to use a tool with vertical component labelling72. In 
light of the problems with the component labels, a number of subjects suggested that they 
might prefer a tree-based visualisation structure. There is considerable scope to 
investigate this alternative orientation of the visualisation, although initial consideration of 
this approach suggests that it may not be as simple as these subjects indicate (see section 
7.7.1). One subject commented that the table layout did not mirror the paper-based 
version of the SUIT framework tables, and speculated that this might potentially cause 
problems if an evaluator was working between the two. 
72 It should be noted that the subject in question failed to pay adequate attention to what he had been asked to do and chose instead to use the session to conduct a critical analysis of the environment -a number of his criticisms therefore lack the justification of real task use that supports the defects outlined by the remaining subjects. 
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The majority of subjects identified the absence of component and category boundaries as a 
deterrent to their interpretation of the hierarchical relationships between the components, 
especially when more than one top-level category was fully expanded. In particular, one 
subject commented that the absence of grouping boundaries around component sub- 
division (that is, instantiation, configuration, and layout) prevented her from quickly 
identifying and comparing these groups across the various tools. 
Not only did the restricted width of the columns hinder accurate mouse clicks, but it also 
made the first colour swatch representing graphical manipulation difficult to identify when 
cells were highlighted. Furthermore, on account of the narrow columns and small font 
size, one subject found it difficult to trace vertical alignment among the colour swatches, 
and to correlate cells with their column headers. 
A selection of complaints were targeted at the tool tips. In particular they were criticised 
for obscuring data of interest when they appeared, and for not remaining visible long 
enough to read their contents. 
A number of additional usability defects were identified by individual subjects in relation 
to the design and layout of the screen. For brevity, only a selection of the more major of 
these will be discussed here. 
When discussing the issue of visualising the interaction assistance information, one subject 
raised a number of interesting points, as highlighted in the transcription extract shown 
below. It should be noted that in this, and all subsequent extracts from the interview 
transcriptions, [s] refers to the subject and [r] to the researcher. 
[s] I think the... interaction assistance-should be shown from the 
outset and let the user hide that... 
[r] ... so 
in other words, the opposite way to the way that I 
have done it...? 
[s] yes... and I am also aware that you are trying to minimise the 
amount of information that is there already... there is enough 
there already... eh... but... if you keep it the way it is then 
somehow draw the user's attention to interaction... interaction assistance... in some other 
way... perhaps... I don't know... start off with the key [demonstrating with the SUIT visualisation environment's key panel] or... maybe when the user first boots up the 
application they get the key straight away so that they say 'oh... this is interaction assistance so let's find out about 
that' 
... 
[r] right... right... 
[s] 
... 
because if it is not there... and it's not shown initially... where it's on the menus... well... the assistance is important... 
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This response, although likely to be a reflection of his confusion concerning the modality 
and terminology surrounding access to interaction assistance data (discussed below), 
suggests that the design of the visualisation environment may not encourage an evaluator 
to examine interaction assistance on the basis that its presence is not obvious. 
During the interactive sessions, the majority of subjects preferred paper and pencil note 
taking. Reasons varied from the fact that it allowed subjects to introduce their own 
notations to the fact that spelling was not perceived to be as important in scribbled notes 
(compared to electronic ones). One subject suggested that the electronic notepad should 
therefore be resizable in order that maximum screen space can be allocated to the data 
visualisation by evaluators who do not wish to use the note talking facility. 
Despite the considerable use of colour in the visualisation, with minor exceptions, this was 
not a source of usability defects. One subject, who initially expressed concern about his 
ability to differentiate the colours used to represent interaction mechanisms and assistance, 
later decided that the positional coding in the representation and visualisation key meant 
that it did not deter or prevent him from using the system. The only subject to use the 
greyscale slider sampler on the visualisation key expressed concern that, because the 
background of the sampler was not the same as the background of the greyscale cells in the 
visualisation, he thought the key was perhaps giving him misleading results: 
[s] ... I think there is a slight problem with judging the depth 
of the greyscale [pointing to the key] because of the 
background... I don't know whether my... own perception of 
greyscale is good enough to really make ... em... strong judgements... on the other hand, I think the... importance of the 
greyscale is the relativity not necessarily the... the 
absoluteness... 
Using the key the subject was, however, very accurate in his estimation of the percentage 
functionality and, as the above extract highlights, he finally determined that he was more 
concerned with the relativity of the greyscale than the actual values it represents. 
Tool identification was noted to be missing from the information card for each cell. It was 
also noted that the tool identification labels (that is, row labels) did not remain visible 
during scrolling which made it difficult to correlate observations with their associated tool. 
Finally, as mentioned in section 7.3.3, the level of detail and complexity of the data 
representation caused visual fatigue for the pilot subject, whose tutorial and interactive 
sessions were considerably longer than those of the subsequent subjects. 
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Terminology 
Use of certain terminology was noted to confuse a number of the subjects. In particular, 
half of the subjects found it initially difficult to apportion meaning to the term 'other 
interaction mechanism', and some had similar problems with the scope of 'miscellaneous 
comments'. A number of subjects commented that they found some of the component 
identifiers ambiguous. More serious, was the confusion surrounding the use of the terms 
'filter', 'highlight', and 'select'. Aggravated by the fact that the system uses the terms 'filter' 
and 'highlight' synonymously, the subjects' interpretation of the difference between these 
three terms often did not conform to the use of the terms in the visualisation environment. 
This often led to anxiety when the returned results of selected operations did not match 
with those anticipated by the subjects. Similar terminological ambiguity was illustrated 
for 'show' versus 'highlight' in terms of interaction assistance data, and 'save' versus 
'snapshot' for the visualisation as a whole. 
Feedback 
Feedback was not observed to be a primary contributor to usability defects during the 
interactive sessions. The most noticeable defect in this respect was the lack of explicit 
feedback following a filter or selection operation that returned an empty set - subjects were 
left confused as to the lack of highlights or components respectively. Similarly, after 
applying a selection operation, subjects were unable to confirm the semantics of the 
returned data set on the grounds that there is no explicit identification of the currently 
active selection. Lack of feedback of this nature noticeably diminished subjects' 
confidence in their ability to correctly apply filter and selection operations. 
Other minor identified issues include the lack of visual feedback during the drag-and-drop 
action to relocate columns - this caused concern for subjects who were unsure as to the 
effectiveness of their actions, and prevented them easily identifying their current position 
relative to their intended target position. Some subjects did not consider the display 
speed of the tool tips to be acceptable. One subject suggested that the system should adopt 
a status bar that is continuously updated with the identification of the component that is 
located beneath the mouse cursor, such that components could be identified more quickly 
with less intrusion into the active part of the display. 
Consistency 
Usability issues concerning consistency were focussed entirely on the behaviour of the 
contraction operations. In particular, one third of the subjects did not appreciate the 
consistent behaviour of the global contract-all operation. The semantics of a contract 
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operation are such that the selected node and all its siblings are contracted (hidden) and 
replaced by their parent. To remain consistent in this respect, the global contract-all 
operation - designed to contract all components across all levels of expansion - was 
implemented such that the result was the parent of all components, the root of the 
component hierarchy (that is, the actual tool identification column). Although this is 
semantically consistent, the fact that the top-level categories are hidden irritated the 
subjects. As a result, they suggested that the behaviour of the system would be more 
intuitive if the effect of the global contraction operation was to return the visualisation to 
the top-level categories. It also surprised a number of the subjects that the contract 
operation is not a direct counterpart of the expand operation. 
Modality 
In general, subjects did not encounter many usability problems directly related to the 
modality of the system. Two subjects became confused regarding the difference in 
modality between highlighting interaction assistance data and making it visible. This is 
likely to be a direct consequence of the terminological issues previously identified. One 
subject became concerned as to the state of the system when he applied a selection that 
returned an empty set, and another was unsure of his operational mode after applying a 
series of filters and selections over the data set. Finally, one subject was unsure of the 
operational relationship between the ideal tool profile and the real tool profiles - that is, he 
was not certain as to the manner in which the ideal tool data was incorporated in the 
various selection and filter operations. 
User Control 
Like many of the identified defects, the contraction operation was the root cause of 
subjects' perceived lack of control - one subject shied away from using the operation on the 
grounds that she was uncertain about what the system would do if she was to apply it, and 
she did not want to lose the results of her previous analysis. Although principally a result 
of the operational speed of the system, one subject avoided using the electronic notepad on 
the grounds that he did not know how detrimental its use would be to the function of the 
system as a whole. 
Match with Users' Tasks 
This category is particularly interesting since it addresses one of the core experimental 
aspects of the visualisation environment - that is, determining the functionality that should 
be provided in a tool of this nature for the specific task of comparing and analysing UIDT 
evaluation data according to the SUIT methodology. The subjects identified a series of 
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extensions and additions to the provided functionality, many of which proved to be a 
common request. 
The most requested addition was the introduction of priority information to the 
visualisation. Four out of the five subjects who completed their task73 commented that the 
absence of component prioritisation made it difficult for them to determine the relative 
significance of their observations with respect to the project for which they were selecting 
a UIDT, and as a result they were less confident in their decision. It was interesting to 
note that the subject for whom this was not a problem was the pilot subject who generated 
the ideal tool profile and therefore had background knowledge of the project and its 
requirements. This suggests that the need for priority information may have been the 
result of lack of detailed prior, or background, knowledge of the project. One subject 
suggested that a facility to toggle between the component-based view and a priority-based 
view would be very useful whilst avoiding over complicating the visualisation. 
Half of the subjects requested the facility to universally expand and contract components 
by one level of abstraction - many suggested that they might have been more inclined to 
consider intermediate levels of data had this been available. Furthermore, it was 
suggested that there should be a one step facility to fully contract all low-level components 
belonging to the same top-level category. Similarly, half of the subjects suggested that 
they should be able to select multiple components over which to apply the available 
analysis operations. One subject went further to suggest that he wanted to be able to mark 
several components for consideration, and then hide all non-marked components so that he 
was left with only those components upon which he wished to focus. 
One third of the subjects wanted greater control over the filters. This ranged from being 
able to specify the manner in which the filters are joined to being able to edit the filter 
history and thereby affect filter application. One subject wanted to be able to apply 
several filters independently in parallel over the same data set such that she could 
simultaneously compare the results; another wanted to be able to restrict filter application 
to a select group of components. One subject requested the addition of filters to identify 
the location of recorded comments (for example, cognitive demand comments) - both 
generally, and independently for each of the modifiers. 
Two subjects suggested that the inclusion of the ideal tool profile in selection operations 
should be optional, and furthermore, that evaluators should be able to specify which of the 
tools to include in any selection operation. Similarly, two subjects requested that the 
greyscale cells be extended to include representation of the overlap in percentage 
73 Subject 5 did not complete his comparison and analysis task. 
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functionality provision between different tools. There was also a request to more easily 
identify the actual percentage value for any cell without having to open its associated 
information card - the status bar or tool tips were highlighted as acceptable solutions. 
Two subjects requested more sophisticated note taking/report generation facilities. In 
particular, one requested that the electronic notepad include a transposition of the table 
structure (that is, the row and column identifiers) such that he could more easily record 
comments against the appropriate component. The other subject suggested that the tool 
could provide the facility to semi-automatically generate reports on the basis of an 
automated comparison of the data components. On the grounds that it is not a primary 
requirement for data comparison and analysis (the goal of the visualisation environment), 
the automation of report generation is not something that was initially considered for the 
first SUIT visualisation environment prototype. It does, however, present an interesting 
avenue for future development of the environment. 
In response to problems he encountered related to the size of the columns, one subject 
suggested that the environment should include a facility to globally resize all columns. 
Other minor requests for additional functionality included: undo and online help facilities; 
a numerical tally per tool for filter highlights; the ability to switch tool tips on and off; and 
a suggestion that the visualisation key should be visible by default at start up. 
7.5.2 Observation of Comparison Process 
The content logs were examined to identify and extract user actions - the activities or tasks 
to which their actions correspond, and the sequence in which they were performed. In 
general, subjects spent a period of time at the beginning of each session exploring the 
visualisation and testing some of the available features relative to the data set. For most 
subjects, a noticeable strategy only became apparent after this initial investigative period. 
Although subjects' exploratory actions are discussed in the following sections, attempts to 
model the strategies focus on the more systematic use of the system74. 
Section 7.7.2 combines the individual strategies into a single route map or guide for UIDT 
data comparison and analysis using the SUIT data visualisation environment. 
7.5.2.1 The Strategy Model Notation 
Initial attempts to model the strategies adopted by the subjects highlighted their complexity 
and the need for a tailored notation to clearly present the activities and, in particular, their 
74 Initial attempts to model all user actions, including exploratory activity, resulted in overly complicated diagrams. 
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sequencing and flexibility. Observation of the subjects' strategies illustrated that they 
tended to adopt (often repetitive) patterns of activity (as demonstrated in the remainder of 
this section), and it was therefore considered important to represent their strategies in such 
a way as to make these patterns identifiable. There are limited task notations available 
that could have been used to model the identified strategies (Gray et al., 1994, Harston and 
Gray, 1992). However, their structure did not manageably accommodate the observed 
complexity of task activity (for example, task tables become too large for practical use 
(Gray et al., 1994, Harston and Gray, 1992)) and they did not allow activity sequencing to 
be represented in such a manner as to make the patterns and flexibility of activity salient 
(Gray et al., 1994, Harston and Gray, 1992). It was therefore necessary to devise a 
suitable notation specifically for the representation of the data comparison and analysis 
strategies. 
Given the benefits of graphical representation identified in chapter 6- not least their 
facility for pattern identification - (Ahlberg and Shneiderman, 1994, Rao and Card, 1994, 
Chambers et al., 1983) and its use in other modelling notations (for example, Weaver, 
1993, Booch, 1994), it was considered the most appropriate means by which to represent 
the activities and their sequencing. Early attempts at modelling the strategies identified 
the need for notational constructs to represent: low-level atomic user actions; black-boxed 
combinations of user actions - and a means to identify the corresponding expansion of the 
activities internal to the black-box; both bounded and unbounded repetition of collections 
of one or more activity; choice of action based on satisfaction of given criteria; and 
parallelism of task performance. In particular it became necessary to black-box user 
actions to simplify the diagrams and therefore increase their readability. The resulting 
notation is used to represent each of the strategy diagrams in the remainder of this chapter. 
7.5.2.2 Observed Data Comparison and Analysis Strategies 
Pilot/Study 1 
Before considering the strategy adopted by this subject, it should be noted that as a result 
of the technical restrictions uncovered during the pilot study (see section 7.3.3) this subject 
was confined to using generic comparison facilities whilst bearing in mind the interaction 
mechanisms defined in the ideal tool profile. This therefore meant that he did not have 
access to the project-specific functionality that was available to subsequent subjects. 
This subject began with an exploratory investigation of the data set by fully expanding all 
categories and examining the data at the lowest level of detail. He also explored the use of 
the selection options in terms of tool match and mismatch and in terms of registered 
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functionality. The result of this exploration led the subject to determine that he would 
judge the tools on the basis of the mismatch between them. 
With this abstract strategy in mind, he explored the use of the interaction mechanism 
highlights. After applying a filter on the basis of the two required interaction mechanisms, 
he determined that neither tool provided any components in which both mechanisms were 
employed together. He therefore adapted this approach to examine one of the required 
interaction mechanisms at a time, and it was at this point that his strategy became more 
focussed and systematic. 
He began by applying a filter to identify the use of one of the required interaction 
mechanisms. He then selected and fully expanded the first of the top-level categories. 
Amongst the interaction mechanism levels components, he identified points at which the 
tools differed in terms of functionality and in terms of the interaction mechanisms used. 
He also identified components for which both tools were identical. When asked whether 
he attributed greater importance to functionality or interaction mechanisms, the subject 
suggested that the provision of the functionality was the more important of the two and he 
therefore afforded it primary consideration. Having exhausted his examination of that 
category of components, he returned the visualisation to the view of the top-level 
categories. He then hid the top-level category he had just finished examining before fully 
expanding the next of the top-level categories. He repeated the above process for each of 
the top-level categories, hiding each of the completed categories before expanding and 
examining the detail of the next one. 
For one of the top-level categories, the subject noted that the cells were represented in 
white which he correctly interpreted as indicating that neither tool provided the 
functionality. Although he commented that he did not really need to further expand and 
examine this category, he nevertheless did treat it the same way as the other categories in 
order to confirm his analysis. 
At specific points during the examination of the low-level details, the subject took 
electronic notes regarding his observations. He also referred extensively to the 
visualisation key in order to correctly interpret the colour-coding. At one point the subject 
attempted to include interaction assistance in his comparison using a filter but the 
requested filter returned an empty set. He subsequently determined that he should have 
made the data visible and was then able to include comparison on this level. 
After completing the detailed systematic category-by-category comparison and analysis of 
the data, the subject applied the selection of first mis-matches and then matches between 
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the two tools in order to obtain a broader perspective on the data he had been examining at 
a microscopic scale. 
When asked to summarise the strategy he had adopted during his comparison and analysis 
task, the subject responded: 
[s] I began by getting used to the environment itself -I think 
that was a big part of it initially. I was getting used 
to what the menus did, making mistakes (which you drew my 
attention to), and learning about the SUIT environment 
itself. Then, having done that, the next step was trying 
to look at and compare the different categories and in 
doing so started off in the simplest way by expanding all 
the categories and looking at them serially just one by one 
and making a comparison by eye, then getting involved in 
filters and selecting where things differed or were the 
same so that eased the comparison quite a bit because we 
were filtering out what we didn't want to see anymore... and 
gaining confidence in using SUIT itself and also the fact 
that I had a clearer... a much clearer idea of what it was 
actually doing... eh... although I had some understanding of what 
it was doing it was not really until you use something that 
you can sort of get that idea... 
He also explained the issues upon which he focussed during the task: 
[r] ... can you sum up what your main interests... areas of interest 
were when you were doing your comparison...? What were you 
actually focussing on most to do your comparison? 
[s] well ... 
just the sort of eh... where features were offered in one 
tool and not in another... where the interaction mechanism in 
one tool was different from the one in the other... whether or 
not that difference meant... had a bearing on the project 
members... the team members that were going to be involved 
with working on the project... also... the... the... it's very much the 
differences and the things in common really... trying to 
compare each of the tools that way... 
As already mentioned, initial attempts to exhaustively model each subject's activities 
(including their exploratory investigative actions) resulted in diagrams that were so 
intricate that their meaning and potential usefulness became obscured by their complexity. 
Figure 7.2 therefore represents a simplified model of this subject's actions, the aim of 
which is to illustrate strategy as opposed to specific action selection. For clarity, sections 
of the model are represented as black-boxes and their internal structure is modelled 
separately. 
This subject adopted a relatively straightforward approach to comparing data. He 
differentiated between manually comparing the data at the microscopic level and 
comparing the entire data set at a more macroscopic level. Bearing in mind that this 
subject was working under falsified conditions (see above) he chose to remind himself of 
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the required interaction mechanisms before adopting a methodical category-by-category 
strategy for examination of the UIDT data. During the interview session, the subject 
indicated that he placed the importance of functionality over that of the interaction 
mechanisms used and so, per category, examined the functionality matches and then 
interaction mechanism matches at the lowest level of detail. He was methodical in hiding 
his completed categories to avoid confusion and to simplify the visualisation. 
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Figure 7.2 - model of comparison and analysis strategy adopted by subject 1 
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When asked to comment on his confidence in his own performance and in the results he 
obtained he replied: 
[r] ... so you 
have now worked with the tool for a few hours... how 
would you rate your confidence in your performance with it? 
[s] confidence... eh... much higher than it was at the start... because 
I know what I am doing I think now... eh... performance... similarly 
quite high... I started off quite unproductive if you like 
because you were going through each of the categories but 
now when we know what to look for you can sort of narrow 
things down quickly and make a judgement call quite 
quickly... so... 
[r] 
... so 
how confident are you with the results you obtained ? 
... would you 
feel confident at the end of using that that you 
could go and write a reasoned rationale for the selection 
of one tool over the others ? 
[s] as confident as I am in the templates themselves... 
His response suggests that the strategy outlined in Figure 7.2 was the result of increasing 
confidence in his use of the visualisation environment. Furthermore, the subject suggests 
that his productivity increased with extended use of the environment. The issue he raises 
at the end of the above extract is an interesting one, and is discussed in detail in chapter 8. 
Study 2 
After the pilot study, subjects were asked to outline their anticipated strategy prior to 
commencing their data comparison and analysis task. The following extract shows the 
response of the second subject when presented with the initial visualisation and asked to 
describe her intended strategy: 
[r] Do you have any strategy in mind as to how you are going to 
compare this data? 
[s] not immediately... thought that what I might try to do to 
start off with is look at the... umm ... use the filters - the highlighting to see about the functionality because 
obviously what we don't really want is to produce... is a tool 
that doesn't have the required functionality and as the 
ideal profile is going to tell me what functionality is 
required that's going to help... now, I notice already 
[pointing to the scenario visualisation] that none of the 
them have the same amount of functionality so obviously 
what I am going to try and do is I am going to try and look 
at... to see to what extent there is a difference between... on 
the ones that are the darkest... [pointing to specific cells 
in the visualisation] I wouldn't mind seeing whether there 
was a... the percentage difference between those two grey ones 
there... so obviously I can see immediately that I am not 
going to be able to get the ideal OK... which is a bit 
disappointing since it would be nice if I could... um... but none 
of them match... so I suppose what I need to do is I need to 
find out... um... yeah... what sort of other... the interaction 
facilities that are available where those matches are... So I 
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think my first strategy is... mmm... I think there's two ways I 
might go about it: I might just expand everything just to 
get an idea about what is there and what's not there ... just 
to get an overall idea of the scope of the categories... just 
to get a context; and then I'll start looking 
at-highlighting different things with respect to matches 
and mis-matches between the tools and the profile. OK. 
On a cursory examination of the visualised data, the subject correctly concluded that 
neither of the tools being evaluated were an exact match with the ideal tool profile. After 
a brief comparison of the greyscale representation of percentage functionality provision 
within the top-level cells, she fully expanded all of the categories to determine the extent of 
the data set. From the ideal tool profile cells, the subject identified the required interaction 
mechanisms and then superficially located the existence of these mechanisms in the visual 
representation of the actual UIDT data. Similarly, she observed where the two tools 
matched and did not match in terms of functionality and interaction mechanisms. Her 
final exploratory activity was to first select all matches between the tools and then all mis- 
matches, at which point she realised that the ideal tool profile was included in the selection 
process and therefore considered the selection operations as of little use (see section 7.5.1). 
After restoring the visualisation to its initial state, this subject clearly identified her 
comparison agenda - to compare categories of components in order to eliminate from 
consideration those that contained no (or at least no significant) differences such that she 
could focus her analysis on the categories for which there were substantial and therefore 
decision informing differences. She began with an examination of the greyscale 
representation of percentage functionality in the top-level cells. After ranking the top- 
level categories on the basis of the degree to which the greyscale representation differed 
across their cells, the subject systematically analysed each top-level category - starting 
from the one with least difference and concluding with the one with the greatest difference. 
Taking each top-level category in turn, the subject applied a full expansion to see the 
interaction mechanism level detail for each component. Based on the lowest, sub- 
component level representation she identified differences in functionality between the two 
tools, functionality missing from both tools, differences in the use of interaction 
mechanisms, and differences in the use of the required interaction mechanisms. At 
various intervals, she took written notes of her observations. Having completed her 
examination of a category, she restored the visualisation and relocated the completed 
category to the front of the list to 'mark' it as compared, before moving onto the next in the 
ranked list. 
Once she had completed the above process for each of the top-level categories, she 
identified the two categories that represented substantial differences. Fully expanding the 
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first of these, she began hiding the low-level components for which there was no difference 
between the two tools. That done, she took a snapshot of the manipulated visualisation 
before restoring the original visualisation and repeating the process for the other selected 
top-level category. Having isolated the most significant differences between the two 
tools, the subject - presented with all the important information simultaneously and 
manageably - was then able to make her final comparison and analysis. 
During the course of the session, the subject was asked to rate the importance of 
functionality against the interaction mechanisms and interaction assistance information. 
She replied: 
[s] ... once I realised that there was that much difference 
between them I realised that I had to pay a little bit more 
attention to them than I had first anticipated... my first 
idea was functionality is what's important... is what's 
important... the tool has to be able to do what we want it 
to... but once I'd realised that there was quite a distinctive 
mismatch between what the ideal tool wanted and the others 
I felt that then I had to start thinking a little bit more 
towards well-which sort of interaction mechanisms... which 
tool is giving the most appropriate interaction mechanisms 
for the ideal... 
Like the previous subject, she rated functionality as the most important determinant for the 
selection of UIDTs. However, when she realised that the tools did not match the ideal tool 
profile, she expanded her consideration to more fully analyse the manner in which the 
provided functionality was achieved (the interaction mechanisms). 
Figure 7.3 maps the comparison and analysis strategy adopted by this subject. Although 
more extended and perhaps complex, there is much in common between this strategy and 
that for the previous subject, shown in Figure 7.2. Both subjects adopted a category-by- 
category approach to examining the data, and focussed on the differences between the 
tools. Both performed a period of microscopic and macroscopic comparison, albeit in 
opposite sequence. However, this subject extended her analysis by revisiting and isolating 
the categories for which she had identified the most substantial differences - this is noted 
as summation analysis in Figure 7.3. 
When asked to determine whether her suggested strategy had been the most appropriate 
given the benefit of hindsight, she commented: 
[s] 
... um... I don't ever feel... there was no time where I felt I had 
done things in the wrong order... 
[r] ... right... 
[s] ... and I thought I should have gone back and done it differently... I felt from the way that I wanted to look at the system it was an appropriate way of going about it... 
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Figure 7.3 - model of comparison and analysis strategy adopted by subject 2 
The subject was asked to comment on her confidence in her own performance and in the 
results she obtained given her adopted strategy. The corresponding conversation is 
outlined in the following extract: 
[r] ... how would you rate your confidence in your performance? 
[s] 
... my confidence... in my strategy ?... 
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[r] ... yes... your performance... 
[s] ... I thought 
I did pretty well... 
[r] ... yeah... 
[s] ... I think 
that I am pretty confident in the way I did the 
strategy... I think... I mean it obviously took a while for me to 
really work out what I was going to do and why I was going 
to do it... but once I realised that eliminating the 
categories that were the same and the mechanism of doing 
it... I was pretty sure that this was the way to do it... 
[r]... uh huh... 
[s] ... and 
that having a visualisation of the categories that 
were the most different showing exactly where the 
differences were... I was pretty confident that was how... the 
best way to make the decisions... 
[r] ... so you are quite 
happy that you have actually identified 
the differences...? 
[s] ... yes... 
[r] ... and the points of 
interest ?... 
[s] ... most 
definitely... 
The subject was not only confident that she had tackled her comparison and analysis task 
in an appropriate manner, but she was also confident that she had identified the points upon 
which to base her selection decision - that is, the points of substantial difference between 
the two tools. 
Study 3 
Before commencing his comparison and analysis task, this subject discussed his intended 
strategy: 
[r] Do you have any strategy in mind as to how you are going to 
compare this data ? 
[s] OK... um... I was initially... eh... recalling the existence of the 
searching for functionality that it does and doesn't cover 
and the interaction mechanisms that it does and doesn't 
cover, I was going to start just by generally using those 
two to look and see if there are any major places 
where... eh... where one of them is obviously better... um... other 
than that, no that's my immediate goals and I will then see 
where I go from there. 
Unlike the previous subject, he did not have a well defined strategy in mind prior to 
starting his task. Instead, he decided to adopt a macroscopic exploratory technique in 
order to get a better feel for the data set and thereby clarify his strategy. The subject 
started by filtering the data set on the basis of the tools' percentage functionality match 
with the ideal tool profile. When this returned an empty set, he concluded that the 
converse filter would return everything and so determined that his current line of 
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investigation was inappropriate given the nature of the data set. He then decided to 
investigate the data on the basis of the match between the interaction mechanisms 
identified in the ideal tool profile and those recorded for each tool. Once again this 
returned an empty set which confirmed the subject's interpretation that he was not going to 
be able to approach the comparison on the basis of filtering out the mis-matches and 
matches between the tools and the ideal tool profile. 
Like the previous subjects, he fully expanded all categories to get an impression of the size 
of the data set - at which point he concluded that there was too much data to manipulate at 
once and so decided to compare the data on a category-by-category basis. 
After returning the visualisation to its initial state, the subject fully expanded the first top- 
level category. He examined the interaction mechanism level components in order to 
determine differences in functionality provision between the tools and functionality that 
was missing from all tools, before restoring the visualisation to the view of the top-level 
categories. He repeated this pattern for each of the top-level categories. At one point he 
returned to a top-level category and, out of curiosity, only expanded it down one level. 
After considering the data at that level and levels below, he determined that there was not 
much to be gained from viewing the data at the intermediate levels and so decided to 
continue with his one step top-to-bottom expansion strategy. 
Once he had completed his functionality-centred comparison, he focussed on interaction 
mechanism and assistance data. He visualised interaction assistance data across the entire 
data set. He then expanded the first of the top-level categories and compared the low-level 
components on the basis of their use of interaction mechanisms, provision of interaction 
assistance, and the match between the interaction mechanisms used and those identified in 
the ideal tool profile. He returned the visualisation to the top-level category view and 
repeated the process for each of the remaining categories. Sporadically, while examining 
issues concerning the use of interaction mechanisms and assistance, he re-examined 
differences in the functionality provided by each tool. 
Having completed this stage of his comparison, the subject focussed on the ancillary data 
recorded for each component - namely the cognitive demand and quality of feedback. 
After filtering the data on the basis of positive cognitive demand modifiers, he began a 
category-by-category examination of the component highlights. For each category, he 
tallied the number of highlights and examined random cells for recorded comments. 
Once he had completed his examination of positive cognitive demand modifiers, the 
subject cleared the highlights and filtered the data on the basis of negative cognitive 
demand modifiers. At this point, he decided to fully expand all the categories at once 
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rather than continue his systematic category-by-category analysis stating that his former 
approach was becoming tedious. He repeated this process (clearing highlights in between) 
for both positive and negative quality of feedback modifiers. 
When tallying the highlights for filtered modifiers, the subject was noted to selectively 
exclude or include highlights on components that were provided by only one of the two 
tools. When asked to explain his strategy he commented that in the case of negative 
modifiers, if one tool did provide the functionality and the other tool did not, then the 
functionality was the overriding issue and so the negative modifier could be ignored. 
However, in the case of positive modifiers, if one tool provided the functionality and the 
other did not and furthermore provided it well (that is, had a positive modifier), then that 
was the equivalent to two points in favour of the first tool. Like the previous subjects, his 
strategy placed greater emphasis on the provision of functionality. 
Figure 7.4 maps the strategy adopted by the third subject. To avoid unnecessary 
repetition, the black-box expansion for quality of feedback analysis has been omitted - it is 
essentially the same as that for cognitive demand analysis, with the exception that the 
filters applied relate to quality of feedback. 
Of the subjects thus far, this subject made the most extensive use of the range of facilities 
and data provided in the visualisation environment. He adopted a methodical - albeit 
perhaps inefficient - approach to the comparison and analysis of the core elements 
(functionality, interaction mechanisms, and interaction assistance) whereby he examined 
each in turn on a category-by-category basis. He then turned to the ancillary data for 
additional criteria on which to base his selection. He abandoned the category-by-category 
approach at this stage and globally compared the filter results. 
At the start of the interview session, the subject was asked whether he felt the tool had 
supported him in his intended strategy: 
[r] ... do you think you were able to follow the strategy you 
wanted to follow ? 
[s] roughly yes... 
[r] yeah ?... 
[s] I went down to each of the bottom layers and then back 
up... down and up... down and up... down and up... and then did a 
similar thing for the interaction mechanisms... so... eh... give or 
take... actually the very initial strategy... the very initial 
strategy I was going to try which was the trying to find 
out any obvious places where they satisfy or don't satisfy 
failed... so after that the second strategy I tried I 
basically followed yes... 
[r] right ... OK... em... how would you say that your strategy developed 
as you went along? 
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Figure 7.4 - model of comparison and analysis strategy adopted by subject 3 
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[s] I started off... I think I started off thinking a bit more 
about the functionality and not about the extra comments 
around them... 
Er] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... I started 
to think... eh... as I went along I started to think 
about the subtleties of what providing that functionality 
actually really meant... in terms of whether they supported 
the interaction mechanisms, the quality of feedback and so 
on... 
[r] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... um... which 
I wasn't thinking about so clearly to start with... 
Er] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... so 
being able to see it in front of me was helping me to 
start... to start really thinking about it in that format... 
This suggests that the subject was able to follow his intended strategy - at least after he had 
determined that, on account of the data, his initial strategy had failed. This feedback also 
suggests that the visualisation environment was effective in terms of focussing the subject's 
attention on important project-specific context-sensitive issues. Chapter 5 showed that the 
SUIT methodology is effective in terms of directing evaluator's attention to issues of 
context when comparing UIDTs for a specific project. Given that the subjects involved in 
this study had not been directly exposed to the methodology the above feedback implies 
that, for this subject at least, the structure of the visualisation and associated functionality 
was also effective in terms of directing his attention to more than just a functional 
comparison. 
Finally, as with the other subjects, this subject was asked to rate his confidence in his 
performance and in the observations he had made: 
[r] how well would you rate your confidence in your performance 
with the tool? 
[s] ... reasonable... 
[r] ... uh 
huh... and where would you say you weren't confident? 
[s] ... um... I think 
it's all coming back down to the importance of 
the... the but I'm not confident about is the importance of 
whether the things I have chosen are actually really 
significant or not... 
[r] ... so 
it's your priority... you're not confident on whether 
you've based it on the right priority? 
[s]... yeah... 
[r] 
... what about the results you've obtained? ... again would that be based on the priority? 
[s] ... yeah... 
[r] 
... are you confident that you have picked up the important 
data and been able to identify the differences between the 
tools? 
... assuming they are of the same priority... 
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[s] ... yeah... yeah... assuming 
they are... yeah... I'm fairly sure I have... 
[r] ... yeah... 
[s] ... 
I wouldn't say 100% but probably 80% - 90%... 
The absence of priority information in the environment made the subject question his 
performance and results to some extent (although he still rates them quite highly). After 
future development of the environment has addressed the prioritisation issue, it would be 
interesting to evaluate any change in the subject's confidence levels (see chapter 8). 
Study 4 
The following extract illustrates the subject's initial thoughts on the strategy she would 
adopt: 
[r] Do you have any strategy in mind as to how you are going to 
compare this data ? 
[s] I would probably go and look at the ones that differ 
radically... [pointing to the first two top-level components 
in the visualisation] I wouldn't bother too much about 
those two because that looks pretty equal... so I'd first look 
at the big differences and then if I still thought I needed 
to decide, I'd go and look at the ones where they appeared 
to be the same and expand them. 
Like previous subjects, her initial intention was to focus on the differences between the 
two tools. In particular, she decided to identify the areas for which the difference was 
greatest and concentrate her attention on those. Unlike the other subjects, however, she 
did not adopt an obviously systematic approach to her comparison and analysis task. 
Nevertheless, she made extensive use of the various operations available within the 
visualisation environment and thereby considered all aspects of the data as opposed to just 
functionality and interaction mechanisms. 
The subject began by examining the greyscale representation within the top-level category 
cells. Selecting the category for which the greyscale values were most different across the 
tools, she expanded the category by one level. After examining the greyscale values for 
the cells at that level, she again selected the category for which the greyscale values were 
most obviously different and fully expanded it. To simplify her visualisation, she hid the 
top-level categories that remained untouched. 
Focussing on the components within her selected sub-category, the subject filtered the data 
on the basis of functionality mis-matches with the ideal tool profile. Selecting specific 
components and displaying the interaction assistance information for each, she investigated 
the data available to her at the interaction mechanism level. She then identified the 
differences in functional provision amongst the various components - periodically 
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visualising the interaction assistance information - and identified the differences in 
interaction mechanisms used. 
After clearing the highlights and returning the visualisation to its initial state, the subject 
identified another of the top-level categories for which the tools were substantially 
different in terms of their greyscale representation. She again expanded that category by 
one level and examined the sub-categories for marked differences in greyscale - fully 
expanding the sub-category with greatest visual greyscale disparity. At the interaction 
mechanism level, she identified the components for which both tools provided the 
functionality, the interaction mechanisms used, where the interaction mechanisms differed, 
and after visualising the interaction assistance data across all components, examined the 
provision of interaction assistance. There then followed a period during which the subject 
highlighted negative cognitive demand modifiers, positive quality of feedback modifiers, 
and positive modifiers for miscellaneous comments. After applying each filter, she 
compared the components on the basis of the highlights, took notes about her observations, 
and cleared the existing highlights before applying the next filter. After contracting the 
expanded sub-category back to its root, she selected and fully expanded another of the 
noticeably different sub-categories and repeated the above process of examination for its 
constituent components. 
The subject filtered the data on the basis of functionality matches with the ideal tool profile 
before using the highlights to identify differences in functionality between the two tools, 
and the components for which both tools provided the required functionality. 
Furthermore, she identified functionality that was missing from both tools, and differences 
in the interaction mechanisms used. 
The subject then adopted a different strategy - after returning the visualisation to the top- 
level view she fully expanded two of the top-level categories. She identified differences 
in the functionality and interaction assistance provided by the two tools before clearing her 
highlights and again returning the visualisation to the top-level view. 
Having previously selected top-level categories for which the greyscale values differed 
most significantly between the tools, she then selected and fully expanded a top-level 
category for which there was no distinguishable difference in the greyscale representation 
of the cells. She identified differences in the functionality provided and interaction 
mechanisms used before filtering the data on the basis of positive cognitive demand 
modifiers. Using the highlights as a guide, she identified differences in cognitive demand 
before examining differences in the provision of interaction assistance. She cleared the 
existing highlights before filtering out the positive quality of feedback modifiers, and 
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identifying differences between the tools on the basis of their associated quality of 
feedback. She then returned the visualisation to the initial top-level state. 
Selecting another top-level category, she fully expanded it before identifying differences in 
the functionality provided, identifying the use of the required interaction mechanisms, and 
comparing and identifying differences in the provision of interaction assistance. The 
subject returned the visualisation to its initial state before independently applying filters for 
functionality matches with the ideal tool profile, and instances of use of the required 
interaction mechanisms. After fully expanding the entire data set, she identified 
functionality that was missing from both tools before examining the difference in cognitive 
demands between the tools by independently applying filters on the basis of positive 
cognitive demand modifiers and then negative cognitive demand modifiers. 
This synopsis of the subject's activities illustrates that she did not adopt a noticeably 
consistent or regimented approach to comparing the data. Unlike previous subjects, she 
did not work globally and then more locally (or vice versa) but flitted between the various 
scopes available to her in an opportunistic manner. Similarly, she did not examine the 
attributes of the data in a set order - she mixed examination of all aspects of the data, not 
always comprehensively, and returned to certain attributes despite having filtered the data 
on completely different attributes. 
Despite the apparent randomness of her approach at times, the following extract suggests 
that her approach nevertheless led the subject to feel confident that she had learned the tool 
sufficiently to consider it easy-to-use, and that she was confident that she had identified the 
important aspects of the tools: 
[r] How you rate your confidence in your performance with SUIT? 
[s] I think if it was faster I would have rated it higher... but I 
wasn't always sure whether I had got my input or not... 
[r] ... uh huh... 
[s] ... but that's not your fault... 
[r] ... that's not really your fault that's the system... 
[s] ... yeah... so... yeah I... I think I could use it quite easily now... 
[r] ... right... good... em... and how confident are you with the results 
you've obtained ? 
[s] I think it was a very difficult one to do because these two 
tools are very alike... 
[r] ... uh 
huh... 
[s]... um... 
[r) ... but are you quite happy that you've identified what you 
were looking to identify ? 
[s] I think so yes... 
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Figure 7.5 - model of comparison and analysis strategy adopted by subject 4 
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Although the general response time of the system (see section 7.3.3) reduced the subject's 
confidence in some of her actions, she recognised the root of this problem and indicated 
that it would not deter her from using it again. Furthermore, the environment has 
obviously been successful in terms of making her appreciate how similar the two tools 
actually are and that the issues upon which to base a decision were not going to be easily 
identified with a cursory look at the data. 
This subject's use of the notepad was particularly interesting. Unlike other subjects who 
made minimal use of it to record the results of their analysis, this subject also used it to 
record a checklist of things she identified as requiring her attention - essentially an aide 
memoir during the course of her comparison task. Her 'to do' list is evidence that the 
environment needs to consider support for higher level task and information management 
aspects of UIDT data comparison and analysis. This is discussed further in chapter 8. 
Figure 7.5 outlines a model of the subject's comparison and analysis strategy. Although 
every effort has been made to accurately represent the manner in which the subject tackled 
her task, it was sometimes necessary to abstract over her observed actions in order to 
generate a comprehensible model. 
Study 5 
Although this subject provided valuable feedback in terms of his critique of the 
visualisation environment, he failed to focus on, and therefore complete, the task he was 
asked to perform. Additionally, extraneous technical interruptions were encountered 
during this study75 (see section 7.6.1). The content log for this subject does not therefore 
truly reflect real use of the environment. As such, although the activities of the subject are 
discussed, a strategy map has not been outlined on the grounds that the subject did not 
progress beyond cursory investigative activity76. Rather than actually perform his analysis 
task, the subject often discussed how he might approach the task. Often interesting, such 
discussion has therefore been included in the following synopsis of the subject's activities. 
Initially, the subject spent some time examining the greyscale representation of the 
percentage functionality provision in the top-level view. He noted a relative value for 
each cell (high - medium - low) and the degree to which the tools differed in this respect 
for each category. As with the exploratory actions of many of the subjects, he fully 
's To the extent that they prevented the subject continuing interaction with the environment. 
76 Activities that have been excluded from the strategy maps of the other subjects. 
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expanded all categories to get an overview of the data set before restoring the visualisation 
to its initial state. 
For each of the top-level categories in turn, the subject expanded the category by one level, 
gave the associated sub-categories a cursory examination, and then returned the 
visualisation to the top-level view. After viewing each of the top-level categories in this 
manner, the subject expanded all of the top-level categories by one level. For each sub- 
category, he identified differences in the greyscale value represented in each cell, before 
selecting all matches between the tools. This returned an empty set - since the ideal tool 
profile is treated as a tool in its own right there were no components for which both tools 
exactly matched the ideal tool profile. He therefore selected all mis-matches between the 
tools and was presented with the entire data set. After a brief examination of the 
components, he selected all categories for which there was no registered functionality 
before returning the visualisation to its original state. 
The subject fully expanded the first of the top-level categories and identified functionality 
that was missing from both tools, differences in the functionality provided by the two tools, 
the use of the required interaction mechanisms, and differences in the use of interaction 
mechanisms. During this process, he commented that he was tending to ignore where the 
two tools were the same, and was concentrating on where there was some sort of difference 
between them. He returned the visualisation to the top-level view before fully expanding 
another of the top-level categories. This time he focussed on the functionality that was 
missing from both tools and on differences in the interaction mechanisms used. This was 
the limit of the subject's progress during the interactive session. 
The subject did not progress further than a basic initial exploration of the data set and the 
effects of some of the filters and selection operations. However, when he had fully 
expanded one of the top-level categories and was comparing the data at the level of the 
interaction mechanism representation, the subject succinctly identified the three principal 
circumstances to consider when examining the data set at that level: (1) the areas where 
neither tool provides the functionality - which he suggested were not worthy of further 
investigation; (2) the areas where one tool does not provide the functionality whereas the 
other tool does - in which case he suggested that the latter tool should be considered 
superior even if it does not use the correct interaction mechanisms and therefore such areas 
did not require further investigation; and (3) areas where the tools both provide the 
functionality but use different interaction mechanisms - such areas he deemed to be the 
most important in terms of further investigation. Furthermore, he suggested that a 
comparison would consist of finding all functionality for which the tools differed and then 
investigating which tool the difference favoured. It is clear that the other subjects were 
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also using this conceptual justification but none of them summarised the situation as 
concisely. 
Since his suggested logic showed the potential to develop into a systematic and 
comprehensive strategy for comparison and analysis, it is unfortunate that this subject was 
not able or minded to complete the comparison and analysis task. However, he was able 
to provide useful and informative feedback both in terms of conceptual means of tackling 
the task, and usability defects within the environment itself (see section 7.5.1). 
Study 6 
This subject was the most experienced software developer with extensive knowledge of 
CASE tools. His expertise in CASE tools led to an appreciation of the complexity of 
UIDTs that was reflected in his approach to the comparison and analysis task whereby, 
after an initial investigative foray into the lowest level of detail, he tackled his analysis 
from a top-down perspective. 
He fully expanded a top-level category to identify functionality that was missing from both 
tools, differences in the functionality provided, differences in the use of interaction 
mechanisms, and in the use of the required interaction mechanisms before restoring the 
visualisation to its original state with the declaration that he was getting too 'bogged down' 
in detail and that he intended to get a'broader view' of the data. 
Deciding to adopt a 'negative stance', the subject filtered the data on the basis of 
functionality mis-matches with the ideal tool profile. After identifying differences in 
functionality match on the basis of the highlights within the scope of the top-level 
categories, the subject selected one of the top-level categories and fully expanded it. He 
identified differences in functionality and interaction mechanisms (including the use of the 
required interaction mechanisms) before returning the visualisation to the top-level view. 
After identifying the percentage functionality provision for the two tools within the next 
top-level category, he expanded that category by one level of abstraction. He examined 
the sub-categories' cells to identify sub-categories for which both tools provided either 0% 
or 100% of the required functionality. On the grounds that 0% or 100% functionality 
provision meant that, at least in terms of functionality, the tools were identical, he 
expressed his intention to focus on the remaining sub-categories - that is, the ones with 
grey cells. He selected one of the sub-categories for which one or both of the cells were 
grey and expanded it down one further level. Momentarily diverting his attention to the 
level above, he decided to hide the 0% and 100% sub-categories to simplify the 
visualisation. He identified sub-categories of his current expansion that were different in 
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terms of provided functionality before contracting the visualisation by one level - that is, to 
his previous series of sub-categories. He then repeated this process for another of the 
initially identified 'grey' cell sub-categories. Having completed the comparison of its sub- 
categories and the categories at the first level of abstraction, the subject returned the 
visualisation to the top-level view. After hiding the completed top-level category, he 
repeated the whole of the above process for another two of the top-level categories. 
On the occasion of one expansion of a 'grey sub-category, he decided to fully expand it 
(rather than just expand it by one level). He identified differences in the functionality 
provided by each tool and in their use of the required interaction mechanisms. He also 
identified functionality that was missing from both tools. It would appear that the subject 
broke from his routine on this occasion out of curiosity rather than necessity since he 
concluded that he did not need to view the data at the lowest level in order to make his 
desired observations. He returned the visualisation to one level of expansion for the 
current top-level category and resumed his previous systematic top-down approach. 
Another momentary break from routine saw the subject first highlight functionality 
matches with the ideal tool profile and then functionality mis-matches with the ideal tool 
profile. He took some written notes regarding his observation of the highlights before 
resuming his established strategy. 
Having completed his top-down analysis of each top-level category, the subject restored 
the visualisation (which clears existing highlights). He then adopted a different strategy 
for his remaining comparison. In particular, he opted for a more macroscopic comparison 
approach whereby he first highlighted the use of one of the required interaction 
mechanisms before globally expanding all categories and, aided by the highlights, 
identifying differences in the use of the required interaction mechanism. 
Returning the visualisation to the top-level view, in turn he expanded each of the top-level 
categories by one level and examined the enclosed highlights. He restored the 
visualisation and filtered the data on the basis of interaction mechanism mis-matches with 
the ideal tool profile. After expanding two of the top-level categories by one level of 
abstraction, he resorted to a global expansion of all categories. Guided by the highlights, 
he identified differences in the functionality provision for components where the required 
interaction mechanisms were used. 
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Figure 7.6 - model of comparison and analysis strategy adopted by subject 6 
He restored the visualisation before filtering the data on the basis of interaction mechanism 
matches with the ideal tool profile and then, after clearing the highlights, according to a 
specific interaction assistance type. After fully expanding the first top-level category, he 
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visualised interaction assistance data and identified differences on this basis between the 
two tools. After returning the visualisation to the top-level view he repeated this 
examination for the next top-level category. At this point, the subject declared that he felt 
he had extracted as much useful information as possible from the visualisation and 
concluded his comparison and analysis task. 
Before commencing his task, he outlined his initial thoughts regarding the strategy he was 
going to adopt: 
[r] Do you have any strategy in mind as to how you are going to 
compare these tools ? 
[s] Well yes, I was thinking about that. I'm not sure whether 
to start with the... the weakest feature or the strongest 
feature... I think I'm going to start with the weakest to try 
and identify the weakest areas first. So I'm going to 
work out where the weakest areas of match are and then see 
if I get anywhere that way - if I don't, I'll switch and 
I'll start working with the strongest areas. [pointing to 
the visualisation - and specifically the second of the top- 
level categories] So there's obviously weakness in both 
tools in one area; [pointing to the visualisation - 
specifically the darkest of the greyscale cells in the top- 
level categories] there's a strength down here... em... obviously 
in the Delphi tool... em... actually I think I'm going to change 
my mind and start with the strongest because that [again 
pointing to the darkest of the greyscale cells] seems to be 
the thing that stands out most in the whole... in the whole 
array, the thing that seems to stand out most is that 'UI 
Features' box there for Delphi [again pointing to the same 
cell] so I think I'm going to start by expanding that out 
and having a look to see what the... the situation is there. 
From the outset the subject decided to investigate the data set from what he later called the 
'negative stance' but demonstrated flexibility and willingness to alter his strategy if it was 
found to be inappropriate once he had examined the data. 
Figure 7.6 maps the strategy adopted by the subject and demonstrates the systematic 
approach he followed when comparing and analysing his data set. 
The subject was asked to comment as to whether the above strategy was appropriate and 
whether he felt the system had enabled him to follow the strategy he wanted to follow. 
The following extract is taken from the beginning of the interview session: 
(r] Before you started, you mentioned that you had a sort 
of... quite a vague... strategy in mind. Do you think that you 
were able to follow that strategy when you started using 
the tool ? 
[s] em... I think the general idea of looking for the... the... the 
biggest mis-matches was probably right. I didn't... in 
fact... follow the strategy properly... eh... I... I think I wasted 
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probably the first five minutes or so trying to work at too 
fine a level of detail... 
[r] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... and... 
if I was going to start again... if you gave me another 
session with two different tools or... or... you know a 
different ... eh ... ta s 
k... 
[r]... uh huh... 
[s] ... 
I think I'd have a much better idea of how to attack the 
problem. I... I would... I would take this top-down approach 
which I eventually... 
[r] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... reached 
because in fact, a lot of the gross... eh... either 
differences or non-differences - matches - show up almost 
immediately at one level down - you don't need to go to 
three levels down to see the differences... 
[r} ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... and so, 
I think it's much more natural to do it in a... in a 
top-down manner... so you start with each category, look at 
the... expand by one level, look for the real differences, if 
there are any then go a bit further down if you want to... 
(r] ... uh 
huh... 
[s] ... so I think my... perhaps my global strategy was right but 
my... my first attempt to implement it was actually wrong... 
The subject was able to distinguish the mechanisms available to him and which he used, 
from the more abstract strategy he was trying to follow. He was able to identify the fact 
that his technique was not working initially and so adopted a different technique that he 
found more effective. Furthermore, the subject suggests that after one interactive session 
with the environment he felt sufficiently comfortable with it that he considered himself far 
better equipped to approach a similar problem in a more efficient manner. 
When asked about the level of his confidence in terms of his performance with the 
environment and the results he obtained, he commented that although he thought he had 
started off using the environment rather 'haphazardly', he felt that by the end of the session 
he was using it reasonably well. However, regarding his confidence in the observations he 
had made and the conclusions he had drawn, the subject was less confident on the grounds 
that component priority information that would have made his decision more definite was 
missing from the visualisation. Although the subject's confidence was compromised by 
the absence of priority information, it was not lacking on the grounds that he felt that he 
had failed to identify the differences between the tools, but rather that, having identified 
these differences he did not know the relative priority to assign to them in order to 
conclude a relevant recommendation. This suggests that the environment is effective at 
assisting an evaluator to identify the differences between UIDTs but needs to consider 
assistance in prioritisation of these differences (see chapter 8). 
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7.6 Experimental Validity 
Having presented the results, it is important to consider the validity of the qualitative study 
regarding the manner of execution and the way in which the results have been analysed - 
not only to qualify or temper the resulting claims, but also to highlight the lessons that may 
be learned from mistakes made during this study. 
7.6.1 Technical Problems Encountered During Study Execution and its Impact on 
the Study Results 
Section 7.3.3 outlined technical restrictions imposed upon the execution of the study. In 
general, the impact of the retarded operational speed on the usability of the system was 
restricted to feedback delays - more substantial usability defects as a result of the technical 
restrictions were discussed in section 7.5.1. Nevertheless, the impact of the operational 
speed is likely to have influenced the manner in which the subjects reacted to, and 
therefore interacted with, the environment. It is anticipated that fewer usability defects 
may have been identified had the system response been less handicapped. 
During the course of the interactive session of the fifth study, it became apparent that the 
departmental system administrators were carrying out remote system updates on the 
departmental network. These had not been forewarned, and as a result interrupted and 
handicapped the interactive session of the study. Had the administrative operations been 
known in advance, the study would obviously not have been scheduled when it was. 
However, this experience highlights an important lesson - that is, to isolate the evaluation 
equipment if at all possible. 
7.6.2 The Quality of the Results 
The focus of this investigation was to identify, and thereby generate an initial corpus of 
qualitative information regarding the strategies adopted by subjects when asked to compare 
and analyse a complex data set using the SUIT visualisation environment. 
Lindgaard warns that although data is easy to collect during protocol analysis, the value of 
the data is directly attributable to the skill of the evaluator in terms of the evaluator's ability 
to extract interesting or salient issues (Lindgaard, 1994). Given that this was the first 
series of evaluative studies of the environment, the data collected is unlikely to be 
comprehensive in terms of having elicited all possible information. The results from this 
series of studies should therefore be used to inform future studies of the environment once 
the observations made here have been addressed (see chapter 8). 
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Since the subjects were being observed when performing their tasks and were unavoidably 
aware of the researcher's agenda, the Hawthorne Effect is likely to have influenced the 
results obtained. Most of the subjects had considerable research and development 
experience and so there is no reason to believe that the Hawthorne Effect will have 
influenced their adopted strategies. It may, however, have influenced the thoroughness 
with which they completed their comparison and analysis tasks. Although the Hawthorne 
Effect may have influenced the subjects' judgement of their confidence, since their ratings 
were not overly high it is likely that they would only be marginally reduced if the subjects 
were not monitored. 
Often subjects' first use of a software application is not representative of how they will use 
it as their level of experience increases. In the case of the SUIT data visualisation 
environment, however, it is anticipated that use will be casual and infrequent and so expert 
use is not relevant. Lacking expertise, the subjects' use of the SUIT data visualisation 
environment can therefore be considered representative of its typical use. 
It was not the intention of the study to produce quantitative data to which statistical 
significance could be attributed, and so neither the strategy analysis nor the usability defect 
analysis should be considered formal analyses of their respective topics. Steps were taken, 
however, to reduce researcher bias and ensure accuracy of representation. In particular, 
the content logs generated for each interactive session were validated by an independent 
assessor (see section 7.5) to confirm that they were an accurate representation of the 
videotaped activities and discussions. Furthermore, the process by which the usability 
defect analysis was conducted is well documented, uses a clearly defined set of categories, 
and is repeatable by an independent assessor. 
Consider now the comparison strategy analysis. Given the nature of the investigation and 
lack of randomness of the subject population, no statistical significance is being attributed 
to the results presented in this chapter - the strategies identified are only attributable to the 
subjects who were part of the study and no attempt is being made to generalise the results 
beyond the subject population. 
The size and potential unrepresentativeness of the subject population means that the 
identified strategies cannot be considered conclusive or exhaustive. Although there is no 
evidence to suggest that the identified strategies are representative - there might be 
numerous others - the results of this study provide evidence that there are several different 
practical approaches to comparing and analysing data using the SUIT visualisation 
environment. The intention of developing the independent strategic models (and the 
collective model discussed in section 7.7.2) was to illustrate how evaluators have been 
shown to tackle the data comparison and analysis stages of a SUIT selection process to 
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provide at least a basic level of guidance for future evaluators. The strategy maps are not 
being presented as the only manner in which UIDT data comparison and analysis can be 
structured. During the interview sessions a number of the subjects commented that, 
having used the environment to complete a complex task, they considered themselves 
better equipped to tackle future evaluations in a more efficient and structured manner - 
they had successfully learned to use the environment through extensive use of its 
visualisation and associated operations. It is therefore proposed that the strategy maps 
generated as a result of this study will serve as an optional introduction to the use of the 
visualisation environment such that first time use of the environment for future evaluators 
is perhaps more efficient and less overwhelming than it would be with no such guidance. 
It is fully anticipated that after initial guided use of the environment, future evaluators will 
develop their own preferred strategy. 
Consider, finally, the usability defect analysis. As with the strategy analysis, the usability 
defects identified in the study are not attributed any statistical significance. Similarly, 
they are not considered conclusive or exhaustive - most require further investigation and it 
is fully anticipated that others will be uncovered during future evaluation studies. 
Furthermore, they are likely to have been influenced by researcher bias given the nature 
and phrasing of the questions asked. That said, subject feedback regarding the strengths 
and weaknesses of the environment that was elicited during the interview sessions 
highlights a number of interesting issues and defects to be addressed in future development 
of the visualisation environment (see chapter 8). 
7.7 Discussion 
The preceding discussion in this chapter has presented, in detail, the findings of the 
qualitative study. The following concluding sections start with a brief summary 
discussion of the identified usability issues and defects. The comparison and analysis 
strategies adopted by the various subjects are then discussed and the individual strategy 
maps are combined into a comprehensive flexible strategy map covering the majority of 
the noted activities and their sequencing. 
7.7.1 Usability Defects 
Section 7.5.1 discussed the observed and categorised usability defects. Although each 
subject identified defects that were specific to their own study, the discussion highlighted 
defects that were common to several subjects. 
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Not least of these issues were those centred around the contraction operations. Although 
the contraction operations were implemented to affect what was considered logical 
behaviour, they have not been shown to be successful in this respect and as such will need 
to be investigated in order to improve their learnability. 
Many subjects commented on the design and layout of the environment. These comments 
were dominated by issues surrounding component (column) labelling. In particular, 
subjects found the orientation of the text on the component labels hindered their ability to 
read them. The point raised by the pilot subject - that is, his familiarity with reading from 
left-to-right and top-to-bottom but not bottom-to-top - suggests that the difficulties 
experienced by the subjects were perhaps not just a factor of the orientation of the labels, 
but also a result of the reading direction. 
Several subjects suggested that the visualisation should be turned on its side - essentially 
transposed into a tree structure. Although they suggest this for reasons of label orientation 
and consistency with the paper version of SUIT tables, this raises an interesting question. 
In chapter 6, the discussion of the design of the visual data representation for the 
visualisation environment introduced Gilmore's findings regarding the salience of data in 
tables used for data comparison (Gilmore, 1991). In particular, he discovered that where 
the salient issue in such tables (that is, the principal focus of the comparison task) is 
represented by the rows, there is a natural inherent strategy for comparison of the data set. 
Conversely, he found that subjects are at a loss as to how to compare the data in tables 
where this mapping is not present (Gilmore, 1991). For this reason, the SUIT data 
visualisation environment selected the rows to represent the UIDTs - that is, the goal focus 
of the comparison task. Hence, the subjects' request to re-orientate the rows and columns 
in the SUIT visualisation environment apparently contradicts Gilmore's findings77 - albeit 
each subject appeared to benefit from, and thereby confirm, the presence of natural 
strategy. This is a significant issue and should be addressed during further research and 
work on the environment (see chapter 8). 
Subjects expressed concern regarding the columns in the visualisation table - specifically, 
that the narrow width of the columns made accurate mouse clicks difficult and inhibited 
identification of the first interaction mechanism colour swatch when a cell was highlighted. 
Subjects also commented on the absence of grouping boundaries when viewing lower level 
components. When designing the visualisation it was realised that a large amount of data 
needed to be displayed in a restricted space and hence the columns were designed to be as 
narrow as possible. Although consideration had been given to the implementation of 
" It should be noted that the paper-based framework tables do not contravene Gilmore's principle of salience since: (1) the data within each table is not being compared; and (2) the salient issue in each table is the component. 
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category boundaries and groupings during the initial design stages for the environment, 
they were abandoned (at least from the first prototype) on the grounds of complexity. 
Basically, since columns can be visually relocated outwith the conceptual bounds of their 
category, it was thought that the representation of groupings would become so overly 
complex that it would deter the user from successful navigation around the system. 
However, the response from the subjects in the various studies would suggest that some 
form of category boundary is required and this should therefore be the focus of further 
work on the visualisation design. 
Identified terminological confusion - especially concerning interpretation of the terms 
'filter', 'highlight' and 'select' - should be addressed as a matter of priority in future 
development of the environment. Subjects were also found to lack confidence in, and a 
means of interpreting, the term'other interaction mechanism'. Had the subjects developed 
the ideal tool profile and/or tool profiles they would have been exposed to the context in 
which the term 'other' has meaning, and it is anticipated that the use of this terminology in 
the visualisation environment would not therefore have been identified as a usability 
defect. However, it cannot be assumed that all users will necessarily have been involved 
with the evaluation process at that stage, and so the use of this and similar terminology 
should be examined further. 
Future development of the environment will have to tackle some of the modality issues 
highlighted by a number of subjects during the studies. In particular, the lack of feedback 
when a selection or filter returns an empty set will have to be addressed in order to increase 
user confidence in the correctness of their actions, and the difference between highlighting 
and showing interaction assistance will have to be clarified - perhaps by adopting the pilot 
subject's suggestion of showing rather than hiding interaction assistance data by default. 
While observation of the subjects identified their adopted data comparison and analysis 
strategies, it also highlighted missing functionality that prevented the subjects interacting 
with the data set as they would have liked. This mismatch with the users' tasks illustrates 
the functionality that is required within the environment if it is to meet evaluator needs. 
The requests for additional functionality are summarised below: 
I. the ability to select and/or mark multiple columns and thereafter apply 
operations to that selection; 
2. increased sophistication in terms of note taking facilities - including the 
option to hide the notepad, to transpose the component hierarchy 
information into a list structure within the notepad, and the associated 
facility to semi-automatically generate reports on the basis of the notepad 
and associated data visualisation; 
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3. the representation and manipulation of priority information for components 
in the visualisation - perhaps via the ability to toggle between a priority- 
based and category-based view of the data; 
4. increased control over filters - namely, greater control over the join 
mechanism between applied filters and the ability to independently apply 
non joined filters simultaneously in order to compare their results, as well 
as the provision of a row-based numerical tally to indicate the number of 
highlights generated as a result of applying a filter; 
5. increased sophistication in terms of contraction and expansion of 
component categories - in particular, the ability to globally expand or 
contract all components by one level at a time; 
6. addition of options to filter on the basis of the existence of modifier 
comments both generically and topic-specifically; 
7. the facility to decide whether or not to include the ideal tool profile in 
selection operations; 
8. representation of percentage functionality intersection between tools - and 
similarly the ability to identify the actual percentage value without having 
to refer to the data sheet; 
9. the ability to switch the tool tip facility on and off; 
10. the ability to globally resize all columns at once; 
11. the provision of both help and undo facilities. 
Although some of the above facilities are relatively easily remedied via the extension of 
existing functionality, others will require more substantial research in order to best identify 
the means to address the functionality. In particular, the issue of representing priority 
information will require considerable thought not least in terms of how to represent it, but 
also in terms of how to record the priority information in the first place. As was discussed 
in chapter 2, the introduction of complex means by which to record and represent 
prioritisation of components was found to over-complicate and burden evaluators. This 
study has highlighted the demand for such information. Hence it will have to be 
considered in order to match the needs of the users, but should be treated carefully and 
with caution to avoid the problems faced by the developers of other UIDT evaluation 
facilities. Similarly, it is unclear whether the demand for the representation of the 
intersection of percentage functionality is indeed a true requirement or has instead arisen as 
a consequence of missing analytical tools (for example, the inability to exclude the ideal 
tool profile from selection operations) and this should be further investigated before 
adapting the basic graphical representation. 
Although the identified usability issues may have affected the manner in which the 
subjects interacted with the visualisation environment - an interesting issue for further 
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investigation after addressing the defects - none prevented the subjects successfully 
completing their data comparison and analysis task. 
7.7.2 Comparison Processes 
Section 7.5.2 presented a series of five strategy maps modelling the approach taken by 
each of five subjects to UIDT data comparison and analysis using the SUIT visualisation 
environment. Examination of the corpus of mapped strategies highlights a number of 
summary points, discussed below. 
Each subject spent a short initial period investigating the data set in order to 'get a feel' for 
the most appropriate strategy given the nature of the data. It was normally during this 
period, as a result of their exploratory analysis, that any predetermined strategies were 
either confirmed or altered. 
With the exception of subject 6, each of the subjects sub-divided their comparison and 
analysis into a period of global analysis and a period of category-by-category analysis. 
Although the subjects' strategies for each type of analysis differed in terms of detail, there 
were a number of common points. 
During their category-by-category analysis, a number of the subjects ranked the top-level 
categories according to the degree of difference in the greyscale values across the different 
tools. Some thereafter started with the categories with least difference in the hope to be 
able to eliminate categories from consideration, and others focussed primarily on the 
categories with the greatest degree of difference considering them to be the categories in 
which the decision criteria would be found. Whether or not the ranking activity was 
performed, the subjects selected each category in turn and (normally) expanded the 
category to the lowest level of detail. After examining the data, they all returned the 
visualisation to the top-level category view. 
Without exception, the subjects focussed their comparison and analysis on the differences 
between the tools - as stated by subject 6, they were adopting the 'negative stance'. Given 
that the two tools are in fact very similar in terms of functionality provided and interaction 
mechanisms used, this proved to be an effective strategy. During his interview session, 
one subject questioned whether this approach would be the most appropriate if the tools 
being considered were radically different in most respects. Although this would require 
further investigation, it is likely that subjects would still adopt the negative approach since 
it is the differences rather than the similarities that set tools apart and enable an evaluator 
to select one over the others. 
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In general, the subjects relied most heavily on 'manual' comparison of the data components 
at the lowest level of detail when conducting the category-by-category analysis - this 
process was commonly referred to by the subjects as 'eyeballing' the data. Little use was 
made of filters in this respect. Although the reason for this is not known, the highlighted 
usability defects regarding confusion surrounding the semantics of some of the filter 
options may have been a contributory factor. However, even when filters were applied to 
the data set, the subjects often forgot about them and performed manual comparison 
without taking advantage of the highlights presented to them. 
With the exception of subject 6, who focussed his comparison and analysis strategy on the 
intermediate levels of abstraction, the remaining subjects made no real use of these 
intermediate levels. In general they worked from the top-level to the bottom and back up 
to the top without considering the data abstractions in between. The usability defect 
analysis did identify a mismatch with the subjects' tasks in this respect given that a number 
of them requested the ability to globally contract every component/category by one level at 
a time and vice versa, to globally expand all categories by one level at a time. Had this 
functionality been included in the visualisation environment, the use of intermediate levels 
of abstraction may have been greater. However, the impact of this - as with many of the 
issues identified during the usability defect analysis - will require further investigation in 
light of future changes to the visualisation environment (see chapter 8). 
Without exception, the subjects rated the importance of functional provision over that of 
the interaction mechanisms used. In general, they suggested that it was more important to 
have the functionality than it was to worry about the interaction mechanisms employed to 
facilitate that functionality. Hence, if one tool was found to provide functionality that was 
missing from other tools, the former was automatically rated more favourably. 
After functionality, in order of priority, the subjects placed the interaction mechanisms 
used by the various tools. During the course of each interactive session it was interesting 
to observe that, had the ideal tool profile not provided the information concerning 
interaction mechanisms, most subjects would have intuitively identified the mechanism 
with which they were most familiar or favoured (in the case of the subject population, this 
tended to be Programming Language). This is illustrated in the following quotation taken 
from one of the interactive session records (the subject is answering the researcher's 
question as to whether he thought that in the absence of the ideal tool profile, he felt he 
might have been inclined to compare the tools on the basis of his own preferences): 
[s] yes... definitely, because I think everybody, although they 
would like to take into account how other people see things 
and how other people like to work, I think initially - more 
than initially actually - if you're looking at some 
project, some problem, and you... you find you approach it 
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from what you know and if what you know is programming 
language rather than some of the other interaction 
mechanisms, then that would be your baseline - that would 
be where you were judging them from... 
The ideal tool profile therefore successfully maintained subjects' focus on the required 
interaction mechanisms. The subjects placed interaction assistance provision after 
interaction mechanisms in their prioritisation of the data, and assigned the issues of 
cognitive demand and quality of feedback equal weighting. It is interesting to observe 
that, with the exception of one subject, miscellaneous comments were ignored. 
Although most subjects compared the tool data according to the prioritisation order 
discussed above, some performed all the comparisons at the same time (that is, during a 
single full expansion of a top-level category) whilst others repeated the category-by- 
category expansion for each of functionality provision, interaction mechanism use, and 
then the remaining ancillary data. 
For the subjects who performed global analysis after category-by-category analysis, the 
former appeared to constitute a confirmation exercise. That is, they had in general 
identified the points upon which to base their recommendation but used the global analysis 
to 'double check' their observations. In some cases, it was at this point that subjects 
compared the data set on the basis of cognitive demands and quality of feedback to 
determine whether there was any other dimension, over and above their functionality and 
interaction mechanism observations, upon which to base their recommendation. 
Only one of the subjects exploited the snapshot facility. It is conjectured that this is a 
direct result of the speed at which the environment was running - the subjects did not want 
to slow it down further - and as such is not a true reflection on the use of this facility. 
Furthermore, given that their tasks were for evaluation purposes, the subjects were perhaps 
less inclined to make extensive records of their observations since they would have no 
need of them after the session closed. 
Although some of the subjects intimated desire for greater control over the manner in 
which the filters could be combined in the environment, very rarely did the subjects 
intentionally combine them. Instead, they tended to work methodically through their 
required filters, clearing the effects of one before applying the next. The semantics of the 
filters were shown to have made the subjects wary of them, and hence this may be further 
reflected in their approach to filter combination. 
Given the diversity in the detail of the manner in which the subjects approached their 
evaluation tasks, it was not possible to combine the various strategy maps into a single 
comprehensive strategy map that included every activity illustrated in each of the 
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individual maps. However, a single strategy map has been developed that, via flexibility 
of choice, captures the majority of the approaches outlined. It was infeasible to include 
some of the unique (and perhaps more sophisticated) activities performed by subject 6 and 
the slight twist on category-by-category expansion shown by subject 1. That said, given 
that the strategy map is only a proposed means of initial guidance for future evaluators, 
they can introduce additional activities and/or abandon the strategy map altogether. 
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Figure 7.7 - key for strategy map outlined in Figure 7.8 
Figure 7.7 shows the key for the collective strategy map outlined in Figure 7.8 which 
extends over the following four pages. 
The strategy outline is a comprehensive summary and combination of the various data 
comparison and analysis strategies adopted by the different subjects. It is proposed as an 
optional and flexible guideline for future evaluators using the SUIT data visualisation 
environment such that if they choose to follow it, they may benefit from the strategies 
attempted by previous evaluators. It is therefore principally intended as a means by which 
to introduce future evaluators to the use of the environment in a way that reflects real 
practical use of the environment. 
It should be noted that the strategy map is not promoted as conclusive nor exhaustive and 
is only applicable for project-specific user UIDT evaluations. No claims are being made 
as to the effectiveness of the strategies other than that which is demonstrated through the 
participating subjects' responses. 
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7.7.3 Combining the Strategy Map with the SUIT Route Map 
Both the individual strategy maps and the collective map shown in Figure 7.8 comprise an 
initial contribution to an understanding of the manner in which evaluators tackle the 
comparison and analysis of UIDT data within a visualisation environment similar to SUIT. 
This information can therefore be used to further extend, and make more complete, the 
SUIT route map introduced in chapter 4. The modelled strategies are only applicable to 
project-specific UIDT selection, and therefore immediate attempts to combine the strategy 
map in Figure 7.8 and the SUIT route map are restricted to the project-specific version of 
the latter. This is shown in Figure 7.9 which outlines the project-specific path through the 
SUIT route map and the top-level strategy breakdown for project-specific UIDT data 
comparison and analysis (for the further levels of detail corresponding to the latter see 
Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.9 - project-specific Still route map incorporating data comparison c analysis strategy guidance 
The diagram illustrates the potential for expansion of the SUIT route map to incorporate 
data comparison and analysis strategies. Further investigation will be required to 
determine the strategies adopted when performing generic UIDT evaluations and when 
selecting a UIDT for a specific project based on similarities with preceding projects. This 
was, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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7.7.4 A Possible Correlation Between Strategy and Results 
Of the subjects who completed their data comparison and analysis task, all bar one 
recommended the same UIDT. Interestingly, those who agreed on their recommendation 
adopted an often similar systematic structured strategy (see subjects 1,2,3, and 6) and the 
one subject who recommended the other UIDT was less obviously systematic in her 
approach (see subject 4)78" Although not taking into account the quality of their 
recommendations, this suggests that there may be a correlation between the strategy used 
and the result of a comparison and analysis. As an interesting issue for future 
investigation, this is discussed further in chapter 8. 
7.8 Summary 
This chapter presented the results of a qualitative study designed to investigate data 
comparison and analysis strategies adopted by subjects using the SUIT visualisation 
environment to complete a realistic large-scale UIDT selection task. The identified 
strategies have been combined into a single flexible strategy map for use by future 
evaluators using the visualisation environment. This information establishes the start of a 
corpus of knowledge particular to the manner in which evaluators compare and analyse 
project-specific UIDT evaluation data when supported by the SUIT graphical visualisation 
environment. Furthermore, it has been used to extend the SUIT route map (see chapter 4) 
for project-specific UIDT evaluation. 
During the course of the study usability defects were identified that will be used to inform 
the future development of the environment. A number of these defects raise interesting 
issues for future research while others provide valuable information regarding the 
functionality that should be included in future prototypes of the visualisation environment. 
None of the defects, however, prevented subjects successfully completing their allocated 
data comparison and analysis task. Furthermore, the visualisation environment has been 
shown to be both useful and practicable. 
Finally, comparison of subjects' adopted data analysis strategies against their resultant 
UIDT recommendations indicate potential correlation between strategy and results. 
7e Subject 5 did not complete his comparison and analysis task and did not, therefore, make a UIDT recommendation. 
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8.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the main contributions of this thesis to the evaluation and selection of 
user interface development tools (UIDTs). The contributions are organised into three 
categories. The first collects contributions related to the main aim of this thesis. These 
represent the result of research into the development of a new context-sensitive facility for 
UIDT selection. The second category of contributions relate to the results of observations 
and investigations that were conducted in the process of developing a new UIDT selection 
facility. Finally, the third category discusses further work that has been identified as a 
result of completing the research presented in this thesis. 
8.2 A New Facility For UIDT Evaluation 
Having identified the complex decision space in which UIDTs are selected - and in 
particular the influence of project-specific requirements and context on this selection 
process - this thesis aimed to develop and support a project-specific context-sensitive 
methodology for UIDT selection. In achieving this aim this thesis: 
provides a context-sensitive UIDT evaluation framework and methodology, 
demonstrates that the context-sensitive evaluation framework and 
methodology is viable, 
presents a novel visualisation environment for SUIT-specific UIDT data, 
demonstrates that the visualisation environment is both useful and 
practicable, 
suggests a model of UIDT data comparison strategies. 
Provides a Context-Sensitive UIDT Evaluation Framework and Methodology 
The SUIT framework and methodology are a new project-specific context-sensitive 
perspective on UIDT evaluation and selection. While maintaining a facility for generic 
UIDT evaluation, SUIT introduces support for UIDT selection that is contextualised on the 
basis of project-specific fitness for purpose. Based on a framework that combines an 
extensible and tailorable reference model of all functionality and support features that 
might be found in a UIDT with the dimensions and associated scales against which a UIDT 
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is measured, SUIT defines a comprehensive methodical approach to UIDT evaluation that 
guides: (1) generic UIDT selection; (2) selection of a UIDT for a specific project that has 
no precedent for which existing project-specific SUIT evaluation data is available; and (3) 
selection of a project-specific UIDT on the basis of contextual comparison with previous 
projects for which project-specific SUIT evaluation data is available. 
SUIT recasts previously accepted dimensions of measurement of UIDTs to reduce 
evaluator bias, increase the practicability of UIDT selection, and increase consideration of 
context. Most significantly, SUIT focuses on the learnability aspects of usability; SUIT 
defines prima facie learnability as an observation of the match between: (1) the interaction 
mechanisms used by the UIDT; and (2) the interaction mechanisms most suitable for the 
given project (and in particular the project team). SUIT introduces the concept of an ideal 
tool profile to embody or model the notion of project-specific UIDT suitability. 
SUIT offers the basis for addressing the important issue of trustworthiness of UIDT 
evaluation data. Firstly, by virtue of being a repeatable documented methodology, it is 
possible to establish review procedures for SUIT evaluations. Secondly, the documents 
that can be generated using SUIT - completed evaluation frameworks, recorded 
visualisations, and structured and justified recommendations - have the potential to form 
the core components of evaluation audit trails. These issues are considered in section 8.4. 
SUIT introduces the possibility of project-specific reuse of UIDT selection results as part 
of an overall strategy to reduce the time and effort costs incurred when performing UIDT 
evaluation. Collaborative evaluation is also potentially possible - see section 8.4. 
Demonstrates that the Context-Sensitive Evaluation Framework and Methodology is 
Viable 
SUIT has been shown to be effective in terms of directing evaluators' attention to aspects 
of context of use and to be viable as a paper-based facility for UIDT evaluation and 
selection (see chapter 5). 
Presents a Novel Visualisation Environment for SUIT-Specific UIDT Data 
The SUIT framework structure, and strategy embodied in the SUIT methodology, 
informed the design and development of a novel graphical visualisation environment for 
SUIT-specific UIDT data. Adopting a table-based spatial layout, the environment follows 
accepted principles of table manipulation wherever possible - while facilitating the 
principle of focus+context, it places restrictions on column relocation to embed SUIT- 
specific semantics into the table manipulation. 
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The visualisation presents abstractions over functionality using greyscale. Details of 
interaction mechanisms and interaction assistance are rendered using a novel graphical 
representation that exploits colour-coding, positional-coding, and orientation to display 
swatches corresponding to each of the interaction mechanisms and interaction assistance 
types recorded in the SUIT framework. The remaining measurement information is 
provided according to the principle of details-on-demand. 
A combination of the graphical representation and a suite of filters enables evaluators to 
compare and analyse their evaluation data in a way not possible in any previous UIDT 
evaluation facility. In particular, given the presence of an ideal tool profile, it is possible 
to use visual pattern-matching techniques for data comparison. 
Demonstrates that the Visualisation Environment is Both Useful and Practicable 
The SUIT data visualisation environment has been shown to be both useful and practicable 
in terms of assisting evaluators to systematically compare and analyse complex UIDT 
evaluation data (see chapter 7). 
Suggests a Model of UIDT Data Comparison Strategies 
The qualitative evaluation of the SUIT data visualisation environment identified a set of 
strategies for data comparison, thereby establishing an initial corpus of knowledge 
regarding comparison and analysis for graphically-represented UIDT data. These 
strategies have been combined into a comprehensive model of, or guide to, SUIT-specific 
UIDT data comparison and analysis. When combined with the SUIT methodology, this 
completes an overall strategy for performing contextualised UIDT evaluation. 
8.3 Associated Studies and Observations 
To inform the development of the facility for context-sensitive UIDT evaluation a number 
of studies were undertaken, including an industrial survey and evaluative observations of 
the various stages of SUIT. The results of these studies contribute to a better 
understanding of the process of UIDT selection. In particular this associated 
investigation: 
" provides an up-to-date review of UIDT evaluation facilities (see chapter 2); 
" suggests a new categorisation of UIDT types (see chapter 2); 
" provides survey data for user interface development strategies together with 
methods of selection and subsequent use of UIDTs (see chapter 3); 
" provides an empirical comparison of two UIDT evaluation facilities (see 
chapter 5); 
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suggests a new modelling notation for UIDT comparison and analysis 
strategies (see chapter 7). 
Provides an Up-to-date Review of UIDT Evaluation Facilities 
A comprehensive review of current UIDT evaluation facilities (methods, techniques, tools, 
etc. ) identifies mechanisms available for UIDT evaluation prior to the development of 
SUIT, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses. The available facilities are categorised 
as: (1) checklist-based; (2) quality attribute-based; and (3) wish-list-based. The 
relationships between the facilities are highlighted where applicable. On the basis of their 
weaknesses, it is argued that available evaluation facilities do not adequately support 
current UIDT evaluation needs. In particular it is argued that these facilities: (1) place too 
great an emphasis on the skills, experience, and preference of the evaluator; (2) lack 
extensibility and tailorability and therefore flexibility; (3) do not tackle the issue of 
trustworthiness of either the data used during the evaluation or the data produced as a 
result of the evaluation; and (4) do not consider reuse of UIDT selection data and results. 
Evaluation facilities for CASE tools are also considered for comparative purposes, but in 
general these too are subject to similar criticisms. On the basis of these observations, the 
need is established for a new UIDT evaluation methodology that is sensitive to the 
contextualised requirements placed on UIDTs. 
Suggests a New Categorisation of UIDT Types 
Following a review of existing high-level UIDT classifications, an updated categorisation 
is suggested. On the basis of the UIDT sub-type descriptions defined by Valaer and Babb, 
this is further extended to include a series of connectivity relationships between the various 
tool sub-types. It is proposed not only that such a categorisation can be used to classify a 
UIDT, but also that the categorisation can determine the suitability of an evaluation facility 
for any given UIDT type. 
Provides Survey Data for User Interface Development Strategies Together With the 
Selection and Subsequent Use of UIDTs 
A detailed industrial study identifies and documents the user interface development 
strategies - according to application domain - adopted within industrial software 
development teams, and provides a detailed account of application characteristics. It also 
identifies the strategies used to select UIDTs within industrial software development teams 
and the types of UIDT used. The results indicate that there is not a domain-orientation to 
the majority of the features surveyed. On the basis of the identified data, relationships are 
observed among application characteristics and the use of UIDTs, as well as among 
software engineering methods and the use of UIDTs. These observations not only update 
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the study previously conducted by Myers and Rosson, but also contribute to a knowledge 
base and understanding of how interface development is performed in industrial practice, 
and demonstrate how UIDTs are selected to assist in that development. 
Provides an Empirical Comparison of Two UIDT Evaluation Facilities 
The detailed empirical study of the effectiveness and viability of SUIT - using the Hix et al 
checklists as a control - provides a comparison of the paper-based version of both UIDT 
selection facilities. This comparison identifies the difference in focus of evaluator 
attention during UIDT evaluation and subsequent UIDT recommendation using both 
methods. 
Suggests a New Modelling Notation for UIDT Comparison and Analysis Strategies 
A novel graphical notation was created to model identified data comparison and analysis 
strategies. Focusing on sequencing, flexibility, and patterns of activity, the notation 
adopts a graphical representation that allows data comparison and analysis strategies to be 
modelled. 
8.4 Further Work 
As a result of the research presented in this thesis, a number of suggestions for further 
work have been identified. These loosely correspond to: (1) scope for extensions 
to/generalisation of SUIT; (2) further evaluation or assessment of SUIT; and (3) associated 
research avenues highlighted as a result of developing SUIT. Each of these suggestions 
contribute to the research agenda in this field, and are therefore discussed below. 
8.4.1 Extensions To and Generalisation Of SUIT 
This research has identified a number of possible extensions to SUIT. Additional 
extensions were highlighted during conversations about SUIT with software engineers, 
many of whom were familiar with CASE tool use, development, and evaluation. The 
following suggested extensions therefore not only relate directly to the current focus of 
SUIT, but also extend the applicability of SUIT beyond the boundaries of UIDT selection. 
The most obvious indicators of future extensions to SUIT are the identified usability 
defects discussed in chapter 7. In order that the SUIT visualisation environment may 
comprehensively support SUIT-specific data comparison and analysis, these results - and 
in particular the requests for additional functionality - need to be addressed during future 
development of the environment. 
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Observation of subjects using the SUIT visualisation environment illustrated the need to 
introduce higher level task and information management facilities. Although the precise 
nature and means to achieve such support would need careful consideration, inspiration 
may be taken, in part, from the likes of the 'to do' list facility in ARGO (Robbins et al., 
1997, Robbins and Redmiles, 1998). ARGO -a software architecture design environment 
- has successfully adopted a to 
do' list metaphor to embody design critiques and personal 
reminders posted by designers during the evolution of architecture design. The success of 
the to do' list metaphor is attributed to the fact that designers of complex systems are 
accustomed to having many small tasks pending and so find it familiar and useful. 
Additionally, the'to do' list reduces designers' reliance on short-term memory and provides 
a convenient mechanism by which they can organise and browse reminders (Robbins and 
Redmiles, 1998). Although the benefit of introducing critics to data comparison and 
analysis is as yet unexamined, the inclusion of a'to do' list on which evaluators could post 
reminders of analysis activities has already been highlighted as a beneficial addition to the 
SUIT visualisation environment. 
Additional extensions to the existing functionality were highlighted implicitly in chapter 6 
during discussion of necessary restrictions placed on the implementation of the initial 
prototype. These facilities (including increased capabilities for query generation) and other 
more sophisticated features (for example, true fisheye lenses, parameterised filters, 
'bubble-help', and abstractions over detail other than functionality) could be added to the 
SUIT visualisation environment. In particular, chapter 6 noted that automatic generation 
of the ideal tool profile was restricted to consideration of suitable interaction mechanisms 
only on the basis of team members' preferences. To more completely reflect the 
methodology, this aspect of the visualisation environment should be extended to allow 
detailed control and tailoring of the interaction mechanism/functionality correlation in the 
ideal tool profile. 
Since research attention was focussed on the visualisation (in preference to the storage) of 
SUIT data, the implementation of assistance for tailoring electronic SUIT frameworks on 
the basis of individual UIDT sub-types was temporarily postponed. As an important issue 
to consider for future work, the specific characteristics of UIDT sub-types will need to be 
carefully defined, and the mechanism by which to assist tailoring will also require careful 
consideration. One potential solution is to provide a series of framework templates that 
are already tailored according to UIDT sub-type, thus allowing an evaluator to select the 
appropriate template to initiate an evaluation process. Alternatively, it may be more 
appropriate to build a tailoring wizard that guides an evaluator through the process of 
tailoring the SUIT reference model according to the characteristics of a selected UIDT sub- 
type. The provision of a wizard need not stop there - the idea could be further extended to 
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design a SUIT wizard that guides an evaluator through all steps required to complete a 
SUIT-based UIDT selection. 
At present, only the component lists within the electronic frameworks can be tailored 
and/or extended. Consider, for example, the listed interaction mechanisms. Although 
this list can be extended using the paper-based framework, the list of mechanisms is at 
present fixed in the electronic framework. To fully observe the principle of extensibility 
in the software support for SUIT it is important to ensure that the dimensions of 
measurement are also flexible. 
There is scope for further investigation of the software development processes highlighted 
by the industrial survey discussed in chapter 3. The identified processes highlighted 
industrially accepted user interface design and development activities such that they could 
justifiably be included in the SUIT framework. However, further investigation may help 
to model these processes with greater sophistication and/or detail. In particular, it would 
be interesting to investigate the specific points during the development life cycle at which 
different team members - according to their developmental role - are involved. Thereafter, 
it would be useful to determine which UIDT components are relevant to each of the 
activities and specific roles. In relation, it would also be interesting to investigate the 
extent to which organisations alter their development procedures to accommodate UIDT 
use in situations where no UIDT can be found to support their existing practice. The 
results of such investigations could be used to refine and extend SUIT to guide the 
selection of UIDTs on the basis of contextualised roles - that is, with respect to the project- 
specific context-sensitive role(s) or activities the UIDT will be required to support. 
During discussions with software engineers, scope for generalising SUIT was explored. 
An initial suggestion was that a version of the SUIT framework could be developed for 
CASE tools. In principle the extensibility of the SUIT framework allows the tailoring 
necessary to accommodate CASE tool evaluation. However, since the extent of such 
tailoring may make the selection process cost prohibitive, a CASE tool version of the 
framework could be developed and provided with SUIT. 
There is, however, potential to generalise SUIT far beyond CASE tool evaluation. While 
maintaining the underlying methodological principles of SUIT, the structure (not contents) 
of the framework and visualisation environment could be generalised such that they could 
accommodate the evaluation of any software79. In theory, the structure of the SUIT 
framework could be established such that a software engineer can specify the component 
hierarchy and dimensions of measurement relevant to the software being evaluated. 
79 Or ultimately any'thing. 
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Similarly, the implementation of the visualisation environment could be generalised to 
enable it to process any component hierarchy and measurement dimensions specified 
within the generalised SUIT framework. However, there are a number of practical issues 
that would require investigation. Not least of these is the question of whether the 
approach would successfully scale up in terms of the number of components and/or the 
number of software systems being evaluated during any single selection procedure. The 
investigation of issues surrounding the evolution of SUIT from a UIDT-specific evaluation 
facility into a generic facility for the evaluation of any type of software would therefore be 
an interesting avenue of future research. 
The evaluation mechanisms outlined in chapter 2, together with the results of the industrial 
survey outlined in chapter 3, suggest that a UIDT evaluation and selection task is typically 
performed by one person. On this basis, SUIT has been developed for single person use. 
That said, however, the core constituent components of a SUIT evaluation (the electronic 
frameworks, electronic ideal tool profiles, and visualisations - in particular the snapshot 
facility) comprise a basis from which it would be possible to extend the SUIT evaluation 
methodology into the domain of collaborative activity. It would, therefore, be interesting 
to investigate the potential demand for support for collaborative UIDT evaluation and 
selection and thereafter, if required, to make the necessary technical extensions to SUIT. 
The following suggested extension to SUIT is perhaps the most challenging - it concerns 
the development of a mechanism by which SUIT data can be shared and reused. The 
basic idea is to develop an open (freely available) source of SUIT data to maximise the 
benefit of tool evaluation using SUIT. Profiles could be generated for industrially 
available UIDTs and made available via this 'open-source'. The availability of such 
profiles would reduce the time overheads in UIDT evaluation, and thus perhaps make 
selections more cost effective. As was suggested in chapter 2, there is a complex issue of 
trust in the source of this kind of data and so mechanisms by which to increase levels of 
trust in the profiles have to be investigated. An initial suggestion is to allow a registered 
community of software developers to update and/or alter and/or version them, thereby 
establishing communally-agreed 'correctness' of profiles. On the basis of the accepted 
model of academic research publication review, it is anticipated that such peer-reviewed 
tool profiles would afford acceptable levels of trust from the software evaluators. Trust 
could be further enhanced given that, using SUIT, evaluators could compare versions of 
profiles for the same UIDT to determine the general consensus of opinion. The issue of 
assessing this trust is discussed further in section 8.4.3. 
Allowing evaluators to update and version tool profiles raises a further complex problem - 
that of intellectual ownership of the data. There are a number of potential models of 
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ownership upon which a strategy for the peer-reviewed tool profiles could be based - for 
example the model according to which research is shared or the concept of freeware 
software. It would be very interesting to investigate or develop a model that best supports 
'open-source' peer-reviewed UIDT profiles, given their intended use. 
It may be possible to extend the SUIT 'open-source' concept one step further to include the 
results of actual UIDT selections. The third route through the SUIT methodology 
promotes the idea that UIDTs can be chosen on the basis of project context match between 
new projects and old projects, for which there exists SUIT-based project-specific selection 
documentation. Theoretically, the boundaries of this information sharing need not 
correspond to the boundaries of an organisation. Instead, the 'open-source' could provide 
the means by which evaluators could register their electronic ideal tool profiles, 
visualisations, and documented UIDT recommendations. Future evaluations could then 
benefit from comparison of project requirements and context with previously registered 
selection documentation. At present, a combination of paper-based forms, ideal tool 
profiles, and visualisations constructed by evaluators' captures some of the rationale 
supporting UIDT selection decisions. It would be necessary to further investigate exactly 
what additional decision rationale information is required, and the manner in which it 
should be recorded, in order to fully support effective UIDT evaluation and selection 
decision reuse. Given the availability of appropriate information concerning decision 
rationale, there is scope to adopt and incorporate the principles of recommender or path- 
model based systems (Chalmers et al., 1998, Chalmers, 1999). If the 'open-source' was to 
record the activities of evaluators when reusing evaluation data and results - for example, 
their search path and resulting selection - it would be possible to either: (1) recommend 
UIDTs to future evaluators on the basis of a match between their recorded activity and that 
of previous evaluators; or (2) to allow future evaluators to selectively follow the path or 
paths of previous evaluators in whom they choose to place their trust. Perhaps to an even 
greater extent than peer-reviewed tool profiles, this concept would have to tackle the issues 
of trust and intellectual ownership, and to consider company confidentiality. 
8.4.2 Further Evaluation or Assessment of SUIT 
The results of the industrial study discussed in chapter 3 (a) exhibited potential bias that 
could ultimately limit the applicability of SUIT and (b) informed some assumptions upon 
which SUIT is founded. Having developed SUIT, it would be interesting to assess the 
effect of the potential bias and to determine whether the assumptions are universally 
justifiable. The most salient of these issues (identified within chapter 3) are discussed 
below. 
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The results of the study did not illustrate domain-oriented classification of application 
characteristics, software development procedures, or the use of UIDTs. Neither did they 
highlight domain-orientation with respect to the relationships between these factors. SUIT 
has therefore been developed on the assumption that its applicability is not restricted to any 
given domain. If it was feasible to identify a sample population distributed across 
different domains and to evaluate the use of SUIT within each domain, it would be 
possible to assess whether or not SUIT is - on the grounds of comparative effectiveness 
and viability - in fact restricted to certain domains and, if so, which ones. 
The design of SUIT was informed by characteristics of applications and their development 
that were observed as a result of the industrial survey (see chapter 3). Since the majority 
of the responses to the survey were given for middle-sized applications, it cannot currently 
be claimed that SUIT is applicable outwith this scope of application size. Although it is 
not anticipated that the size of an application will adversely affect the qualification of 
SUIT - other than perhaps the time available for UIDT selection - this should be further 
investigated to either place restrictions on, or remove application-size oriented boundaries 
from, the applicability of SUIT. 
When the SUIT visualisation environment was introduced, it was noted that an 
accompanying scenario-based user manual had also been developed. The evaluative 
studies of the use of the visualisation environment focussed on the software and thus the 
user manual was not evaluated. To ensure that SUIT is adequately supported in terms of 
assistance, the user manual also needs to be evaluated. Given that the user manual is 
scenario-based, there are a number of potential perspectives from which to approach its 
evaluation. One such approach might be to assess the degree to which, and the 
effectiveness with which, subjects explore the environment on the basis of the scenarios 
shown in the user manual. 
To further increase the level of assistance provided in the environment - in particular to 
assist understandability of the various categories/dimensions - the introduction of 'bubble- 
help' was suggested (see section 8.4.1). This too would require evaluation to determine 
whether it is the most appropriate means of conveying this information, and to clarify the 
component and dimension definitions. 
A model of data comparison and analysis strategies (see chapter 7) was used to extend the 
project-specific path through the SUIT methodological route map to include optional 
guidance for the comparative analysis of the data once collected. This addition to the 
SUIT route map has not yet been evaluated. The comparison map, based on observation 
of comparison activities in practice, is only intended as an optional guide for evaluators. It 
would be interesting to base its evaluation on an observation of: (1) whether evaluators use 
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the suggested comparison strategies or revert to their own; and (2) which of the optional 
routes through the comparison strategy are most often and most successfully employed. It 
would also be interesting to provide a series of evaluators with a visualisation of several 
tools including an ideal tool profile, the map of comparison strategies, and a series of 
questions of varying complexity and ask them to follow the map to answer the questions. 
Hopefully the results of such evaluation would lead to a more complete appreciation of the 
value of the map as it stands, and to an understanding of how it could be extended or 
improved. Once evaluated, and if necessary amended, the data comparison and analysis 
strategy map could be incorporated into the interaction design of the SUIT data 
visualisation environment so that evaluators could, if desired, be guided by the tool itself. 
The best means by which to achieve such automated guidance would require careful 
investigation and, once implemented, further evaluation. 
At present, a model of data comparison and analysis strategies is only available for project- 
specific UIDT selection; the strategies by which evaluators compare data for generic UIDT 
evaluations, and their strategies for reuse of UIDT selection results have not yet been 
observed. To model these strategies, so that they can be included in the corresponding 
paths through the SUIT route map, will require further observational studies similar to the 
one discussed in chapter 7. 
Contrary to research findings which suggest that when tables are being used to present data 
for comparison tasks the salient issue should be represented by the table rows, a number of 
the subjects requested that SUIT columns be used to represent the tools and SUIT rows be 
used to represent components (see chapter 7). It is unclear whether this is a direct result of 
their observed problems with the orientation of the component labelling or is a genuine 
preference. To ensure that the spatial layout of the visualisation environment is not 
considered a hurdle to its effective use for the majority of evaluators, alternatives to the 
adopted label orientation should first be evaluated to determine its influence on the 
perception of the table; if necessary, the alternative table orientation should then be 
evaluated. 
In chapter 7 it was stated that there is evidence of a correlation between (i) data 
comparison and analysis strategies and (ii) the result of a UIDT selection. Taking into 
consideration the quality of the associated tool recommendations, it would be interesting to 
further investigate - and empirically substantiate - such a correlation to better support or 
guide future evaluators in the use of SUIT. 
SUIT has been shown to be effective in terms of directing evaluators' attention to aspects 
of context of use, to be viable, and (with the inclusion of the SUIT data visualisation 
environment), to be practicable. What remains to be evaluated is the effectiveness of 
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SUIT in terms of assisting the selection of the most appropriate UIDT for any given 
project. This is a very complex concept to measure and it will require considerable 
thought to determine the means by which to assess effectiveness in this respect. Perhaps 
one of the best means by which the effectiveness of SUIT may be measured is via the use 
of a number of truly longitudinal industrial studies. To do this, the lifetime of a series of 
software development projects would need to be monitored - from the initial stages of 
project team allocation through to the accepted installation and maintenance of the 
developed software - for which SUIT is used to select the most appropriate UIDT. This 
kind of study would allow problems with the selected UIDT to be identified in real-time 
and thus related to the selection process if appropriate. It would illustrate the extent to 
which the selected UIDT actually met the needs of the project in terms of functionality and 
context of use. Furthermore, over an extended period of time, the reusability of the SUIT 
data could also be evaluated. Such studies would, however, be costly to conduct given 
that to return meaningful data they would potentially have to run for several months, even 
years. 
Ultimately, it would be interesting to devise a structured means by which to evaluate the 
effectiveness of any evaluation methodology. Having devised a mechanism for this kind 
of evaluation, it could be applied to the various tool type-based versions of SUIT as 
suggested in section 8.4.1. In particular, it would be interesting to use SUIT to evaluate 
itself. This would necessitate characterisation of UIDT selection facilities and the 
inclusion of this characterisation within the generic SUIT framework suggested in section 
8.4.1. 
8.4.3 Associated Research Avenues 
During the course of this research a number of possible avenues for associated research 
were identified but were considered to be beyond the primary focus of this thesis. These 
issues are highlighted and discussed briefly below. 
Chapter 1 identified the complex process of assessing trade-offs between various 
evaluation criteria within the decision matrix. At present there is little knowledge of the 
mechanism(s) by which UIDT-specific trade-offs are performed. The qualitative 
evaluation of the SUIT visualisation environment (see chapter 7) highlighted some 
observations in this respect - for example, the general call for prioritisation of functionality 
in order to assist the balancing of decision criteria. Not only would such investigation 
prove very interesting, but it would also inform the further development or extension of 
systems designed to assist in flexible decision making, not least SUIT. 
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SUIT incorporates a two scale ranking of evaluation components - that is, components are 
either included or excluded from the active evaluation set. The qualitative evaluation of 
the SUIT visualisation environment identified a general demand for component 
prioritisation to assist evaluators in the decision making process. Although the 
visualisation environment allows the left-to-right spatial prioritisation of components, one 
might investigate alternative mechanisms to express the priority of components. As was 
commented in chapter 2, numerical prioritisation of components has proven to be costly 
and often infeasible. This therefore suggests that the following needs to be investigated: 
(a) the point during the evaluative process at which component prioritisation need/should 
be considered; (b) depending on the stage at which it is introduced, the mechanism - for 
example, language - by which it is expressed; and (3) the optimal number of priority levels. 
The avoidance of weights and ratings in the SUIT framework is considered a strength of its 
design. In particular, their absence makes the proposed reuse of SUIT evaluation 
documentation more feasible (see section 8.4.1). The investigation of the means by which 
to incorporate component prioritisation within the SUIT methodology should therefore also 
consider this dimension of SUIT and how best to prevent hindrance of evaluation result 
reuse. 
When discussing the results of the industrial study in chapter 3, it was noted that bias may 
have been introduced into the data because the companies surveyed were all situated in or 
near Glasgow. It was, however, commented that it may be difficult to avoid 
geographically-oriented bias on the grounds that not enough is yet known about the 
correlation (if any) between geographical location and software development. Focussing 
primarily on SUIT, this would be a very interesting question to address. In particular, it 
would be interesting to apply the study questionnaire across a geographically selected 
sample population to try to identify geographically characteristic responses to assess 
whether the results - upon which SUIT was based - would be significantly different. 
Similarly it would be interesting to evaluate the use of SUIT across a geographically 
distributed population to assess the extent to which the geographical bias has restricted the 
applicability of SUIT. 
The primary aim of SUIT is to assist an evaluator in the identification of issues to be 
considered during a UIDT selection - in particular, to focus on the tool data to be collected 
and then compared to the ideal tool profile. SUIT makes no suggestion as to the most 
appropriate techniques for collecting that data. It would be interesting, however, to 
investigate such techniques - which include feature inspection, architectural inspection, and 
benchmarking - in order to identify which is most appropriate given the characteristics of 
SUIT. 
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During the assessment of the effectiveness of SUIT in terms of focussing evaluators' 
attention on issues of context of use (see chapter 5), it was discovered that, even 
unsupported, there were some dimensions against which evaluators seemed to intuitively 
measure UIDTs - for example, learnability and interaction assistance provision. It would 
therefore be interesting to investigate the criteria and dimensions that would feature in 
unsupported evaluation of UIDTs performed by subjects who are unfamiliar with UIDT 
evaluation and/or have no experience of using any of the available UIDT (or similar) 
evaluation facilities. This would require careful profiling of the subjects to select a 
population of subjects who either had no experience of formal UIDT evaluation and/or had 
no experience of any of the available UIDT evaluation facilities. 
The statistical analysis of the results of the evaluation of the paper-based version of SUIT 
(see chapter 5) identified a significant negative correlation between mental demand and 
performance for the subjects in the Hix group - for these subjects high mental demand 
correlated to low confidence in their performance. In contrast, albeit not statistically 
significant, the equivalent correlation for SUIT subjects was positive - increased mental 
demand correlated with high levels of confidence in performance. Since measures of 
correlation are not indicative of causal relationships between the contributing factors, no 
conclusion can be drawn from these findings. The relationship between mental demand 
and confidence in performance is interesting and important, given that, if it could be shown 
that increased mental demand was the cause of increased confidence in performance for 
SUIT, it would endorse SUIT. 
The issue of confidence in performance highlights perhaps the most significant avenue for 
further associated research, that is, trustworthiness of UIDT evaluation data. As was 
discussed in chapter 2, there are two contributory aspects of the trustworthiness of UIDT 
data: (1) trust in the abilities or judgement of the person(s) who makes the final UIDT 
recommendation; and (2) trust in the correctness of the fundamental UIDT data. Consider 
first the issue of trust in the judgement of the evaluator making a UIDT recommendation. 
SUIT promotes the idea of archiving UIDT evaluation and recommendation data for reuse 
by future evaluators. In section 8.4.1, it was suggested that this idea was extended to 
create an 'open-source' of SUIT-based UIDT recommendations. Were this to be available, 
it raises the important question of whether or not evaluators would have sufficient trust in 
the quality and judgement of another person's evaluation to use the catalogued results. 
This question is likely to be even more significant when considering cross-organisation 
trust in archived data where an evaluator has no knowledge of the person(s) who 
completed the catalogued evaluation. There are also likely to be issues of confidentiality 
that may impede the completeness of catalogued evaluation records. It was suggested in 
chapter 2 that SUIT has the potential to assist in establishing trust of this nature by way of 
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the fact that: (1) it provides documented repeatable methods by which the data could be 
validated; and (2) the tailored framework, ideal tool profile, and visualisation records could 
be considered to comprise an audit trail by which the evaluation process and 
recommendation could potentially be traced. Furthermore, if the peer-review procedures 
suggested in section 8.4.1 were to be implemented - possibly by trained and certified 
evaluators - this should potentially increase the perceived trustworthiness both of UIDT 
data and ultimately UIDT recommendations. This trust could potentially be further 
increased if the 'open-source' was administered by an accredited third-party who was 
responsible for managing and versioning UIDT data profiles, and ensuring submitted 
UIDT recommendation document met with an agreed standard. 
Given that the concept of a contributory reservoir of UIDT evaluation information is 
currently only hypothetical, the issue of the associated trustworthiness of the data is, as yet, 
untested. Although there are a number of possible means by which the trustworthiness of 
SUIT data could (and should) be assessed, the immediate approach (prior to establishing 
the 'open-source') might be to compare the trustworthiness of SUIT data to that of data 
generated using the Hix et al checklists. The researcher could conduct and document - 
that is, provide the evaluation material and a short recommendation report - an evaluation 
of two UIDTs using both methods. Subjects could then be asked to indicate and justify 
which recommendation they considered to be more trustworthy or reliable - in other words, 
which represents the better quality decision (see chapter 1). The issue of how to quantify 
subjective measures of trust is obviously a major component of this further work. 
During the pilot evaluation of the SUIT visualisation environment, the subject stated that 
he would be likely to question the reliability of pre-recorded UIDT profiles and would 
therefore only afford as much trust in the final outcome of an evaluation as he had in the 
source data (see chapter 7). It is obviously very important to evaluate this issue of trust 
with respect to SUIT and in particular to investigate the measures that could be taken to 
increase evaluators' confidence in such data were it to be collected and made available. 
8.5 Chapter Summary 
Dividing them into three categories, this chapter reviewed the main contributions of this 
dissertation. The first category concerned contributions directly related to the thesis of 
this research: that is, the development of an explicit methodology and associated useful and 
practicable tools to support UIDT selection according to suitability in a given context (see 
chapter 1). As a novel methodology developed to guide systematic selection of UIDTs 
according to project-specific context-sensitivity, SUIT successfully focuses evaluator 
attention on issues of context of use when selecting a UIDT for a given project. By 
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recasting conventional approaches to UIDT evaluation, SUIT demonstrates the potential to 
address the issue of the trustworthiness of UIDT evaluation and selection data. SUIT is 
supported by a novel visualisation environment which has been shown to be a useful and 
practicable aid to SUIT-specific data comparison and analysis. Observation of the use of 
this visualisation environment has established an initial corpus of knowledge regarding the 
manner in which UIDT data is compared and analysed for the purpose of project-specific 
UIDT selection. 
The second category considered the contributions related to the main aim of this 
dissertation: that is, to investigate the means by which to guide and support consideration 
of context of use during UIDT evaluation such that tools are selected according to their 
suitability within a given context. The result of the principal investigation necessary to 
inform the development of SUIT, these contributions include: (1) an up-to-date 
understanding of UIDT selection and subsequent use in industrial practice, including an 
understanding of industrial user interface development strategies and the significance of 
UIDTs therein; (2) a comprehensive critical review of available UIDT evaluation facilities; 
(3) an empirical comparison between SUIT and the Hix et al checklists; (4) an updated 
UIDT categorisation; and (5) a new notation to model the complexities of UIDT data 
comparison and analysis strategies. 
The final category focussed on how the contributions (and associated research) identified 
in the first two categories can be exploited, and the associated tool support improved or 
extended. In essence, the future work contributions comprise: (1) extensions to and 
generalisation of the SUIT selection facility; and (2) investigation of issues that are either 
directly related to such extensions or that are suggested as a result of concepts and 
questions raised during the development of SUIT. 
One of the most significant suggestions is perhaps the future extension of SUIT to more 
easily accommodate different UIDT sub-types, CASE tools, and ultimately its 
generalisation as a structured, principled software evaluation facility. Initial, informal 
discussion with software engineers indicates the demand for such facilities, suggests that 
SUIT is well placed to meet those needs given the appropriate extensions. 
One of the most challenging of the identified suggestions for further research is the 
investigation of the means by which to measure the effectiveness of SUIT and, more 
generally, software evaluation facilities. It has been demonstrated that SUIT is effective in 
terms of directing evaluator attention towards issues of context of use and increases the 
quality of UIDT selection decisions, but the question that remains to be answered is 
whether or not SUIT evaluations actually result in the selection of the most appropriate 
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UIDT. Although the initial results outlined in this thesis suggest this will be the case, this 
needs to be formally assessed via longitudinal case studies. 
Finally, this chapter outlined an idea to 'open-source' SUIT - to establish a repository of 
updateable UIDT profiles, and to establish a registration and reference mechanism for 
completed UIDT evaluation documentation so that previous evaluative work is more 
widely accessible and reusable. Although the most probable medium by which this can be 
achieved is the world wide web, there are many issues that will require investigation, such 
as: the security measures that software engineers would expect; whether access should be 
restricted to registered contributors only; the means by which review procedures for the 
evaluation documentation can or should be established; the ownership of the data; and the 
means by which evaluators can contribute to, and peer-review, the collaboratively- 
generated UIDT profiles. Nevertheless, the most significant issue concerning the 
establishment of an 'open-source' for SUIT is the matter of trust. Ultimately, the goal of 
this future research is to extend SUIT as a UIDT evaluation facility that is adopted by 
industrial software developers, and in which software engineers place their trust. 
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN INDUSTRIAL 
SURVEY 
Part 1- Contact Details 
§1.1 Company details 
Company Name: 
Company Address: 
Central E-mail address: 
Web I KI,: 
§1.2 Personal Contact details 
Name: 
Tel. N°: 
Fax. N°: 
E-mail address: 
Job 
Short description 
role in compar 
(e. g responsibilities t 
(in particular I lu 
Factors/IId expert 
Appendix I 
Appendix A Industrial Survey Questionnaire 
Part 2- Company & Project Profiles 
§ 2A Company 
The following questions aim to ascertain the scale and nature of both your organisation and of the work 
undertaken therein. 
2.1 Size of organisation 
Please tick the appropriate box for the number of employees within your organisation who are involved (in any 
way) with software development 
employees 
10 < employees 
50 < employees 
2.2 Size of projects : How large (lines of code) are typical projects ? 
Please select as many of the boxes as necessary 
lines 
10,000 < lines 
100,000 < lines 
2.3 Approximately how many projects will run concurrently ? 
2.4 What is the average lifetime of a typical project ?I (months 
§ 2B Projects 
Please identify one category of application which is commonly developed within your organisation. 
Given the nature of the questions which follow in the remainder of this section and the next, it would be easiest if you were to 
select one of the application domains with which you are involved (although this is not essential). 
2.5 Generic name for the selected application category/domain. 
Please identify a generic (catch all) name for your selected application domain. 
2.6 Application sizes within this domain 
Please indicate the approximate size of (typical) 10,000- 
applications within this domain 100,000 > 100,000 
lines 
2.7 Criticality of the applications Yes No 
Would you class the typical applications within the identified domain as safety critical ? 
2.8 Locus of control 
Which of the following best describes the locus of operational control within typical applications for the identified domain? 
(Please tick the appropriate box) 
Autonomous user served by system: 
user decides the task and pace (eg research systems, public information systems) 
Autonomous user with constraints: 
user constrained by law and policy (eg administrative systems, case handling systems) 
"Operator" serving the system: 
user paced and constrained by laws of physics (eg process control systems, manufacturing systems 
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2.9 Platform 
Single Cross 
Are typical applications within the identified domain single or cross platform ? 
Please give a bnef description of the typical platform for which the applications are built: 
2.10 Data types 
For the identified domain, please indicate the predominant data types for the typical applications 
Please tick as appropriate 
Text: 
Multi-media: (combination of video, sound, graphics etc) 
Diagrammatic graphics: (eg for CAD coops) 
Other: (please specify) 
2.11 Intensity of data & interaction 
Yes No Not sure 
a) Are applications within the identified domain data intensive 7 
Yes No Not sure 
b) Are applications within the identified domain interaction intensive ? 
C) What is the average response time required for applications in this domain ? 
I1 
seconds 
dý What is the average critical load for applications in this domain ? people 
[where critical load = number of operators using the system simultaneously] 
2.12 Cognitive load 
High Medium Low Don't know Please indicate the cognitive load for typical 
applications within the identified domain 
[where cognitive load - amount of mental effort required of the user when interacting with the system - for example 
memory demands related to actions] 
[e. g. high cognitive load would be situations where the user is required to remember a large number of menu 
commands; in contrast, low cognitive load would be interfaces where the user was not expected to remember any 
information related to operational commands (all such information being visible on the interface). ] 
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Part 3- Work Practice 
Part 3 of this questionnaire is concerned with the work practice associated with software development in 
your organisation. Please answer all the following questions with respect to the application domain 
identified in Part 2. 
§ 3A Qualifications of Team Members Responsible for HCI 
[HCI = Human Computer Interaction] 
3.1 Team Sizes 
a) How many people constitute a typical entire project team within this domain ? people 
b) How many people from the overall project team are involved with HCI ?U people 
3.2 With reference to a typical team for this domain, what qualifications do those responsible for HCI possess ? 
Please indicate the number of people with the following training. 
No formal computing training 
Formal computing training but with no HCI training 
Graphic Design 
Computing science based HCI training 
Non-computing science based HCI training 
[e g, cognitive psychology] 
Other (please specify) 
§ 3B General Team/Work Allocation 
For projects within this application domain, what is the general division of labour amongst the team members ? In 
particular, how is the division decided ? How is responsibility allocated ? 
3,3 For a typical project within the identified domain, are all team members involved at Yes No 
every stage during development ?I 
3.4 If the answer to the above question is no please identify the structure of sub-teams and indicate the number of team 
members involved in each. In particular please indicate if there is a sub-team dedicated to user interface (UI) 
evaluation 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
3.5 Do the people responsible for UI development also develop the underlying application functionality Yes No 
for typical applications in this domain ? 
3.6 How would you rate the importance of UI construction compared to construction of the underlying functionality ? 
(Please circle the appropriate rank below) 
Less important than underlying functionality More important that underlying functionality 
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§ 3C Design v. Implementation 
3.7 Is the design of the UI separated from the design of the rest of the application for typical Yes No 
application development within the identified domain ? 
3.8 If the answer to 3.7 was yes, is there further separation of Graphic Design from the rest of Yes No 
the UI design ? FI I 
3.9 Is the implementation of the UI separated from the implementation of the rest of the Yes No 
application from typical applications within the identified domain ? 
I_d 
3.10 Is the person responsible for designing the UI also responsible for implementing his/her Yes s 
design for typical applications within the identified domain ? L. _L_ J 
3.11 If the answer to 3.10 is no please tick one (or more) of the following boxes to indicate how the design is 
communicated from the designer to the implementor for applications within the identified domain. 
Communicated orally 
Written specification 
Working prototype 
Other (please specify) 
§ 3D Role and Nature of HCI 
3.12 At which point(s) during the construction of a software application do you think HCI is appropriate ? 
(Please tick the relevant box) 
After the underlying functionality has been specified 
After the underlying functionality has been implemented 
At all stages throughout the software development process 
Not at all 
19 
Other (please specify) 
3.13 What percentage of overall design and development time is devoted to the UI for typical 
applications within the identified domain ? F-I% 
3.14 Please tick the appropriate box(es) below for features common to user interfaces within this application 
domain. 
a) Output Media: Text 
2D images 
3D images 
Pre-built animation 
[e g. cartoons] 
Video 
Sound : simple [e. g beeps] 
high quality (non-speech) 
speech 
Other (please specify) 
b) Input Device : Speech 
Keyboard 
Mouse 
Joystick 
Touch Screen 
Other (please specify) 
C) User style : Expert 
Novice 
Both 
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§ 3E Interface Specific Software In Use 
When developing the user interface for a software application many people (or organisations) make use of various 
types software support. Such support ranges from graphics editors to full application development environments. 
The aim of the following questions is to identify which (if any) of the available software support (and in particular 
that used for interface development) is used by your company during the course of application development within 
this domain. 
3.15 Please tick the appropriate box(es) to indicate which of the available software support (if any) is used. 
Please also indicate the percentage of the total application code which is generated through use of the 
specific software support, and answer the accompanying questions. 
aý No software support used (everything written "from scratch") 1 100 1% of total code 
Please specify the implementation language used: 
Pre-provided libraries of routines I1% of total code 
[e. g C++/Java classes libraries] 
Please specify: 
Why was this support chosen ? 
c) 
II Interface Builders II% of total code 
[software which supports the design & development of the UI but which 
does not support the implementation of the underlying application - e. g. 
Sun's Developers Guide] 
Please specify: 
Details of interface builders 
Why was this support chosen ? 
Yes No 
Were you given demos of the product prior to purchase ?III 
Was systematic evaluation of the software undertaken prior 
to purchase ? (Please specify) 
What were the estimated costs in terms of purchasing the 
software & training staff ? 
What proportion of the available functionality is used ? Ij% used 
Comment : 
Are there aspects of inefficiency or missing functionality 
within the software ? 
Please identify aspects of the software which either impeded 
or greatly assisted your progress ? 
Who is/are the principle user(s) of the software ? 
Are you considering changing the support software ? 
How often do you review the software support ? 
a) Lý Application software development environments I1% of total code 
[software which supports the design/development of the UI in addition to 
that of the core application functionality - e. g Borland's Delphi, Visual 
C- etc] 
Please specify: 
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Details of application software development environments 
Why was this support chosen ? 
Yes No 
Were you given demos of the product prior to purchase ? 
Was systematic evaluation of the software undertaken prior 
to purchase ? (Please specify) 
What were the estimated costs in terms of purchasing the 
software & training staff? 
What proportion of the available functionality is used ? I% used 
Comment : 
Are there aspects of inefficiency or missing functionality 
within the software ? 
Please identify aspects of the software which either impeded 
or greatly assisted your progress ? 
Who is/are the principle user(s) of the software ? 
Are you considering changing the support software ? 
How often do you review the software support ? 
eý Others 
Please specify 
=% of total code 
Yes 
ý 3.16 Were you satisfied with the current tool evaluation methods ? (where applicable) 
3.17 Would you like to have access to better evaluation tools/methods for evaluation of software Yes Noý 
support 
§ 3F User Interface Design Process 
This last selection of questions aims to identify the development process employed within your company for design 
and implementation of the user interface to applications within this domain. It is hoped that these questions will 
uncover what process is adopted in reality rather than that which is stipulated in academia, so please answer 
factually ! 
When developing a user interface, which of the following steps are undertaken ? Please note that these steps are not listed in order. 
" Please indicate whether the step is performed during your development process by ticking the first box. 
" Please indicate the order in which the steps are performed by allocating a sequence number to each step. 
* *Alternatively, use the space below to draw a diagram of your design process. 
Please feel free to annotate the steps in any way - especially if to indicate iteration or combination of steps. 
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3.18 
I- 
Ko 
"O 
V 
U 
Ný 
a vý 
rapid prototyping 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
t 
user based evaluation of the interface : assessment of the interface is the responsibility of 
he user who is free to provide whatever feedback he/she deems appropriate - ie only loosely 
structured process. 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
formative user-based evaluation : evaluation of the interface design as it is being 
developed - the results of the evaluation being fed back into the design at early stages. 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
systems analysis 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
user interface software design similar to design of any other software - system-centered. 
Who is responsible for this st ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
user-based testing of the interface software : user given specific structured tasks to do 
which are monitored by the developer in order to assess specific aspects of the interface design. 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
user interface software implementation 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her qualifications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
user interface interaction design : design of the user actions, feedback, screen appearance, 
user tasks, functionality sequencing, content, information access, design of interface objects, screen 
layout and interaction sles - user centered. 
Who is responsible for this step ? 
What are his/her ualif ications ? 
What role (if at all) does the software 
support play in this step ? 
" others - please state 
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3.19 Please indicate the nature of the use of prototypes within the development process for applications in the identified 
domain. [Please note that the categones are not mutually exclusive] 
Horizontal Prototypes 
(incorporates a large number of features with little 
functional depth) 
Vertical Prototypes 
(smal l number of functions are prototyped in detail allowing 
realistic usability evaluation) 
Global Prototypes 
(prototype of much of the system from which user can get 
good idea of final product) 
Local Prototypes 
(prototype of single specific details - for evaluation of 
alternatives for isolated interaction) 
Evolutionary Prototypes 
(prototype from iteration n evolves to become prototype for 
iteration n+l ) 
Revolutionary Prototypes 
(prototype discarded between iteration n& n+l) 
Paper Based Prototypes 
(i. e. simple sketches of the proposed look of the interface) 
3.20 Please describe the method of completion used for steps in the development process ? 
Yes 
ý 3.21 Is use made of versioning mechanisms? 
Please specify: 
3.22 Between steps in the design process is there some form of "signing-off' procedure ? 
Yef 
Please specify: 
3.23 Why is this particular design process followed ? 
3.24 Were HCI specialists involved in the establishment of the design process ? 
ff! 
lt 
W 
Thank you VERY much for taking the time to till out this questionnaire. Should you wish to make any additional comments please use the space provided on the next page 
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Comments 
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APPENDIX B: SUIT FRAMEWORK & METHODOLOGY 
SUIT 
A Framework & Methodology For The Selection 
Of User Interface Development Tools Based On 
Fitness Criteria 
Appendix I 
Appendi\ B 
I I\TROM C II ON 
SUIT Framc°wwork & Niethodology 
SUIT is a framc%wrk and associated methodology 
for the selection of user interface development tools. 
Figure 1 shows SUIT in the context of its potential usage. highlighting the various components "%hich input 
to, and are the output from, the eý aluation and selection mechanism. 
__ 
Completed 
Tool & Project 
Profiles 
Figure 1- The SUIT Framework in context 
SUIT adopts a reference model-based approach to tool selection, and can be used in three different ways. 
These are: 
u select a UIUT based on a generic comparison oftools; 
u, select the 'best-fit' UIUT for an unprecedented' project based on the specific context and 
requirements of that project; 
u identify an appropriate UII)T for a specific project based on comparisons with previous 
projects. 
The applicability of each approach has three detemnining factors: the stage of design and/or development of 
the project: the precedence of the project; and the intended specificity of the outcome of the use of SUIT. 
Each approach demands that the SUIT framework be manipulated in a different manner. This is reflected in 
the three different mutes through the St I IT methodology ww hich are shown in Figure 2. 
Consider the SNIT franiework as a reference model of everithing -Mitch could be included in a UIDT'. 
Guided by the appropriate methodological thread, the St I IT t'ramework is tailored' to provide a pilot for data- 
collection and thereafter a context for the interpretation of that data. The degree to which the framework 
can be tailored is determined by the amount of' information which is available to the evaluator at the time of 
using SUIT. The degree to which the framework is tailored is dependent on the amount it can be tailored 
and the intended style of' use of' SU IT. 
' In SU 11, an "unprecedented" project refers to a project which has no precedent within the context of a specitic organisation. It does 
not rcfcr to the general field of computing. 
' The SUIT framework is extensible to allow inclusion of references to evoking technology and concepts within the framework, thus 
ensuring St lit is up-to-date. 
Tailoring constitutes making appropriate selections of and discarding unnecessary features within the framework see later sections tier 
Concrete tailoring information 
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Figure 2- Route map of the SUIT methodology 
1.1 Selection of a Tool Based On a Generic Comparison of Tools 
A 
N 
Qc 
T.. 
O 
U 
SUIT can be used to perform generic - that is, non project-specific - comparisons of tools. A comparison of 
this nature is done outwith the context of a project and so no knowledge of the project or the context in which 
the project is taking place is required. 
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Figure 3 -- Performing a generic comparison of tools 
Figure 3 highlights the path which would be taken through the SUIT methodology in order to perform a 
generic comparison of tools. 
Essentially, the SUIT framework is adopted as a complete reference model. In other words, every 
component in the framework is an active criteria for the comparison of the tools. 
At point I in Figure 3, each tool is examined in turn to ascertain which of the components listed in the SUIT 
framework it meets and those it fails to meet. For each tool, the information recorded during this process 
effectively forms a generic profile of the individual tool. That is, a profile of the tool in relation to the entire 
SUIT framework (or reference model) which is not influenced by the specifics of a project. 
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The generic tool profiles can then be compared (step 2a) in order to evaluate them with respect to each other 
in the context of the SUIT framework. From this comparison, it is possible to derive a tool recommendation. 
Refer to section 3 for detailed guidance on performing generic tool comparisons using SUIT. 
1.2 Selection of the 'Best-Fit' Tool for an Unprecedented Project 
Generic tool comparisons highlight the differences between various tools, but it is in the context of a specific 
project that the significance of the differences becomes apparent. For example, if Tool A provides three 
times the functionality of Tool B, a generic comparison of the tools is likely to rank Tool A higher than Tool 
B. However if, for a given project a specific set of functionality is required, the generic comparison does not 
easily highlight which of the two tools most accurately meets these requirements. Further, a project-specific 
comparison can highlight the suitability of the interaction style and assistance afforded by the tools with 
respect to the project members who will be using the tools, and the tasks to be performed. Therefore, in 
order to select the tool which best fits a specific project, the project's functional requirements and context of 
use have to be taken into consideration throughout the selection process. 
Fr ! iýý ým I n.. týritca; ,ýI 2b 
Project context 
& requirements Project-specific Project- 
ideal tool profile specific tool 
3 profiles 
Project-specific 
tailored framework tailored & 
Framework structured 
tool -f 
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.............................................................. 
Figure 4- Selecting a tool for an unprecedented project 
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Figure 4 highlights the route through the SUIT methodology which is adopted to select the best-fit tool for an 
unprecedented project - that is, a project for which there have been no similar preceding projects (within the 
context of an organisation) which have themselves used the SUIT system to select a tool. 
For an unprecedented project, given information about the project context and requirements, the SUIT 
framework is tailored to produce a project-specific tailored framework which ensures that only information 
of significance to the project is collected and then compared when examining the various tools - see step 3 in 
Figure 4. At the same time, a profile of the ideal tool, given the project requirements and context, is 
developed (step 3). This is a correlation of the functionality which the tool must support against a 
combination of. (1) the most appropriate interaction mechanisms as indicated by the available information 
about the project team members; and (2) the most appropriate interaction mechanisms for the tasks to be 
performed using the tool. It is against this picture of the project-specific ideal tool that the actual tools are 
compared. The stage of design and/or development reached by the project will determine the accuracy or 
level of detail at which the evaluator can tailor the framework and therefore generate the ideal tool profile. lt 
is recommended that SUIT be used for project-specific tool selection at the point during design and 
development when user interface requirements are relatively well defined - for example, when it is known 
which user interface features will (or are likely to) be included - and when the project team has been 
finalised. This will ensure that the tailoring can be very specific, accurate, and decisive. 
However, SUIT can be used before this level of knowledge is available to generate an initial short list of 
potentially suitable tools based on whatever information is available. As more information becomes 
available, or as more detail is finalised, an iterative process of framework tailoring and tool short-listing can 
be performed. 
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A project-specific tailored SUIT framework, which is essentially a project-specific reference model, is used 
to pilot the collection of (only relevant) information about the various tools being considered for selection. 
In Figure 4, step 4 shows that the information can be sourced in one of two ways: it can either be extracted 
(or filtered) from existing generic tool profiles (see section 1.1); or it can be collected via direct examination 
of the actual tools. In either case, the result is a series of project-specific tool profiles - that is, profiles of the 
tools with respect to only those features which are of interest or relevance to the given project. 
The project-specific tool profiles are then compared to the project-specific ideal tool profile - see step 2b. In 
other words, each real tool's functional provision with respect to the interaction mechanisms it uses is 
compared to the picture of the ideal set of functionality and corresponding interaction mechanisms in order to 
identify which tool is the closest to the ideal. During this comparative selection process, the interaction 
assistance, cognitive demands, quality of feedback and other miscellaneous observations about the tools are 
taken into consideration in order to make possible the recommendation of the 'best-fit' tool for the given 
project. 
Refer to section 4 for detailed guidance on selecting a UIDT for an unprecedented project using SUIT. 
1.3 Selection of the 'Best-Fit' Tool for a Project Based on Previous Projects 
The project profiles, tailored frameworks, and associated tool information mentioned in section 1.2 are 
maintained by the SUIT system. Within a software company, it is often the case that 'families' of projects 
are developed - for example, web pages 
for financial institutions. If this is the case, the selection of the 
'best-fit' tool for a new project can be informed by the results of the tool selection from closely matching 
previous projects. 
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Figure 5 Selecting a project-specific UIDT where selection information is available for similar preceding projects 
Figure 5 highlights the path through the SUIT methodology which would be followed if selecting a tool for a 
project which has ancestors with close similarities. The new project requirements and context are examined 
in order to ascertain whether or not they would generate a project-specific ideal tool profile which would 
exactly match with an existing project-specific ideal tool profile - see step 5 in Figure 5. If this is the case, 
the tool recommendation as made for the previous project would also be the best-fit for the new project. For 
example, imagine that a web page had been developed using a tool which was selected according to SUIT. 
If a practically identical web page was to be developed by the same team members, then the ideal tool profile 
for the two projects is likely to be realistically identical and so the tool recommendation from the previous 
project would stand for the new project. Hence, the work done to select the most appropriate tool for the 
previous project can benefit the new project. 
If there were only slight differences between the ideal tool profile for a new project and an existing project, 
the project-specific tailored framework and ideal tool profile for the existing project could simply be tweaked 
(that is, minor changes made) and then used to complete the selection process as described for steps 4 and 2b 
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in section 1.2. In this way, the ability to identify similarities between projects saves considerably on the time 
taken to make an effective selection of the best-fit tool. 
For example, again imagine that an interface had been developed using a tool which was selected according 
to the SUIT methodology and framework. If a new interface was to be developed which differed only 
slightly in terms of the functionality it utilised and the experience of the team members, then the project- 
specific tailored framework and ideal tool profile for the previous project would be a good starting point for 
the generation of a project-specific tailored framework and ideal tool profile for the new project. They could 
simply be tweaked and then used to complete a project-specific tool selection which would be closely guided 
by the findings of the previous project. Indeed, if the two projects were close enough in context and 
requirements, the project-specific tool profiles for the previous project could also be used during the selection 
process for the new project allowing a new project to greatly benefit from the work completed for an existing 
project. 
Given either of the above scenarios, advantage is made of the time and effort expended on tool selection for 
preceding projects, therefore reducing the cost of tool selection for new projects. 
Refer to section 5 for detailed guidance on using SUIT to select a UIDT for a project based on similarities 
with previous projects. 
2 THE SUIT FRAMEWORK 
For familiarisation purposes prior to its use, this section describes the overall layout and organisation of the 
SUIT Framework. 
The SUIT Framework has three main sections: 
" environmental context of use; 
" user interface-specific requirements; 
" developmental context of use. 
Each of the above sections is further sub-divided as discussed below. 
2.1 Environmental Context of Use 
A software development project takes place within the context of certain environmental conditions. SUIT 
categorises these conditions as: 
human resources 
Software is usually developed by teams of people. As individuals, the members of the team will have varied 
(and perhaps very specific) skills, will have differing experiences of UIDT use, and will work on varying 
amounts of the project as a whole. Therefore, as a group, they will inform a complex set of human related 
constraints which need to be carefully considered when selecting the most suitable UIDT for the specific 
project. SUIT provides the means by which the history or experience of each team member can be 
catalogued for inclusion in the selection process. In order to accommodate the differing roles of individuals 
in the team, their experience of rapid prototyping and of end-product implementation is treated separately. 
In each case, the following information is recorded: 
" the interaction mechanism(s) with which the team member is familiar (including the specific 
programming language(s) if appropriate); 
" the degree to which the team member's role in the current project is routine; 
" the level of semantic knowledge the team member possesses regarding the domain for which the 
application is being developed; 
" the level of stress under which the team member is placed whilst working on the project; 
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. the weight of the work load of the team member. 
institutional goals or constraints 
A software development company may have specific long-term institutional goals. These goals will 
determine levels of constraints on the purchase of a UIDT and must therefore be take into consideration 
during the selection process. SUIT captures constraining information under the following categories: 
. the programming language which is supported by the UIDT; 
. the staff training which is possible upon purchase of the UIDT; 
. the universe of UIDTs from which the selection can take place; 
" the financial costs involved with purchase and installation of the UIDT; 
" the development platform(s) on which the UIDT must operate; 
" and the speed with which the development must take place. 
2.2 User Interface-Specific Requirements 
The purpose for which an application is being developed and the design of the interface to that application 
will generate certain concrete user interface-specific requirements - for example, the visual features which 
are included in the user interface and the external devices with which the application must communicate. If 
a UIDT is to be complete in its support of the user interface development for a project, each of these 
requirements must be catalogued and then checked against the service provision of each potential UIDT. 
SUIT imposes a hierarchical categorisation on user interface-specific aspects. The list below demonstrates 
the two highest levels of classification. Reference should be made to the appropriate sections of the 
framework in order to examine the lowest level of classification - that is, the actual concrete components or 
features. 
The SUIT categorisation of user interface-specific aspects: 
" General Properties Of The User Interface: 
" Screen Navigation; 
" Dialogue; 
" Active Devices; 
" Miscellaneous. 
" Input/Output Devices: 
" Input Devices; 
" Output Devices; 
" Target Monitor; 
" Other Hardware Devices. 
" Output Presentation Types: 
" Text; 
" Graphics; 
" Animation; 
" Audio; 
" Video; 
" Data Driven/Dynamic Objects. 
" Combinations Of Output Presentation Types: 
" One Screen/Different Windows; 
" One Screen/Same Window. 
" User Interface Features: 
" Boxes; 
" Menus; 
" Forms; 
" Windows; 
" Text Area. 
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2.3 Developmental Context Of Use 
In addition to the environmental constraints mentioned in section 2.1, UIDT use is also constrained by 
aspects of the developmental context into which the UIDT must be integrated. These contextual aspects are 
primarily concerned with the integration of the UIDT into existing working practice and the ways in which 
the UIDT can enhance or support these practices. They include the design and development methodology 
adopted by the organisation for the completion of the project and the technological support which must be 
provided by the UIDT. 
SUIT imposes a hierarchical categorisation on the developmental contextual aspects. As in section 2.2, the 
following list shows the highest level of classification and reference should be made to the appropriate 
sections in the framework in order to view the details. 
The SUIT categorisation of developmental contextual aspects: 
" User Interface Design & Development Steps; 
Evaluation Assistance; 
Development Aids; 
Project Management; 
Tool Characteristics; 
Quality Attributes of the Target System. 
2.4 General Layout Of The SUIT Framework 
The SUIT Framework is organised around tables. There is a separate table for each of the categories 
discussed in sections 2.1 to 2.3. The rows in the tables correspond to the various components within each 
category. The label for each of these components is preceded by a small box which, when checked (Ia), 
flags inclusion of the component within the tailored framework. The columns in the tables display the 
criteria against which the components should be measured. 
With the exception of the environmental contextual components, all tables are preceded by a single row 
which can be used to: 
. summarise the data across all rows in the table; 
" compare the collected data at the level of the summary rather than the individual components. 
The tables on pages I and II deal with the environmental contextual aspects of UIDT selection. Pages 1 to 
33 cover the user interface-specific requirements, and the developmental contextual aspects are dealt with on 
pages 33 to 39. 
For each page in the SUIT Framework there is a corresponding glossary page. These are annotated versions 
of the actual framework tables. They describe what is meant by every term in each table. The glossary 
pages are located opposite the corresponding framework page for ease of reference whilst using the 
framework. The glossary page numbers match those of the framework pages but are prefixed with a'G'. 
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3 GENERIC COMPARISON OF UIDTS 
As mentioned in section 1.1 SUIT can be used to perform a generic comparison of UIDTs. To recap on the 
conditions under which it is possible to perform these comparisons and the interpretative context of the 
results obtained, refer back to section 1.1. 
In essence, the SUIT framework is used as a reference model against which the UIDTs are evaluated and the 
following methodology should be adopted. 
Notes: 
- the term select refers to putting a 
El in the appropriate box; 
- terms which are used in the tables are written in italics; 
- for clarification of the meaning of any term, refer to the corresponding glossary page; 
- the appropriate page number is given in brackets - e. g. [1]. 
3A Prepare The SUIT Framework 
Complete the following steps to prepare the SUIT framework for use during data-collection. 
3A. 1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
3A. 1.1 HUMAN RESOURCES II] 
The absence of project-specificity means this table can be ignored. 
3A. 1.2 INSTITUTIONAL GOALS & CONSTRAINTS [II] 
The absence of project-specificity means that this table can also be ignored. However, it may be of 
benefit to record some of the listed information for purposes of reference - the information will not be 
used directly in the UIDT comparison process. 
3A. 2 USER INTERFACE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
The steps indicated below should be followed to include all user interface features in the prepared 
framework. In each of the following categories, the Other rows should be ignored. 
3A. 2.1 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF TILE USER INTERFACE 
" Select Screen Navigation [1 
® Select Scrolling; Paging; and Key-Combinations 
m Select Dialogue 
[2] 
® Select End-User Customisable; Adaptive; Multi-Thread; Asynchronous; and End-User 
Interruptible 
® Select Active Devices [3] 
® Select Multiple Active Devices and Single Active Devices 
m Select Miscellaneous [4] 
El Select Highlighting and Target System Help 
3A. 2.2 INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES 
m Select Input Devices [5-6] 
® Select Keyboard; Mouse; Function/Command Keys; Arrow Keys; Voice Input; Touch 
Screen; Graphics Tablet; Joystick; Trackball; Footpedal; Lightpen; Dial/Valuator;, Button 
Box; Finger Mouse; Head Pointer; Eye Tracker; Finger/Hand Pointer; Data Glove; 
Fingerprint Scanner; and Iris Scanner. 
0 Select Output Devices [7] 
® Select Voice Output; Tonal Output; and Print/Hard Copy 
0 Select Target Monitor [8] 
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0 Select Standard Desktop Monitor (colour); Standard Desktop Monitor (monochrome); Bit 
Mapped/High Resolution Graphics Monitor; Alpha-Numeric Text Only Monitor; Palmtop; 
and Laptop. 
l Select Other Hardware Devices [9) 
® Select Videodisk Player; Videotape Player; CD ROM Drive; Audio CD Player; 
Microphone; External Speakers; Midi Controller; and Scanner. 
3A. 2.3 OUTPUT PRESENTATION TYPES 
0 Select Text [10] 
El Select Graphics [11-12] 
0 Select Bit-Mapped; Vector; Imported Images; Geographical; Pie Charts; X-Y Charts; and 
3D Graphics; 
0 Select Animation [13] 
0 SelectAudio [14-16] 
® Select Audio Midi 
0 Select Audio Synthesised Speech 
e Select From Text Strings; From File; Male Voice; Female Voice; Natural Tone; 
Robotic Tone; Pitch Control; and Rate Control 
0 Select Audio Non-Speech Sounds 
0 Select Auditory Icons 
0 Select Video [17-19] 
® Select Videodisk; Videotape; Frame Grabber; Gen Lock; Imported; Freeze Frame; Special 
Effects; Frame Editor; Multiple Concurrent Videos; and Control. 
0 Select Data Driven/Dynamic Objects [20-21] 
0 Select Discrete Objects; Bar Graphs; Line Graphs; 3D Graphs; Pie Charts; Histograms; 
Rotators; Dials; Scales; and Text. 
3A. 2.4 COMBINATIONS OF OUTPUT PRESENTATION TYPES 
® Select One Screen/Different Windows [22] 
0 Select One Screen/Same Window [22] 
3A. 2.5 USER INTERFACE FEATURES 
0 Select Boxes [23] 
® Select List Box; Data Entry Box - Single Line; Data Entry Box - Multiple Line; Message 
Box; Dialogue Box; and Default Boxes. 
® Select Menus [24-25] 
® Select Binary; Extended; Permanent; Pull-Down; Pop-Up; Tear-Off; Embedded; Radio 
Buttons; Push Buttons; Check Buttons; Palette; Pie; and Default. 
® Select Forms [26-28] 
® Select Non-Enumerated Input; Enumerated Input; Formatted Fields; Optional Fields; 
Required Fields; Data Dependent Fields; Default Value Fields; Single Page Form; and 
Multiple Page Form. 
® Select Mouse Pick; Arrow Keys - Bi-directional; Arrow Keys - Wrap Around; Tab Key - Bi-directional; and Tab Key - Wrap Around. 
m Select Windows [29-32] 
® Select Overlapping Windows; Tiled Windows; Primary Windows; Secondary Windows; and 
Default Standards. 
® Select Window Transition 
® Select None; Blinds; Collapse To Centre; Diagonal Contract/Expand; Dissolve; 
Expanding Quadrants; Fade from Colour; Horizontal Fold/Unfold; Slats; and Wipe. 
® Select Text Area [33] 
® Select Simple Typed Input; Input With Required Arguments; Input With Optional and/or 
Required Arguments; and Input Language With Arbitrary Grammatical Structure. 
3A. 3 DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
® Select UI Design & Development Steps [34] 
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e Select Systems Analysis; User Interface Software Design; User Interface Interaction 
Design; User Interface Software Implementation; Formative User Based Evaluation; User 
Based Evaluation; and User Based Testing of the Interface Software. 
0 Select Rapid Prototyping 
El Select Horizontal Prototypes; Vertical Prototypes; Global Prototypes; Local 
Prototypes; and Paper Based Prototypes. 
0 Select Evaluation Assistance [35] 
0 Select Event Level Data Collection; Selective Data Collection; Data Analysis; Data 
Management; and Session Replay. 
0 Select Development Aids [36] 
0 Select Code Editor; Interpreter; Compiler; Step Through Execution; Debugger; Property 
List; Hierarchy Editor; Class Browser; and File Comparison. 
0 Select Project Management [37] 
0 Select Configuration/Version Control; Documentation; Design Representation; Data 
Dictionary; Approval/Signing Of Process; and Quality Control/Measurement. 
0 Select Tool Characteristics [38] 
0 Select Reuse of Tool Output; Extension of Tool Features; Modification of Tool Features; 
Observance of Standards; Portability of Tool Output; Integration With DBMS; and 
Integration With Other Software. 
0 Select Quality Attributes Of Target System [39] 
0 Select Modifiability of Target System Code; Compatibility of Target System Code; 
Reusability of Target System Code; and Response Time of Target Code. 
3B Gather Data 
Complete the following steps for each of the UIDTs which are to be included in the comparison 
3B. 1 PRODUCE COPIES OF THE PREPARED FRAMEWORK 
Generate a copy of the prepared framework (pages 0 and 1- 39). Complete sections A and C on page 0 to 
record the evaluation and high-level tool details respectively. 
3B. 2 RECORD INFORMATION 
For each component in the prepared framework [pages 1- 39] record the following information by selecting 
the box(es) in the appropriate column(s): 
3B. 2.1 INTERACTION MECIIANISM(S) USED TO INCLUDE A COMPONENT 
Where applicable, the activities involved in the inclusion (or use) of a component are broken down 
into the instantiation of the component, the specification of its layout, and configuration of its 
properties. In each case, select the interaction mechanism(s) which are provided by the UIDT in 
order to complete the inclusion (or use) of the component. 
3B. 2.2 INTERACTION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 
Select the style(s) of interaction assistance which the UIDT provides to guide or inform the 
performance of each of the steps discussed above. 
3B. 2.3 COGNITIVE DEMANDS 
This refers to the amount of mental effort demanded of the UIDT user whilst performing the tasks 
discussed above. The aim of the UIDT should be to minimise the cognitive demands. Therefore, if 
the level of mental effort required of the UIDT user is high, place a "-" in the first box under this 
heading, and record an appropriate explanatory comment. Conversely, if performance of the task 
requires little mental effort, place a "+" in the first box and record an explanation. Note the inverse 
correspondence between the symbol allocation and the level of cognitive demands. Low cognitive 
demands are viewed as an advantage to interaction with the UIDT and are therefore signalled with a 
"+" whereas high cognitive demands are a disadvantage and are marked with a `=". 
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3B. 2.4 Qt. %[, ITN OF FEEDBACK 
If the UIDT provides good feedback to the user when performing each of the tasks discussed 
previously. place a "+" in the first of the two boxes under this heading and record an explanatory 
comment. If feedback is poor mark the first box \ýith a "-" and explain \why. 
3B. 2.5 \Iot)IIIER/OTHER COMMENTS 
This section alloWs miscellaneous comments to be recorded regarding the actual component or the 
performance of the associated task - in other words it is a catch all section for recording peculiarities 
(good, had, or unusual) of the UIDT. If the UIDT does something particularly well, signal this \\ ith a 
""+" and indicate the nature of the advantage with a descriptive comment. In contrast, if the UIDT 
makes something particularly difficult to achieve or the associated component is inadequate, mark a 
-" and provide an explanation. 
3B. 3 ADDITIONAL Colt \1"S 
The nature of some of the components demanded that additional columns be included in the associated 
tables. For each table, explanation regarding the meaning of these extra columns is provided on the 
affiliated glossary page. For each component (or row) in these tables, if the UIDT supports the features 
represented by these additional columns, the appropriate box(es) should be selected. For example. consider 
the table for Dialogue on page 2. Two additional columns have been introduced to record whether the 
specific styles of dialogue (e. g. adaptive) can have a linear or a hierarchical organisation. For each style of 
dialogue, if one or both of these options is available, the appropriate box or boxes should be selected. 
3C Compare Results 
Once the data has been gathered for each of the UIDTs. they can be compared. Given that generic 
comparisons are not based on an underlying set of requirements little in the way of guidance can he offered 
during this stage of evaluation. Hoy\ever, as a means to assist, a summarisation facility is provided. It is 
achieved by following these steps for each completed framework: 
3C. 1 Ft. l\11\: ýTF: REM NDANT INFORMATION 
Strike-through every row in each table for which the UIDT makes no provision. For example, if the UIDT 
does not provide Tear-(O%/ . 
%Ienus [page 24], put a line through each of the associated rows to easily identify 
that the rows need not he considered during the comparisons (see Figure 6). 
3C'. 2 C O11f'I. H: '1'H: 'I'HF: SL1 1\1: 181, Row 
Fach table is preceded by a summary row. It reflects the columns in the associated table and enables the 
information obtained for that category to be viewed at a glance, albeit in less detail than would be obtained 
by examining each rov in the table in turn. The summary row is completed as follows: 
3C'. 2.1 iN ERM I IO\ MECHANISM 
For each of the columns rctlecting interaction mechanisms, count the number of selections which have 
been made in other words the number of rows in which the column has been selected. The 
interaction mechanism with the greatest count is the predominant interaction mechanism for that 
specific category ofthe l1IDT. The corresponding column should be selected in the summary row. 
If the counts for two or more interaction mechanisms are equal or very close, each of the 
corresponding columns in the summary row can be selected to reflect, at a glance, the spectrum of 
interaction mechanisms used by the IJIDT. Figure 7 shows this being done for Screen Navigation. 
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3(ß. 2.2 IVUERACT10' ASSISTANCE 
For each of the columns reflecting interaction assistance, count the number of selections which have 
been made. Again, the column(s) with the highest count(s) indicate the most employed interaction 
assistance mechanism(s) for components in the associated table. Select the corresponding column(s) 
in the summary roww . 
30.2.3 c c>c\rrn F: DEMANDS 
To summarise the cognitivc demands is less straight forward than the summation process described in 
the previous two sections. Given that a "= indicates a negative point concerning a component and a 
"+" indicates something positive, it is possible to count the number of negative and the number of 
positive points and reflect the greater of the two with the appropriate symbol and summative comment 
in the corresponding columns of the summery row (if the counts are equal, a neutral "0" can be 
recorded). 
However, given that the severity or significance of each positive or negative aspect will not have the 
same weighting, this kind of summation is of limited value. Instead, the discretion of the evaluator 
should be called upon to weigh-up the positive and negative aspects in light of their accompanying 
comments and then insert the most appropriate or accurate summary in the summary row. 
3C. 2.4 QI %IATN 01: f EEDBA K 
The rumination of this aspect should he treated in the same \w ay as the cognitive demands. That is. 
the most appropriate symbol (-, 0. +) and accompanying comment should he left to the discretion of the 
evaluator based on the individual entries for each row in the table. 
3('. 2.5 Nils( FI L A\t: ctt c ctýtýtE: ý rs 
Although more difficult to summarise a collection of comments with potentially random focal points, 
the summation of this information should be treated in the same fashion as cognitive demands and 
quality of feedback. 
3('. 2.6 %uun IO\ ýi. (cri. ( \t'. ti 
I-m each of the tables that include additional columns (see section 3B. 3), complete the corresponding 
columns in the summary row using the appropriate method as described in section 3C. 2. 
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3C. 3 COMPARE RESULTS 
Using a combination of the summary rows and the data held within the tables, compare the provision of the 
UIDTs examined. 
4 UIDT SELECTION FOR AN UNPRECEDENTED PROJECT 
Section 1.2 discussed how SUIT can be used to select a UIDT for a specific unprecedented project. It 
provides a reference point for the conditions under which this kind of selection process is possible and the 
significance of the results obtained. 
When performing this kind of UIDT comparison, the SUIT framework is tailored to the needs of the given 
project. In essence this generates a project-specific reference model against which the various UIDTs are 
assessed. The following methodology should be observed when performing a UIDT selection for an 
unprecedented project. 
Notes: 
- the term select refers to putting aH in the appropriate box; 
- terms which are used in the tables are written in italics; 
- for clarification of the meaning of any term, refer to the corresponding glossary page; 
- the appropriate page number is given in brackets - e. g. [1]. 
4A Tailor The SUIT Framework 
With reference to the given project, complete the following steps to tailor the SUIT framework for use during 
data-collection. It should be remembered that, as mentioned in section 2.2, it is possible to complete this 
tailoring in an iterative process as more detailed information becomes available during the lifetime of the 
project. 
4A. 1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
These aspects of comparison ensure that the needs of the project team members and the higher level 
organisational goals are given due consideration during the selection of a UIDT - see section 3.1 for greater 
discussion of their importance. Note that this section of the framework preparation actually involves data- 
collection since the information obtained is used later in the tailoring process. 
4A. 1.1 HUMAN RESOURCES [Il 
If the project team has been decided, for each member who will be required to utilise the selected 
UIDT, gather and then fill in the following information. If there are more than five members in the 
team, simply duplicate page I as many times as required. If the team has yet to be assigned, the 
completion of this section should be postponed until such time as the information is available. 
4A. 1.1.1 Rapid Prototyping 
The following steps refer to the member's experience in terms of rapid prototyping. If the member 
has no such experience, no selections should be made. 
m Interaction Mechanisms 
® Select all interaction mechanisms with which the member has experience. If the member 
has experience of rapid prototyping using a programming language, select the first of the 
two boxes under this heading and use the second to specify which language(s). 
(+ý-] Routine Work 
I+/-] If rapid prototyping forms part of the routine work of the member, put a "+" in the first 
of the two boxes; otherwise, put a "-" in the first box. In either case, provide a short 
explanation in the second of the two boxes. 
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4A. 1.1.2 End-Product Implementation 
The following steps refer to the member's experience in terms of implementing the end product. 
Again, if the member has no such experience, there should be no selections made. 
Interaction Mechanisms 
0 Select all interaction mechanisms with which the member has experience. If the member 
has experience of implementation using a programming language, select the first of the two 
boxes under this heading and use the second to specify which language(s). 
+l-] Routine Work 
+/-] If end product implementation forms part of the routine work of the member, put a "+" 
in the first of the two boxes; otherwise, put a "-" in the first box. In either case, provide 
a short explanation in the second of the two boxes. 
4A. 1.1.3 Generic User Information 
The last three points concerning human resources are generic in that they do not attempt to capture 
information specific to rapid prototyping or implementation. Instead, they are concerned with 
ascertaining the levels of understanding and stress under which the project member operates since 
these are factors which could influence the manner in which the member adopts the selected UIDT. 
l+/. l Semantic Knowledge of the Domain 
+/-] If the member has in-depth understanding or knowledge of the domain for which the 
application is begin developed (e. g. a good understanding of the terminology which is to 
be used), put a "+" in the first of the two boxes; otherwise, put a "=' in the first box. In 
either case, quantify the allocation in the second of the two boxes. 
l+/. ] Stress Levels 
+/-] If the member is under very little stress at work, put a "+" in the first of the two boxes; 
otherwise, put a "-" in the first box. In either case, provide a short explanation in the 
second of the two boxes. Note the inversion of the use of the symbols in this instance - 
low levels of stress are taken to be positive aspects of the human resource and so are 
flagged with a "+" whereas high stress levels are a negative aspect as indicated by the 
+l-] Work Load 
l+/-] If the member has a very low work load at the time of the project (e. g. the given project 
is the only project in which he is a member), put a "+" in the first of the two boxes; 
otherwise, put a "-" in the first box. In either case, provide a short explanation in the 
second of the two boxes. Again note the inversion of the use of the symbols in this 
instance - low work loads are viewed as positive aspects of the human resource and so 
are flagged with a "+" whereas high work loads are a negative aspect as indicated by the 
6191 
4A. 1.2 INSTITUTIONAL COALS/CONSTRAINTS [II] 
Where the institution has specific goals or constraints at either the level of the organisation or at the 
level of the project, complete the following steps. 
[+l-] Programming Language 
[+/. ] If the organisation is restricting the programming language underlying the UIDT to a 
group of languages or even a single programming language, place a "-" in the first box 
and provide an explanation which includes the possible choice(s). Note that a 
restriction may result from institutional constraints (e. g. financial) or may be the result 
of an institutional goal (e. g. to increase or specialise the language knowledge base with 
the organisation). Conversely, if the organisation is placing no restriction on the choice 
of programming language, place a "+" in the first box and a comment in the second. 
[+l-] Staff Training/Experience 
[+1-] If the organisation is restricted by the experience of its staff and cannot afford to invest 
in staff training, place a "-" in the first box. If the organisation wishes to use the 
introduction of the UIDT as an incentive for investment in staff training or to increase 
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the staff experience, place a "+" in the first box. In either case, provide an explanatory 
comment. 
+ý-] Tool Use 
l+ý-] If the organisation is restricting the UIDT selection set to an existing internal library of 
tools or to a subset of the potential tools (e. g. based on programming language, cost, 
experience etc), indicate this with a "-" in the first box. Conversely, if the universe of 
potential UIDTs is open, place a "+" in the first box. Include an explanation in either 
case, itemising restrictions in the former. 
+l-) Cost 
[+/. l If the organisation has to restrict the selection of UIDTs on the basis of cost, place a "-" 
in the first box and an explanation with actual cost restrictions in the second. If the cost 
of the UIDT is not a restrictive factor in the selection of a tool, indicate this with a "+" 
and comment this decision. 
[+/-] Development Platform 
If the organisation is limited to specific platforms for development, the UIDT will have 
to be operational on one of these platforms and so selection of a UIDT will be restricted 
to those which can conform. This should be marked with a "-" and the accompanying 
explanation should itemise the platform restrictions. On the other hand, if the 
organisation has the ability to set-up any required platform - be it through purchase of 
new equipment or use of existing equipment and is under no contractual obligation to a 
specific development platform, then mark this with a "+" and provide an explanatory 
comment. 
+! -] Development Time Limits 
+/-] If the organisation requires a specific development turn-around time, then selected 
UIDT must make this possible my providing rapid development, and so the set of 
potential UIDTs may therefore be restricted. Mark this with a "-" and explain why. 
Inversely, there may be no developmental time limits that would be of significance to 
the choice of UIDT and as such this can be flagged with a "+" and commented. 
+ý-I Other 
I+/_l If there are any other restrictions on the choice of UIDT, use this catch-all row to 
itemise, quantify, and explain them. 
4A. 2 USER INTERFACE-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
The level of detail at which the user interface features of the framework can be completed is dictated by the 
stage of design or development of the project. Each of the following steps should be performed with the 
project-specific requirements in mind. Where the requirements of the project are yet to be decided, the 
categories can be temporarily completed at an abstract level and then refined as detail becomes available - as 
described in each section. 
For each of the listed categories relating to general properties of the user interface, adopt one of the following 
two approaches. 
Approach 1: if no detailed information is available about the need for any of the components in the 
category, simply select the category - in other words select the first row in the table which 
will bear the title of the category. For example Q Screen Navigation on page 1. 
Approach 2: if it is known which components (or likely components) will be needed in the user 
interface, select only those components from each category and leave the redundant 
components unselected. Note that if any category-specific component is not listed by the 
framework, use the other row to make it an active part of the selection process. 
Note that if it is known that a category of components will definitely not be needed, the 
entire category can be ignored - that is, left unselected and therefore omitted from the data- 
collection process. 
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4A. 2.1 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE USER INTERFACE 
] 0 Select Screen Navigation P] 
or 0 Select one or more of Scrolling; Paging; Key-Combinations; and other. 
0 Select Dialogue 
[2] 
or 0 Select one or more of: End-User Customisable; Adaptive; Multi-Thread; 
Asynchronous; End-user Interruptible; and other. 
0 Select Active Devices [3] 
or 0 Select one or more of Multiple Active Devices; Single Active Devices; and other. 
0 Select Miscellaneous [4] 
or 0 Select one or more of: Highlighting; Target System Help; and other. 
4A. 2.2 INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES 
0 Select Input Devices [5-6] 
or El Select one or more of Keyboard; Mouse; Function/Command Keys; arrow Keys; Voice 
Input; Touch Screen; Graphics Tablet; Joystick; Trackball; Footpedal; Lightpen; 
Dial/Valuator; Button Box; Finger Mouse; Head Pointer; Eye Tracker; Finger/Hand 
Pointer; Data Glove; Fingerprint Scanner; Iris Scanner; and other. 
0 Select Output Devices [7] 
or 0 Select one or more of Voice Output; Tonal Output; Print/Hard Copy; and other. 
0 Select Target Monitor [8] 
or 0 Select one or more of Standard Desktop Monitor (colour); Standard Desktop Monitor 
(monochrome); Bit Mapped/High Resolution Graphics Monitor; Alpha-Numeric Text 
Only Monitor; Palmtop; Laptop; and other. 
0 Select Other Hardware Devices [9] 
or El Select one or more of. Videodisk Player; Videotape Player; CD ROM Drive; Audio CD 
Player; Microphone; External Speakers; Midi Controller; Scanner; and other. 
4A. 2.3 OUTPUT PRESENTATION TYPES 
® Select Text [10] 
0 Select Graphics [11-12] 
or Select one or more of. Bit-Mapped; Vector; Imported Images; Geographical; Pie 
Charts; X-Y Charts; 3D Images; and other. 
® Select Animation [13] 
® Select Audio [14-16] 
or El Select Audio Midi 
and/or 0 Select Audio Synthesised Speech 
or El Select one or more of: From Text Strings; From File; Male Voice; Female 
Voice; Natural Tone; Robotic Tone; Pitch Control; Rate Control; and other. 
and/or 0 Select Audio Non-Speech Sounds 
and/or Ei Select Audio Auditory Icons 
and/or 0 Select Audio Other 
® Select Video [17-19] 
or m Select one or more of: Videodisk; Videotape; Frame Grabber; Gen Lock; Imported; 
Freeze Frame; Special Effects; Frame Editor; Multiple Concurrent Videos; Control; and 
other. 
® Select Data Driven/Dynamic Objects [20-21] 
or 0 Select one or more of., Discrete Objects; Bar Graphs; Line Graphs; 3D Graphs; Pie 
Charts; Histograms; Rotators; Dials; Scales; Text; and other. 
4A. 2.4 COMBINATIONS OF OUTPUT PRESENTATION TYPES 
0 Select One Screen/Different Windows 
0 Select One Screen/Same Window 
[22] 
[22] 
4A. 2.5 USER INTERFACE FEATURES 
® Select Boxes [23] 
or 0 Select one or more of. List Box; Data Entry Box - Single Line; Data Entry Box - Multiple Line; Message Box; Dialogue Box; Default Boxes; and other. 
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0 Select Menus [24-25] 
or a Select one or more of. Binary; Extended; Permanent; Pull-Down; Pop-Up; Tear-Off 
Embedded; Radio Buttons; Push Buttons; Check Buttons; Palette; Pie; Default; and 
other. 
0 For each of the selected menus, select one or more of the following from the first six 
columns: Static Items; Dynamic Items; Linear Sequence; Hierarchical Sequence; 
Textual Items; Graphical Items; and Combination Text/Graphic. 
Note that these pages can be duplicated if it is necessary to treat each combination of 
menu type and menu content/organisation independently. For example Binary menus 
with static items in a linear sequence could be selected on one duplication and on 
another, Binary menus with dynamic items in a hierarchical sequence could be selected 
such that they are dealt with independently. This is entirely at the discretion of the 
evaluator. 
El Select Forms [26-28] 
or El Select one or more of Non-Enumerated Input; Enumerated Input; Formatted Fields; 
Optional Fields; Required Fields; Data Dependent Fields; Default Value Fields; Single 
Page Form; Multiple Page Form; and other. 
and El Select one or more of. Mouse Pick; Arrow Keys - Bi-directional; Arrow Keys - Wrap 
Around; Tab Keys - Bi-directional; Tab Keys - Wrap Around; and other. 
0 Select Windows [29-32] 
or 0 Select one or more of: Overlapping Windows; Tiled Windows; Primary Windows; 
Secondary Windows; Default Standards; and other. 
and El Select Window Transition 
or El Select one or more of. None; Blinds; Collapse To Centre; Diagonal 
Contract/Expand; Dissolve; Expanding Quadrants; Fade from Colour; 
Horizontal Fold/Unfold; Slats; Wipe; ; and other. 
0 Select Text Area [33] 
or Cpl Select one or more of. Simple Typed Input; Input With Required Arguments; Input With 
Optional and/or Required Arguments; Input Language With Arbitrary Grammatical 
Structure; and other. 
4A. 3 DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
The following steps should be performed with consideration of the working practice into which the UIDT is 
expected to fit and required standards of the product of the tool. This includes the support systems used, the 
developmental processes adopted by the organisation (in particular for the given project) and specific 
properties of the UIDT itself. 
For each of the listed categories relating to the developmental context of use, adopt one of the following two 
approaches. 
Approach 1: if no detailed information is available about the need for the components in the category, 
simply select the category - in other words select the first row in the table which will bear 
the title of the category. For example El Evaluation Assistance on page 35. 
Approach 2: if it is known what developmental components (or likely components) will be needed, 
select those components from each category and leave the redundant components 
unselected. Note that if a category-specific component is not included by the framework, 
use the other row to make it an active part of the selection process. 
As with the user interface-specific requirements, if it is known that a category of components will definitely 
not be needed, the entire category can be ignored - that is, left unselected and therefore omitted from the 
data-collection process. 
® Select UI Design & Development Steps [34] 
or 0 Select one or more of Systems Analysis; User Interface Software Design; User 
Interface Interaction Design; User Interface Software Implementation; Formative User 
Based Evaluation; User Based Evaluation; User Based Testing of the Interface 
Software; and other. 
and/or 0 Select Rapid Prototyping 
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or 0 Select one or more of Horizontal Prototypes; Vertical Prototypes; 
Global Prototypes; Local Prototypes; Paper Based Prototypes; and 
other. 
0 For each of the selected prototypes, select one or both of the 
following from the appropriate additional columns: Evolutionary; and 
Revolutionary. 
El Select Evaluation Assistance [35] 
or El Select one or more of Event Level Data Collection; Selective Data Collection; Data 
Analysis; Data Management; Session Replay; and other. 
0 Select Developmental Aids [36] 
or 0 Select one or more of: Code Editor; Interpreter; Compiler; Step Through Execution; 
Debugger; Property List; Hierarchy Editor; Class Browser; File Comparison; and 
other. 
El Select Project Management [37] 
or 0 Select one or more of: Configuration/Version Control; Documentation; Design 
Representation; Data Dictionary; Approval/Signing-Off Process; Quality 
ControlMeasurement; and other. 
El Select Tool Characteristics [38] 
or El Select one or more of. Reuse of Tool Output, Extension of Tool Features; Modification 
of Tool Features; Observance of Standards; Portability of Tool Output; Integration 
With DBMS; Integration With Other Software; and other. 
0 Select Quality Attributes Of Target System [39] 
or lZ Select one or more of Modifiability of Target System Code; Compatibility of Target 
System Code; Reusability of Target System Code; Response Time Of Target System 
Code; and other. 
4B Generate Ideal UIDT Profile 
Once the information about the human resources for the project has been collected and the required UIDT 
components have been selected, these two aspects of UIDT use can be integrated in order to generate a 
profile of the ideal UIDT for the given project. Essentially, the ideal profile is a tailored framework for 
which the interaction mechanisms have been quantified in consideration of the project's human resources and 
interaction mechanisms best suited to the tasks to be performed. It is against this profile that the data 
gathered using the tailored framework created in 4A will be compared. 
The ideal profile is generated following a two-step process as outlined below. The parts labelled (a) and (b) 
in each case discuss the option to increase the complexity and accuracy of the ideal profile. 
4B. 1 ANALYSE TIM HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION 
Refer to the human resource information collected in steps 4A. 1.1.1 and 4A. 1.1.2 - Rapid Prototyping and 
End-Product Implementation respectively. 
a) For each of the interaction mechanisms, count the number of team members who have experience using 
that mechanism for either rapid prototyping or end product implementation. If there is one interaction 
mechanism which has clearly been used more than any other, it should be considered the generic 
interaction mechanism most appropriate for the whole project team across all activities. If there are 
several interaction mechanisms all of which have similar levels of use, they should all be considered as 
the most appropriate mechanisms. 
b) Although not essential (see section 4B. 2), it may also be potentially beneficial to separately analyse and 
calculate the generic mechanism or appropriate mechanisms for Rapid Prototyping and for End Product 
Implementation independently. 
4B. 2 INTEGRATE THE INFORMATION 
The actions listed below should be taken for each of the tables [pages 1- 39] in which there are columns 
corresponding to interaction mechanisms. Reminder: select action (a) or (b) based on the required level of 
accuracy. 
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a) For each of the rows corresponding to selected components (in other words, rows for which the 
component has been specified as required for the given project - or every row in the case of a generic 
category selection), select the box or boxes reflecting the generic interaction mechanism or appropriate 
interaction mechanisms as calculated in section 4B. 1(a). For example, if analysis of the human resources 
revealed that graphical manipulation and form-filling were the most appropriate interaction mechanisms with 
respect to the project team members, and it had been identified that list boxes were required in the user 
interface being built, the three rows for instantiation, configuration and layout of list boxes should have the 
boxes in the columns corresponding to graphical manipulation and form-filling selected in each case. 
b) For each selected component in the tailored framework, if it is known that the component will only be 
specifically used in either rapid prototyping or implementation, the appropriate interaction mechanism(s) as 
analysed in 4B. 1(b) can be used instead of the more generic human resource analysis. For example, if it is 
known that Data Analysis [page 35] will only be used during rapid prototyping, and that the most common 
(i. e. generic) interaction mechanism for rapid prototyping (only) is graphical manipulation, then the boxes 
corresponding to graphical manipulation for instantiation and configuration of data analysis should be 
selected as the ideal interaction mechanism in that instance. If this knowledge is not known for any 
component, then approach (a) can be adopted for that component. 
Finally, if it is possible to identify which team members will perform specific (or isolated) tasks in the project 
development, the ideal interaction mechanism(s) for that specific task or tasks should be specified as the 
interaction mechanism with which the individual team member is most familiar. For example, if it is known 
that Team Member I (and only Team Member 1) will perform all implementation and is accustomed to 
graphical manipulation for user interface implementation, then the ideal interaction mechanism for all 
implementation-specific tasks can be listed as corresponding to his experience - i. e. as graphical 
manipulation. 
c) If it is possible to identify interaction mechanism(s) that are best suited to any specific task related to 
any specific required functional component, these interaction mechanism(s) should either be included with 
the ideal interaction mechanisms listed during steps (a) and (b) for the corresponding component or should 
replace those listed in steps (a) and (b). 
Once the above tasks have been completed, the project-specific ideal UIDT profile exists and is ready for use 
in comparing the results of the data gathered using the tailored framework - see section 4C. 
4C Gather Data 
The following steps should be completed for each of the UIDTs being considered in the comparison. 
Remember to consult page II (institutional goals/constraints) to acknowledge any restrictions on the universe 
of potential UIDTs for inclusion in the comparison. 
4C. 1 PRODUCE COPIES OF THE TAILORED FRAMEWORK 
Generate a copy of the tailored framework (pages 0 and I- 39). Complete all sections on page 0 to record 
high-level information about the evaluation, project and tool. 
4C. 2 RECORD INFORMATION 
The information required to complete the following steps can be obtained either directly from use of the UIDT or, if one exists, from a completed tool template (or framework) for that UIDT. For each selected 
component in the tailored framework, record the required information by selecting the box in the appropriate 
column(s): 
4C. 2.1 INTERACTION MECIIANISRI(S) USED TO INCLUDE A COMPONENT 
Where applicable, the activities involved in the inclusion (or use) of a component are broken down 
into the instantiation of the component, the specification of its layout, and configuration of its 
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properties. In each case, select the interaction mechanism(s) which are provided by the UIDT in 
order to complete the inclusion (or use) of the component. 
40.2.2 INTERACTION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 
Select the style(s) of interaction assistance which the UIDT provides to guide or inform the 
performance of each of the steps required for the inclusion (or use) of the selected component. 
40.2.3 COGNITIVE DEMANDS 
This refers to the amount of mental effort demanded of the UIDT user whilst performing the tasks 
discussed above. The aim of the UIDT should be to minimise the cognitive demands. Therefore, if 
the level of mental effort required of the UIDT user is high, place a "-" in the first box under this 
heading, and record an appropriate explanatory comment. Conversely, if performance of the task 
requires little mental effort, place a "+" in the first box and record an explanation. Note the inverse 
correspondence between the symbol allocation and the level of cognitive demands. Low cognitive 
demands are viewed as an advantage to interaction with the UIDT and are therefore signalled with a 
«+" whereas high cognitive demands are considered a disadvantage and are marked with a `=". 
4C. 2.4 QUALITY OF FEEDBACK 
If the UIDT provides good feedback to the user when performing each of the tasks discussed 
previously, place a "+" in the first of the two boxes under this heading and record an explanatory 
comment. If feedback is poor mark the first box with a "-" and explain why. 
4C. 2.5 MODIFIER/OTIIER COMMENTS 
This section allows miscellaneous comments to be recorded regarding the actual component or the 
performance of the associated task - in other words it is a catch all section for recording peculiarities 
(good, bad, or unusual aspects) of the UIDT with regards the selected component. If the UIDT does 
something particularly well, signal this with a "+" and indicate the nature of the advantage with a 
descriptive comment. In contrast, if the UIDT makes something particularly difficult to achieve or 
the associated component is inadequate, mark a "-" and provide an explanation. 
4C. 3 ADDITIONAL COLUMNS 
The nature of some of the components demanded that additional columns be included in the associated 
tables. For each table, explanation regarding the meaning of these extra columns is provided on the 
affiliated glossary page. For each selected component (or row) in these tables, if the UIDT supports the 
features represented by these additional columns, the appropriate box(es) should be selected. For example, 
consider the table for Dialogue on page 2. Two additional columns have been introduced to record whether 
the specific styles of dialogue (e. g. adaptive) can have a linear or a hierarchical organisation. For each 
selected style of dialogue, if one or both of these options is available and has been specified as required, the 
appropriate box or boxes should be selected. 
4D Compare Results 
Once the data has been gathered for each of the UIDTs, they can be compared with respect to the ideal 
profile generated in section 4B. The steps detailed in sections 4D. 1 and 4D. 2 outline the means by which the 
data collected can be summarised and compacted. These steps are not compulsory since the summarised 
data will not be used explicitly in the comparison process. The summary information is, however, useful for 
obtaining sanitised information quickly or can be useful for performing a 'speed' comparison where a more 
detailed comparison will be performed at a later date but initial data is required fast. 
4D. 1 HIGHLIGHT UNSUPPORTED FUNCTIONALITY 
Strike-through every selected row in each table for which the UIDT makes no provision. For example, if the 
tailored framework includes Tear-Off Menus [page 24] but the UIDT does not provide them, put a line 
through each of the associated rows to easily identify that the UIDT does not provide the required component 
(see Figure 8). 
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4D. 2 C()\IPLETE THE St NU1: tRl' Row 
Each table is preceded by a summary row. It reflects the columns in the associated table and enables the 
information obtained for that category to be viewed at a glance. albeit in less detail than ý ould be obtained 
by examining each selected row in the table 
in turn. The summary row is completed as follows: 
4[), 2,1 INTERACTION MECHANISM 
For each of the columns reflecting interaction mechanisms, count the number of selections vN hich have 
been made - in other words the number of rows 
in which the column has been selected. The 
interaction mechanism with the greatest count is the predominant interaction mechanism for that 
specific category of the UIDT. The corresponding column should be selected in the summary row. 
If the counts for two or more interaction mechanisms are equal or very close, each of the 
corresponding columns in the summary row can be selected to reflect, at a glance, the spectrum of 
interaction mechanisms used by the UIDT. Figure 9 shows this being done for Scvrec'n Naiji, 'ation. 
Notice that three types of screen navigation have been included in the tailored framework but the 
UIDT does not support Paging and so the absence of this functionality has been highlighted. 
4D. 2.2 IV! t: R A(TIO\ %SSIST AM E 
For each of the columns reflecting interaction assistance, count the number of selections which ha'e 
been made. Again, the column(s) with the highest count(s) indicate the most employed interaction 
assistance mechanism(s) for components in the associated table. Select the corresponding column(s) 
in the , umnlar,, row. 
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Figure 9 Completing the st, mmurr rootiw 
41). 2.3 c Oc\I'I I\ t: l)F 1: \\I)S 
To sunimarise the cognitive demands is less straight forward than the summation process described in 
the previous two sections, Given that a "-" indicates a negative point concerning a component and a 
+" indicates something positive, it is possible to count the number of negative and the number of 
positive points and reflect the greater of the two with the appropriate symbol and summative comment 
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in the corresponding columns of the summery row (if the counts are equal, a neutral "0" can be 
recorded). 
However, given that the severity or significance of each positive or negative aspect will not have the 
same weighting, this kind of summation is of limited value. Instead, the discretion of the evaluator 
should be called upon to weigh-up the positive and negative aspects in light of their accompanying 
comments and with respect to the project and then insert the most appropriate or accurate summary in 
the summary row. 
4D. 2.4 QUALITY OF FEEDBACK 
The summation of this aspect should be treated in the same way as the cognitive demands. That is, 
the most appropriate symbol (-, 0, +) and accompanying comment should be left to the discretion of the 
evaluator based on the individual entries for each selected row in the table. 
4D. 2.5 MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 
Although more difficult to summarise a collection of comments with potentially random focal points, 
the summation of this information should be treated in the same fashion as cognitive demands and 
quality of feedback. 
4D. 2.6 ADDITIONAL COLUMNS 
For each of the tables that include additional columns (see section 3B. 3), complete the corresponding 
columns in the summary row using the appropriate method as described in section 4D. 2. 
4D. 3 COMPARE RESULTS 
On a table by table basis for each UIDT, compare the pattern of box selections with those in the ideal profile 
- that is, for the components and 
interaction mechanisms. In other words, for each required component as 
selected in the ideal profile, confirm whether or not the UIDT supports the component. Similarly, for each 
required component which is supported by the UIDT, compare the interaction mechanism utilised by the 
UIDT against that which has been identified as the most appropriate for the given project's human resource 
(as indicated in the project profile). 
At this stage it may be possible to make a UIDT selection based on the closeness of its match with the ideal 
profile. For example, if one UIDT provided all the required components and made predominant use of the 
ideal interaction mechanism(s) whereas other UIDTs failed to support many of the required components or 
utilised inappropriate interaction mechanisms, then the former UIDT would be the most obvious candidate 
for purchase. 
However, it is unlikely that the disparities between the various UIDTs will be as clear cut as described above. 
Instead it is more likely that the tools will support similar percentages of the required components and will 
match in similar percentages of utilisation of the appropriate interaction mechanisms. This being the case, 
the following approaches should be adopted to fine tune the selection process and discover the 'best-fit' 
UIDT. 
4D. 4 FINE TUNE TIIE SELECTION PROCESS 
If it has not been possible to determine the most appropriate tool by comparing the functional provision of 
each tool (with respect to its adopted interaction mechanisms) with the ideal tool profile - as described in 
step 4D. 3 - the additional information recorded during the evaluation process needs to be drawn upon to 
inform the selection process. Any one or more of the following can be performed in order to make an 
appropriate tool selection. It is, however, recommended that each of the following be considered in 
collaboration in order that the most informed decision can be made. 
4D. 4.1 EXAMINE INTERACTION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 
For each tool examine the nature of the interaction assistance which is provided. Where possible, 
eliminate from consideration those tools which do not provide interaction assistance which is fitting 
for the identified team members. It is recommended that this decision is made in conjunction with 
examination of the cognitive demands placed upon the users and the quality of the feedback given to 
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the users in order that a balanced view of the tool can be obtained. Although it may regularly be the 
case that the better tool will provide the more appropriate interaction assistance, this is not necessarily 
always the case. A tool may provide little or no interaction assistance, or even interaction assistance 
that is not best matched to the team members, but may place such minimal cognitive demands on its 
users and support their interaction with sufficiently high quality feedback that interaction assistance is 
of lesser importance than in another tool where the cognitive demands are so high and the quality of 
feedback so low that the interaction assistance - and in particular its specific nature - is a vital 
component in the successful use of the tool. At a simpler level, where tools provide almost identical 
levels of interaction assistance, it may be necessary to examine these additional criteria in order to 
differentiate between them. 
4D. 4.2 EXAMINE COGNITIVE DEMANDS 
For each tool, examine the cognitive demands which are placed upon the tool users. In light of the 
experience and requirements of the team members, where possible, eliminate those tools which place 
an inappropriate mental demand upon their users. As with interaction assistance, cognitive demands 
should be considered in conjunction with the interaction assistance and quality of feedback provided 
by the tool. It may be the case that one tool places high mental demands on its users but counters 
those demands with excellent (and appropriate) interaction assistance thus reducing its complexity in 
contrast to another tool which places slightly lower mental demands on its users but fails to support its 
users with appropriate interaction assistance. Only collaborative examination of this information will 
highlight the most suitable tools. Similarly, examination of additional criteria may be required to 
decide between tools which are closely equalled in terms of their cognitive demands. 
4D. 4.3 EXAMINE QUALITY OF FEEDBACK 
For each tool, examine the quality of feedback provided for the users of the tool. Eliminate, where 
possible, those tools which provide poor levels of feedback to users. It is perhaps more obvious that a 
tool which falls short in terms of user feedback is likely to be a less appropriate tool than one which 
gives excellent feedback to its users. However, it is still important to examine the interaction 
assistance provided for each tool in conjunction with its feedback in order to perhaps differentiate 
tools which are equally matched in terms of their quality of feedback. 
4D. 4.4 EXAMINE MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 
For each tool, take note of the miscellaneous comments recorded during evaluation of the tool. The 
positive or negative nature of the comments should inform and influence discrimination between the 
various tools. These comments can be considered in conjunction with any of the other criteria 
mentioned above. 
4D. 4.5 EXAMINE INSTITUTIONAL GOALS/CONSTRAINTS 
For each tool, consider its suitability with respect to the recorded institutional goals and constraints. 
Although these factors will have been taken into account during the initial selection of tools for 
consideration, re-examination of the remaining tools in light of the institutional goals and constraints 
may determine if any can be eliminated from consideration based on their level of conformance with 
the criteria. For example, if all remaining tools are practically identical in all other respects, their 
conformance with cost constraints may provide the determining factor in the decision making process. 
4D. 4.6 EXAMINE ADDITIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION 
For each tool, consider its suitability with respect to the additional information recorded for the project 
team members. Consider whether or not the tool will assist in lowering the stress levels felt by the 
team members. Similarly, consider whether the effect it will have upon the work load of the team 
members. Although these aspects of information are less concrete than other data considered during 
this selection process, they may be able to eliminate tools from consideration and should therefore be 
taken into account if a selection has not been possible at this stage. 
Hence, an examination of all ancillary information can determine the most appropriate tool within the 
context of the project for which the tool is being selected. 
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5 UIDT SELECTION BASED ON COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS PROJECTS 
Section 1.3 discussed how SUIT can be used to select a UIDT for a specific project based on similarities 
between the current project and previous projects for which SUIT was used to select a UIDT. Refer back to 
this section for required clarification of the conditions under which this type of selection process is suitable. 
The following methodology should be observed when performing a UIDT selection based on the selection 
results obtained for previous projects. 
5A Identify A Similar Project Profile 
From the existing project profiles (in other words the ideal tool profiles for the previous projects) which have 
been constructed, identify which is the closest match to the profile which would be generated for the current 
project. This can be done in a three step process as described below. Any disparities between a previous 
project profile and the requirements of the current project should be recorded for ease of reference at the next 
stage in tool selection. 
5A. 1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
These aspects of comparison ensure that the needs of the project team members and the higher level 
organisational goals are given due consideration during the selection of a UIDT - see section 3.1 for greater 
discussion of their importance. Note that this section of the profile comparisons may involve data-collection 
for the current project in order to perform an accurate comparison of the project requirements. 
5A. 1.1 HUMAN RESOURCES 
For each member on the current project who will be required to utilise the selected UIDT, gather and 
then compare the following information with that recorded on the profiles for previous projects. If 
there are more than five members in the team, simply duplicate page I as many times as required. 
Perform the following two steps for the members' experience in terms of rapid prototyping and end 
product implementation. 
9 Interaction Mechanisms 
Perform a general comparison of all interaction mechanisms with which the project team 
members have experience. Identify whether there is a similar collective pool of experience for 
the team members on previous projects compared with the team members on the current project. 
" Routine Work 
Consider the extent to which the work of the team members on the previous projects was routine 
in comparison to that of the team members on the current project. For each of the team members 
on previous projects, if the work was routine, this will be indicated with a "+". Conversely, if the 
work was not routine, this will be marked with a "". 
5A. 1.1.1 Generic User Information 
The last three points concerning human resources are concerned with ascertaining the levels of 
understanding and stress under which the project members operate since these are factors which could 
influence the manner in which the team members adopt the selected UIDT. 
" Semantic Knowledge of the Domain 
Compare the level of understanding or knowledge of the domain held by the team members on 
previous projects with that held by the team members on the current project. For each team 
member on the previous projects, a good understanding or knowledge of the domain will be 
marked with a "+"and conversely, lack of familiarity will be indicated with a "='. 
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0 Stress Levels 
Contrast and compare the stress levels felt by the team members on previous projects with those 
expected for the team members on the current project. For each team member on the previous 
projects, low stress levels will have been recorded using a "+"; high stress levels will be indicated 
with a "-". Note the inversion of the use of the symbols in this instance - low levels of stress are 
taken to be positive aspects of the human resource and so are flagged with a "+" whereas high 
stress levels are a negative aspect as indicated by the "". 
" Work Load 
Compare the work load placed upon the team members on the previous projects with that on the 
team members of the current project. Once again, a low work load will have been indicated with 
a "+" and a high work load with a ...... 
5A. 1.2 INSTITUTIONAL GOALS/CONSTRAINTS 
Where the institution has specific goals or constraints at either the level of the organisation or at the 
level of the project, compare the following comparisons. 
" Programming Language 
Compare programming language restrictions imposed on the previous projects with those on the 
current project. Where programming languages have been restricted, this will be indicated with 
a "-" and conversely, where there have been no restrictions imposed, this will be marked with a 
{f+f) 
" Staff Training/Experience 
Compare the restrictions pertaining to staff training or experience for the previous projects with 
those for the current project. If the previous project was subject to restrictions in this regard, this 
will be indicated with a "-"; lack of restrictions or the intention to increase staff training and 
experience as a result of choosing a tool will be indicated with a "+". 
0 Tool Use 
Compare the restrictions on the set of UIDTs from which the previous projects could make a 
selection to those being imposed on the current project. Where a previous project was under no 
such restrictions or was actively encouraged to increase the library of UIDTs held by the 
organisation, this will be indicated with a "+"; where selection was restricted to a small subset of 
tools, a "-" will have been used. 
0 Cost 
Compare the cost constraints placed on the previous projects with those on the current project. 
Where there was no such limitation placed on the previous projects, a "+" will have been used to 
record the fact; otherwise, a "-" will be used. 
" Development Platform 
Compare the development platform restrictions imposed on the previous projects with those in 
place for the current project. Once again, limitations on the platform will be indicated with a "-" 
and freedom of choice will be marked with a "+". 
" Development Time Limits 
Compare the time limitations under which the previous projects were working with those imposed 
upon the current project. Where time scheduling was not a major limiting factor for previous 
projects a "+" will have been used. Restricted time limits will be indicated with a ...... 
0 Other 
Compare any additional constraints placed on the previous projects with those placed on the 
current project. 
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5A. 2 USER INTERFACE-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
Consider the user interface-specific requirements recorded for each of the previous projects - as shown by 
their profiles. Compare these recorded requirements with the requirements of the current project. If a 
component has been included in the profile for the previous projects this will be indicated with a selected box 
(0). Where a previous project has considered all components within a specific category, this will have been 
indicated with a selected box for the whole category (located next to the category label). 
5A. 3 DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEXT OF USE 
Compare the working practice of the previous projects with that of the current project. Consider also the 
similarities between the standards to be met by the tools for previous projects and the current project. 
Finally compare the support systems used, the developmental processes adopted by the organisation (in 
particular for the given project) and specific properties of the UIDT itself as recorded for the previous 
projects with those stipulated for the current project. Once again, the inclusion of a component within a 
previous project profile will be indicated with a selected box. 
5B Adjust Previous Profiles 
If step 5A failed to identify a project profile which was a significantly close match to that which would be 
generated for the current profile one of two actions can be taken: 
" if there are only minor discrepancies between an existing profile and the requirements of the current 
project, the closest matching existing profile can be 'tweaked' to cater for the differences; 
" if the discrepancies between the existing profiles and the requirements of the current project are too 
great, the selection process for an unprecedented project should be followed - in other words, 
comparison of the current project with previous projects uncovered no project precedence and so the 
alternative route through the methodology should be adopted (as described in section 4). 
The remainder of this section assumes that a suitable profile has been identified. If the profile is practically 
identical to that required for the current project, the remaining steps described in section 5 can be ignored and 
the tool chosen for the previous project can be assumed suitable for the current project. If the profile 
is close but requires some tweaking, this and the following steps should be completed in order to identify the 
most suitable tool for the current project. 
5B. 1 TWEAK THE CLOSEST PREVIOUS PROJECT PROFILE 
Select the profile from a previous project which most closely matches the requirements for this project. 
Produce a copy of this profile in order to preserve the original and complete the following steps using the 
copy. 
For each of the discrepancies recorded during the comparison process described in section 5A, adjust the 
profile accordingly. Adjustments can take one of two forms: 
" introduction of a requirement or information where none already exists; 
" change to an existing selection or recording of requirements or information. 
If the previous profile has left blank a specific aspect of information or has not selected a particular 
component which is required by the current project, the appropriate steps from sections 4A and 4B should be 
followed in order to introduce the data to the profile for the current project. If information recorded for the 
previous project is inappropriate for the current project, the existing information should be deleted and again 
the appropriate steps from sections 4A and 4B should be followed in order to insert the correct information. 
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5C Gather Additional Information 
Given a suitably tweaked profile, the required information should be gathered. Where the components of the 
current profile remain unaltered, the information gathered for the previous project can be used directly. If, 
however, the current project profile has altered the previous project profile, new information needs to be 
collated. This should be done according to the process outlined in section 4C. Similarly, if the current 
project wishes to consider the adoption of a tool which was not examined for the previous project, section 4C 
should be followed in its entirety. 
5D Compare Results 
Once the additional information has been gathered, the tools can be compared with respect to the ideal profile 
for the current project. Although this comparison process is essentially the same as that described in section 
4D, it can benefit from the comparative process already conducted for the previous project (provided no 
additional tools are being considered). For all unaltered components in the current project profile, the 
comparisons hold for the previous project. For altered or additional components, the process outlined in 
section 4D should be followed in order to contrast the components which differ between the two profiles. 
Indeed for information pertaining to additional tools, the whole of step 4D should be completed in order to 
complete the comparison. 
Where the discrepancies between the previous profiles and the current profile are sufficiently insignificant 
that they are unlikely but not certain to affect the outcome of the selection process, it may be most beneficial 
to conduct the comparison of the gathered information with respect to the selected tool. In other words, 
where a component of the profile has been altered or added and the appropriate data gathered, the question 
should be asked: "Does this new information invalidate the previous tool selection? ". Unless the answer to 
the question is "yes" it should be possible to retain the previous tool selection. For example, consider the 
situation where a specific user interface feature is added to the profile for the current project. If the tool 
selected for the previous project meets the additional functional requirement, the tool can still be considered 
most appropriate for the current project. However, if the tool fails to meet this new requirement its 
suitability as the best-fit tool for the current project becomes questionable and an alternative from the other 
selected tools may be required. 
Hence, the information obtained and comparative process undertaken for previous projects can radically 
reduce the amount of effort required for the selection of a tool which meets the needs of a new project which 
has similar requirements. 
The remainder of this appendix contains the SUIT Framework (and associated glossary 
pages). Due to formatting restrictions on this thesis, the SUIT Framework has had to be 
reduced in size. A full size copy can be obtained, upon request, from the author. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES is concerned with information regarding the actual members of the development team for a given project. The information will be used to ensure that the 
UIDT selected is best suited to the particular attributes of the team members. For each member of the team, the following information is collated- 
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INSTITUTIONAL GOALSICONSTRAINTS refers to the long or short tern aims of the company with respect to investment in selected aspects of software development, and also 
to the constraints imposed upon the process of software development. The following categories attempt to capture such information. 
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SCREEN NAVIGATION is concerned with the mechanisms provided for navigation around a single display in a user interface. Note that the means or navigation wohin a form 
are dealt with independently on page 27. 
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DIALOGUE is concerned with the way in which the "conversation" between the user and the system is structured or controlled 
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ACTIVE DEVICES is concerned Wtth the multiplicity of virtual or physical devices which can be accepting input or performing output at the same time. 
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MISCELLANEOUS is concemed with dose Soncrdl p OW%= of the user interface which do not easily fall into one of die other catcgones. 
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INPUt DEVICES is concemcd with the types of ittput devices which we requited for use with the application interface being built. 
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OUTPUT DEVICES is c need with the types of otntptt devices which we required for use with the application interface being built. 
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TARGET MONITORS is coneernad with the type of monitor winch will be used by the system running the application for which the user interface is being developed The nature or the target 
monnor has the pofcodal to earn substantial 
influence over the appmptiaic features and interaction styles included within the user interface - for csampic. if an application is being developed for a 
palm-top dcvicc. the dimensions of the 
display are limited (m comparison to dose of a standard desktop monitor) and the interaction styles (due to the, appropnatencss of other peripheral devices) 
we likely to be non-standard. 
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OTHER HARDWARE DEVICES is conwr"cd with all IMF hardware devices USed for input and output which have not been listed under the preceding three headings 
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TEXT is concemcd'nth the pescnt %ion of ty alphamimrnc chuaacn within the user imr(am 
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GRAPHICS is conccmcd with the pitsenmmion or use of computer generated graphics within a user interface 
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1 
ANIMATION is coacenwd with the ability to make Fapbud objects appear to mow and their inclusion within a user inicrfacc. 
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AUDIO is concerned with any kind of sounds and their inclusion within a uscr interface 
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VIDEO is concerned with the presentation of full motion videotape recorded images. 
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DATA DRIV EN/DYNAM IC OBJECTS is concerned with owpm interface objects which change their appearance in accordance with changes in nm-time data values. 
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COMBINATIONS OF OUTPUT TYPES is ca aimed with the levels of stmuhancous mahinlcdta achievable within the owl interface i. c the combinatroni of tcanrol, graphrnl" animation. 
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U1 DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT STEPS Is conccmcd with the proccsscs involved with the design and developnicniofa user interface. 
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EVALUATION ASSISTANCE is concemed with the povision of the ability to capture. analyse. and evaluate user data about the user interface use 
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DEVELOPMENT AIDS is tancemed with the provsion of devc opned Itthno ogy to assist in the ioWknentation of the user mIttfax sottwmrc 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT Uuonamcd with autoauted assmanccin orgaoisung and lacking um intorfacc dcvelopmcm 
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TOOL CHARACTERISTICS Is cunccmed with high kvca (or gencrie) upCCES or the UIDT ns¢I1. 
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APPENDIX C: HANDOUTS FOR THE EMPIRICAL STUDY OF 
SUIT 
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION 4 
1998-99 Exercise A 
L- ___ j 
Hand Out Week 3 
Value 3% 
Hand In Week 9 
Evaluation of User Interface Design Environments 
Introduction 
The aim of this exercise is for you to gain experience of evaluating various user interface design environments in the context of a specific design problem. 
User interface design environments cater for a variety of application domains. One such domain is web site design and this exercise will focus on the 
evaluation of web authoring tools. 
Before starting the exercise, read the following problem scenario and instructions carefully. 
Problem Scenario 
A team of two people has been given the job of renewing the university web site. Whilst all information on the current web site is to be included in the new 
site, additional video, animation and sound-bites are to be introduced. The project is severely time restricted and has to meet imminent deadlines. 
The team members are as follows: 
team member l: graphic designer with experience of numerous graphical manipulation tools 
for graphics generation, no knowledge of HTML but familiar with using web browsers. 
team member 2: expert user interface designer who has limited knowledge of HTML but 
extensive experience of graphical user interface development environments and makes frequent use of web 
browsers. 
The University of Glasgow has a selection of web authoring tools which are available for the project team to use. Neither team member has experience 
using any of the available tools. Given the imminent deadline for the project, they do not have the time to try out each tool in order to decide which is the 
most appropriate for their use, nor can they afford to make the wrong choice and have to change environments therefore wasting development time. The 
university has hired you (as an expert in user interface design evaluation) to advise the team on their choice of tool. Your job is therefore to assess the 
suitability of the web authoring tools with respect to the outlined project profile. 
Instructions 
" Working in pairs, select 2 web authoring tools from the following list: SiteBuilder', QuickSite', HomeSite', and AOLPress', and DreamWeaver'. 
'available via the NT network from workstations in the NT lab (G081) in Lilybank Gardens 
- log onto an NT workstation, 
- select the Network Neighbourhood; 
- select Tobago, 
- select HC14 folder, 
- select the tool of your choice & run the executable' 
" please note that these are evaluation copies and some of the products are time limited (e. g. 30 days) - as such we recommend that you try to complete tool use prior to the end 
of November. 
ollowing the method provided, complete an evaluation form for each of your chosen web authoring tools. You are advised to complete the 
evaluation forms in pencil In accordance with the evaluation method, analyse the results obtained in order to select the most appropriate tool for 
the given problem scenario 
While performing each evaluation. please use the provided log sheets to record the amount of lime taken to complete the process for each tool and to 
note down any comments regarding the methods and forms (see later). 
fach person should then write a2 page report which presents a recommendation for the use of a particular web authoring tool. The report should include: 
a brief outline of the evaluation process; 
a brief summary of each tool; 
a rationale behind the recommendation to use one tool in preference to the other - i. e. based on the results of the evaluation, what made 
one tool more suitable than the other? 
What Yuu Should Submit 
Fach person should submit their individual report. In addition, as a team, you should submit all evaluation sheets and log sheets. 
how Your Results Will help Research 
Jo McKirdy is a Ph l) student in this department who is researching the selection process for user interface design environments. Some of you will be 
using Jos method whilst some of you will be using an older method for the evaluation of the web authoring tools. The results obtained from your exercise 
will provide a valuable comparison of the two different methods and will therefore greatly assist Jo in her work. In particular, the log sheets you have been 
asked to fill in will provide an indication of the time required to use each of the methods and any comments will give her essential feedback. 
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Guidance 
You will be given a short tutorial on the evaluation method you will be using for this exercise. Following this, if you have any questions at all please 
contact Jo McKirdy either by email - jo@dcs. gla. ac. uk -or at her office - F153 -where she will be happy to assist. If you require additional copies of the 
methods or forms please also contact Jo. 
Time Management 
We suggest that each person should spend approximately 15 hours to complete this exercise giving a total of 30 man hours for the evaluation. A suggested 
breakdown of tasks is given below. 
" prepare for evaluation (team) -2 man hours 
" gather data for each web authoring tool (team) - 10 man hours per tool [total 20 man hours) 
" compare results (team) -4 man hours 
" write up (individual) -2 man hours per person [total 4 man hours] 
If you find that you are required to spend considerably more time than is suggested above, please let us know as soon as possible. 
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Log Sheet 
Date Time Spent Comment 
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Which evaluation method were you using? 
This questionnaire is designed to assess the workload you experienced while performing your web authoring 
tool evaluation task. Workload can be caused by many different factors which I would like you to rate 
separately. Please read the descriptions of each of the following workload factors carefully and if you have 
any questions ask me. For each factor, rate the task of web authoring tool evaluation by marking the scale 
at the point which matches your experience. Please consider your responses carefully. Consider each scale 
individually. Your ratings will play an important role in the experiment being conducted so your active 
participation is essential to the success of this experiment, and is greatly appreciated. 
MENTAL DEMAND How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e. g. thinking, 
deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching etc. ) ? Was the task 
easy or demanding, simple or complex, exacting or forgiving? 
MENTAL DEMAND 
Low 
PHYSICAL DEMAND How much physical activity was required (e. g. pushing, pulling, turning, 
controlling, activating etc. )? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, 
slack or strenuous, restful or laborious? 
PHYSICAL DEMAND 
Low 
TEMPORAL DEMAND How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the task 
elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic? 
TEMPORAL DEMAND 
IIIIII11IiI I1I1I'Ii 
Low High 
PERFORMANCE How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task 
set by the experimenter? How satisfied were you with your performance in 
accomplishing these goals? (Please note that the scale goes from "good" on 
the left to "poor" on the right. ) 
PERFORMANCE 
IIIIIII11111Ithu 1111 Good or 
EFFORT How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your 
level of performance? 
EFFORT 
II L- 
IIIiIIIIIIIIII 
Low High 
FRUSTRATION LEVEL How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed versus secure, 
gratified, content, relaxed, and complacent did you fell during the task? 
FRUSTRATION 
iIý1i1ýIý1ýIýII1lII 
Low High 
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There follows a series of pairs of the workload factors which were introduced over the page (for example, 
Temporal Demands vs. Mental Demands). For each pair, choose the factor which you consider was more 
important to your experience of workload during the web authoring tool evaluation task. For example, if 
you considered temporal demands as a more important contributor to workload than mental demands 
during your evaluation task, you would circle the temporal demands title in the pair [Temporal Demands 
v Mental Demands]. 
Mental Demand v Effort 
Performance v Physical Demand 
Frustration v Effort 
Temporal Demand v Performance 
Physical Demand v Frustration 
Mental Demand v Physical Demand 
Effort v Performance 
Mental Demand v Frustration 
Physical Demand v Effort 
Frustration v Performance 
Temporal Demand v Frustration 
Effort v Temporal Demand 
Performance v Mental Demand 
Temporal Demand v Physical Demand 
Mental Demand v Temporal Demand 
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APPENDIX D: FORMULAE USED FOR STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS IN CHAPTER 5 
Calculations for t- Test 
X1 -X2 t= 
z S, 
n, 
+S22 
formula for t-Test where: X, = mean for group I 
Xz = mean for group 2 
s12 = (standard deviation)2 for group I 
S22 = (standard deviation)2 for group 2 
n, = number of subjects in group 1 
n2 = number of subjects in group 2 
variance (s2 )= 
ý( x; -z )2 formula for variance where: 
n- 1 
Calculations for Mann-Whitney Test 
Xi = r; h value of x 
x= mean value of x 
n =number of subjects 
mit + 
m(m + 1) 
-T formula for Mann-Whitney where: m= size of group I U -_ 2n= size of group 2 
T= sum of rank 
U2 = mit - U, values for smaller 
group 
Calculations for X2 (Chi-square) Test 
_ 
O- E )z formula for X'` where: 0= observed value 
EE= expected value 
_ 
row total * column total 
grand total 
('alculations for Pearson (r) 
formula for r where: n= number of data points 
X= value in set X 
n(ý" `-( (> Y) Y= value is set Y r= 
LA)2] 
(Lindley and Scott, 1984, Woods et al., 1986) 
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1Ir trodtiu "wrV 
Thank you for choosing to use SUIT. Making extensive use of diagrams (some of them 
annotated). this minimal scenario-based user manual will show you how to access the functionality 
provided in SUIT, in what is hoped is a clear and easy-to-follow manner. SUIT should be used with 
reference to the SUIT Framework and Methodology documentation. 
The St IT data visualisation environment is a research tool for the representation of data required 
for the selection of user interface development tools. Should you have any problems with, or 
questions about SLIT, if you would like further information, or if you would like to give the author 
some useful feedback please contact her: 
c'-mail: jo(idcs. gla. ac. uk 
tel. no: 0141 330 6045 
l, lti, "l1': http: //'www. dcs. gla. ac. uk/-Jo/SUIT 
2 Ir tau, *v'SUIT' 
To install SLIT follow the simple steps outlined below: 
insert the SUIT CD/3'/2 floppy; 
double click on suit. exe; 
by default, SI I"I is installed into C: \ suit on your PC. This and other defaults are 
therefore incorporated into the suit . bat file provided. Please check the c lusspnath 
specified in suit. bat to ensure that all . settings are correct for your machine; 
copy the SuitTemplateDB. mdb Access Database into the C: \suit folder (or 
equivalent); 
create an ODI3C Driver for the supplied SuitTemplateDB. mdb Access Database 
(see system help); 
create an ODI3C Driver for each of the supplied tool profile Access databases (see 
system help); 
move shortcut to suit. bat onto your desktop, 
launch 'St II by double-clicking on the SUIT 0 icon. 
3 EV to 4% Dates 
WIT is a research data visualisation environment. As such, it has not focused on the provision of 
a data-entry environment. Instead, it provides a template database (SuitTemplateDB. mdb) 
which is a standard Microsoft AccessTM database, the schema for which has been defined according 
to the St' IT framework. To enter data for use in the St' IT tool, complete the following steps: 
Ir euch required tool template (including ideal templates): 
create a copy of SuitTemplateDB. mdb within the C: \suit folder (or 
equivalent) and rename it - e. g. Tool X X. mdb; 
create an ODl3C Driver for the new database (see system help); 
open the new database; 
enter data as collected using the IT Framework and Methodology. Note: to 
"include" a data item in the selection process, check the inclusion - 2/0 - box for that 
row in the database form - see Figure 1. 
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4C real'' Your Daces V' Lo-w 
Once you have generated and completed the databases required for your comparison, you are ready 
to create a visualisation of the data in tit IT and then use the facilities provided by 'St 'IT to assist in 
the comparison (or analysis) of that data. Depending on the nature of your required comparison, 
follow the appropriate steps below: 
4.1 Pe41 rnu+i*A Ge w, rio CQmpariwyv 
launch SUIT; 
select New Visualisation... from the Visualisation menu see Figure 2; 
Open visualisation... 
Jýtitýl tr '>' 
S. ivp vs. 
Exit. 
_ 
Figure 2r iC e1l1! ' ti nu'w 'ictýuli. culiýnt 
select to perform a Generic Comparison, and provide: the name of the ODBC 
driver for the template database; and the names of the ODBC drivers for the tool 
databases as shown in Figure 3- and select 'OK'; 
once 'l IT has completed the generation of the data visualisation based on the 
information specified in step 3, you will be ready to begin analysis of your data. 
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Itfl diisonIypN: 
" Generic Comparison 
Project Specific Comparison 
Sort [i emewui h I)[1 Di Wei Nart)e: 
SuitTemplateDB 
oIB 
ON I Cancel 
Figure 3- entering comparison details 
4.2 Peron A Prc e -SpecifLc Compa -Cs<av 
launch SUIT; 
select New Visualisation... from the Visualisation menu - see Figure 2 
above; 
select to perform a Project-Specific Comparison, and provide: the name 
of the ODBC driver for the project-specific ideal tool profile database; and the 
names of the ODBC drivers for the tool databases as shown in Figure 4- and 
select `C)K'. 
i uin{ini IS( Oil I'AW 
Generic Comparison 
" Project Specific Comparison 
Project Specific Tailored Framework DR Dri. rer Name: 
Te=Wrnflp 
Please enter the names of the tool DR drivers separated try: 
Ti i IA, loo1B 
IO Cancel 
Figure 4 t'n tering (ompuricom dclails 
once til II has completed the generation of the data visualisation based on the 
information specified in step 4, you will be ready to begin analysis of your data. 
5 Cie WcLV Iv trod 4, tc to- the/ SUIT D ata/ V' Uan. 
St 1IT uses a combination of pattern matching and colour-coding to represent, and allow analysis of, 
data. Figure 5 shows a visualisation which has been created for a generic comparison of two tools 
Tool A and Tool B. The diagram has been annotated to highlight the main features of a SUIT 
visualisation. The means by which some of the data can be displayed and the data representation 
manipulated is covered in section 7. 
As can be seen from Figure 5, the SUIT data visualisation (and its environment) explicitly 
represents most of the data which is contained within the SUIT framework (the remaining data is 
also accessible on demand see later). Each of the categories in the SLIT framework is 
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represented by a column in the visualisation (e. g. Input, Output Devices). The components within 
each of these categories are also represented by a column in the visualisation, and can be examined 
by expanding the parent-level column. Similarly, detail can be hidden by contracting a column, 
and thus visualising the data at the level of abstraction one above that which was selected. In 
essence, therefore, a row in the SL IT framework corresponds to a column in the St IT 
visualisation. 
editable area for taking hierarchical nesting of components 
notes about , isuali. ation shown % is indentation and use of icons 
and or issue, unter vv here: 
ins caiLation f one le%el in nesting 
10 I'm C't It2%I of dct; til 
.. ý. ý, ach column represents a 
Visualisation Global Actions ilter Key About feature component (or 
-- category of components) 
in the SUIT framework - 
0II for example: 
" the single instance 
of instantiation of 
scrolling 
or the complete 
category of I/O 
de ices 
uhi, ntormation can be 
hidden, reordered, and 
2. nded'contracted on 
Lam.. 
1* ,. ý i i. 
l. ' old n, rr. pc 1I\ r oulumn. 
FL'pT pint ,i . in! ýli t1(1l Iýtr ideal 1)rt'li 
I 
horizontal colour strips are 
used to represent the use of 
interaction assistance types at 
the level of a single 
component's: 
" instantiation, 
" and/or configuration, 
" and/or layout 
is uNcd to 
represent the °o 
functionality provided by 
the tool for any gi\ en 
feature or collection of 
features: black = 100% 
provision; white = 0% 
provision 
%crtiral . uluur , trip, are u, rd 
to represent the use of 
interaction mcchaniam at the 
le\cl of a single component', 
" instantiation, 
ind1'or configuration. 
nd or layout 
thi, information can be hidden 
or displayed on request - see 
later) 
Figure 5aI visualisation 
Columns can be re-ordered via drag-and-drop to allow selective juxtapositioning of data during 
analysis. Columns can he hidden (or excluded) From the visualisation to eliminate selected data 
and thus narrow the field of tocus. At an instance level (i. e. the instantiation, configuration, or 
layout ota single component) the data about the interaction mechanisms used, and assistance types 
provided, can he viewed. If a feature is not provided by a given tool, these cells will appear blank 
in the visualisation at this level. 
The following page shows the key for the SLIT visualisation. The "tear-off' section can be 
extracted from this manual and attached to the side of your monitor for ease of reference if this 
proves useful. 
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6 Keay tQ surr Vaxa, 'y iori, 
The following represents the colour-coding which is used 
within the MIT data visualisation environment. 
ft 4' LCIU ty 
100% 50% 0% 
I vn te -act'w-w 
gwaphi, cca mzu+vpLdo-t-Lo*v 
Pro 'an'un, zv* 
' 
SCW, Pt'Wä lCW4Uajgel 
' forvfv-ý 
otiw wxe -c ct"o ll 
In tera. ctto-w A}4ta. vu e'. 
of wu +-d, - 
context- e-vt twee help 
ý QnZ ve, tu, toria 
other Lvt terac cvv a i%tc v' c& 
Ar 
surr Key 
100% 50% 0% 
I n. teractio-w 
g'aph, ca. L ma, ni, pLAictttaw 
pY La4ta 
Profi auv9ni4 - 9e' 
wrýptttiq- la-tiov-age, 
In te. -a cttoni i Sta vue' 
d, ýLta 
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7 }E ow d. Q- I... ? 
This section demonstrates how to use the SUIT visualisation environment via the use of a selection 
of scenarios. Given that the manner in which individuals compare data is relatively unpredictable, 
and a matter of personal choice or technique, it is not feasible to cover every situation in which a 
user of 't IT might find themselves. Instead, a representative set of scenarios will be discussed in 
order to demonstrate the kind of facilities which are available to you within St IT. It is hoped that 
these scenarios will prompt you to further investigate how best to utilise SI. IT for your own given 
data comparison; analysis needs or situation. 
Each scenario is identified by a question - for example, "How do I eliminate null data from 
consideration? " - and is described briefly, after which u possible path to answering the question is 
provided. Should you have any queries regarding the use of SUIT which are not adequately dealt 
with in this user manual, please contact the author who will be happy to assist. 
1: R o-w do- I record' wny coinp"t4ovi, eft tk- so- that I ca-vv 
refer hack tin, - the vw & vv the, {ut e., ? 
Scenario: I have, u4ed' tai vc u)-t f ixci2 beb cvvcUi, &Lb1e' to- &Yvterro a. tei 
vny v" Law, a *-L& want to- recor& it- statu-k, to ethev 
wi tii. the Lh to tt'ww bye hvd, the, c na, l ya-i, y, a *i& way 
so- that Ic4 ni rear lx ck. to- them whew wwLkj ' 
my fi+. deobý, a* A& writ-wq- my e va l. uu t'w-w repowt. 
Solution: 
First record the state of the visualisation by taking a snapshot of the visualisation. To do this, 
choose the [MPnu]Visualisation:: [Menu item]Take snapshot ... option, as 
demonstrated 
in Figure 6. A snapshot is an independent copy of an original visualisation, or previous snapshot, 
which can be further manipulated independently of its source. 
Save visualisation- 
Save as. _ 
Close visualisation. 
Exil. 
Figure 6 luhm a mal) wi ,q rictý<<liýuýýýýn N1ujr 
Then record comments regarding your new snapshot using the notepad to the left of the 
visualisation (simply type into the notepad section to the immediate left of the data visualisation 
snapshot) see Figure 7. Comments can be recorded independently for each active visualisation 
or snapshot. 
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When recording comments regarding a snapshot, you might need to remind yourself of any filters 
you have applied to the data during the course of its manipulation. To do this, access the filter 
history by selecting the [Menu] Filter: : [Menu item] Filter History... option as shown 
in Figure 8. 
1111f Key About 
NphbW uses of it eractioh mechansm(s). _ 
FYyrlI9 uses of Neraction assistance- 
Hu bIb coW*w eemards_ 
MphYpIM quaI y of feedback. _ 
m NglWk IM other noted to* Bcs_ 
Ckem al h ipM s. _ 
SUIT Visualisation Environment User Manual 
No Filters Applied... 
AND 
Highlight interaction mechanisms... Graphical Manipulation, 
FON 
Figure 8- accessing the filter history%r a given data visualisation 
To make a permanent record of your analysis, you can either save the file under the existing name 
or save it under a new name - either select the [Menu] Visualisation:: [Menu Item] save 
visualisation. . . option or the 
[Menu] Visualisation:: [Menu item] Save as. 
option, both of which are shown in Figure 9. Whether you choose to save under the existing file 
name or as a new file may depend on the strategy of recording you have adopted. For instance, 
you may decide to generate a new file for each issue investigated or you may decide to continually 
add snapshots to a single evaluation file. Whichever strategy you adopt, you should ensure that 
tiles are saved within the C: \SUIT directory (or equivalent) and have the suit extension. 
Saved visualisations can be re-opened and manipulated further at any stage. 
options to save under existing 
name (if previously saved) or 
under a new name... 
Figure 9- saving aii. suahRaomu 
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2: Raw do- I compc ei featu+-e, - at the, Le va of 
i h, te,, ac - ýpecif: a Uy tho e feats ue, ý whzi -ce 
provi e' by at lea4t one tool ? 
Scenario: I wa4it to- CO npcwe, the/ LvLte4-a tL&vv u4e& acvoääk 
ail features, which' c ei p ro°vW. e& 'by at Le vat o w-l of wvy too{. 
Solution: 
Depending on the extent to which you want to examine the data - i. e. the number of components 
you wish to view at once - you can choose to expand, down to the level of the interaction 
mechanisms used, either a single category or the entire data set. When generated, a visualisation 
shows data at the highest level of abstraction, which is at the highest category level. In order to 
reduce the abstraction, choose the most appropriate expansion by selecting either the 
[Menü] Global Actions: : [Menu item] Expand all categories. .. option or right- 
click on a category (column header), and select the [Menu item] expand category 
fully ... option as shown 
in Figure 10. 
hide_ 
expand... 
k 
« 
Conti Ad ell I. ite(JOIIU5... 
Snow assistance (MI). _ 
or 
ýý 
Contract... 
coiMract c egogyiuNy. _ 
Select all categories where tools match. 
Select all categories where tools mismatch. 
Select all categories with no registered tunctioruoy. _ 
Select all categories with registered functionality- 
; I,, C . %ia ( IhuI Act I otl. mhnu 
select all sub-categories where tools match- 
select all sub-categories where tools rnis-match... 
select all sub-categories with no registered functionaNly_ 
select all sub-categories with registered functionality- 
aril : is n_hl in tu i iltik ttti sCIrili l i; tlc r\ 
Figure 10 -- erpun. eion of categories to di. cplcn" interaction mechanism data 
Figure II (lulu w. ýuuliscýrl W lowest h'rcýl n/ detail 
Figure II shows the results of expanding all categories within the visualisation. As explained 
previously, the data for interaction mechanisms is represented via vertical colour-coded strips, per 
component. Should you require reminders about the colour-coding, refer to the online 
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visualisation key (accessed via the [Menu] Key: : [Menu item] Show key... option), or to 
section 6 of this manual. 
As can be seen from Figure 11, data is visualised both for features which are provided across tools, 
and which are absent across tools. To isolate, and therefore focus on, those components where at 
least one tool provides the given component, you can choose to view only those components that 
are provided (by at least one tool). Depending on your previous choice at the expansion stage, you 
can choose to apply the selection to the entire data set - in which case, choose the [Menu] Global 
Actions:: [Menu item] Select all categories with registered 
functionality... option - or to a specific category - in which case right-click on the 
category (column header), and select the [Menu item] select all sub-categories with 
registered functionality... option. Both options are demonstrated in Figure 12. 
filler Key About 
I; al contract an categories- 
Show assistance (alq. - 
Seed all categories who e tools match_ 
or 
Select all crdegorles where tools mismatch... 
Select aN calegoc, es with no reipstered functionaldy... 
Select al calegorbs with reastered functionality... 
Restore Msuaksaüon-. 
I T' \ia (I , 
hal \ sinn, menu 
ý'ý ýý 
FOexpand.,... 
egory fumy 
ategory fully- 
select all sub-categories where tools match. _ 
select all sub-categories where tools mis-match_ 
select all subcateguries with no registeredfunctionally_ 
select all sub-categories with registered IU IO rally... 
aýCC,. is i, -, 
ht 1n01u.. lick im se tc1 i; uceur\ 
Figure 12 -selecting onh" existing functionality across tools 
The result of globally selecting all categories with registered functionality is shown in Figure 13, 
where only provided components are visualised. It should be noted that, for global examination at 
this level, the [Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu item] Select all categories with 
registered functionality... option can be selected in the first instance. 
uIIiumnIILuiuui$ 
I igurc I.; ýii iii. Aclll(M 010 It ui, ý 1111, Iluni me(i uiun u /ui u/ill '. iI'slun" (onpont ills 
At this point, you might want to highlight the use of specific interaction mechanisms - perhaps 
ernes which are either suitable, or unsuitable, within a given context. To do this, select the 
f,, JFilter:: [Mere, zt. -n]Highlight uses of interaction mechanism(s) ... 
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option and, from the list of options that will 
be presented, select the mechanism(s) you wish to 
highlight - as demonstrated 
in Figure 14. 
Filter Key About 
'II - a, rI "li -Ir thr intri <iýUUn ýrni linnisim-- 
v Graphical Manipulation 
Graphical Programming Language 
l ill uses kftraction º 4-. then 
Programming Language 
Highlight uses of interaction assistance... Scripting Language 
Highliphr cogndNe demands_. Form Filling 
HphUg d quality or feedback... Other Interaction Mechanism 
rpghkghl other noted modifiers- 
Cancel 
Filter history-. 
Figure 14 - highlighting ýperi/ic inrr'rue rinn rnechuni. %4ni uNe 
The result of the above filter application is shown in Figure 15 - the instances where the specified 
interaction mechanism is used are clearly highlighted. 
In order to closer examine, or draw closer attention to, any particular interaction mechanism use for 
a specific component, simply stretch out the component's column in the visualisation. This is 
done by applying a click-and-drag-right action to the right hand edge of the component's 
column header the effect of which is shown in Figure 16. 
Figure 16 mugili/i'ifg t/it n. SliLiil Balioll to u . ce/e(7c cl c nmýýoncnl 
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cce lcw 3: How d. Q-I qu ckly identify alLthe, iv ta*icAPe where' 
li%te i fu yuxi Q, 1, z l ty i4' vM4Si v fro wt, C LW took 
Scenario: Iwt ti v- k2y (4e vtufy which' facýw-, k cw'er º'iot provided 
by avty of the eA atv ttec' too-14' so- that I ca +i/ ea sdy id e vtt'L{y 
what I wiW not- by alb to- cdo- regcuwd LP of tool chn, ce' 
Solution: 
St IT allows you to very quickly identify those facilities which all tools fail to support. This can 
be done at the level of a single category or across all categories. In the case of the former (i. e. 
applied to a specific category), right-click on the required category (column header), and then 
choose the [Menu item] select all sub-categories with no registered 
functionality... option from the pop-up menu which will appear. In the case of the latter 
(i. e. across all categories), select the [Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu Item] Select all 
categories with no registered functionality... option. Both options are 
shown in Figure 17, and the result of applying the selection globally is shown in Figure 19. 
Fitter Key About 
, 
NO. Expand all categories. _ 
Contract all categories... 
Show assistance (all)... 
Select all categories where tools match... 
Select all categories where tools mismatch... 
Seieci all categories with registered functionality... 
acs r,,,, ý la (iluhal : 1cu m. menu 
or 
hide... 
00 expand_ 
«4 expand category fully... 
00 contract. _ 
lK(e contrail categoryfuly... 
select all sub-categories where tools match- 
select all sub-categories where tools mis-match_ 
select all sub-categories with registered futictionalNy- 
sýý ia_ ii, --ht mouse click on selected category 
Figure 17 - identif 'ing /iunc"lionality which is not provided hr nm tool 
1 impf Hry AbOu1 
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ce4'wwLo- 4: y aw caw I het eyc tra' i ýwatu -w to- help 
d-ecide, 
between i two- tool whLJv c we,, Ade nt ca ,i 'tes- n- of the, 
fuuu too ta1, ty 
provi4 a +v& i, ntera. ctio-w mee ?-- 
Scenario: I hove' o-b caved' the, fu*w4Uoncxtity pro'vt de avid' 
Lvttercw) i ow u4ec, for the' took u, vt. de* 
wii4 derer t'w-w a *t& hcvve' rea e& that they c e' idýu atl 
iwt e' re ectý It . ref )re' neecL a tc- . c& 
from 
ad c torso ,i vt, I rv}w tLo-w & ou t tim tool i4'1/ orc to- VYW d 
a, f i; ý dR c i4 io vn. abut th & took 
Solution: 
The SLIT framework records information about the following (on a per-component basis): the 
interaction assistance provided; the cognitive demands placed on the developer during the course of 
utilising a specific component of functionality; the quality of feedback returned to the developer by 
a tool when attempting to utilise some component of functionality; and any other modifier 
comments recorded by the evaluator of the tools. Each of these can be accessed during the course 
of data comparison as, and when, required. 
You might wish to observe the interaction assistance which is provided by the tools. This can be 
done at the level of a single component (right-click on the component (column header), and 
select the [Menu Item] select assistance... option in the pop-up menu which will 
appear), or the entire data set (select the [Menu]Global Actions: : [Menu item] Show 
assistance (all) ... option) - as shown 
in Figure 19. 
Mill 
de Global Actions Filer Key About 
,N 
Expand all categories. _ 
+', Contract all categories_ 
contract- 
coq Tact catego YIUW, 4_. 
or 
Select all categories where tools match. - 
Select all categories where tools mismatch... 
Select all categories with no registered functionality... 
Select all categories with registered functionality-. 
Restore Asualisation... 
Qrir Q riche II iuu, r cIirk on . rechet ,, nilwncnt access \ta: (iloh; tl Action, mcnu 
Figure 19 requecl it) visualise iMeruc lion ussisluncr dato 
Within the extent of the request, the appropriate columns will be changed to show interaction 
assistance where provided as shown in Figure 20. Interaction assistance is visualised via 
horizontal colour-coded lines and so, after initiating a request for interaction assistance 
information, if no such lines appear for any given column, this indicates that there is no assistance 
provided for the corresponding component. 
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Figure 20 ý; vI". ýicn uA. it llmce 
Aside from interaction assistance information, you may wish to consider the auxiliary information 
which may have been recorded for individual components. Such information is recorded under the 
headings: cognitive demands, quality of feedback; and other modifier comments. Each 
information instance is recorded as a modifier (+/0/-) and an English language comment. Hence, 
you can search for comments in any of the three categories (or a combination thereof) based on 
their modifier. To do this, you select the appropriate comment type, and then identify the modifier 
upon which you wish the selection to take place. 
Figure 21 demonstrates this process for comments regarding cognitive demands for which a 
positive modifier has been recorded. As can be seen, you need to select the 
[menu] Filter:: [Menu crem] Highlight cognitive demands ... option, and then 
choose the required modifier from the list of options which will be presented. Hence, the result of 
this action will be to highlight those components for which cognitive demands are an advantageous 
aspect of the tool. This action will highlight the appropriate components, but in order to view the 
actual comments, you need to follow the suggested action as outlined below. 
FINS Key About 'iºl: M. [a:: m J. E MI ii. n 11(1: 3 ý Al 
® 
Iýlease select a comment rno(Miei... 
FMphigM uses of Nee action urethan sm s). _ 0 
HWtWK" uses of "ov action assistance- 
IMjlftl'A COý/1M .. Jsm111tliý 
ýý_' 
IMyhIgl quatlly of feedback... 
HI 1I lw oche noted modnei s... 
OK Cancel 
Figure 21 - (onnnc'nl . %ele(vion 
hu. eed on recorded modifier 
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Figure 22 annotatced example plan information di. cplav fora selection component 
At the level of the individual components comprising each tool, you can examine all the 
information which has been recorded in the corresponding database. To do this, right-click 
on the cell in the visualisation which represents the component for the appropriate tool. You will 
he presented with an information display similar to that which is shown in Figure 22. You can 
then examine all the information in detail for the selected component in order to compare it with 
other components at a non-visual, or abstract, level. In particular, you can examine the actual 
comments which have been recorded. 
scz+iz w- 5: How caw I ioiate, or biLvt'togethe., -, t 
c t)in oeI cu-w wu)-st s vi to re s ted, t . *I/ bo- that I caw m, o-r-e., eva.;, l y fovAA4, o-w 
them or compare' them/ cwroi-y the, toot ? 
Scenario: I ki ve' I entifi'. ec1 c, ho'. vtdf 1i of co-mpone-vlts whJ at'e, 
c -a-ca. L to- wvy a daptio-w of a, too-, a n& ,t wefoore ww-st 
,y 
to- my C vat is t'w- / proc .UtX tC4y, th4p 
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are, phyp ca. Uy di sta+-it from om' a*iother t . +v the 
v Law, a. vul a. rel at c fe re ,t Le ve, 4 of a lrýtra ct'ýo wI 
want to be, airi. & to lrrL ti j' them to ether a n& to- fac tw o-w 
they rather th i vv the, coampon&, ntt- of leime-r i wi porta*w- e,. 
Solution: 
In order to isolate specific areas of interest you can use a combination of the facilities which are 
provided by SUIT. The most basic of these, is the ability to drag-and-drop a component (or 
category of components) such that you can relocate them in the visualisation sequence. To do this, 
simply click-and-drag on the required component category (column header) and release the 
mouse at your desired target destination. The process, and result, are shown in Figure 23. It can 
be performed for all components barring the lowest level (in which case you should relocate at the 
level of their parent). 
Figure 23 - a( lion to move a component und the result 0J lilt, tit burr 
Aside from relocation of components in the visual ordering, you can choose to hide selected 
components/categories from view, such that only those components, 'categories of immediate 
interest are visible. It should be noted, however, that hidden components/categories are 
reintroduced into the visualisation when component categories are contracted. Hence the effect of 
hiding a selected component/category is temporary. To hide a component/category, right- 
c1 ick on the component/category (column header) and select the [ menu item] hide ... option from the pop-up menu which will appear. This is shown in Figure 24. 
II 
00 contract... 
IK'Al racl categmy1Wy. _ 
hide assWame... 
lo.,; 
acrd.. ýI I Hehl mýni. c click inn ýclcricýl cumpýmrnt cnirc", n 
Figure 24 - hiding a selected component/cutegorv 
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Levels of detail can also be hidden via the various contraction options which are available at the 
level of a single component. a category, or the entire data set. To contract all categories, select the 
[Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu Item] Contract all categories ... option. 
To 
contract any given category, right-click on the category (column header), and select the 
[Menu item] contract category fully... option form the pop-up menu which will 
appear. Finally, to contract a single component up to the level of its parent, right-click on 
the component (column header), and select the [Menu item] contract ... option 
from the pop- 
up menu which will appear. Access to these facilities is demonstrated in Figure 25. It should he 
noted, that a category-based contraction collapses all of the components/categories at the sibling 
level (and below that) of the selected category, irrespective of their physical location within the 
visualisation. 
Global 
441 contract.. -:.. .. -.... 
or 
. 
sý, 
u hSY1Käýiý»ý1wLsiýYiiiýYý++ 
I contract calegoryfuly_ *,. P 
hide assistanc hide- Hide a 
Selec7 
Selec 
Selec 
Selec 
r ulAr nd... 
Restc 
contract categoryfully... 
tt CS' 
or 
NOW assMance_ 
"ý with im rrgNlered ftxMinnnlirV _ 
ar i,. \ i: i ht 1111 ýn ' CI ICk on . clrctrd o MC III 
Figure 25 contraction of categories 
we vLa. r 6: R o-w c; a. w Iqu. i c; klbyfi vý w he-4-el tood o- a *L& 
don't watch' o- thatIcawLe vi ti{yL+Ate v-e4 cpe<; ta-fo-r 6uther 
Sccnario: Ih A'ei just crea te& c, view Vt dtti a *l& wavtt to- 
cj ckLy We fy whe4-e' the' tool mvXJv a *i& wive' 01.40, )/ area 
do'fe mt so- thatI caw 'e, Ly/a- on the c rea, - of 
cU cfe -e yt cep (4 t ce' that ik where' pote*irLaL e val to ti ve' 
i v-Xere, st Uek). 
Solution: 
S111 allows you to (mutually exclusively) select either the matches or the mis-matches across 
tools. This can be done at the level of a specified category of components (i. e. the selected 
category and all its sub-categories), or across all data in the visualisation. Figure 26 demonstrates 
the selection process for both matches and mis-matches, for a specified category, and across all 
visualised functionality. As can be seen, to perform a global selection of matches (i. e. across all 
Global Actions Filter Key About 
»« contract... -':.. .. -.... 
or 
u hSY1KäýiýJýý1wLsiýYiiiýYý++ . 
110. Expand all categrn tes... 
t coniractcategoryfuly_ Ilk. P Contract all categories... 
hide assistanc hide- Hide assistance (alq... 
Select all categories where tools match... 
Select all categories where tools mismatch... 
Select all categories with no registered functionality- 
Select all categories with registered furctionality- 
. 
Restore iAsualsation... 
Coftract categoryfulty... 
acre in, ( ilohal Action. menu 
or 
teile assMance_ 
"ý with im MINIered ftxMinnnW_ 
X11, ýu ýC LhLk on ýClecI Cd e iinp MCIIt 
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components). choose the [Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu Item] Select all 
categories where tools match... option, conversely, to select mis-matches globally, 
choose the [Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu Item] Select all categories where 
tools mismatch. . . option. 
In order to select matches at the level of a specific category, 
right-click on the category (column header) and then choose the [Menu item] select all 
sub-categories where tools match... option from the pop-up menu which will 
appear. finally, to select all mis-matches at the level of a specific category, right-click on the 
category (column header), and then choose the [Menu Item] select sub-categories 
where tools mis-match... option from the pop-up menu which will appear. 
M0 . tea... 
«{ expand category f- 
#M contract- 
t ji contract categaryfuly- 
seloCi M SY' 
SCleci al s 
~ý. 
seiec as *a 410 
or C-1-_ 
1f' terra, catnw_ 
sf*" aM sub calapmIM where loolf match- 
select au Nl. CrwpOfl s will no r9g[tsedhaicllcn Ry_. 
select aM s&le-c epules will regMered funclkmuOy_ 
access %ia: right mouse click on selected 
component 
Figure 26 selection ofmatches/mis-matches across tools 
Given any of the above options, the result of the selection is to expand components (within the 
extent of the selection) down to the lowest level of detail, and show only those which match/mis- 
match. An example of a global selection of all mis-matches across two tools is shown in Figure 
27. As can be seen, the handful of discrepancies between the two tools is easily identified for 
further investigation, and so you can quickly focus on those issues which are most likely to 
influence a selection. 
Figure 27 I'mu( u/ u u/I molk 
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,ha +- 7: H o-w ca wI wipe' the 
sla'te' clea. w a*i& sta. -t o-w a' vt ý. w 
traffic Of f Lywe. jt -atLo-w ? 
Scenario: I have' lýeeýw worlu: v w(, my v" Lo-w - queyyitý, ý- and' 
re'-ord. PA the' data, L+v order to- %ywest'LWte, 4 pov tavit 
iý ý. I now want to- start acre w itv wvy data, so- that I 
C MV bnvestga tee alte -not /vex bzue4- 
Solution 
If you want to record your previous investigative efforts prior to starting afresh, you can follow the 
guidelines suggested in ccevta-r o- 1- in other words, save the visualisation as is and/or take a 
snapshot of the visualisation, to which you can add comments to remind you of the issue you were 
investigating. 
SUIT provides the facility to completely restore a data visualisation/snapshot back to the original 
visualisation state so that you can effectively start afresh. Figure 28 demonstrates the ease with 
which this is done - you simply select the [Menu] Global Actions: : [Menu Item] Restore 
visualisation ... option. 
The result is that your visualisation is returned to the original (on 
construction) ordering with no active selections, or filters, and with only the columns representing 
the top-level categories visible. 
Enter Key About 
' Contract aN categories. _ 
Show assistance (ail)... 
Select all categories where tools match... 
Select all categories with no registered functionality... 
Select all categories with registered functionality... 
Figure 28 restoring a ri. ciuills, tiun to il. % original statt' 
Alternatively, ii you simply want to clear all previous queries (or filters) applied to the data, but 
maintain ordering and visibility settings, you can do this by selecting the [menu] Filter:: [Meý, 
ý' Ir ill hi qh li qht :;... option as demonstrated in Figure 29. 
Filler Key About 
H*tftM a0 mteractloh mechanism matches with Meal 
10g1Yh/M al eleractlon mechanism mis-matches wMh ideal... 
"kO*W uses of "er action mechanism(s)... 
Hlphli( uses of interaction assistance... 
Hig digfM coipwlr e demands_. 
HighhgM qualfty of feedback-. 
HgtYIAM other noted modMkts... 
Figure 29 rlruriýiý hikhlrýhtý /inm prýriou. c dato analysis 
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bce, vLa. +-i O- 8: H ow ca'v I ýd. e ti fy how cZo-, e1 y i, +i. d vidu. a. L tacru 
vn ror the i dea. L too-11 profile I have *-c ted/? 
Scenario: I 0vow 00u "* c project-Speci fI Ova-Uz taw of too-L . 1S- 
sttd ', MY v Lovv & cU de' a. profile of tom' ideal took 
9-wP, w MY project co-nte tI wouU Like' to- Cjv-i y id *-Ltfy 
wJwe' took nu*-ror they Ldea. i an& where they are' not a, 
vu tch' withv what I h. cvvel specified' cw ideal. 
Solution: 
As demonstrated in bce izw, &6, generic matches/mis-matches across tools can be easily identified. 
However, in addition to this basic matching mechanism, ýI. 'IT also provides a number of filters 
which can be applied to the data visualisation for project-specific evaluations. These (project- 
specific) filters include the facility to highlight matchesimis-matches between the tools and the 
ideal tool profile on the basis of % functionality provided, and interaction mechanisms used. 
Suppose you are interested in first examining the basic match in terms of the % functionality 
provided - that is, matching those components which are provided by the tools against those that 
have been identified as requirements of the project. Depending on whether you prefer to highlight 
the matches or the mis-matches - i. e. whether you prefer to focus on what is missing or what is 
provided - will determine which of the following two options you choose. 
To show the % functionality matches, select the [..! enu]Filter:: [. ienu nt", n] Highlight all % 
functionality matches with ideal... option. In contrast, to show the % functionality 
mis-matches, select the [, 1enu]Filter:: [. %eni4 ha-, n] Highlight all % functionality 
mis-matches with ideal... option. Both cases of filter application are shown in Figure 
30. 
Kry Ab-1 
IhgIils ar % fu cUona*My mis-matches with ideal... 
HIgt* all interaction mecharrsm matches with ideal. 
HiphftIM all interaction mechm nn mm-matches with ideal 
IN~ uses of inter action mechanisin(s). - 
HXO*gM uses of WeractIon asssstance- 
F~ cop l dema ds_. 
FM~ quality of feemack_ 
F W*o ohm noted nwdNlers_ 
Filer Intory. _ 
Filler Key About 
hghII( t all's functionality matches with Meat.. 
Highlight all interaction mechanism matches with ideal.. 
IM~ all Interoctlon mechanism mis-matches with Ideal... 
or Hig11IM uses of nteractlon mechanism(: )_ 
,I uses of interaction assistance. 
w co hoe _. HIgh {jw quaMy of feedback- 
I-lighliWd other noted modifiers- 
Mel history.. 
I igure 31) /sigh/i, shticr, L Io / mute he s inic-ncule /I, ,c Frith 
ideal / rc /i/r in terms o%funclionalilr prof icled 
Figure 31 shows the result of highlighting % functionality mis-matches with the ideal. It 
illustrates that components can be highlighted at the lowest level, or at any level, of abstraction - in 
the case of the latter, the highlight indicates the existence of a (currently contracted) low-level 
component which conforms to the filter. As can be seen, your attention is quickly drawn to those 
components (or categories thereof) for which matches are not found against the requirements of the 
project. 
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lr il ideal /'rook' 
Suppose you have identified (highlighted) those components which match the needs of the project 
in terms of requirements (i. e. matches at the % functionality level). You might now want to see 
whether or not they utilise those interaction mechanisms which you 
have identified as being the 
most appropriate for the team members working on the project - 
it may be on this basis that you 
can eliminate some tools from those being evaluated (i. e. if tools are equal 
in terms of functionality 
provision. the means by which the functionality is provided is perhaps the most significant 
discrinninator c,, pcciallI, %v ith rc; pcct to the needs of the team members). 
Finer KW AbW 
Highlight all interaction mechanism matches with ideal. - 
HphwplA all interaction mechanism mis matches with ideal... 
HlphMplA uses of interaction mecharwsm(s)- 
Hiy*pfA uses d inter action assistance_ 
He~ coPMlhie demands- 
}4p NgfA quality of feedback. - 
HiphIU other noted modilers_ 
Clear all high idls. _ 
or Highlight uses of interaction mechahism(s)... 
Highlight uses of interaction assistance... 
Highlight cognitive demands-. 
Highlight quality of feedback. - 
HipMigM other noted modifiers- 
Clear all highlights... 
I igure 32 - high Iii; hlm, g luul'nut lit,; nm-nu, Inccý with 
ideal /yin/ih' in Iri m 0/ irileruNion mc'chunicm. c asecl 
To do this, you can apply an additional project-specific filter to the active data set - as shown in 
Figure 32. It demonstrates that, in order to highlight the component instances where the recorded 
interaction mechanisms match those of the ideal profile, you should select the 
[menu] Filter:: [Menu Item]Highlight all interaction mechanism matches 
with ideal ... option. 
Conversely, to highlight the instances where the recorded interaction 
mechanism(s) do not match with the ideal, you should select the [Menu] Filter: : [Menu 
, rerniiiighlight all interaction mechanism mis-matches with ideal... 
option. Filters are combined using AND such that all components highlighted at any one time 
conform to all applied filters. 
The result of the filter application is shown in Figure 33 which illustrates those components for 
which there is a match at the % functionality level, but discrepancies at the level of interaction 
mechanisms employed. Hence, in the example given, it can be concluded that, in several 
instances, despite both tools meeting the % functionality requirements, neither are appropriate in 
terms of the interaction mechanisms used. As a reminder, you can confirm the history of filter 
application as was demonstrated in ýce-v w to I. 
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SUIT 
A n. aLys+* ?Z eco, -cL s heeta- 
The following collection of data record sheets should be used as templates and photocopied as 
required for the completion of a tool selection. 
The first sheet is provided to assist in the recording of high-level details concerning the 
comparison/selection - it need only be copied once per comparison task. 
The second sheet is provided to guide the recording of selection decisions or observations for 
example, you would use this sheet to record observations made during comparison of the various 
tools such as the fact that ToolX does not, in any instance, use Graphical Manipulation, and 
therefore should be rejected. The data recorded on these sheets forms the argument on which 
your tool selection is based. This sheet should be copied for every observation made, and should 
be attached to a screen dump of the visualisation supporting the observation as required. 
The third and final sheet should be used to record an explicit statement about the tool which you 
are recommending as a result of the comparison process, and should be used to include a summary 
of the rationale behind that decision. This sheet should be copied once per comparison task. 
At the end of a comparison, it is recommended that the above copied and 
completed sheets be stored with the Stil framework sheets used to 
gather the initial data. In this way, the process is recorded for future 
reference and can therefore inform a later tool selection. 
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EvalAo4t orvDet2Ul4 
SUIT Visualisation Environment User Manual 
Evaluation completed as part of a: 
F_1 Generic Comparison F] Project-Specific Comparison 
Evaluation performed by............................................................................................................................................................... 
Date: . ... .......... .............. ............ ..... 
Prcý"t De zu Ii 
Project Ref: 
Project Title:.... 
Project/Team Leader: 
............................................. ..... .................................. .... ..... ...... ........... ... ............ .................................... .......................... ................. 
Project Description: 
. ............................. 
Com*Wnty 
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Observation Decision Ref: 
Olnerva Lo t/Dec i, crty Nom 
Screen dump of visualisation attached[] yes 
F] no 
SUIT Visualisation Environment User Manual 
Filters applied: ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .......... ....... .......... ... 
Description: 
....................................................................................... 
Decision: 
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Toot, R 
Recommended Tool: 
............................................................. 
Rationale for recommendation :..... .... ... 
........................................................................................................ 
Signed:.. 
................................................... .................................... ................................................ Date: 
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APPENDIX F: HANDOUTS FOR QUALITATIVE STUDY 
Tutorial Questions 
SUIT 
TutorLaL TasºZs/cZ"estLc &S 
The following tutorial tasks and questions have been designed to ensure that you have a basic knowledge of 
the SAUT visualisation environment. Please try to complete each of the tasks in turn and to answer the 
questions where appropriate. If you are unsure how to complete a task or how to interpret the data in order 
to answer a question, please ask us for assistance. 
Your tutor will launch SUIT for you, and will open up a pre-prepared tutorial visualisation for which you 
should complete the following tasks and answer the questions as appropriate. 
TasP/czý< es+. i. owi Identify the components for which tools provide the required functionality but 
adopt inappropriate interaction mechanism(s) - i. e. ones which do not conform to 
the ideal profile. 
A nswi er :....................................................................................... 
For the components listed above, identify the types of interaction assistance 
provided by the various tool(s) and if possible suggest, on the basis of this issue, 
which tool would be the most suitable. 
4 nswer: ......................................................................................... 
TCUSK/4xestioK 2. What required functionality is missing from which tool(s) ? 
Answer :......................................................................................... 
Tasle/ý2xestio . 3: 
Take a snapshot of your visualisation and record a comment to outline what the 
snapshot represents. 
Taslelr2utstLO 4: On the original visualisation contract/expand the categories identified in tasks I 
and 2 so that you are looking at the features one level higher than the interaction 
mechanism level (i. e. one level higher than the lowest level). 
1 asýýr uýstiow s: Re-order the categories identified in tasks I and 2 so that they are at the head of 
the table. 
TASIe/4utstL 6: Hide the other hardware devices category. 
Tasle/Q., kestLon. 7: Clear any existing highlights. 
TASIe/Cýxütioh 8: Are there any features for which a positive comment/modifier has been recorded 
regarding the quality of feedback ? 
Answer 
......................................................................................... 
Tasse/«cstiovt, 9: Save your tutorial work. 
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III> Ikir (1 IJIII It iv C') tuLIv 
THF: S(E: N R1() 
Your organisation needs to select a user interface development tool (UIDT) for use on a specific 
sottoare development project. The selection has already been narrowed down to two well known 
UIDTs - Visual BasicTM and Borland's DelphiT"'. Both of these tools are expensive to purchase 
and deploy (in terms of training) and so it is important to your organisation that the correct choice 
is made. The project for which a tool is to be purchased, is facing strict and pressing 
implementation and product delivery deadlines. Hence, the UIDT must be chosen to best expedite 
project completion. 
Your organisation has allocated the project team members - of which there are five - and has 
identified those components which are essential within the selected UIDT. It has been decided 
that the SUIT Evaluation Methodology is to be adopted in order to assist and inform the UIDT 
selection. To this end, the organisation has obtained SUIT formatted tool profiles for both Visual 
BasicTM and Borland's DelphiTM and, on the basis of the project requirements and team's skill base, 
has completed a profile of the `ideal tool'. 
YOýtTR "TASK 
You have been allocated the task of comparing the above data in order to make a reasoned 
recommendation for the purchase of one of the two tools. The initial visualisation of the data has 
already been set up for you. As demonstrated below, it shows the data for the ideal profile and the 
data for each of the two development tools. Using the facilities available within the SUIT 
Visualisation Environment, you are required to examine the data with a view to making a 
rationalised recommendation for the selection of one. 
the ideal profile 
pr tilc of I)clphi 
a, lý (ý B) 
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Interview Questionnaires 
D 
SL, kIT EvaLv tLow 
Possible t wtervýew c2. estýows 
Pre-e% aluation session 
Do you have an overall strategy in mind before you start'? If so, what is it ? 
Post-ei aluation session 
Were you able to follow your intended strategy when using the SUIT system as a whole'? 
If not, how did your strategy/approach develop as you went along - what influenced it etc? 
Did the SUIT methodology influence the approach you adopted to comparing the data ? If 
so, in what way? What data comparison strategy did you adopt - i. e. what were your main 
areas of interest when examining the data and why? Was there data that you would have 
liked to have seen represented which was not included in SUIT? Was there any 
significance to the order in which you performed the tasks`? 
Would you have performed an evaluation of tools without SUIT ? How would you have 
tackled this problem without SUIT'? In your opinion, did SUIT - and in particular the 
visualisation environment - make the evaluation of these tools easier than you think it 
would otherwise have been ? 
How would you rate your confidence in your performance with SUIT? Similarly, how 
confident are you with the results you obtained through using SUIT ? 
In your opinion, what were the strengths and weaknesses of the SUIT visualisation system`? 
What features (if any) were you particularly happy with? What features (if any) really 
annoyed you ? Were there any commands which you felt should have been provided but 
weren't'? If so, what are they and why would they have been useful? 
i 
1.1 !s ýt 
tý 
,: 'ý . 
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